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thanks to Coop for his illustration in Dale’s column; your own personal Jesus thanks to Cristy
Road for her illustration in Liz O’s column; those guys are a bunch of dickbags thanks to Mitch
Clem for his illustration in Nardwuar’s column; that can’t be N{}rb because N{}rb wouldn’t have
any pants on thanks to Kris Triplaar for his photo in N{}rb’s column; the Rhythm Chicken’s head
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Chicken’s column; ouch ouch ouch thanks to Brad Beshaw for his illustration in Sean’s col-
umn; jagged lines just like in Archie Comics thanks to Chris Fingaz for his illustration in Josh’s
column; Danny Glover’s not too old for your shit thanks to Gabe Rock for the Fest article; Smurf
blue Mad Dog 20/20 thanks to Toby Tober for his photos in the Fest article; maybe Americans
like their bathrooms to be dirty thanks to Donald “Plex” Lowery for the Last Target interview;
pickslides on the monitor thanks to Donofthedead for the Last Target photos and record
reviews; at least their name is fitting thanks to Speedway Randy for the Reatards interview
and photos; eyebrows should be more glass-resistant thanks to Miss Erika for the Reatards
photos; have fun in Canada thanks to Ben Snakepit for the Urchin interview and photos; piss-
ing all kinds of people off thanks to Aphid Peewit, Jimmy Alvarado, Kurt Morris, Stevo, Ty
Stranglehold, BD Williams, Buttertooth, Greg Barbera, Jenny Moncayo, Jessica T, Josh
Benke, KO!, Mike Frame, Sean Koepenick, Denise Orton, and Gus Straub for their reviews;
Holy shit you can dance like that and still put on The Fest thanks to Tony; we may never have
seen Blotto! if it weren’t for you thanks to The Cabin for letting us party after the cops left. 

If the van can’t go more than 45mph, it’s
pretty much like drinking in a parked
car, right?  

have a Fest hangover. I can barely speak above a whisper. I’m
exhausted. I’m a little depressed. And, I can’t stop laughing at ran-
dom memories from the weekend. 

For those of you who don’t know what The Fest is, it’s a mass
gathering of almost a hundred and twenty bands descending on

Gainesville, Florida for three days. But, there’s more to it than that. It’s
now my favorite holiday and the biggest dirtbag family reunion rolled
into one. It’s walking down a street and seeing strangers wearing your
friends’ bands’ shirts. It’s going to a house show with forty other people
to see Blotto!, one of the best bands coming out of Japan, play a three-
song set after the cops have already stopped by. It’s throwing your arms
around the people next to you at a show only to realize that the one on
your left arm is a friend from Toronto and the other is a friend from
Milwaukee. And even the strangers are friends.

Being there made me realize that there is a very real and very tangi-
ble network in full operation. I don’t mean a network in the sense of
“Hey, I know this guy who can probably hook you up,” but a series of
deep connections between people who genuinely care for one another and
have been brought together by the music. There are no ulterior motives;
no one’s trying to get ahead. People of like minds are finding one anoth-
er, tour by tour.

The day before The Fest began, Sean from the Tim Version got up
early to pick up seven of us from the airport, took us to get breakfast,
picked up another person from the airport, brought us to his house so we

could sleep and shower, worked from home, went back to the airport to
pick up more people, drew us maps of the area around his house, went to
practice, came back to pick up more people, and helped take us all to a
show twenty minutes away, then invited us all back to his house after the
show for a party, and offered his house for people to sleep. His actions
weren’t alone. So many people went so far out of their way to help us
have the best few days of the year, if not of the better part of my life. I’m
honestly amazed at their kindness and hospitality at the same time know-
ing I’d do exactly the same if the tables were turned. 

It seems that all of this hospitality, this kindness, this “being excellent
to each other” has turned into something pretty amazing. I feel like I have
some of the most decent, intelligent, and selfless friends (who also party
‘til their pants come off and stand on stage in green tiger print speedos)
spread out across the world. I also see Razorcake as becoming a very
real, albeit small, piece of the puzzle of this community after five years.
Within a two-week period, we were granted our nonprofit status (which is
huge), were accepted into the Los Angeles public library (again, huge),
saw the Urchin (another phenomenal Japanese band) play with one mem-
ber wearing the first Razorcake shirt, and had enough drinks bought for
us to kill several small horses (or ponies, for that matter).

And, sure, there were cell phones lost, interviews that didn’t get
done, friends I didn’t get a chance to see, missed flights, and shitty serv-
ice, but we’re used to life being a series of strikes and gutters, and I feel
like we’re finally picking up some spares. –Megan
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Megan thanks: Ding Dong and Party Van thanks to Travis Dukes and
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crew; We took how many pills? thanks to Mosh for pretty much
everything; sorry my tattoo almost made you cry thanks to Ma Skirt
and Pa Trouser for understanding bender weekends; yer smart
thanks to Nada for the Franklin quote. Todd thanks: 100 more beers
is always a safe number thanks to Replay Dave for his hospitality.
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The scream formed at the bottom of my
throat, a thick mass just above the clavicle
that raced upward at alarming speed.
Muscles clenched, in the hope that the mass
might just drop, somehow make its way to
the pit of my stomach and stay there. But the
mass was unstoppable, forcing its way into
the larynx, causing my mouth to gape and a
horrid sound to emit for all of San Diego to
hear. It was the sound of teenage girls meet-
ing the Beatles at any given airport in
1964—a piercing, desperate cry that rubbed
my throat raw as it was released. I could cry
at that moment, but was too busy staring in
blank awe towards the stage to muster any-
thing resembling a tear.

The last time this happened was at the
Rose Bowl in June of 1992, when I saw the
Cure for the first time. I was fifteen and, at
fifteen, hysteria is understandable. Years
later, three weeks before my twenty-ninth
birthday, I felt a bit embarrassed to be react-
ing in this way. Hysteria, I continue to
assume, is not becoming of adults.

After spending a lifetime in Los Angeles
and half of that lifetime involved in this
scene called indie rock, you learn a thing or
two about concert decorum. Keep your cool.
Close your eyes and think of England or
something like that and pretend that this isn’t
a show that you will recall when you are
gray at the temples and remembering what
was your life. It’s just part of a string of
events inside sticky-floored venues with
bands playing songs that are important
enough for you to be there watching, but not
so important that you are willing to lose your
mind. I tossed this lesson in the garbage
along with a few bottles of Amstel Light
before entering San Diego’s Sports Arena.
There was no point in trying to remain calm.
I had been waiting for this moment ever
since my mom told me at the age of eleven
that I was too young to see my favorite band
play the now-legendary Rose Bowl concert
of 1988. I was going to see Depeche Mode.

It seems odd that, with several hundred
concerts now under my belt, I did not have
the opportunity to witness Depeche Mode
live until November 19, 2005. This is more
bizarre considering that I’m the sort of per-
son who can provide a detailed argument as
to why Black Celebration is the band’s best
album, ramble on about the brilliance of an
incredibly noisy “re-remix” of “Master and

“Hysteria, I 
continue to
assume, is not
becoming of
adults.”

LIZ O

usic for the Modies
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Servant” provided by On-U-Sound legend
Adrian Sherwood for purposes of a German
12” single and sing every line of “Ice
Machine,” a b-side from the band’s first Mute
Records single, “Dreaming of Me.” It’s just a
matter of bad luck, I suppose. After the Rose
Bowl show, Depeche Mode returned to L.A.
during the summer of 1990, at which point I
had reached my mother’s age-limit for con-
certs, but I was stuck at summer camp in the
Sierra Nevadas listening to Violator and its
accompanying singles and B-sides with
some Fresno-based Modies. After that, I
endured a succession of missed shows due to
job conflicts, lack of money and other relat-
ed crap, while hoping that I could catch the
band the next time it was in town. When
singer Dave Gahan released his solo-album,
Paper Monsters, a few years ago, I feared
that my night with Depeche Mode would
never happen.

*    *    *

Sometime last August, I received a pack-
age from an editor consisting of a tightly
wrapped slip-sleeved promotional CD enti-
tled Dark Force by a band called Black
Swarm and released through Mute. I put the
CD in my review pile and went back to work
on the assignments approaching deadline. 

Two days later, I slid the disc into my CD
player. It opened with a buzzsaw-like sound
that gave way to pristine electronic pop
marked by vocals that sounded eerily familiar.

Why the hell would Mute sign someone
who sounds exactly like Dave Gahan when
the label has Depeche Mode?

I continued listening into the second
track, a reworking of the traditional hymn
“John the Revelator.” My nose wrinkled in
confusion, causing my glasses to slide off my
face. I pushed my glasses back up to the
bridge of my nose, grabbed the press release
and quickly unfolded the photocopied paper.

“Here’s your watermarked advance copy
of DEPECHE MODE’s new album PLAY-
ING THE ANGEL, due October 18 on
Sire/Reprise.”

“HOLY SHIT! I HAVE THE NEW
DEPECHE MODE!”

I then proceeded to call my closest
friends, panting. “You aren’t going to believe
this. I have the new Depeche Mode album
and it’s fucking awesome!”

To be honest, I haven’t been that crazy
about a Depeche Mode album since techno-
logical whiz/personal favorite band member
Alan Wilder left in 1995. The following
album, Ultra, rang fairly weak through my
ears and Exciter wasn’t as exciting as the
title implied. Plus, with Alan’s departure,
the dynamic of four members with different
personalities that we could assign to them
(i.e. Rock Star Dave, Sensitive Martin,
Techie Alan, Affable Regular Guy Andy)
was ruined. 

Playing the Angel rekindled my burning
fanaticism towards the band. It has that
vaguely kinky, industrial sound of Black
Celebration, but is a bit more subdued with
so many electronic clicks and pops running
through the songs that I wouldn’t be sur-

prised to learn that the Basildon, Essex-bred
boys have spent the past few years collecting
German-style minimal techno vinyl. 

In the weeks that followed, I listened to
Playing the Angel repeatedly, memorizing
lyrics, marking synthetic nuances that would
float through my head for hours after and
cross-referencing songs with other pieces of
the band’s catalogue. “Lilian,” seemingly the
final “I hate you” note to a former lover, I
decided, was my favorite with its scathing
lyrics and a melody similar to “Sea of Sin,”
the b-side for “Personal Jesus” that became
an alternative-radio hit in Los Angeles.
“Nothing’s Impossible,” one of the Dave-
penned songs, sounded more goth than a cob-
web encrusted copy of “Bela Lugosi’s Dead.”
I dubbed it the second favorite track. Then
there was “Damaged People,” a Martin-writ-
ten/Martin-sung piece that could end up
becoming the ultimate make-out song for
poetry-writing teenagers, the way that
“Somebody” and “A Question of Lust” were
way back when. (That is, of course, consider-
ing that people under the age of twenty-five
still listen to Depeche Mode.) “Damaged
People” came in third. As days of non-stop
Depeche Mode listening wore on, the
favorites began to change and I started to feel
like a little girl attempting to rank my best
friends. It seemed ridiculous. After all, this
was one of only a small handful of CDs this
year that I could listen to without having to
forward through snooze tracks. 

On the day that Depeche Mode
announced its tour, I eagerly clicked to the
band’s website and scrolled down looking for
Los Angeles. I looked at the dates and then
looked at my calendar. Depeche Mode was
playing two nights a Staples Center—
Monday and Tuesday. I had class both those
nights. I bit my lip and scrunched my face
hard to prevent streams of black-eyeliner
tears from running down my face.

Martin Gore is right, I thought. God real-
ly does have a sick sense of humor.

Once I collected myself and removed
“Blasphemous Rumors” from my head, I
noticed that the band was playing in San
Diego before the L.A. dates, on a Saturday
night no less. 

This might really happen. I might actual-
ly get the chance to see Depeche Mode.

*    *    *

San Diego Sports Arena is roughly half
the size of anything we might consider to be
an arena in Los Angeles. It is so small that
even with six people traveling in two cars,
our party was able to reconvene in the park-
ing lot for a few pre-concert beers. As the
Raveonettes played inside, the parking lot
swarmed with the usual mix of goths, Dave-
a-likes joined by their Moz-a-like friends
and Bettie Page-a-like girlfriends and the
slightly more ordinary, but by no means
“normal” adults who can probably describe
what it was like to hear “People Are People”
for the first time as an elementary school kid
at the local skating rink and how that song
sparked a love that remains twenty years
later. These are the Modies.

Save for the group of people playing a
pre-arena-rock Simple Minds song, Depeche
Mode blared from virtually every corner of
the parking lot. Most stuck with older mater-
ial: mid-1990’s house remixes; early-1980’s
B-sides; selections from Depeche Mode 101,
the live album documenting the previously
mentioned Rose Bowl show. Our iPod-armed
pal put together a set of songs we knew were
not played on this tour with classics like “See
You” and “Shake the Disease” mixed with
newer material, like “Lilian.” After an hour,
we were buzzed, well-prepared fans who
feared that we might have partied our way
through Depeche Mode’s set. We ran into the
arena and found our seats ten minutes before
the band took to the stage.

This is where we return the scream—the
breath-clenching, ecstatic outburst that only
ceased at the end of “A Pain That I’m Used
To,” the buzz-saw wielding first track of
Playing the Angel that opened the concert,
because my throat grew as sore as if I had
gone through a pack of clove cigarettes and a
bottle of tequila.

The two hours that followed now run
through my mind as a red strobe and dry ice
haze. If I close my eyes, scattered bits of the
performance piece together like a montage.
Dave easing into backbends like a yoga
instructor during “A Pain That I’m Used To”;
Dave turning multiple pirouettes at a time
without losing his balance during nearly
every song he sang; Andy playing behind an
oversized keyboard, barely visible from our
seats; Martin standing so still that he almost
looked frightened in his evil raver outfit of a
black skirt over pants, black angel wings and
black Ugg-like boots. If I concentrate, I can
still hear the quiver in Martin’s voice during
“Damaged People,” “Home” and
“Somebody,” the ferocity of Dave’s pleas
throughout “Behind the Wheel” to “do what
you want/I don’t care,” and the roaring call-
and-response between the band and the audi-
ence that marked “Everything Counts.”

As I walked back to the parking lot with
my friends with the cold, ocean air stinging
my sweat-ringed neck, I thought about how I
might recap this event. As a journalist, I
would perhaps try to relate to readers the sig-
nificance of the music and this performance
and how the crowd’s response only reinforces
that Depeche Mode “still has it after twenty-
five years.” I might list the current crop of
bands boasting a Depeche Mode influence
and throw in some words like “Kraftwerkian”
and “techno pop.” But that night, I wasn’t
there as a journalist. I was just a fangirl who
went online at 10 AM the day the sale started
and drove three hours to see this band, only
so that I could sit in the back of an arena and
scream, sing and hyperventilate along with a
few thousand other folks with the same inten-
tion. I was, and still am, a Modie.

–Liz Ohanesian

Portions of this previously appeared 
on www.thepeoplesdanceparty.com
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Damage:
none. 

Wits:       
frayed.

JIM RULAND

LLAAZZYYYY    MMIIIICCKK

I’ve known Sean Carswell a long time. In
the ten plus years we’ve been friends,
we’ve had a lot of conversations and just
about all of them have been about books.
From classic literature to bullshit home-
work assignments, weird crime stories to
tales about finding your way in the world.
Still, it came as a surprise when he
approached me in August of 2004 and
asked me if I wanted to publish a collec-
tion of short stories with Gorsky Press.
I’ve been writing for a long time and while
I’ve always dreamt about publishing a
book, it somehow didn’t seem real to me.
I’ve carried around the idea of publishing
a book in my head for what feels like for-
ever, but when the opportunity finally
arrived, it somehow felt like it wasn’t real-
ly happening. 

After I accepted Sean’s offer, I gath-
ered up my stories and put them in a file
and for the next six months I shuffled them

around. I thought this part would be both
easy and fun. Not so. I rearranged the sto-
ries so often and with such frequency that
I eventually stopped moving the actual
stories around and just fiddled with the
table of contents. I talked to my good
friend and tattoo artist Dave Guthrie, and
he drew a cover for me. A friend at work
snapped my picture for the author photo. I
drummed up blurbs from fellow writers
whose work I esteem and admire, and I
wrote promotional copy for the back
cover. And still the book felt no more real
than an exceptionally vivid daydream, like
picturing yourself on a sandy beach after
looking at a travel poster. The idea was
lucid and clear, yet easily dismissable. It’s
hard to explain this feeling, but I just
couldn’t convince myself that it was really
happening. I’d polished the stories.
Revised the manuscript. Proofed the
proofs. Still, the book felt as distant and

remote as an island in the
South Pacific.

That all changed this
summer. I was sitting at my
desk at work when Sean
called to tell me that he’d
just dropped my books off
at the distributor and want-
ed to know if I could meet
for a beer so he could give
me a copy. When Sean
walked into Molly
Malone’s and plopped the
book on the table, it finally
hit home. My stories. My
name. My book. 

It was an awesome
feeling. Sean did a great job
and the book was way cool-
er than I’d hoped. Like any-
thing worth doing, there are
a lot of hills to climb and
battles to fight. Short story
collections don’t sell. The
mainstream press generally
doesn’t review independent
publishing and chain stores
will often refuse to carry it.
So fucking what? A very
wise friend of mine told me
no matter how many books
you write, publish, or sell,
you’ll never have another

first book, so enjoy the process. That’s
exactly what I did. 

Since I couldn’t take time off from
work to get in the van and tour the country
like a rock star for three months or even
three weeks, I decided to hop around the
country like a bioterrorist spreading
anthrax and the Ebola to densely packed
population centers. The book contains thir-
teen stories, none of which have been pub-
lished in Razorcake, and are all a hundred
percent make believe. You’ll meet Popeye
as a young sailor, Dick Tracy as an old San
Fernando Valley police detective, Little
Red Riding Hood in Nazi Germany, and a
man named Kessler with a shitload of
unlucky pants. As for the tour, there are
simply too many stories to tell, too many
people to thank, so I’ll share the highlights
of the extremely intermittent Big
Lonesome book “tour”:

Big Lonesomethe Book Tour



September 23:
Minneapolis:ARISE! 

Local Hero: Maddy Tight Pants, who set
up the reading, drew a kick-ass flyer, and
invited all kinds of cool people. 

Booze: Post-reading Guinness and tater
tots at Grumpy’s near the Metrodome with
Maddy, Amanda, Sanden, Nate from the
Modern Machines, and writer Jason DeBoer
and his beautiful wife Monica who drove in
from Madison, Wisconsin.

Calamity Avoided: About ten minutes
before I was supposed to be at ARISE! I lost
my rental car keys on a dark street in a
dodgy neighborhood. I thought I was well
and truly fucked when people came out of
their houses and off their porches to see what
I was doing wandering up and down the
same patch of grass in a residential neigh-
borhood. I explained my predicament and a
dude clutching a tall boy waved his phone
around like a wand and—presto—we found
my keys. 

September 24: St. Paul:
Turf Club 

(downstairs in the Clown Lounge)

Local Hero: Poet Alex Lemon and Feast
of Love author Charles Baxter

Booze: After-reading Guinness with
Northern Arizona University alum Karen
Olsen at an Irish bar that featured a tradi-
tional band. Every four or five songs the guy
who played the bohran (drum) and tin whis-
tle would get up and dance. 

Calamity Avoided: Early the following
morning I was speeding through the rain in
my rental Hundyai when I took a freeway
off-ramp too fast and skidded off the road
and down an embankment. As the tall grass
lashed at the windshield and window, I
recalled that Minnesota was called the land
of ten thousand lakes and hoped I wasn’t
about to plunge into one of them. I calmly
turned off the Briefs so that I could keep my
wits about me, realized that it was impera-
tive that I keep the car moving at all costs,
dropped into low gear, and scooted up the
other side of the embankment. Damage:
none. Wits: frayed. Hyundai: never again. 

October 14: San Diego:
Voz Alta 

Local Hero: Nuvia who took me out for
sushi and packed the place with her friends
and co-workers. Shout outs to Stephanie De
La Torre who organized the event, poet and
whiskey aficionado Jimmy Jazz who lent a
hand with the readings, and fellow Navy vet
Oscar for emceeing. 

Booze: Sake and Sapporo before the
reading and Tecate and Cazadores next door
at Landlord Jim’s afterwards. (At one point a
pair of hot girls asked me what I had in the
bag. “Books,” I said, and showed them a
copy of Big Lonesome. The blonde took it,
turned it over, and promptly handed it back.
“We don’t read,” she said. “We’re dumb.” I
had no comeback for that.)

Calamity Avoided: After Landlord Jim’s,
Nuvia and I stopped off for a nightcap at a

place called Plum Loco somewhere between
Bonita and National City. The bar should have
been called Gangster’s Paradise and, except
for the bartender, I was the only white guy in
the joint. After we settled up the tab the bar-
tender leaned over and told me there were
sobriety checkpoints set up in both directions
and told us how to get around them. 

October 15:Los Angeles:
The Mountain in Chinatown

Local Hero: Actor Mario Prado and poets
Carlye Archibeque and Teka Lark Lo who
helped out with some of the stories. Mario
took the lead role in “Kessler Has No Lucky
Pants,” which is told in the form of a con-
flicted catechism (read: Q&A), and had me
laughing throughout the reading. Carlye read
“Still Beautiful,” a story about a stalker who
has taken up residence in the crawl space of
her former lover’s house. Carlye read the
whole story from underneath a table while
Teka sat on top of it filing her nails and pre-
tending to talk on the phone. They turned the
reading into a performance. 

Booze: Jameson’s before and during and
Budweiser afterwards at Full House with
friends and family.

Calamity Avoided: After waking up with
a considerable hangover, we broke our fast at
the Field, an excellent Irish bar in San
Diego’s Gaslamp District. We then made the
mistake of going to a bookstore where we
engaged in a little guerilla marketing and
maneuvered our friends’ books into favorable
positions. We became so engrossed in this
game that we missed our train to Los
Angeles. Luckily, there was another Surfliner
scheduled and we barely made it to the
Mountain on time. 

October 21: Portland:
Reading Frenzy

Local Hero: Joe O’Brien, bartender
and editor of Flop Sweat, a hilarious zine
about jokes that go over badly. 

Booze: Guinness and single malt
Jameson’s at the Kells before the reading
and a nightcap at a sad little bar near the
Silver Cloud Inn in the industrial part of
town where we were staying. (This is
somewhat misleading because I was pretty
much drinking Black Butte Porter the
entire time I was in the Pacific Northwest.)

Calamity Avoided: The day after the
Seattle reading (see below), we returned to
Portland and settled down in this strange
sports bar called Slabtown to watch my
beloved New York football Giants. It was
a horrible game, but when Joe showed up,
ordered a beer and a plate of mini-dogs,
the momentum shifted in the Giants favor,
with young Eli Manning orchestrating an
unforgettable, come-from-behind victory
that turned the Giants’ season around. 

October 22:Seattle:
Confounded Books

Local Hero: Brad Beshaw, the book-
store’s bearded proprietor, who went way

out of his way to roll out the red carpet.
Brad’s a huge Gorksy/Razorcake supporter
and an all around great guy. 

Booze: Bucket after bucket of Pabst
Blue Ribbon at Linda’s with writer Braxton
Younts and his girlfriend after the reading.

Calamity Avoided: Earlier in the day, I
left me scally cap at a restaurant in Tacoma
where we slurped oysters and quaffed
tankards of porter. Even though “there’s
nothing more foolish than a man chasing his
hat,” we raced back from Seattle to Tacoma
to recover it just as the restaurant was shut-
ting down for the night.

November 26:Salt Lake City:
Downtown Public Library

Local Heroes: Danna Layton and Mary
Powers. Danna is the editor of Salt Flats
Annual, which sponsored the reading. Mary
is a local writer featured in their first issue. I
met both women at a writer’s conference
five years ago and have kept in touch over
the years. 

Booze: Post-reading sake at a sushi
restaurant.

Calamity Avoided: After spending a joy-
ous, waistline-expanding holiday at my
brother’s house in Idaho Falls, I set out for
Salt Lake City with what I thought was plen-
ty of time to spare. Under normal circum-
stances, it’s a three-hour trip, but it had
snowed heavily the day before and the high-
way was sheeted with slush and ice. Things
started to slow down about forty-five min-
utes out of town as the road narrowed to one
lane. Somewhere south of Blackfoot the
conditions got really treacherous and we
passed at least one accident a mile for about
a dozen miles, including a massive motor
home that had rolled over on its side.
Wipeouts all over the place. Luckily, I’d
learned my lesson from Minneapolis and
was driving a Chevy Blazer with four-wheel
drive and never lost control of the vehicle.
Arrived in downtown Salt Lake City with
time to duck into Ports of Call for a quick
cup of coffee before the reading. 

If you missed your chance at a heaping
spoonful of Big Lonesome love, I have an
upcoming East Coast Reading scheduled in
the Big Apple!

February 3, 2006:New York
(Lower East Side):

Happy Ending Lounge

Local Hero: Sam Lipsyte, author of
Home Land, the funniest book of 2005, who
will be reading with me. Home Land is a
novel in the form of alumni updates to the
high school alumni. 

Booze: I predict plenty of spirits.
Calamity Avoided: Too soon to tell, but

since the reading takes place on Super Bowl
Weekend I anticipate broken bottles and
busted bones.

–Jim Ruland
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DDale is upstairs, nailing down the ply-
wood that makes up the second floor. Boon
is upstairs with him, framing walls. I’m haul-
ing two-by-fours up a ladder for Boon.
Everything about this day seems like a typi-
cal day on the job site.

Dale’s actually doing my job. I’m the
grunt. I’m the one who carries things and
nails things off and does all the stuff that
doesn’t require any activity in the frontal
lobe. Only today, Dale’s so hungover that he
can barely function. It’s not even eight
o’clock in the morning and, as Boon keeps
saying, it’s hotter than a fresh fucked fox in
a forest fire. Boon’s been a carpenter in
Florida for the past forty years. He has about
as many ways of saying “it’s fucking hot
out” as Eskimos have of saying snow. Dale,
in the meantime, has as many ways of get-
ting out of doing any hard work as Boon has
ways of saying “it’s fucking hot out.” So
today, he’s nailing down the second floor. It’s
the easiest job you can do. And he’s nailing
the floor off in 3/4 time. Three shots of the
nail gun, pause for a beat while he steps for-
ward, three more shots, pause, and so on.
The thump of the gun on the plywood echoes
across the yard.

Boon’s had enough of the radio. He
won’t let Dale play any music before nine
o’clock. So the only music we have is Dale’s
thumping nail gun. And something about
those thumps and that whistle of compressed
air that follows puts the song “Ain’t She
Sweet” in my head. In case you don’t know
the song, it goes like this:

Ain’t she sweet
You see her walking down the street
I ask you very con-fi-dentially
Ain’t she sweet

Throw in a second verse where you
change “sweet” to nice and ask it once or
twice, and you got yourself a song. It’s an old
flapper song. I only know it because my dad
sometimes gets drunk and plays it on his
ukulele. Actually, it’s more accurate to say
that my dad always gets drunk and some-
times plays the song on his ukulele. Any way
you look at it, the song is in my head, and it
matches perfectly with the beat that Dale is
hammering out on that second floor ply-
wood. It’s been going on for so long that I’m
adding my own verses. Like:

Dale’s an ass.
He’s full of hot air and gas.
He’s nailing down the second floor.
Dale’s an ass.

Or:

Build some stairs.
Is your brain full of pubic hairs?
I’m hauling lumber up a ladder so
Build some stairs.

Just stupid songs. Just something to pass
the time. And I’m in the middle of one of these
songs, singing along to Dale’s beat, when I
hear thump, thump, “Yee-oow.” At first it’s
like Dale’s singing along with me, screaming
out his best glam rock yell. But no. That was a
real yell. One thing you learn very quickly on
a construction site is how to distinguish
between a scream of frustration and a scream
of pain. This is a scream of pain. Dale’s hurt.

I’m halfway up the ladder with a stack of
two-by-fours. I want to pick up my pace, but
walking up a ladder with a stack of two-by-
fours is already precarious enough. I just keep
climbing. It takes a couple of seconds. Then I
see it.

Dale sits on the floor. The nail gun is lying
beside him. He grabs his right foot and yanks
up. He’s crying a little. Not making any sound,
but tears are slipping out of his eyes. And his
right foot doesn’t budge. No matter how hard
he yanks, he can’t lift it. In the middle of his
middle toe on that right foot, a little pool of
blood seeps through his white sneakers. I see
this and I realize: Dale has nailed himself to
the floor.

Boon recognizes this at about the same
time I do. He says the obvious. He says,
“Damn it, son. Did you nail yourself to the
fucking floor?” Boon calls everyone “son,”
but, in this case, Dale really is his son.

Dale says, “What’s it fucking look like?”
Boon nods. He starts walking over to

Dale. Boon pulls his hammer out of his tool
belt, swings it around, steps next to Dale, jams
the claw of his hammer between the floor and
Dale’s middle toe, and pries Dale’s foot off the
floor. Dale screams the whole time. It’s a
scream of pain.

I stand there kind of stunned, watching
the whole scene. Dale holds his foot. A
twelve penny nail sticks out the bottom of
his shoe. Blood drips onto the plywood.
Boon hangs his hammer off his tool belt and

walks back to the blueprints. Dale says to
him, “A little help here?”

Boon shrugs. “Get your ass to the hospi-
tal,” he says.

Dale looks at me. “Chris,” he says, “get
over here. Help me down the ladder.”

And now I’m torn. I know what Dale
wants. He wants me to carry him down the
ladder. He’s not a huge man, probably five-
foot-seven at the tallest. Kinda chubby, but I
could probably carry him. I’m sure I could
carry him. But I don’t want to. I’m not the
dumb fuck who nailed my foot to the floor.
Besides, Dale was supposed to be building the
stairs today. I was supposed to be nailing down
the floor and Dale was supposed to build the
stairs but he was too hungover and he out-
ranked me so I had to haul lumber up a ladder
all morning. And goddamn it, if he made me
haul lumber up a ladder because he’s too lazy
to build stairs, then I’m not gonna carry him
down a ladder now. It’s karma, I tell myself.

But I think a little bit more about karma
and I realize that my hands and feet are
always too close to the barrel of a nail gun and
it’s just a matter of time before one of those
nails ends up lodged in me. And I want some-
one to help me, if that happens. No one will
help me. I realize this. I realize that I’m in this
game alone. The best I can hope for is Boon
to come along and pry my foot off the floor,
but that’s it. That’s all I can count on. And my
stomach kind of falls as I realize how cruel the
world is gonna be to me hereafter. I even pity
Dale a little.

Let’s face it, though. I don’t pity him
enough to carry his fat, sweaty ass down a lad-
der. Boon bails me out, too, when he says,
“You touch Dale and you’re fired.” I look at
Boon. He points at the nail gun. “Nail down
this floor, Chris,” he says. “And Dale, walk on
your heel.”

Dale gets to his feet. Or to his foot, really.
He hobbles over to the ladder and climbs
down. I pick up the nail gun and start nailing
down the floor. I thump the gun down in 3/4
time. I sing, “Ain’t She Sweet” first to myself.
I guess I’m singing out loud, though, because
before I know it, Boon sings along with me.
The gun shoots out the perfect rhythm. I don’t
try to change any words because, for one
thing, I’m not angry anymore. And for the
other thing, I want to pay attention to where
the barrel falls and where my feet are.

–Sean Carswell

“I see this and I
realize: Dale has
nailed himself
to the floor.”

SEAN CARSWELL

The Business End of a Nail Gun
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11. Don’t fuck, under any circumstances.
2. Avoid sobriety. 
3. Maintain, just maintain.
4. Don’t cry.

I had given myself a set of rules to abide
by before I even set foot into that building.
It looked like an oversized, bloated tool
shed, painted an obnoxious plum-purple
with cherry red trim. It sat idly, just three
blocks from my house, and teased me with
its low profile, windowlessness, and lack of
appropriate signage. It was a mission of
mine: to walk across that threshold and step
into a certifiable swingers’ club. 

*  *  *

I’ll be the first to admit that I am a geek
of a woman, a twenty-five-year-old girl who
still gets patted on the head. I might have
been voted “Least Likely to Succeed at a
Swingers’ Club” if my high school year-
book committee had any foresight.
Regardless of the strength of my prescrip-
tion glasses and my distaste for the showy
fakeness of porn, it don’t mean that a girl
don’t like sex. That was a double-negative,
which is to say that I’m totally down with
doin’ it. Peeter in the cooter and everything. 

When the opportunity arose where I
could witness ordinary people doing some-
thing that should ordinarily remain within
their ordinary walls, I couldn’t resist. There
would be no clichéd storylines, sub-par act-
ing, or the vacant, drugged-out eyes of
young women. 

Actually, Anna and I were pretty stoned. 

*  *  *

Going alone was not an option. Most of
my dude friends volunteered, but were
turned off to the idea when they learned that
it would cost eighty dollars for a couple to
visit for the first time, and dudes who were
to go alone were charged even more. Single
ladies got in for fifteen dollars. 

Anna was the perfect candidate because
at our first alcohol-tainted meeting, she did-
n’t care when I repeatedly referred to her
boyfriend as a douche bag and she even

asked me to join her band. When I invited
her to accompany me, she didn’t hesitate. 

We finished off a small bowl, put on
our coats, and left for the short, brisk walk.
The biting, chilled air elevated my anxiety
as it stiffened my posture. Images of greasy,
round bodies packed tightly on top of one
another, amidst strobe lights and booming
classic rock, swirled in my brain. One of
my looming fears was that I might get so
caught up in everything after having been
trapped inside rooms of charged
pheromones, dazed from the dim lighting
and fluctuating moans of lovers, that I’d
strip off my thrift store clothes and get
down to business. With every step inching
us closer, my heart began to thud louder
and quicker. A block ahead of us, a couple
entered the club while two men at the bus
stop across the street heckled them. 

“I’m so nervous. I don’t know if I can
do this,” I told Anna.

As we walked into the small lobby, the
faint sound of the bus stop hecklers cheer-
ing us on could be heard as the bright red
door shut behind us. I surveyed the foyer as
we joined a short line of swingers, noting
the shabbiness of the room with its bare,
exposed dry wall and a large rack of white
towels for rent. The lacking aesthetics
heightened my fears; it didn’t seem kosher
that people would be swinging at such an
unsexy place. 

“I think I can only stay for fifteen min-
utes,” I whispered. “I don’t know how long
I can do this.” 

The clerk’s eyes lit up when we
approached the check-in counter. He hand-
ed us full-fledged membership cards and we
weren’t charged a dime. He explained that
they usually waived the admission fee for
single ladies.

A man who reminded me of Californian
public television icon Huell Howser gave
us a tour. Every room was bathed in low
light and the décor didn’t improve. Swinger
Huell took us down a hall, past hot tubs,
and into the kitchen area. He gestured
toward the “buffet” on a small table with
two heated catering trays, lids half-ajar to
reveal pasta salad and meatballs, and vari-
ous party platters. After I asked about

where we were allowed to eat food, he
made a point to tell me, “You can eat in
here!” in every room we visited. 

“There’s a woman who works here who
makes the most delicious tacos!” 

I almost imploded, thinking that he was
about to make a crass pink taco joke, but he
didn’t. There really is a woman who makes
a mean taco there. 

“And there’s the sex cage. You can lock
yourself in and just have fun!” A mere ten
yards from the buffet table, black bars
formed an 8’ x 8’ prison cell. It was pushed
against a sidewall where a heavily made-up
chola eye and “MOST WANTED” were
painted. A sex swing dangled from the ceil-
ing, its silver springs glittering below a low-
watt light bulb. It was difficult to imagine
that the cage saw much action, considering
that it was nestled between a hamper of
dirty bed sheets and cases of bottled water. 

We wound through a corridor with
rooms on both sides, and everything
became hazy. I started to see people doing
it. Like seriously. The group of closet-sized
rooms resembled a nice squat house, with
bare mattresses on carpeted, elevated floor-
ing. Some rooms were fitted with voyeur
windows. Another had a big-haired grand-
ma lapping at grandpa’s dick with her wide,
wrinkled, pale ass jutted in full view of the
opened door. A larger room featured furni-
ture strewn about, and a wall-sized porn
projector glowing with three-foot cocks.
Disturbingly quiet men—all fully clothed—
huddled around a couch, just inches from
two dudes pleasing a woman. We climbed
some stairs to be greeted at the top by a life-
sized cut out of John Wayne in full cowboy
regalia. Our tour ended in the game room
where we hung our coats next to the pinball
machines and pool tables. 

“Do you have anymore questions?” 
“So, you can have sex anywhere in

here?” I asked. 
“Yes, you can do anything you want

anywhere in the club…” He paused.
“Except the pool tables. You can’t have sex
on the pool tables, we just re-felted them.” 

*  *  *

“Peeter in the
cooter and
everything.” 

AMY ADOYZIE
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Anna and I retreated back to the buffet
room and hid inside a velvety booth. We
were too stoned and stunned to do anything.
I could feel the eyes of the other patrons,
sensing fresh meat. We never had more than
five minutes to ourselves because lonely
men, old enough to be our fathers, continu-
ally approached us. They all asked the same
questions, about why we were there, who we
were, what we did. And we lied. 

We were supposed to be promiscuous
friends, prime candidates for the Girls Gone
Wild series. I was a cosmetology school
dropout, content with visiting swingers’
clubs in my spare time. But we weren’t the
only ones fibbing. 

A man in running pants told us he was
an architect. When neither of us seemed
impressed by his alleged career, suppressing
slight smiles, he grew quiet. 

He broke his silence and asked, “Did
you girls pay to get in?”

We both shook our head. 
“Why not?” he asked, almost pained. 
“Well,” it seemed quite obvious to me,

“we have vaginas between our legs.” 
He threw up his hands, exasperated. He

shook his head, “What won’t a vagina get
you?! It’ll get you everywhere.” 

I looked at him, trying to gauge if he
was being facetious. “Wait, are you serious-
ly asking that question?” 

Anna and I were beside ourselves. It
didn’t seem possible, almost surreal. But
there we were in a swingers’ club, about to

get into a gender-political discussion while
naked folks strolled through the room with
their bundles of clean sheets and clothes,
grabbing handfuls of M&Ms. 

“A vagina won’t get you everywhere.” 
“Where won’t it get you?” 
“How about the workplace?” I went

with the most obvious institution of gender
inequality. My blood pressure rose.
“Women still only earn seventy cents to the
man’s dollar.” 

He stuttered before spitting out, “Don’t
you think that sometimes women ask for
that? That they’re the ones who are falling
into a role where they can’t get ahead?” 

“What’re you talking about?!”
The architect rambled about how

when he was in “architect school” that
their classes had to be half men and half
women. He made no sense when he
explained that women wouldn’t have such
a hard time if they would just stop being
stuck in their positions. 

He finally concluded: “Look, I don’t
mean to piss you off or anything. I was just
trying to talk about some things.” 

“It wouldn’t be so bad,” I said, “if you
were making valid points.” 

Anna had had enough of the architect
and we excused ourselves to timidly wander
through the building. We passed through a
lounge chair blowjob and an oily girl-on-girl
massage session to end up in an orgy room
just big enough to fit a king-sized mattress
and a spectator bench inches away. A dozen

of us watched as a man with a floppy dick
tried to regain his composure with a woman
splayed in front of him. Everything we saw
was so quiet and still, it almost felt like you
were at a museum watching a performance
art piece. It didn’t seem lurid or perverted. It
was quite ordinary. 

*  *  *

I thought I was only capable of staying
for fifteen minutes, but more than a couple
hours swung by before our dilated eyes. We
left for a while, trekked back to my house
with a half-rack of PBR, and recruited Joni
to join us. At 2:30 AM, we returned thinking
that it would be more interesting after all of
the bars had just let out. But the club was
near empty, with just several single guys
milling around. I asked a security guard
about why there wasn’t anyone there. 

“They tired!” He laughed, waving his
arms in exaggerated exhaustion. “When
you’re here and doin’ it a few times, you get
wore out! People need to rest!” 

Touché. Swingers, just like regular
folks, like to roll over and just fall asleep
afterwards too. 

We passed through the kitchen before
leaving, where Joni and I stuffed gourds in
our pockets. Phallic and bumpy: the most
perfect souvenir. 

–Amy Adoyzie
amyadoyzie@gmail.com





WWHAT  MAKES  A  MAN  
PLAY  COVERS?

or
WHAT  MAKES  A  MAN  BUY  A  

GODDAMN  LAPTOP,  THEN  WRITE
HIS  COLUMN  IN  SUCH  A  

SPASTICALLY  TWISTED  POSITION
THAT  HE  CAN  NO  LONGER  

FEEL  HIS  NECK?

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, pre-
senting Little Jerry and the Monotones!
Wait, stop, wrong spiel. Well, in any event,
yes—after a decade of staunch resistance, i,
Reverend N{}rb, have knelt before my con-
querors and tasted the black sperm of their
vengeance. Call the dogs and wake the
neighbors—slap me silly and shoot the
horse—etch this date river deep and moun-
tain high in The Rock Of Eternal Dismay—
but, for the first time EVER, i, Reverend
N{}rb, am PC. You heard me. PC. I’ve seen
the light! I’ve repented my sins against the
community! He loved Big Brother! No
longer shall i frolic and gambol in a pagan
orgy of sprawling, non-PC torpor! No
longer shall i staunchly raise the stained
flag of rebellion against those who would
curtail my very freedom of swinish expres-
sion! IT’S THE END OF AN ERA! IT’S
THE END OF THE CENTURY! IT’S
THE END OF THE RAMONES! END
OF THE RAMONES! With Satan,
Beelzebub, and Drew Rosenhaus as my wit-
nesses, i am typing my column from...
(audible shudder)... A NON-MACINTOSH
COMPUTER!!! That’s right. As i said, i’m
PC now. Frightening, isn’t it? For reasons
wholly uninteresting to me, it was deemed
necessary for me to acquire, by fair means
or foul (i.e. Office Depot credit card), a
Windows-based Mother Box (“computer”
for those of you not conversant in Kirby’s
“Fourth World” series from the early ‘70s).
So have i done. And, as indicated previous-
ly, i now clatter away on the Keyboard Of
The Enemy: A sure sign that ALL HOPE IS
GONE! THE CAUSE IS LOST! THE
GHOST HAS BEEN SUMMARILY
GIVEN UP! IT’S THE END OF THE
RAMONES! END OF THE (ETC.)!!!
One of the more upsetting corollaries to this
whole sordid affair is that i can no longer
spell my own name properly. I cannot tell
you how many times people asked me how
i make the little empty set character that, in
happier times, constituted the second letter
of my name. My generally mildly conde-
scending response has always been “duh,

option+O!” I mean, how simple can you
get, right? Hold down the option key and hit
the “O” key and you get an empty set. The
end. I just now realized why this shit-simple
keyboard maneuver was so mysterious to
the unwashed masses—not to give the game
away, but one real good hint is that it has,
oh, i don’t know, MAYBE A LITTLE
SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE COM-
PLETE AND UTTER ABSENCE OF AN
OPTION KEY ON NON-MACINTOSH
COMPUTERS??? I mean, what the
fuck??? I paid $849 for this thing (after
rebates) and it doesn’t come with an option
key??? NO i don’t wanna buy a fucking
warranty! I’d LIKE to buy a fucking
OPTION KEY so i can SPELL MY FUCK-
ING NAME, THAT’S what i’d LIKE to
buy!!! I am now ignominiously forced to
utilize the tragically outdated “{ }” method
of representing the empty set in lieu of the
much cooler slash-O variant! Well i never!
AND KINDLY REFRAIN FROM INSERT-
ING COMICAL AND UNSANCTIONED
HTML CODE IN MY NEW-MODEL
EMPTY SET, WOULDJA??! So, ha, after a
decade of condescension and smart-assery, i
come to YOU, o gentle reader, hat in hand:
Uh... how DO you make the slash-O empty
set character??? Further, eagle-eyed read-
ers might have noticed that, when i typed
“Office Depot,” it was shockingly and stun-
ningly devoid of the “TM” symbol that, his-
torically, one might expect it to be appoint-
ed with. No option key means no “TM”
symbol (option+2 if you’re scoring at
home). No option key means no bullet, no
cents symbol, no umlauts. MARY MOTH-
ER O GOD THEY’VE EVEN TAKEN MY
UMLAUTS!!! And Bill Gates rules the
world... why again? I hate PC’s. It’s like you
can feel twenty or thirty points being
knocked off your IQ every time you hit con-
trol-alt-delete, sort of like getting off a plane
in San Diego or something. tHE cOOLEST
tHING aBOUT pc’S iS tHAT iF yOU pUT
oN caps lock aND tHEN hIT shift, tHE
cAPITALIZATION iS aLL bACKWARDS,
lIKE yOU’RE a rETARDED tEN-yEAR-
oLD oR sOMETHING!!! (note to reader:
PC-based brain-rot is so fast-acting that i
actually initially spelled “yOU’RE” as
“yOUR” back there, egads!) i bET tHE lOS
aNGELES pUBLIC lIBRARY iS bUSTING
tHEIR bRITCHES wITH jOY oVER tHEIR
dECISION tO cARRY rAZORCAKE
rIGHT nOW!!! I mean, seriously, i get on a
Mac, and i find myself attempting to search
for and/or explain the nature of the universe;
i get on a PC and i find myself trying to

download that Leeroy Jenkins “World of
Warcraft” video that all the dorks at my
school think is so goddamn funny. But, of
course, i accept this as The Rightful Order
Of Things on account of that fact that my
PC is a laptop, not a desktop, like my Mac,
and, now that i can type shit out on my sofa
like a (poorly) shaven baboon instead of
having to type in a restrictive, uptight, soul-
eating, repressive, anally retentive chair-
based situation, you’ve gotta expect certain
lapses in mental discipline. Of course, in
order to view my vast collection of, uh,
“cultural materials” with proper zest and
gusto, i had to purchase a laptop with a huge
screen. That much was obvious to me. I
mean, if Gary Glitter can be so devoted to
the cause that he can face a firing squad in
Viet Nam over pursuit of his sexual para-
digms, i can sure go the extra mile and make
sure my Miko Lee jpegs display at a high
enough resolution that i don’t lose immer-
sion. Unfortunately, that means that my lap-
top is approximately the size of a projection
screen TV, and, if my laptop is in my lap (as,
from context clues, i expect it should be), it
is, unfortunately for all parties involved, far
too large for me to properly access my man-
tools and subsequently beat off to (appar-
ently answering once and for all the rather
dodgy question of “If God is all powerful,
can He create a rock so big that He can’t lift
it?”). Swank. But, yeah, i got this new, lame
lap top, theoretically freeing me up from
having to undertake the nut-crushing chore
of typing whilst sitting at a table. I mean, i
theoretically can write this column ANY-
WHERE I DAMN NEAR CHOOSE, right?
So, like, where am i right now? I’m about
twelve feet away from the table where my
Macintosh is. YEAH, BABY! IT’S LIKE
FREEDOM FRIES, HOLD THE POTA-
TOES!!! What’s even stupider is that i got
sick of sitting with this beast in my lap after
i realized i couldn’t get my wang out of my
new longjohns with said laptop obfuscatin’
justice, so, instead of finding some other
new, cool place to sit, i just sort of put the
computer down on the sofa, then kinda
rolled over on my side, with my feet still
stretched across to the ottoman (or hassock
or whatever the fuck they’re called),
propped myself up on my left elbow, with
the rest of my body jutting off the couch in
a bunch of crazy right angles, and started
typing with my right hand (might as well,
couldn’t masturbate with it). I mean, what
did i tell ya? Give a guy a PC and tell him
he can take it anywhere he wants and adjust
it however pleases him, and, within ten min-

“...once people are
drunk enough, they
legitimately DO NOT
CARE what you’re play-
ing and who wrote it,
as long as they’re hav-
ing fun (read: drunk).”
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utes, he’ll be splayed out twelve feet away
from his other computer, looking like he fell
halfway off the monkey bars, completely
uncomfortable and losing feeling in the left
half of his body. Huh. BUT BE THIS AS IT
MAY, i came to the rather odd realization
this year that, within the last four months, i
have 1) been in a band who played solely
Bob Dylan covers; 2) been onstage in some
manner of vaguely official capacity as some
sort of surrogate Angry Samoan, and 3)
backed up Zack Static on an entire set of
Statics covers—yet, at no time in the last
two+ years have i been on stage playing MY
OWN material (unless you count Nob Dylan
and the Nobsoletes’ drunken take on Boris
the Sprinkler’s “I Wanna Get To Third Base
With You,” which, since it followed our
drunken attempt at “Roadrunner,” you like-
ly shouldn’t). Thank God for small favors, i
reckon. But, yeah, being in a cover band is

the antithesis of punk rock. Red(d) C(K)ross
said that, and they were a bunch of very
insightful young gentlemen. So why is play-
ing covers becoming more and more fun to
me than The Real Thing (insert option+2
based “TM” symbol here if you are still
adhering to the glorious Macintosh plat-
form)??? I’m not sure. I think part of it is
realizing that, once people are drunk
enough, they legitimately DO NOT CARE
what you’re playing and who wrote it, as
long as they’re having fun (read: drunk). I
think another component of the whole
tawdry equation is that, after about, oh,
twenty-four years or so of standing on stage
playing songs you wrote, the belief that
there is colossal consequence inherent in
your banging away at your dimwit reper-
toire is much over and done with. I mean,
five hundred years from now, who the
fuck’s gonna know the difference??? (i

mean, besides ASCAP) Thirdly, if you’re
starting to get old and jaded and shit,
DON’T turn your real band into some kinda
low-brow bowling night kinda affair (see
also: Boris The Sprinkler, ca. 2000-2003
[but hey! burningangel.com used one of our
songs in a porno movie trailer {but, alas, not
the one with the lesbians butt-fucking each
other with kitchen utensils}, so we obvious-
ly had SOME socially redeeming quali-
ties!])! Don’t drunkenly slop your heart and
soul out on stage for thirty drunks and a
handful of drink tickets! SLOP SOME-
BODY ELSE’S HEART AND SOUL OUT
THERE FOR TWENTY DRUNKS AND A
PITCHER OF MILWAUKEE’S BEST
LIGHT! I mean, what the hell, let the pun-
ishment fit the crime, ya know? Of course,
these three central tenets of loser-cover-
jerk-ass-hell-dom are well known to the
pear shaped, shaved-head-goatee-and-

The  resulting
thirty-ffive  

minutes  can  best
be  described  as
"trainwreck,"

but,  of  course,
with  many  less

whistles.    
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karate-slipper-wearing dorkamafucks play-
ing in the cover band at the jock bar down
the block (and, while we’re on the subject,
what exactly do cover bands play these
days?? When i first started playing in punk
bands, all the cover bands played “Takin’
Care Of Business” by Bachman-Turner
Overdrive and “Rocky Mountain Way” by
Joe Walsh. Every last one of ‘em. Well, and
“Free Bird,” but that’s not really a song so
much as a disease. About fifteen years ago,
all the cover bands did that “RUB… MY
NOSE… IN… SHIT!!!” song by Alice In
Chains (it shoulda went “RUB… MY
NOSE… IN US!!!”). Then about four or
five years later, all the doof-ass cover bands
started writing their own material, which is
right about when the punk rockers started
doing all the cover albums and such. HEY!
SEE? It actually makes PERFECT sense!
Except that i know the douchebag cover
bands are back to playing douchebag covers
again these days [somehow, techno killed
the cover bands playing originals. I’ll get
back to you on the exact details at some
unspecified later date]; i just don’t know

what exactly it is they’re playing. I can
assure you that much sleep will be lost over
this tonight); the fourth, far more snooty rea-
son for playing covers is slightly more com-
plex: In any given performer/audience rela-
tionship of sufficient duration, the time it
takes for the audience to want to hear the
new batch of songs you wrote is exactly
equal to the time it takes for you to already
be sick of those songs. That is to say, right
about the time you’ve finished writing,
rehearsing, recording and releasing
“Icosahedron Blues” and the time has come
for you to play it for your adoring fans, you
will be SICK unto BARF of the song, and
will have a whole slew of new songs occu-
pying that space in your head. Your audi-
ence’s brain is continually one album behind
yours! Like the immortal Hydra, when one
album’s worth of bullshit exits your brain,
another one takes its place! YOU’RE A
SLAVE TO THEIR MACHINE, MAN!
(ONLY) A PAWN IN THEIR GAME!!! IT’S
THE END OF THE RAMONES! END OF
THE RAMONES! But, anyway, yeah, i find
it very convenient to NOT release records
right now, because the songs that have been
in my brain for the last two years STAY
there, leaving no room for new songs to
emerge! This frees me from the burdensome
chore of actually having to extract, a la
Athena from Jove’s forehead, the currently
putrefying batch of tunes going stale in my

brain, only to have them replaced by anoth-
er upstart bunch of tunes once the brain-
space is vacated. AND, what’s best, is that
I’M STILL AN ALBUM AHEAD OF YOU
CHUMPS!!! BWAH-HA-HA! Anyway,
where was i? Oh yeah, my burgeoning
career in cover bands. As you may or may
not know, my Bob Dylan tribute band, Nob
Dylan and the Nobsoletes, released an
album on Alternative Tentacles this summer.
Somehow, when i was sixteen years old and
listening to the Dead Kennedys just-released
In God We Trust, Inc. 12” 45 and dreaming
of the day my band was on Alternative
Tentacles (or wait, was that still when the
DK’s were on Faulty Products? Well,
dammit, don’t interrupt. I was kind of start-
ing to put the pieces together here), i didn’t
exactly foresee things shaking out quite this
way. Ah well, as Joey Erg pointed out, being
on Alternative Tentacles puts us in the same
sector of the Venn Diagram as the No WTO
Combo. Booyah! And, of course, playing
with the Angry Samoan—THAT was a soul-
enriching experience (not “Samoans,”
SAMOAN. As in singular. As in Metal Mike

Saunders). For whatever reason, the Angry
Samoans played in Chicago last month at
some rather large festival which i somehow
managed not to attend (other bands so grac-
ing said fest with their presence were the
Germs and Dead Kennedys, so… yeah. You
know what i’m sayin’). For reasons com-
pletely clear to Mike and completely unclear
to all other human beings, Mike decided he
needed to stay in Chicago and play an addi-
tional show at this less-than-spaciously pro-
portioned venue (i think it had something to
do with the t-shirt concession. I would have
asked him to explain, but then he would
have). Prob’m is, Mike’s band all went back
home, requiring him to enlist a ragtag bunch
of surrogate Angry Samoans for the Sunday
night show (myself, somehow, included). In
lieu of, perhaps, oh, i don’t know, say, defin-
ing our roles for the gig (as in “you play
bass, i’ll play guitar and sing,” or possibly
getting a setlist and some chord changes dis-
tributed—you know, upper level stuff like
that), Mike’s various care packages sent to
me in the days before the show primarily
consisted of homemade cassettes of him
showing me the proper way to play drums to
the original, “hard rock” versions of “Right
Side of My Mind” and “No Action” (aka
“Gas Chamber”); chord sheets for a few
covers we never wound up playing, like
“What’s This Shit Called Love?” by the
Pagans, “Nausea” by X, and “Playpen” by

(ack!) Social Distortion; and a number of
impassioned messages inquiring as to the
size of my bass drum (Mike thought it
would be “cool” if we were to replace the
kick drum of the set we were using with a
20-inch kick drum in protest [“in protest of
what?” a lesser man might ask. “In protest
of it not being a 20-inch kick drum” would
be the best answer i could emit]). Not hav-
ing any idea what i was gonna do during my
fifteen or thirty-five minutes of being an
Angry Samoan other than for the two songs
i was instructed to drum for, i, along with
TV’s Erik #1 (two weeks later, Erik and
myself, dba Zaffle and Zebediah Static,
backed up the vacationing Zack Static on a
set of Statics tunes. We made enough money
for everybody to go to the Packer Hall of
Fame the next day, so everybody was pretty
fucking tickled), showed up at the gig,
where we met up with a guitar player whose
name eludes me, and P.J. Parti, once and
current drummer for the Vindictives. P.J.
and the guitar dude went off in somebody’s
car with an Angry Samoans Unboxed Set
CD for a half hour in order to learn the

songs; Erik and i sat out in the rain with
Metal Mike, working on a set list. A lesser
man, of course, might have shown concern
that his “band” for the evening consisted of
individuals who, thirty minutes prior to the
show, were complete strangers, and
might’ve even broken a mild sweat over the
whole “no rehearsal” issue. Mike, of course,
stood there in the rain agonizing over the
truly important issues confronting him—the
fact that no chisel-tip marker was available
to write up the setlist with, and how he was
reduced to using a Sharpie as a result. The
resulting thirty-five minutes can best be
described as “trainwreck,” but, of course,
with many less whistles. I assigned myself
rhythm guitar duties for the initial part of the
set, though, minus any means of amplifica-
tion, it is difficult for me to offer a fair
appraisal of my work. At some point in time,
i switched to bass, then to drums, then
decided that my unique talents were best
served by playing a guitar case for a large
portion of the evening’s performance. At
one point in time, i found myself playing
guitar and singing to “Here Today, Gone
Tomorrow” by the Ramones, whilst Mike
drummed. It woulda sounded better had i
been playing the guitar case.

Love
N{ }rb
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AThe Dinghole Reports
By the Rhythm Chicken
(Commentary by Francis Funyuns)
[Edited by Dr. Sicnarf]

All!… Star!…Wrestling!… All Star
Wrestling is sanctioned by the A!… W!… A!
The American Wrestling Association… and
so on and so forth. When I was just a wee
little chicklet, growing up in Titletown,
U.S.A., that majestic introduction was
always heard at 10:30 every Saturday night
on Channel 11, just after the news. All
Saturday afternoon and early evening my
father would get my brothers and me all
riled up for that night’s televised wrestling.
Then every Sunday (after church) the fami-
ly would always drive down to Manitowoc
(yeah, THAT Manitowoc!) to visit
Grandma. She was an elderly, frail little
woman. She would usually invite us in with
the same question every week, “So, did you
see the Crusher last night? Oh my!”

The Crusher, my childhood hero, was
amazing. He was short and stocky with a
beer gut, not exactly resembling the steroid-
gulping, well-tanned peacocks of profes-
sional wrestling today. To put it simply, he
took no shit. He spoke in that gravelly voice
and rarely used words with too many sylla-
bles. He seemed more like some
Midwestern construction worker in tight
shorts and tall, shiny boots with his white
hair and crazy eyes. I never saw him lose.
His character simply would not permit it.
He really had no special gimmick (that I
remember, anyway). He didn’t need one. He
was the Crusher.

Over two decades later, I moved down to
Milwaukee and soon learned that the Crusher
lived just about five miles south of my new
home. I simply could not believe it when
Milwaukee scenesters told me that you could
drive past his house and see him out mowing
the lawn. I never sought out his home. I did-
n’t want to tarnish the one and only time I
saw the Crusher with my own two eyes. He
was at the Kewaunee Trout Festival. There
was a sizable crowd around him as he wan-
dered around, chomping on his big trade-
mark cigar and holding a beer barrel up on
one shoulder. I was in awe. The Crusher.

A few weeks ago I received an email
from my mother hen. At the end she added,

“Oh yeah. Dad is reminding me to tell you
that the Crusher died.” The last time I
moved to Poland, Johnny Cash died. Johnny
Cash was the one musician who my father
and I could agree on concerning his great-
ness. Now, after my second move to Poland,
the Crusher died. Okay, this is the LAST
time I’m moving to Poland, ever! I can just
picture my grandma now, giving both
Johnny and the Crusher an earful.

—The Chicken’s ham radio comes to life
once again.—

[Hello, Mr. Chicken? Francis Funyuns call-
ing the Rhythm Chicken… –F.F.]

Well, if it isn’t my semi-faithful Milwaukee
counterpart, Frankie Funnypants! Say, did
Sicnarf make it home safely from his luxu-
rious Polish vacation?

[To tell the truth, he got home last week and
is STILL hung over! I haven’t seen him
since. He and I were worried that you might
retire, or stop stretching your dinghole, or
“drop out of punk,” or disappear into your
cement Polish obscurity. Have you even
experienced any punk rock there yet? –F.F.]

Well, Krakow is sort of in a punk rock vac-
uum. It seems most of the touring bands hit
Warsaw, Gdansk, or Wroclaw. I DID catch
Ass End Offend from Montana when they
were here. I missed Czolgosz. Then Against
Me! played up in Warsaw, and my friend
Tomek and I stood alongside the highway to
Warsaw, just north of Krakow, for four
hours, trying to hitch a ride, but no one
would pick us up! Uh… the White Stripes
played a huge Heineken festival up in
Gdynia, with Snoop Doggy Dogg opening
up for them, no less, but that was on the
same day as the Pierwsza Dzien Ogorka
(First Pickle Day Festival) here in Krakow.
When it’s a choice between the White
Stripes and pickles, well that’s a no-brainer! 

[Your Gary Coleman badmouthing has been
on the backburner lately, as well. –F.F.]

You DARE to bring him up? SILENCE, you
hooshwashin’ SLICK-SLACK! Where was
I? Oh yeah, the Exploited. Well, they played

here about three weeks ago. The concert
posters boasted “25 Years of Anarchy and
Chaos!” I chose to sit in my favorite Irish
pub and watch live NFL. It was SUP-
POSED to be a Packer game, but England’s
SkySports satellite channel played the
BEARS game, instead. I still opted to miss
the Exploited to go root AGAINST the
Bears, and try to follow the Packer game by
watching the ticker! (Sorry, Timebomb!)
Then, around midnight, a few American stu-
dent frat boys staggered in wearing their new
Exploited shirts. I asked them how the con-
cert was. “Totally fuckin’ AWESOME,
dude!” I knew I had made the right decision.
Besides, forty-five zlotys to see the
Exploited? If it were the Droids singing
about sleep and food, I would’ve been there!

Oh, I almost forgot. The Groovie
Ghoulies made a stop here in Krakow after
their Warsaw gig fell through. They didn’t
perform, but they sure did dig my pasta!
They relaxed in my cement cubbyhole, rem-
iniscing about cheese curds and Jake’s Pizza. 

[What about your “stampede” worshipping?
Your war on Indiana? –F.F.]

Listen, Funyuns! I’ve gotta keep this down
below two thousand words, and YOU AINT
HELPING! Hey, since there’s THREE per-
sons represented here, maybe Todd can
afford me SIX thousand words!

{Nope. –Todd}

Okay, well I get those two words back! Heh,
heh… Anyway, oh yes. My Polish ruckus. I
WAS supposed to unleash my unholy
ruckus on the timid residents of Plock a few
weeks back. I brought my chickenhead and
drumsticks on the train (always worth a few
good looks). Once there, Wojtek fell
through and was not able to supply me with
a chickenkit (by no fault of his own). So,
Poland has been spared, once again, from
my dimension-splitting ruckus. Huh, I don’t
get it. I’ve lived here for a cumulative total
of eighteen months and something always
keeps me from unleashing my American
ruckus on these damn Poles! I go to
Germany and chickenkits appear out of
nowhere. I actively pursue chickenkits here
in Poland and always end up empty-winged. 

“...that was on the
same day as the
Pierwsza Dzien
Ogorka (First
Pickle Day
Festival) here 
in Krakow.” 
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RHYTHM CHICKEN
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Dinghole Report #70: 
COLEMAN DINGSTUFFED!
(Rhythm Chicken sighting #… 
uh, I dunno.)
So, it was a quiet Friday night at the Cactus
Club. I had finished shoveling snow for the
five houses I assumed responsibility for
(never again!), and felt I deserved one
before closing time. I stumbled into the
Cactus Club and bellied up to the bar next to
the bass player of Dashboard Confessional
(stranger than fiction!). We chatted about
punk rock this and punk rock that until he
slapped a free beer across my wing in
exchange for a chicken gig. I had been shov-
eling snow for the past four hours, just after
a horrendous twelve-hour shift at my day
job, but there sat the free beer in my wing.
Within minutes, I had hauled my chickenkit
from my back seat, through the ten inches of
fresh snow, into the warm, dark confines of
the Cactus Club. Oh, America, where there’s
always a chickenkit within reach!

I set up on my usual stage there, right in
front of the men’s room. Christreater turned
down the music and shouted, “HOLY
SHIT! IT’S THE FUCKIN’ RHYTHM
CHICKEN!” Just then there arose such a
clatter. My opening drumroll sent tremors
through the club’s very foundation! Every
head turned as my apostles bellowed in
drunken chivalry. In a tiny, dark punk rock
club, buried in Milwaukee’s south side dur-
ing a blinding February blizzard, a small,
atomic blast of ruckus kept the pickled club
patrons warm. The sonic sub-atomic deto-
nation bulldozed the…

[Wait! Wait! This is just like every other
boring American Chicken gig! You’re liv-
ing in Eastern Europe, a region in DIRE
NEED of your ruckus, and you’re giving us
this rehashed “blast from the past” that
we’ve heard time and time again? This is a
SAD way to celebrate Razorcake’s THIRTI-
ETH issue! –F.F.]

The sonic sub-atomic detonation bulldozed
the packed club… UNTIL GARY FUCKIN’
COLEMAN SHOWED UP! Like a minia-
ture Moses, he parted the crowd and pushed
his way to the manger scene at ground zero!
By this point my chickenkit was in smolder-
ing ruins, but my ruckus was by no means
done! Like the Abominable Snow Creature
grabbing Rudolph, I plucked up the hapless
actor. With an animalistic howl, I crammed
him deep into my inflamed and swollen
dinghole! The once-smiling club patrons
screamed and made a STAMPEDE for the
door! THIS is cutting edge music! THIS is
the new mod counter culture! THIS is what
Oprah will soon be warning parents about!
Meanwhile, Scott (DC bassist) takes a pull
off of his Pabst bottle and smiles. 

[Now THIS is just insulting. You can’t come
up with any NEW ruckus, so you revamp
some old stuff and throw in some of your
own clichés and sophomoric catchphrases.
Then you stretch to truth beyond any reason-
able recognition when you SHOULD be
stretching your DINGHOLE! –F.F.]

Listen here, ya HOT-SNOT! It ain’t easy
bein’ a Rhythm Chicken! You gotta work
shitty line-cook jobs in America for sixty-
hour weeks! You gotta shovel truckloads of
Wisconsin snow as soon as you’re done
cooking! You gotta move to fuckin’
POLAND, twice, for pizza’s sake! You gotta
keep up on the cool lingo with ominous
words like “hooshwash,” “slick-slack,” and
“hot-snot!” You gotta get drunk and make a
total ASS of yourself from time to time! Then
you gotta try to secure even the simplest
chickenkit in post-communist Poland, a land
mysteriously lacking in used drum equip-
ment! Man-oh-peaches! You gotta write for
the Peninsula Pulse, for cryin’ out loud!
Then, amongst all the beer-swilling
Coleman-bashing, beer-hoistin’ roadsitting,

and Packer-backing ass-making (of yourself),
YOU GOTTA TRY TO DELIVER REPEAT-
ED DOSES OF LIVE RUCKUS ACTION
TO THE UNAPPRECIATIVE PUBLIC!

[And where is this “live ruckus action”? –F.F.]

Don’t worry. I’m going to Germany this next
week. I’m sure my train will collide with a
drum factory at the border. Happy big three-
oh, Razorcake! As the Poles would say,
Gratulacja I wszystkiego najlepszego na
okazji twoj urodzin! Long live the Crusher!

–Rhythm Chicken
rhythmchicken@hotmail.com
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wWell, Happy New Year, there! If you’ve
been getting all those leftover brain cells
back in their respective order following the
holiday flurry of party-rocking, you’ll see
that it’s 2006, a year that marks a couple of
special anniversaries. First off, this very year
marks Razorcake’s five-year publication
notch, which is no small feat in itself and
shouldn’t be scratched over like a fuming
Kitty Roca® lying in a litterbox. And for
what? That’s right—all for the love of the
music and such that you’ve been reading
about the past years in these pages. And
without getting too smanly here, I wanna say
that I’m proud to be a columnist and all with
this mag from the very beginning—it does-
n’t even feel like this is issue number thirty
you’re reading right now—it seems much
more than that. Here’s to more years of dis-
covering bands that stop people dead in their
tracks and to more folks like Todd who make
punk rock that much more accessible (and
genuinely cool). Cheers, cocko.

And while I’m at it here, I also wanna
congratulate Todd and the rest of my
Razorcake family for recently getting
approved for non-profit status.

2006 also marks the anniversary of a par-
ticular LP that just didn’t set the bar for this
New World of rock‘n’roll—it invented it. I’m
speaking, of course, about a record with the
catalog number SASD-7520 from Sire
Records: the infamous 1976 debut of
RAMONES. For turning thirty years old, this
ass-kicking 12” continues to hold its own with
no problem, not to mention influencing an
army-sized fleet of tour vans all-nighting it
from gig to gig around the globe. Now, I’m not
saying that this record single-handedly invent-
ed punk rock. In fact, I don’t think any one LP
can credit itself with tackling that kind of
endeavor. Frankly, I could give a fat rat’s ass
which one or ones did, ‘cause I got more
important things to do, like making tacos. I
will say this, though: there’s no fucking deny-
ing that the Ramones’ debut didn’t stand idly
by, sputtering like some shitbox jalopy at an
intersection waiting for a green light. Nah, that
LP was more like a souped-up hearse with a
leadfoot behind the wheel, blowing every red
light along its path while the procession
behind them took notice and persevered to do
the same with their own bands and efforts. 

A good example of this comparison is
the Clash, possibly the best post-Ramones
export from merry old England. Joe
Strummer himself cited that album as being
the quintessential blueprint to the founda-
tion of the English punk rock explosion in
the late ‘70s. Besides the LP being a prac-
tice reinforcement tool in the early lineup
of the Clash, Strummer also had a grasp on
how important the Ramones were, and not
just in a punk rock sense either, but in a true
rock and roll sense, across the board. Capt.
Sensible and the rest of the Damned echoed
this sentiment, as well. Even Lemmy
Kilmister of Motörhead took notice to the
first Ramones slab, despite the fact that he
and his bandmates pre-dated the Ramones a
few years.

And yes, even though the Sex Pistols
came shortly after the Ramones with their
great debut and stole all the media thunder
with their “PUNK ROCK!” headlines and
offensive television antics, there was a lil’-
known footnote to ponder. At the time the
Never Mind the Bollocks… was recorded and
ready to be mixed, the studio-world word
was that Johnny Lydon walked into the mix-
ing session with a copy of RAMONES in his
hands and told the engineer that their mix
should sound something “like this.” Lydon
may be an offensive creep to most, but at
least even he knew how to butter his bread at
the time (even after he swigged down the
beer Johnny Ramone purposely went pee
pee in backstage during the first time the
Ramones played in the U.K.). 

The making of the Ramones’ record
itself was a thing of wonder. You gotta
remember, around 1976 the studio process
was used to cowing down to artists taking
anywhere from six months to two years to
finish their records. This godforsaken prac-
tice still happens today, all at the expense of
bands having to recoup studio-time dough
when the check from the label comes to their
table. And you wanna know something?
After listening to most took-their-sweet-ass-
time LPs, it doesn’t make a lick of differ-
ence, unless you count licking the veined
coin purse (that would be balls for all you
PC/Flanders types). So, yeah, the studio
experience of creating the Ramones’ debut
was one that set the standard for getting in

and getting the fuck out, all while creating
what is quite possibly known as one of thee
most flawless punk rock records of all time. 

Rewind one year to mid-1975: the
Ramones bust out a fifteen-song demo in
eight hours, most of which made up their
debut album a year later. This is the same
demo that Johnny always felt was better than
their first album, and with a little persis-
tence, you can get your hands on a copy and
be your own judge, even though most copies
circulating have multiple-generation quality
loss. Marty Thau, who used to manage the
New York Dolls, even produced a pair of
their tunes soon after: “Judy Is a Punk” and
“I Wanna Be Your Boyfriend.” The Ramones
shopped these demos around and around and
around. Nothing really came of it, being at
the time in 1975 most bands were “wowing”
stoned audiences with twenty-plus minute
synthesizer solos and songs that “show-
cased” unique talents of masturbatory glee
on guitars. To all the labels, the Ramones
were considered something unmarketable,
let alone what they perceived as a threat to
the rock industry. 

Well, almost all the labels. The one label
who shined a ray of interest upon the
Ramones in the very beginning was Sire,
who initially offered the boys a seven-inch
deal for “You’re Gonna Kill That Girl.”
Standing their ground, the guys refused the
single offer and held out for a full album
deal, and soon Marty Thau played the
Ramones demos to Craig Leon, who was
working as an A&R guy for Sire at the time.
After hearing the demos, Leon instantly
became a fan of what the Ramones were
doing and was on board as producer for their
debut LP quickly after the Ramones finally
got their record deal with Sire. (Insert end-
less thanks and gratitude here to then-Sire
owner Seymour Stein.) Recording sessions
were soon penciled in over at Plaza Sound,
the recording studio on the 6th floor of the
Radio City Music Hall building in NYC.
Tape reels rolled from February 2nd through
the 19th, and the 12” disc of vinyl that was
destined to be clutched in nearly every aspir-
ing punk rocker’s claws was on its way. 

Let’s review: fourteen songs clocking in
at 27:52 back-to-back (if math serves me
correctly), completely done in seventeen

“...it was so loud
that the cutter had
cut right through the
acetate disc and
completely blew the
cutter head.”
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days. Un-fucking-heard of during this stag-
nant time in rock music, not to mention that
the album actually ended up sounding more
like a greatest hits collection rather than a
first effort. This wasn’t intentional, either.
The funny thing is that the Ramones had
almost all the first three albums worth of
material ready to go when they walked into
the studio, but decided not to cherry pick
tracks and recorded the records in the
chronological order that the songs were
written in.

And record it, they did. Most of the
tracks were laid down in a few takes, and
there was even a string of five songs in a row
getting slapped down in one take. That’s one
of the greatest qualities this band had—
whether they were onstage or in the studio—
they came to play. These are always the two
things that can honestly measure a band’s
worth. Everything else is hot air. 

Mastering the record was also a sign of
things to come for the band. Greg Calbi, one
of the best engineers over at Sterling Sound
in NYC, was the guy who got the mastering
job for the record. When Calbi got things
rolling and started playing back the master
tapes to start cutting the record, it was so
loud that the cutter had cut right through the
acetate disc and completely blew the cutter
head. Play loud, indeed. 

Accredited punk photographer and
friend of the band, Roberta Bayley, added the
finishing touches with that famous front
cover shot for the record, actually quite close
to an old playground and vacant lot off of 1st
Street, not too much stumbling distance from
CBGB. After all was said and done, the
record was pressed and soon delivered unto
an unsuspecting mankind on Friday April
23rd, 1976. And yes, the old story is true as
the day is long—RAMONES was totally
recorded for approximately $6,400. Not only
did the band swiftly hammer out a piece of
American rock and roll history, but they also
did it with eighty-five percent less cost to
boot. Remember what I mentioned earlier
about most other bands making records
around this time? The average recording bill
in ’76 was in the $50,000 range, and it could
even climb to as high as half a mil if you
were considered some kind of “superstar
act,” as well. 

The word recoup can be an ugly, ugly
word for a ton of bands, but the Ramones
were able to quickly get the payback mon-
key off their backs, even if the LP did only
sell six thousand copies in the first week
of its release. Reviews were mixed, to say
the least. Some people thought it was
absolute garbage, the worst of its kind.
Another person actually wrote a review
saying that the children in Romper Room
(an old television show geared towards
pre-schoolers) could actually come up
with better material. One writer even went
as far to give it an F-minus. And just for
the record, that cock gobbler known as
Phil Collins spoke out publicly in some
interview a long, long time ago against
punk rock, citing the album as complete
rubbish with no social or redeeming value
whatsoever. Pretty bold statement coming
from the same turd who later penned a
tune called “Sussudio.”

But then there were the others, the ones
who got it. Like Rodney Bingenheimer, the
local DJ here in Los Angeles who just hap-
pened to be getting his Rodney on the ROQ
show under way in 1976. Already a very big
fan, Rodney had the Ramones on as his first
guests. And I think it’s pretty safe to say that
he gave a whole lotta Angelinos their first
Ramones fix while they were listening in on
the 8-track stereo in their cars or on their
transistor radios wherever they happened to
be at that moment. 

Most other people who embraced what
the Ramones were doing weren’t just casu-
al listeners; they usually were fans for life,
such as yours truly, although I was but a lil’
six-year-old heathen scampering about
when their debut LP of salvation hit the
stores. Soon enough, some years later, my
mouth was foaming along with the rest of
the swarming, rabid pack at the Hollywood
Palladium and wherever else the Ramones
were christening their congregation of rock
freaks. It’s almost hard to believe, looking

back into history some thirty years ago,
and taking a look at all that the Ramones’
first album has influenced, not to mention
changing the way some people looked at
music forever. I know it changed me in a
big way, more than any other record or
band has in my life, and for that, I’m eter-
nally grateful. Even if you’re not the
biggest fan of the band, you’ve gotta be
able to recognize this. And if you don’t?
Then I’ll have to leave you with my all-
time favorite review of RAMONES ever
written, by one Phast Phreddie Patterson
(Phast Phreddie founded Back Door Man,
an old L.A.-based zine, in ‘75): “Anyone
who hates this record is an asshole.”

I’m Against It,

–Designated Dale
designateddale@yahoo.com
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IIn the back of my mind, I kind of
always knew that my roommate Nick
would get fired from his job at the radio
station. Truth be told, I couldn’t believe
that he even got the job in the first place.

Nick was pretty much a nutcase, kind
of a social leper who can barely order a cup
of coffee in public, but the minute he found
someone with a common love of rock
music, he could sputter and spew for hours
about every conceivable piece of rock and
roll trivia, no matter how obscure or
minute, ranting and raving while the other
person wondered what the hell they had
gotten themselves into. 

Everyone who met him would ask me
how I could stand to even be around him,
much less live with him, but he didn’t real-
ly act that way around me. We had grown
up together, so we both knew that I had
heard all of his rants before. We’d be eat-
ing breakfast and he’d start telling me
about some Badfinger or Moby Grape
song and how they were a criminally
underrated pop band and so on, and I
would just agree with him. Tell him he’s
exactly right, maybe hum a few bars of
whatever song he’s talking about (and no
matter what song he’s talking about, he’s
inevitably made me listen to it until I could
hum a few bars), and then we could get
back to eating our cereal. 

Other people just didn’t know how to
respond to him. He’d mention that fucking
Badfinger song and they’d almost always
admit ignorance, which is understandable.
I mean, who the hell wants to spend valu-
able taco-eating time digging through
dusty record bins looking for the second
Badfinger record, anyway? Nick just
couldn’t deal with that. In his world, every-
body needed that second Badfinger record,
everybody needed to acknowledge the
undeniable pop greatness of Moby Grape,
and everybody should have an apoplectic
fit when discussing such things.

Did I mention that Nick was often humil-
iated in public? Some people don’t enjoy
having a nutcase yelling in their ear about the
Raspberries and they react kind of harshly to
it. Drinks were thrown in his face. Food was
dumped on his lap. Kicks were delivered to
his shins. But through it all, Nick’s record
collection never judged him or let him down,
so he found no reason to act any differently.

One evening, Nick’s luck changed. We
were at a bar, watching a hockey game,
when a song comes on the jukebox. I was a
little preoccupied with beer and hockey,
but it was a pretty catchy pop song. It made
me tap my feet but the Blackhawks were on
a power play, so that’s where my focus
was. After about thirty seconds, it dawned
on me: that Badfinger song. That fucking
Badfinger song that I couldn’t even
remember the name of even though Nick
had played it for me until I wanted to throw
up. I turned to where he was sitting to see
the look on his face, but he was sitting next
to somebody else, already deep in conver-
sation. Probably the poor bastard that
picked that song on the jukebox, I thought.

I finished my beer in a hurry, expecting
a soggy and defeated Nick to tap me on the
shoulder and ask to go home any minute,
but for some reason it never happened. The
hockey game went into overtime and I
never once heard the sound of a plate of
nachos being dumped into his lap. Hell,
every time I turned around, not only was the
guy not freaked out, he was actually smiling
and contributing to the conversation.

“Do you know who that was?” Nick
asked as we finally left the bar.

I shook my head.
“That was Joe Simmons,” he said.

When he saw that the name didn’t register
with me, he continued. “He’s the owner of
WCHM.” WCHM was the only locally
owned radio station in town.

Unfortunately, it didn’t seem like anyone in
charge had any idea what people who listen
to the radio actually want to listen to,
resulting in what seemed like twenty-two
hours of whale songs and audio patchouli,
with a couple of hours of techno in the mid-
dle of the night.

“So? Did you tell him that his radio sta-
tion plays a lot of crap?”

“I didn’t have to—he already knows.
Isn’t that great?”

“I’d say it’s more sadistic than great,”
I said.

“No, no, no, you don’t get it!” Nick
was starting to get worked up. “He knows
the station sucks and he wants to make
changes! Starting with me! He wants to
hire me and let me play records on the air!
Isn’t that great?”

That actually was great. Now, all
because of that fucking Badfinger song,
Nick would have a paying job and he could
make people listen to all of the obscure
rock and roll he thought they should hear.
And the best part was that if people didn’t
like it, they could just turn the radio off and
not have to deal with an earful of Nick’s
spittle.

Nick’s time slot was going to be from
midnight to two in the morning, thankfully
replacing the techno that had usually
played at that time. Partly out of curiosity
and partly because I was tired of watching
Three’s Company reruns, I went down to

JOSH LANE
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the studio with him the next day.
We met the program director, a griz-

zled old guy who clearly did not give a
shit about what was going to be on the air
at WCHM. Whale songs? Paycheck.
Techno? Paycheck. Some nutcase blath-
ering about some power pop band?
Paycheck. His broadcasting tutorial con-
sisted of the following: “You remember
George Carlin?” Nick nodded in the affir-
mative. “Well, the seven words you can’t
say on television are the seven words you
can’t say here. Got it?” Nick nodded
again. “Good. Make sure you get here
thirty minutes before you go on the air or
else we find somebody to fill your slot.”

So Nick had about a week to get ready
for his first show. Wait, let me rephrase

that: Nick had about a week to completely
panic and obsess over what songs he was
going to play, what he was going to fill that
two hours with.

A normal person could spend ten min-
utes flipping through Nick’s record collec-
tion and be able to pick out two hours
worth of music. But Nick wasn’t a normal
person. He had piles and piles of notebooks
that were filled with lists. Lists of songs
that would sound good played back to
back. Lists of songs that evoked a similar
mood. Lists of songs for mix tapes that he
never made. Lists that most people don’t
have the patience to sit down and write out.

I would have mentioned the notebooks
but I knew what his response would be.
“They’re not good enough,” he’d say,
“they’re pretty good but they’re not per-
fect.” So I pretty much left him to his own
devices except for one small piece of
advice. “I don’t think anybody’s gonna be
listening to WCHM at midnight.
Everybody in town still thinks it’s going to
be techno.”

As that fateful midnight hour rolled
around, Nick wisely chose to not do a lot of
ranting about how this band or that band
never got their due, and instead just cued
the records up and let them play. And it was
amazing. All those years of sitting in his
room, devouring those old 45s, making
those lists, poring over that fucking

Badfinger song, were finally paying off. I
shit you not; it was brilliant. “Shake Some
Action” segueing into “Another Girl,
Another Planet,” the Saints setting up thee
Headcoats… the timing, the flow, and all
that other stuff that I had laughed off as a
bunch of crazy ideas that my nutcase room-
mate had—at that moment, it all made
sense to me. I mean, sure, he could have
spent those years making friends or getting
laid or something else that normal people
do, but like I said before, Nick wasn’t nor-
mal. He was a nutcase and he didn’t give a
shit and this was what he lived for.

As the show went on, he loosened up a
little and started taking some phone calls,
mostly from angry teenage ravers who
wanted to know what happened to their
trance music. This, as you can imagine,
was his downfall.

At about a quarter to two, as a song was
fading out, Nick was obviously struggling
to hold back laughter. “Hello, caller, you’re
on the air,” he said, stifling a giggle.

“Heyyyyy, maaaaaaaaan, yeah!”
Oh geez, I thought. Some drunk guy

called up and will probably make a joke
about one of the songs and Nick will freak
out on him and that will be the end of the
radio show. Unfortunately, Nick decided to
egg the guy on.

“So, man, what’s your name?”
“Mike!”
“How are you doing tonight, Mike?”
“I’m wasted!”
“That’s really awesome, Mike. Other

people will be getting up to go to work in a
couple of hours, but you… you know what
you’re doing, Mike?”

Mike paused for a second and then
asked, “What?”

“You’re partyin’.”
“Yeah! Yeah! Party!”
“That’s what it’s all about. What can I

do for you tonight, my friend?”
“I wanna request a song, man!”
“Anything for you, buddy. What do

you want to hear?”
“Play the theme from Cops, man! The

theme from Cops!”
Now, the Nick that I had known for

most of my life would have responded
with, “Ah, the theme from Cops by Inner
Circle,” and probably could have told you

the name of the studio where that song was
recorded. But this Nick on the radio was
actually having fun and decided to keep the
good times going.

“I don’t think I know that one, how
does it go?”

The drunk guy was almost indignant.
“Awww, man, haven’t you ever watched
that show?”

“I’m sure I’ve heard it before but I
haven’t watched Cops in a long time. Sing
part of it and jog my memory a little bit.”

And Mike, the poor bastard, probably
crocked out of his mind on cheap whiskey
with no idea what the hell he was doing,
started to sing the theme from Cops by
Inner Circle. Sure, he was loud, he was out
of key, and he was improvising a few lyrics
here and there when he couldn’t remember
exactly how the song went, but he was
singing it. And Nick, myself, and maybe a
couple of other people around town were in
complete hysterics. Honestly, words can
barely do justice to the slurred majesty of
“BUH-UH-CHICKA-CHICKA-WHUH-
WHU-UH! POLICE SOMETHIN’ CHIC-
KA-WHUH-WHUH!”

But Nick couldn’t stop there. “Wait, I
didn’t catch that last part. Could you
maybe sing it again?”

The guy started to sing a little bit more
and it was just as funny as the first time,
but then he stopped. “Hey, man, you laugh-
in’ at me? Aw, I oughta fuck you up, man,
makin’ me—” Nick hung up on the guy, but
it was too late. The damage had been done,
and Nick’s burgeoning career preaching
the gospel of Moby Grape to the public
wouldn’t last much longer.

Nick was not looking forward to going
into the studio the next day. It wasn’t that
he was scared of getting fired—he had
already accepted that fate—he was mostly
just scared of the program director. It was-
n’t hard to imagine the guy screaming, “I
thought you said you remembered George
Carlin and the seven words you can’t say
on television,” while he clubbed Nick over
the head and ate his bones. Naturally, I vol-
unteered to go with him just to prevent any
head-clubbing and bone-eating.

We had barely walked in the door when
the program director started walking
towards us, shaking his head. “You know
what I gotta do, right?”

“Yeah, I know. George Carlin, seven
words, all that,” and he turned to walk back
out the door.

“Wait a second, I’m not done,” the
director said.

Nick reluctantly looked back over his
shoulder, probably bracing himself for the
imminent eating of his bones. His voice
was barely a whisper. “Yeah?”

The director looked around to see if
anybody else was watching, and then a grin
spread across his face. “Funniest shit I ever
heard come outta this radio station.” Then
he paused and the smile faded. “You’re still
fired, though.”

–Josh Lane
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“Don’t tell me I’m
for sale and that I
might be losing
my job and expect
me to be cheery
about it.”

GARY HORNBERGER
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OOnce again, times are rocking at
Albertson’s in this joyful season. It seems that
the company decided to light a match under
everyone’s ass by putting the company up for
sale, so I’ve decided to once again report the
workings of this ever-loving company. Just
today I was forced to drive to Fullerton,
California to the base offices of the
Republican Nazi headquarters, to undergo
some mindless brain washing. (I say the
Republican Nazi headquarters because down
one of the hallways there are portraits of
Ronald Reagan and other non-union loving
state and federal officials.) The first time I
visited headquarters, the woman at the front
desk berated me for not wearing my badge on
my person at all times. I don’t know why the
fake-breasted woman may have thought I was
a spy from one of the competing grocery
chains; after all, I was only wearing my faded
Albertson’s embroidered shirt and milk-
encrusted black slacks. 

It is interesting that for a company that’s
up for sale, they continue to shove sugar-
coated customer service down our throats. I
mean, really—my job may be gone tomor-
row, how do I manage to keep that Willy
Wonka smile on my face? Oh, but they are
sneaky—some of those stores (I believe the
number was thirty) are going to become high-
end, non-union Bristol Farms. Yes, it is true,
dear stock holders, we can’t keep going as the
Big Blue so let us keep choice locations and
sell all the rest. All the stories in the papers
have been vague, but let me tell you the panic
has set in and everyone seems to know the
outcome. The best report is that Ralph’s is the
winner because right now, supposedly, if one
goes into a Ralph’s and slides an Albertson’s
card, it will give discounts, and the Ralph’s
card will give discounts in an Albertson’s.
And since this is happening, it is conclusive
that Ralph’s is the winner in the bidding wars.
Until I see it, I don’t believe it, and if this is
true, wouldn’t this also lead to price fixing
and other illegal activities? 

What is it about American business that
we live by “get rich or bail”? Did this compa-
ny think that it was going to rebound from a
five-month strike and become an industry
leader in less than two years? Hell, I can still
hear the verbal tirade between customer and
striker, the filth being spewed upon someone
practicing their freedom of choice. I sure as

hell wouldn’t go back there now that said
employee is back at work. 

And since we’re on the subject of the
American worker, tell me if you can figure
this one out. I see this guy the other day walk
from the bank wearing a shirt that states “I
Love America” and as he is getting into his
car, I can’t help but notice that it’s a Toyota.
To me, this is a contradiction. Isn’t Toyota a
Japanese company? Shouldn’t his shirt say “I
Love Japan”? Why don’t we all just come out
and say that we’re hypocrites and admit that
it’s not about unity and that it is really about
me? Say it with me, “I don’t care if some
schumck in Detroit loses his/her job at GM
because of plant closures due to declining
sales. All I care about is my sporty import
here in California because I need to save gas
money for my Sunday driving.” At this point,
where is this going? I’ll tell you where: all I
want is to go to work, do my job, and go
home, and these people are constantly throw-
ing wrenches at me. True, if I don’t like it or
the money isn’t right, I could quit, but at one
time the job was okay. It’s the unfortunate
future that bothers me. Don’t tell me I’m for
sale and that I might be losing my job and
expect me to be cheery about it. 

Now on the flip side is the union, that fra-
ternal organization that says, “Hey, man,
everything will be all right.” Should they not
be looking into this company sale and try
putting the brothers’ and sisters’ minds at
ease? I think they took a bite in the ass from
the strike, too. I’m a shop steward and even I
feel some uneasiness. I’ve questioned the rep
about some things and been snapped at. It
seems like I’m supposed to follow blindly.
Also, I’ve been told that the best thing (and
what I feel is the only good thing) about the
sale is that I can’t be transferred to another
store. Shouldn’t a steward have more power?
Right now, the only push I hear from the
union is how bad Wal-Mart is, and yes, I
believe this to be true, but there are many
other issues I think they should address with
the sale looming. It gets into things like “Will
there be layoffs?” and “Where does seniority
fall for personnel?” and my favorite, “Where
will the retirement/ pension be?” Good ques-
tions but no answers. Of course, if you’re a
bored employee running a register and decide
to use reward cards as Chinese throwing stars
and you get caught, the union will fight to try

and keep your job. That, of course, is hearsay. 
Now will I get in trouble for saying these

things? Probably, but if I keep this bottled up
the same things will keep happening over and
over. Workers should be concerned and if
they have the ability to question things, they
should. We hear things in the news on a reg-
ular basis about problems only after they’ve
shot out of control, like a hospital where peo-
ple are dying or getting half-ass care, or pub-
lic officials who do corrupt practices. We
need to ask questions even if we get a snappy
answer, because then we can really tell which
people are looking out for our best interest
and if they aren’t we can take evasive action
so that we don’t compound the problem. As
for the sale of the company, I hope that when
everything is set in stone that people will be
informed, and I hope that everyone will have
a job that they’re content with, but right now
it’s all eggshells and I don’t like being the
help desk!

THE COMICS JOURNAL, 
Volume 5
$24.95 U.S.
Fantagraphics Books
The Comics Journal is a coffee table book
filled with pages of indie comic panels, inter-
views, bios, and all the great stuff that
Fantagraphics puts out. In volume five, we get
up close and personal with the Manga masters.
Let me tell you that most of these guys’ work
is far superior to the bug-eyed Sailor Moon
characters found in Manga today. I’m not real
big into Magna but some of this early stuff is
very artistic. There is an article on the work of
Vaughn Bode, who does the sexy Howard the
Duck-like comics. Imagine, if you will, a guy
that catches tit bees. I’ll leave it to the reader to
figure that one out. Now, my favorite is the
section on the Montreal Comix Scene, which
puts faces to some of the books I’ve been sent
to read and review over the years. Some of said
panels are actually here in this book. I’m going
to say that this book is a bridge that joins sub-
ject and maker and gives the reader or fanboy
a tool to better understand why things look and
read the way a certain writer wants them to. If
you have a coffee table, then spend twenty-five
dollars and impress your guests with this book.
It’ll make you look indie savvy.
(Fantagraphics Books, Inc., 7563 Lake City
Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115)

All Lost in the Supermarket



SQUA TRONT #11
$10.95 U.S.
Fantagraphics Books
This, like The Comics Journal, is an
essential who’s who of comics. It is
almost like a baseball price guide in some
respects. Most of the comics are westerns
by John Severin and have the look of
early Ghost Rider. This book is mostly
for the historical comic book fan, with its
more chronological timelines and less
showy presentation. It’s not a coffee table
book. Never the less, Squa Tront is
important reading for someone interested
in the background of a certain title or
writer, and if that is you, pick this one up
from Fantagraphics. It is also fifteen dol-
lars cheaper than the coffee table book.
(Fantagraphics Books, Inc., 7563 Lake
City Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115)

THE CRIMSON GASH 
VERSUS HITLER
$3.95 U.S., $5.95 Canada
Eros Comix
Porno comics: you just can’t seem to get
enough of them. I really don’t know if
describing the story is going to do much,
since the title pretty much says it all, but
here goes. It seems that Hitler has been
brought back from his tortures in hell to
rule the earth. First off, he nukes St. Paul,
then just before he starts his march with
his Nazi zombie army, the Crimson Gash
and the rest of her big-breasted, large-
membered heroes thwart him. See, I told
you it could all be derived from the title. It
is very strange that when you mix super-
heroes and porn, the story just flows with-
out offense to religion or racial slurs. It’s
just hard to take any of this serious. Was
this offensive? No! Was this critical story
telling? Hell no! It was simply kind of
funny and mildly erotic. It reminds me of
a longer version of something I might find
in, let’s say, Hustler. So, with that in mind,
this comic will probably sell like wildfire. 
(naylorhousehold@peopleps.com)

2048 WORKING 
CLASS ZERO
$3.00 U.S.
Ross, Ben, you’ve done it again with
the second installment of 2048. This
mag is a working class stiff’s dream
come true. I wouldn’t be surprised if
unions everywhere didn’t back this comic.
The mere fact that George Dubya has
teamed up with Wal-Mart to create a futur-
istic hellhole where the elite people are con-
trolled by a drug known as Happinol is a
liberal tree hugger’s wet dream. If this were
made into a movie I’d be looking for Snake
Pliskin to join in the merriment of the
punks. If you guys put one of the punks in a
Dickies shirt, I won’t ever get the smile to
pull away from my ears. The references to
everything in today’s yuppie marketplace
are right on, from the Hummers to The John
Tesh and David Hasselhoff Experience on
Wal-Disney TV. Don’t get me wrong, I
think Teshi, as Triumph the Comic Insult

Dog calls him, has the ability to laugh at
himself, but his music still sucks. I’m not
even going to give the story lineup because
I want all the readers to go fetch a copy of
this fine comic. Let me close by saying this
comic is one of my favorite ever and it
makes me feel better about the topic of my
column in this issue. (Working Class Zero,
PO BOX 1733, Binghamton, NY 13902,
www.workingclasszero.com)

BLUE COLLAR MAYHEM
$5.00 U.S.
Presented by Head Magazine
This one is new to me: a comic on a CD
ROM. Once I figured how to slow it down, I

was able to read this weird tale of cabbies in
different cosmic planes. At first I was against
a comic on CD, because it, to some degree,
ruins the medium. I want some pulp in my
paws. But in viewing it, I decided that I guess
I can live with a CD. The only real trouble is
that the print is fuzzy and hard to read. The
color, however, really comes out on the com-
puter screen. As for the story, there’s a lot
going on when crossing planes on a cosmic
level, but the gist of the story is Chinese and
Aussie cab drivers get alien men and woman
to have sex and stop killing each other. Like I
said, some of the words were hard to read.
(Head Magazine, PO Box 66719, LA
CA 90066, headophile@netzero.net) 
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Nardwuar: Who are you?
Travis Barker: Travis.
Rob Aston: Rob.
Nardwuar: From the…?
Travis: Transplants
Nardwuar: From the Transplants, although
Rob is wearing a Cannibal Corpse shirt
right there.
Travis: What’s wrong with that?
Nardwuar: Nothing’s wrong with that.
You’re not giving props to somebody that
you give props to on your record. I am so
stoked that you guys throw down the Boo Ya
Tribe on your new record… [Nardwuar
hands Rob a Boo Ya Tribe Record]
Rob: These are the homies right here, you

know what I’m sayin’? I mean, they’re leg-
ends, you know what I’m sayin’?
Nardwuar: Yeah, what can you say about
the Boo Ya Tribe? 
Rob: Yeah, they’re good motherfuckers, like
I said. Those are the homeboys, you know
what I’m sayin’? Like just good dudes all
around, you know what I’m sayin’? Like
besides being super-talented, like, solid
dudes, you know.
Nardwuar: I just think it’s great that on a
new record you’re able to bring out all these
super guests and you’ve got the Boo Ya Tribe
happening. I hadn’t heard of them in years
and then the Transplants come back hard
with the Boo Ya Tribe right off the bat.

Rob: Like I said, they’re legends, you know,
and they’ve been slept on for years. Like
they never got the props they deserve, you
know? And we’re doing that song “What I
Can’t Describe.” I knew that they would be
perfect for singing that and everything, and
Ridd, his lyrics are always perfect you
know? And they killed it. I couldn’t be hap-
pier with it, you know. 
Nardwuar: Rob, you’ve also shown props
out to other people such as rapper Necro.
[Nardwuar hands Rob a Necro record]
Rob: For sure.
Nardwuar: What can you tell the people
about Necro?
Rob: If you don’t know about Necro, out
there, then you need to be up on it, you know
what I’m sayin’? Necro, Ill Bill, Goretex,
Non-Phixion: all that, you know what I’m
sayin’? That shit is hard. 
Nardwuar: Now am I going in the wrong
direction here, Travis, with the rap stuff? Are
you gonna be educated on “the rap” yourself
in the Transplants? 
Travis: Absolutely. [laughter]
Nardwuar: I mean, you called me a homie
earlier. What sort of rap credentials do you
have? What rap credentials does Travis
have, Rob?
Rob: Oh it ain’t like he’s new to this or noth-
ing, you know what I’m sayin’? A few people
might think, “Oh, you’re just a punk rocker.”
We listen to everything, like music across the
board: punk rock, hip-hop, you know, rock-
steady, metal, you name it, you know what
I’m sayin’? We listen to everything. 
Nardwuar: I think it’s great, with the
Transplants I learn about stuff. I learn about
rap. You also mentioned this band right here?
[Nardwuar hands Rob a UGK record.] 
Rob: Oh, yeah!
Nardwuar: Rob, what is this band here,
UGK out of Texas?
Rob: Hey, those motherfuckers—talk about
legends right there, you know what I’m
sayin’? Bun B and Pimp C. Free Pimp C by
the way, you know what I’m sayin’?
Nardwuar: He’s an actual pimp?
Rob: Oh, for sure. He’s actually locked up.
That’s why I say free Pimp C. And UGK, them
dudes, like lyrically, are two of the best ever,
you know what I’m sayin’? In the history of
hip-hop, you know what I’m sayin’? And like,
once again, they never got the props they
deserve, you know what I’m sayin’? But Bun B
is still going hard, you know what I’m sayin’?
On everyone’s songs, everyone’s mix tapes,
everyone’s albums, you know what I’m sayin’?
We just seem him in Slim Thug’s new video,
you know, and for sure, we’re gettin’him on the
next record, you know what I’m sayin’? 

“Fuck You.”
Rob, to NardwuarWWWWHHHHOOOO AAAARRRREEEE YYYYOOOOUUUU????
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Nardwuar: Really?
Rob: For sure. Definitely. It’s already a
done deal. 
Nardwuar: What about this guy, right
here? We’re just finishing off with the rap
influences as I reach into my pocket.
[Nardwuar hands Rob a Suga Free CD
booklet] Suga Free. 
Rob: Yeah, you did your research on us,
huh? Yeah, also right there. If you don’t have
that, the Suga Free street gospel, go get that. 
Nardwuar: What can you tell people about
Suga Free? His flow is incredible isn’t it? 

Rob: Yeah, for sure. And once again, you
know, another real pimp, you know what
I’m sayin’? Like he ain’t bullshittin’, you
know what I’m sayin’? And that’s just clas-
sic West Coast on here, you know what I’m
sayin’? That’s just sick right here. Suga
Free. Don’t sleep. Go get that shit.
Nardwuar: Were you into Blink-182 at that
time, or the Aquabats, or any of Travis’s
bands, or had you played Fresno early on? 
Travis: Yeah, I played Fresno when I was
nineteen or something.
Nardwuar: What band?
Travis: The Aquabats.
Nardwuar: Did you ever see the Aquabats?

Rob: Nah, I didn’t get into punk rock until
later on in high school, you know what I’m
sayin’? It was all just hip-hop, oldies, and
some metal, you know what I’m sayin’? 
Nardwuar: Well, what’s Fresno like?
Because I understand it’s the car theft capi-
tal of California. Everybody rips off the cars
in L.A. and drives them to Fresno?
Travis: Yeah, that’s goin’ down there, you
know. It is what it is. There ain’t that much
to do there, and people gotta find something
to do, and unfortunately, or fortunately for
some, you know, car theft, it’s big business.

Nardwuar: What do you remember about
the homecoming gig to Fresno? Warped
Tour just played Fresno. What was that like? 
Travis: I didn’t live in Fresno. 
Nardwuar: No, but I mean people comin’
out. Was it an extra party because Rob’s
from Fresno?
Rob: No, it was cool. It was just like every
other show, you know, like I saw some of
my friends I hadn’t seen in a while. My par-
ents came out, and my sister. That’s always
nice ‘cause I don’t get to spend that much
time with them, being on tour a lot and liv-
ing in L.A. and they still live up there, so it’s
always nice, you know what I’m sayin’?

Nardwuar: Rob, do you ever remember
working at a Borders store in Fresno?
Rob: I got fired from there because this
bitch, Heidi, that worked there. Early in the
morning you could play whatever music you
want and shit, and Jennifer Lopez just came
out, the first record, and I was all about it. So
I put that on. This bitch tried to get crazy and
we had words and I ended up walkin’.
Nardwuar: I heard that in exchange for two
weeks off at Borders, you promised to
return to the manager a Canadian hockey
jersey, but you never did. 

Rob: No, I was gonna get him one, when
we came through Canada, but it wasn’t for
no two weeks off. But yeah, I fucked up and
never got him one. 
Nardwuar: Are you still into practicing
everyday?
Travis: Yeah.
Nardwuar: Do you have a van here all
set out, ready to practice in? I heard that
you have a minivan all set up so you
could jam everyday.
Travis: No, you heard wrong, my friend.
Nardwuar: Had you ever done that before?
Travis: No.

“You guys were in a
a little while back.”shampoo commercial 
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Our instrumental for one of our songs was.”
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Nardwuar: O, from the bands Olivelawn
and Fluf, told me something to that effect…
How do you practice everyday? Help me
along here, Travis of the Transplants.
Travis: I walk out to my booth, right before
I play, where everyone else stands, and I
warm up for half an hour.
Nardwuar: Transplants, you guys were in
a shampoo commercial a little while back.
Rob: We weren’t. Our instrumental for one
of our songs was.
Nardwuar: Now maybe you’re the wrong
person to ask, Rob, but did you use the
shampoo at all? 
Rob: No, but I know a gang of bitches that
do, and they swear by it, and they gave us a
gang of money, so I ain’t mad at nobody.
Nardwuar: What did you guys do with
the money you got from the shampoo
commercial? 
Travis: I bought deodorant. 
Rob: Good answer. 
Nardwuar: How about you, Rob? What did
you do with the money? Did you buy a car?
Rob: No, I probably smoked it all away. 
Nardwuar: I wanted to end here with a little
quote from Billboard Magazine, June 16, 2005.
“...Atlantic Senior Vice President of marketing
and artist development, Livia Tortella, aims to
place songs off the Transplants Haunted Cities
in commercials as well...”

Rob: Yeah, we getting on those, you know
what I’m sayin’? If the right company
comes along…
Travis: What’s the matter with that?
Nardwuar: No, I was just wondering, is
that true? You’re hoping to get some of your
new songs into commercials?
Travis: I mean if someone wants our songs
in a commercial and they’re gonna pay us
for it, absolutely.
Rob: That ain’t our intention of making
records, you know what I’m sayin’?
Nardwuar: [Nardwuar responds after get-
ting his arm slightly pushed by Travis]
Sorry. Was I casting a shadow over you?
Travis: Nah, you’re putting your micro-
phone too close to my face and you’re
gonna make me mad. [laughs]
Nardwuar: Oh, sorry about that.
Travis: You’re irritating me.
Nardwuar: Oh, sorry about that. Why am I
irritating you?
Travis: ‘Cause you’re putting your micro-
phone too close to my fucking face.
Nardwuar: Well, I was afraid that you
weren’t speaking loud enough.
Travis: You’re a fucking moron.
[At this point suddenly a Transplants
“Handler” appears and pushes Nardwuar’s
camera down. Confusion ensues.]
Nardwuar: [to Transplants handler] Can

we please keep this rolling? Can we finish
off the interview with doot doola doot doo...
Transplants Handler: No, we’re done. 
Nardwuar: Can we… Rob… finish with
doot doola doot doo?
Rob: Hurry up.
Nardwuar: [to Transplants handler ] Rob
says we can finish off here.
Rob: Let’s go. What’s the last question?
Nardwuar: Well, thank you very much
Transplants. Is there anything else you want
to add to the people out there at all, Travis?
Travis: No, I’m all good.
Nardwuar: How was that on mic place-
ment?
Travis: That was better.
Nardwuar: Thank you, I’m learning. I’m
not a professional, but I am learning. Is
there anything else you would like to add to
the people out there, Rob?
Rob: If you don’t have these records
[Holds up records Nardwuar has given
him]: UGK, Suga Free, Necro, Boo Ya
Tribe, go get ‘em. 
Nardwuar: Well thanks Transplants, keep
on rocking in the free world, and doot doola
doot doo...
Rob: Fuck you. 

To hear this interview,
hop to www.nardwuar.com

Nardwuar: Travis, when you joined the Transplants, were you
aware of how down with hip-hop Rob was?
Travis: That’s stupid. [laughs]
Nardwuar: What do you mean?
Travis: [laughs] I’m saying that’s a stupid question.
Nardwuar: Well Rob is really, really down with it, and you know
why it’s not stupid, ‘cause check this out. This is how down Rob
was with hip-hop. Right here [Nardwuar shows Rob an old year-
book picture], this is you, Rob, as a member of the Black Student
Union! What is going on there? That is down with it. Rob, as a
member of the Black Student Union!

Rob: Well, it was originally like a multicultural club called
Brothers and Sisters United, but because of whatever agenda and
reasons, they changed it up, ‘cause you could see there was other
people besides black kids in there, but yeah, freshman year, Clovis
West (in Fresno, California). 
Nardwuar: I think this is absolutely amazing. What sort of look are
you sporting there, Rob? And what were you into at that time? 
Rob: I got like a Raiders Starter, or Colorado Starter jacket on,
some motherfucking khakis—they’re small—and some Docs or
some shit, if I’d had a little bit more of a haircut, I would have had
a shaved head, freshman year. 

Rob,  as  a  member  of  the  Black  Student  Union
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Iwwaass  ppuulllliinngg  aa  ppaacckkaaggee  oouutt  ooff  mmyy  mmeesssseennggeerr  bbaagg
aatt  aa  cclliieenntt’’ss  ooffffiiccee  wwhheenn  DDoonnoofftthheeddeeaadd  ccaammee  uupp
bbeessiiddee  mmee..  ““HHooww’’ss  yyoouurr  JJaappaanneessee??””  hhee  aasskkeedd

wwiitthh  aa  sslliigghhtt  ggrriinn..  ““PPrreettttyy  aallrriigghhtt……””  II  ssaaiidd  bbaacckk  ttoo
hhiimm  iinn  JJaappaanneessee..  ““WWhhaatt’’ss  uupp??””  ““GGoooodd,,””  hhee  ssaaiidd,,  hhiiss
sslliigghhtt  ggrriinn  ttuurrnniinngg  iinnttoo  aa  ffuullll  bblloowwnn  ssmmiillee..  ““WWaanntt  ttoo
ddoo  aa  LLaasstt  TTaarrggeett  iinntteerrvviieeww??””  WWaass  hhee  sseerriioouuss??  OOff
ccoouurrssee  II  wwoouulldd!!  II  iimmmmeeddiiaatteellyy  ssaaiidd  yyeess……  bbuutt  llaatteerr
oonn,,  wwhheenn  iitt  ffiinnaallllyy  ddaawwnneedd  oonn  mmee  wwhhaatt  II  hhaadd  aaccttuuaall-
llyy  aaggrreeeedd  ttoo  ddoo,,  II  pprroommppttllyy  ttrriieedd  ttoo  ppuukkee  mmyy  gguuttss  oouutt
oonn  tthhee  ssiiddee  ooff  tthhee  rrooaadd..  II  wwaass  ccoommpplleetteellyy  ssttookkeedd,,  bbuutt
iinntteerrvviieewwiinngg  aa  bbaanndd  tthhaatt  yyoouu’’rree  ccoommpplleetteellyy  ssttookkeedd
oonn  iinn  aa  llaanngguuaaggee  tthhaatt  iiss  nnoott  yyoouurr  nnaattiivvee  ccaann  bbee  aa  lliitt-
ttllee  nneerrvvee  wwrraacckkiinngg..  

LLuucckkiillyy  ffoorr  mmee,,  LLaasstt  TTaarrggeett  iiss  nnoott  oonnllyy  aa  ggrreeaatt,,  rroocckk-
iinngg  bbaanndd,,  bbuutt  aann  iinnccrreeddiibbllyy  nniiccee  bbuunncchh,,  ttoo  bboooott..
FFoorrmmeedd  iinn  TTookkyyoo  22000022  bbyy  RRyyookkoo——wwhhoo  iiss  bbeesstt
kknnoowwnn  aass  tthhee  ssiinnggeerr//gguuiittaarriisstt  ffoorr  tthhee  lleeggeennddaarryy
JJaappaanneessee  ggiirrll  ppuunnkk  bbaanndd  TThhuugg  MMuurrddeerr——aaggaaiinn  ttaakkeess

tthhee  lleeaadd  vvooccaallss  aanndd  gguuiittaarr  aanndd  ggiivveess  iitt  eevveerryytthhiinngg
sshhee’’ss  ggoott,,  bbaacckkeedd  bbyy  RRyyoouummaa  oonn  bbaassss//vvooccaallss  aanndd
TTaakkeesshhii  oonn  ddrruummss//vvooccaallss..  LLaasstt  TTaarrggeett  bbllaassttss  yyoouu
wwiitthh  aann  aallll-oouutt,,  ssttrraaiigghhtt-ttoo-yyoouurr-ffaaccee  aassssaauulltt  ooff
ppuunnkk  rroocckk..  TThheeyy  wwiillll  mmaakkee  yyoouurr  hheeaadd  ssppiinn  aanndd  lleeaavvee
yyoouu  wwoonnddeerriinngg  wwhhoo ppuutt  aa  bboooott  ttoo  yyoouurr  sskkuullll  wwhhiillee
yyoouu  wweerree  ppaasssseedd  oouutt  oonn  tthhee  fflloooorr..  

EEvveenn  tthhoouugghh  tthheeyy  wweerree  oonn  aa  bbuussyy  sscchheedduullee,,  II  aaccttuuaall-
llyy  ggoott  aa  sseeccoonndd  ttoo  ttaallkk  ttoo  tthheemm  rriigghhtt  aafftteerr  tthhee  sshhooww
aatt  tthhee  TTrroouubbaaddoouurr  iinn  HHoollllyywwoooodd..  BBeeffoorree  II  ffoorrggeett
tthhoouugghh,,  tthheerree  aarree  tthhrreeee  tthhiinnggss  II  wwoouulldd  lliikkee  ttoo  ccaallll
aatttteennttiioonn  ttoo::  11))  TThheeyy  wweerree  ssoo  hhuummbbllee,,  nniiccee,,  aanndd
ppoolliittee,,  iitt  wwaass  ddiissgguussttiinngg..  SSeerriioouussllyy..  FFoorr  aallll  yyoouu  bbaannddss
tthhaatt  hhoolldd  yyoouurrsseellvveess  iinn  ““hhiigghh  rreeggaarrdd””  oorr  wwhhaattnnoott,,
yyoouu  nneeeedd  ttoo  ttaakkee  ccuueess  ffrroomm  tthheessee  gguuyyss..  YYoouurr
ppoommppoouuss  aattttiittuuddeess  aarree  ssiicckkeenniinngg  aanndd  hheellll  hhaass  aa  ssppee-
cciiaall  ccoorrnneerr  jjuusstt  ffoorr  yyoouu  ttoo  rrooaasstt  iinn..  22))  IIff  yyoouu  aarree  eevveerr
lluucckkyy  eennoouugghh  ttoo  hheeaarr  tthheemm  ccoovveerr  MMoottöörrhheeaadd’’ss  ““AAccee
ooff  SSppaaddeess””  wwiitthh  TTaakkeesshhii  oonn  vvooccaallss,,  II  aamm  wwaarrnniinngg  yyoouu



Plex: First off, I thought Last Target had four
members in the band. Are there only three in the
band now?
Ryoko: Well, I started the band in 2001, but now
we have all new members. I’m the only original
one. When we started this last tour, we were a
four-piece, but while we were touring in China,
the bassist dropped out, so right now we’re
three… but we already have a new bass player
lined up when we return back to Japan. Actually,
Ryouma is the guitarist, but he’s playing bass for
us on this tour. 
Plex: Okay, so Last Target has toured here in the
States three times, but this is the first time for
this version of the band.
Ryoko: Exactly. 
Plex: So how long have you guys been playing
with just three people?
Ryoko: [conferring with Ryouma and Takeshi
for a moment] Almost three months now. 
Plex: Is anyone in any other bands at the moment?
Ryouma: No, just this one.
Takeshi: Well, I play in a party band at a live
club as a part time job.
Plex: You guys were supposed to play the Wasted
Festival this year too, correct? I had heard that it
was cancelled, but I wasn’t sure why.
Ryoko: Yes. From what I heard, they didn’t have
enough tickets sold. I think it was under a thou-
sand, so they decided to cancel it. But since we
have a new release from BYO Records, Mark
Stern really helped us out and booked some
more shows for us. 
Plex: While you guys were onstage, Ryoko, you
said a ton of stuff to the audience in Japanese,
super fast. I stood there smiling like a moron, but
I might have caught, maybe, only thirty percent
of it! Care to elaborate?
Ryoko: [chuckling] Usually in Japan, the stage
MC always speaks a little English, so in America
I speak Japanese. For example, if a Chinese band
comes to Japan, they’re gonna speak Chinese. I
won’t be able to understand the meaning, but it
will be more real, you know what I mean?
Different language, different culture. So tonight,
I was talking a lot about the U.S. street punk
scene, and U.S. culture. I love Americans, and
American culture, except the public bathrooms!
[laughing all around] American bathrooms are
kitanai (dirty)! 
Plex: Between Japan’s punk scene and the
States, what’s different about the two? I know
there are a lot of differences, but what stands out
as the most for you? 
Ryouma: Hmmm… probably the feeling, most-
ly. They’re completely different. Japanese peo-
ple tend to be more quiet, while Americans seem
to have more energy.
Takeshi: Americans will speak to you a lot
more. Really tell you, “That was really great!

nnooww,,  yyoouurr  mmiinndd  wwiillll  bbee  oobblliitteerraatteedd..  II  aamm  nnoott  kkiiddddiinngg..  IItt’’ss  lliikkee  oonnee
mmiinnuuttee  yyoouu’’rree  oonn  tthhee  110011  ffrreeeewwaayy  ffaalllliinngg  aasslleeeepp  aatt  tthhee  wwhheeeell  aanndd
tthheenn,,  hhoollyy  sshhiitt  tthheerree’’ss  aa  sseemmii  bbaarrrreelliinngg  ssttrraaiigghhtt  ttoowwaarrddss  yyoouu  aanndd
yyoouu sswweerrvvee  iinnttoo  tthhee  eemmbbaannkkmmeenntt,,  cclluuttcchhiinngg  yyoouurr  hheeaarrtt  aanndd
ssccrreeaammiinngg  ““oohh  ggoodd!!””  eevveenn  tthhoouugghh  yyoouu  ttoolldd  yyoouurr  mmoomm  yyeesstteerrddaayy
yyoouu  wweerree  aatthheeiisstt  aanndd  yyoouu  rreeaalliizzeedd  yyoouu  jjuusstt  ssooiilleedd  yyoouurr  nneeww  bbooxx-
eerrss  iinn  tthhee  mmaayyhheemm..  IItt’’ss  tthhaatt  ggoooodd..  33))  TThhoouugghh  RRyyookkoo  wwiillll  ddeennyy  iitt,,
hheerr  EEnngglliisshh  iiss  bbeetttteerr  tthhaann  sshhee  tthhiinnkkss..  SSoo  wwhheenn  mmyy  JJaappaanneessee  ggoott
aa  lliittttllee  mmuuddddlleedd,,  sshhee  hheellppeedd  cclleeaarr  uupp  ssoommee  tthhiinnggss..  TThhaannkkss..  

IInntteerrvviieeww  bbyy  DDoonnaalldd  ““PPlleexx””LLoowweerryy  ••  PPiiccttuurreess  bbyy
DDoonnoofftthheeddeeaadd  ••  LLaayyoouutt  bbyy  KKeeiitthh  RRoossssoonn
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Awesome!” Even though I’m Japanese, and
I don’t really speak English, they’ll still talk
to you. Japanese people mostly don’t.
There definitely are some that do, but for
the most part they don’t. 
Plex: Why do you think that is? Shyness?
Ryoko: I think so.
Takeshi: Maybe Japanese people are just
used to each other. America is a whole
bunch of different people—black, white, all

types—so communication becomes really
important. A lot of people from different
countries live here, so they’re always talk-
ing, expressing their own feelings to each
other. They really say what they’re think-
ing. Seems more fun that way…
Plex: I kinda thought so, too. When I went

to go see Total Fury or Humongous at
Antiknock or the Wall (venues in Tokyo),
the bands were really high energy, but the
crowd was like “shhhhh….” Not all the
time, though.
Ryoko: I think that Japanese have more of
a “group” mentality. But Americans have
more individuality. “If everyone’s quiet, I
don’t care. Awesome! Great! Blah blah-
blah!” You know?

Plex: Ryouma, you just got a new tattoo
last night, right? 
Ryouma: Yeah! [Shows the two sparrows
holding a banner that says “Last Target” on
his left calf.] 
Plex: Here in the States, if someone has, for
example, a ton of tattoos or a lot of pierc-

ings, most of the time, it’s not that big of a
deal. However, for Nihonjin (Japanese peo-
ple) it can still be pretty serious. When I
was living there, I wanted to go to an ofuro
(public bath), but my friends were like, “If
you go, it’s okay. You have tattoos but
you’re American, so no one’s gonna care.
But we can’t go, ‘cause we’re Japanese,
and it’s still a problem.” Which made no
sense to me at first. So in my opinion,

Japanese punks are actually
stronger at heart, considering that
when they do it, it’s more of a
struggle. Or do you think that
Japan’s culture is changing?
Ryouma: Well, there are a lot of
jobs that you can still do. You
might not be able to go into a
public bath, or a pool, but you
can jump in the sea! [everyone
laughs] Right now it might be a
problem, but in hanseikigo (fifty
years from now) it won’t be a
problem at all, I’m thinking. 
Plex: Kyoko—ah! Ryoko!
Sorry!
Ryoko: What?! Are you thinking
about an old girlfriend maybe?
Naw, just kidding…[laughter]
Plex: What happened with Thug
Murder? Why did you guys
break up?
Ryoko: Ah, I knew it!
Everybody loves to ask this ques-
tion. Okay, Chisato (who played
bass for Thug Murder) and Yuri
(drums), I really, really love
them. They are great musicians, I
loved the music we played, and
the experience I had with them. I
started Thug Murder when I was
twenty-two years old…
Plex: How old are you now?
Ryoko: Twenty-eight. I think
that we were too young at the
time. Thug Murder had just start-
ed, and then “Whoosh!”
[motions upward with her hand]
Plex: You guys got really big,
really fast. 
Ryoko: Yeah, very quick. In just
two years, I had the label and we
released a 7”, which sold out.
And then when we played with

Dropkick Murphys and toured the U.S.
and Europe…
Plex: You guys just got bigger and bigger. 
Ryoko: Yeah, I think we just got too big,
too fast. I learned a lot of things from the
scene, and from the Dropkick Murphys,
but I lost something. It’s hard to explain,



but I lost something, and now I’m trying to
find it, so I started Last Target. And me,
Chisato, and Yuri are still really good
friends. It was a really good band. It’s like
my treasure.
Plex: Dropkick Murphys seem to have real-
ly influenced you.

Ryoko: Definitely. I started getting into
them when I was about eighteen.
Plex: Was that around the time you started
getting into punk?
Ryoko: Yeah. When I was young, I loved
a lot of music—punk rock, reggae, ska,
hardcore, sometimes jazz—I loved every-
thing. But then I heard Dropkick
Murphys and…
Plex: It just clicked 
Ryoko: Exactly. It changed my life. 
Ryouma: I started listening to punk
around eighteen, too. 

Ryoko: But you were more influenced by
hard rock in the beginning, right?
Ryouma: True, true. I loved Guns N Roses,
Metallica, Pantera. Those type of bands.
Plex: I was totally into Sepultura for a while.
Ryoko: When I was in high school, I was a
total thrasher too!

Plex: How about you, Takeshi?
Takeshi: When I was that age? Well, I
started drumming around that time. I’m
twenty-eight now so, let’s see… Metallica,
a lot of Japanese folk music, Nakajima
Miyuki (famous mid-‘70s Jpop singer)…
Plex: Are you serious?!
Ryouma: You know her?
Plex: Yeah, I’ve definitely heard older stuff
by her. 
Takeshi: Yeah, I listen to Jpop. I just love
music. I don’t need genres! [laughter]
Lately, I’ve been listening to a lot of Nora

Jones, too. Her voice is beautiful. Seriously,
anything’s good. Hip-hop, jazz, all of it. If
it’s good, then it’s good. 
Plex: That’s refreshing to hear. I think a lot
of people try and prove how “punk” or
“hardcore” they are. “Oh, I only listen to
this.” But most of the time I think they’re

lying. I feel that if you really want to
become a good musician, you can’t limit
yourself to just one type of anything. 
Takeshi: I think that’s just natural. 
Plex: You seem pretty open-minded. How
was your childhood? Were your parents
very strict?
Takeshi: My parents were totally not strict
at all. They pretty much gave me free rein
and were easy to get along with. It was a
pretty average home to me, though.
Plex: How about yours, Ryouma? 
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Ryouma: Mine? My parents were com-
pletely the opposite, totally strict. 
Plex: So what do they think of your
lifestyle now?
Ryouma: They’re starting to accept it
now, which is good. 
Ryoko: My family had so many problems
when I was growing up. My parents got
divorced when I was about five years old.
It’s okay now. My step-mom is great, but
it was just my dad, my older brother, and
me. My big brother was really bad grow-
ing up, got into the yakuza (Japanese
mafia) and all of that, so it was a lot of
trouble. But now he’s married and has a
new baby, and he stopped everything, so
it’s all right. But there were a lot of bad
situations when I was young. My friends
and music helped me get through so
many things. It gave me spirit. 
Plex: While I was in Japan, I used to go
shopping at Disk Union (one of the better
underground/ indie-friendly music stores)
in Shimokitazawa constantly. It seems to
me that more and more people are paying
attention to Japan’s underground scene
and it is getting bigger and bigger every-
day. Do you think that’s a good thing?
Ryoko: I think that it’s probably the same
problem in the States. Ten years ago,
Japan had a lot of good bands. A lot of
really good CDs and compilations were
coming out. But now it seems that there is
a really big division of what’s popular
and what’s not. Either a band is really big
now, or they’re totally underground.
There’s a bigger gap. 
Plex: I will say that one of the best things
I like about the Japanese scene is that
there seems to be a lot more appreciation
of different scenes. Like when I went to
the DSB/ Total Fury/ Humongous show,
there was a lot more diversity in the audi-
ence: skins, crust punks, rude boys,
skaters, rockers. I feel that that’s happen-
ing less and less at shows here in the
States. You’re hardcore, or you’re not. Or
you’re doom metal, or you’re not…
Ryoko: But sometimes in Japan, it’s peo-
ple just being into “fashion” at a show, so
sometimes its good, sometimes it’s bad.
Plex: What’s the next plan for Last Target?
Ryoko: We plan on working with the new
bass player pretty soon, so we’re gonna
be concentrating on getting things up to
speed for some more shows, and then it’s
back to China and then working on a new
album after that. 

www.byorecords.com
http://lasttarget.com



OTTAWA, ONTARIO IS A GOVERNMENT TOWN. CIVIL SERVANTS

CLOG ITS PUBLIC TRANSIT AND SHAPE ITS ECONOMY. IN THE SUM-

MER TIME, TOURISTS FLOCK TO ITS PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS,

PERCHED HIGH ON A HILL AT THE TOP OF THE CITY. 
YOU CAN RIDE YOUR BIKE DOWN THAT HILL TOWARDS THE

WEST AND IN A FEW MINUTES BE CONFRONTED WITH THE REAL,

NON-TOURIST, SIDE OF OTTAWA LIFE. SOMMERSET HEIGHTS IS A

NEIGHBORHOOD POPULATED BY THE CITY’S ASIAN POPULATION,

HUNDREDS OF ELDERLY ITALIAN COUPLES, AND JUST ABOUT

EVERY NOTABLE LOCAL MUSICIAN, ARTIST, OR WRITER. 
IT IS IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD THAT YOU WILL FIND A BASEMENT

FULL OF BANDITAS. THE CEILING IS LOW AND THE AMPS ARE

STACKED HIGH. 

IT’S COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT CANADIAN BEER USUALLY

PACKS MORE OF A PUNCH THAN AMERICAN BEER. PERHAPS THIS

EXPLAINS WHY OTTAWA, ONTARIO’S BOOZE-SOAKED BANDITAS

FIND THEMSELVES INVOLVED IN DRUNKEN ROCK‘N’ROLL MAYHEM

WITH SUCH FREQUENCY. THOUGH THEY MAY CLAIM TO BE QUIET,

NERDY CANADIANS, THIS TRIO’S DEBUT ALBUM TELLS A DIFFERENT

STORY WITH ITS TWELVE BLISTERING, DISTORTED, YET SURPRISING-

LY MELODIC ROCK TRACKS. ON THE RECORD, UNDERNEATH LAYERS

OF DISTORTED GUITARS AND VOCALS, LISTENERS WILL FIND LYRICS

ABOUT THE HISTORY OF SAN FRANCISCO, OUR PLANET’S ECOLOG-

ICAL BREAKDOWN, AND WHY IT’S A PAIN IN THE ASS TO BE A GIRL

SOMETIMES. OH YEAH, AND ABOUT GEORGE BUSH’S BALLS.
INTERVIEW AND PICTURES BY JENNIFER WHITEFORD



Liz McDermott—guitar, vocals
Scott Terry—lead guitar, vocals
Colin Vincent (a.k.a. Civ)—drums, vocals

Jennifer: Liz, can you explain why your name might come up if
someone Googled the phrase “sausage fest?”
Liz: [laughs] Because I exist in a sausage factory! Um, at the Kelp
Records 11th Anniversary Show, we were on stage and I mentioned
that I was the only woman playing. Then I welcomed everyone to the
Kelp Records 11th Anniversary Sausage Fest. And I guess I got quot-
ed on the internet. 
Jennifer: How many bands were playing at the fest?
Liz: Oh, like thirteen. 
Jennifer: And you were the only girl in any of the bands? 
Liz: Yeah.
Jennifer: And yet your band was refused by Ladyfest Ottawa. 
Liz: [laughs] Yeah, kinda. 
Scott: Actually we turned them down. They took too long to get
back to us. 
Liz: The unfortunate part of that scenario is that I’m friends with the
Sausage Fest people and not friends with the Ladyfest people. 
Civ: You need to join a knitting circle!
Liz: Drunken knitting at home doesn’t count. 
Jennifer: Can you all describe where we are right now?
Civ: We’re on the balcony.
Liz: We’re in Sommerset Heights. Which is the epicenter of… um…
Scott: That’s too general. You mean where we are like we’re on plan-
et Earth? Or do you want a description of this house?
Jennifer: I’d like a description of this house. 
Liz: Red brick!
Scott: This is a punk rock house…
Liz: Two stories and a basement! 
Scott: It’s a rock house where all the bands practice. There’s
always been bands here. We’ve had this place for about seven years
and this is where everyone we know practices in the basement. 
Jennifer: And you recorded your album here. 
Scott: We did. Because my studio is set up in the
basement. 
Jennifer: Do you ever get the urge to come out
from underground? 
Scott: Sometimes I’d like to be at ground
level so we could have some windows in the
studio. [laughter]
Jennifer: Do you think your sound would
change if you got some windows? 
Scott: Aw, no!
Liz: We’d start writing some hip hop songs. 
Jennifer: Scott, you said your favorite Banditas
story is the story of how you wrote “Die Hard On
III: Die Hardonest.”
Scott: We were having a conversation at practice,
as we normally do.
Liz: And you were going pee in the sink.
Scott: And I was going pee in the sink. And I don’t
know how it came up…
Liz: You said the first line of the song, “See the
clay on the potter’s wheel/ motherfucker Patrick
Swayze keeps haunting me.” And Civ said,
“That’s iambic pentameter.” 
Civ: Actually I think it was the line,
“Motherfucker/ Ashton Kutcher,” and I said it was
a good couplet. 
Liz: And Scott said, “Liz, are you writing this
down?” And I was writing it down, because we

were trying to come up with words for that song. So the lyrics are lit-
erally our conversation. 
Civ: About Demi Moore and her various… boyfriends.
Jennifer: How did the Boo Radley reference get in there, then?
Scott: That’s the twist! You have to know that Demi Moore and
Bruce Willis’ kid is named Scout. Scout… To Kill a Mockingbird…
Boo Radley.
Civ: We’re a very literary band. [laughter] It’s all about the couplets. 
Liz: The icing on the cake for that story is that we came upstairs hav-
ing completed the lyrics and Ghost was on TV. 
Jennifer: “Motherfucker Patrick Swayze keeps haunting me…”
Liz: He keeps haunting me, anyway.
Jennifer: Would the Banditas have happened in another city? Or is
Ottawa a part of what the band is? 
Liz: It is impossible for the Banditas to exist outside of Ottawa.
[laughter]
Civ: Well, we’re going to put that to the test when we play at Pop
Montreal next week. 
Jennifer: So what qualities do Ottawa and the Banditas share?
Scott: Sommerset Heights! 
Liz: Yeah. This is where you’ll find the greatest portion of my
friends playing in bands in one building. Where I go. Every day.
That, coupled with the fact that I was encountering so many bands
that sucked. [laughs]
Jennifer: Wait! Bands from Ottawa that sucked? Or bands from other
places that sucked?
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Liz: Bands from Ottawa that sucked. Because if I wasn’t here in this

house, I was out watching other bands that sucked and telling peo-

ple that those bands sucked, but not being in a band myself, which

was no good. 
Jennifer: So if you lived in a city where there were more bands that

didn’t suck, would you have started your own band? 

Liz: Probably not. 
Jennifer: I’ve heard you say that when it comes to music Liz hates

everything, Scott hates a lot of things, and Civ likes everything.

What are you going to play in the car when you drive to Montreal

next week?
Liz: McClusky!
Scott: Paint It Black.
Civ: And the Wu Tang Clan. 
Scott: That’s a good top three, I think.

Jennifer: The top three bands that don’t suck.

Liz: Yeah! [laughs]
Jennifer: So tell me some other things about Ottawa that make it a

good place to be in a band.
Liz: In winter it’s got the world’s longest skating rink, which is pret-

ty awesome to skate on when you’ve been drinking. 

Scott: Ottawa pretty much fuckin’ bites. 

Jennifer: How come?
Scott: There’s nowhere to play. I mean, there’s always a few

places to play, but very few. And that sucks. A lot of good clubs

have closed over the past couple of years. It’s also very cliquey. 

Jennifer: But doesn’t that serve you well, in a way? Because you are

a part of this musical community? 
Scott:   But the music community itself

can be really cliquey. 

There isn’t a lot of crossover, say, with us and our peers and the kids

in the hardcore scene. 
Liz: There’s a big Celtic scene here…

Jennifer: There’s a Celtic scene? [laughter]

Liz: Huge! It was this band Siobhan’s last show a week ago and I’m

sure they packed the crowds in as they played for the upteenth time…

Jennifer: Does that qualify as a scene? 

Liz: No! That’s just one band. But our rock clubs are closing down

and meanwhile there are, like, eighteen Royal Oaks (generic pub

chain) and they have live bands there that are always, like, acoustic

two pieces.
Scott: I wouldn’t call those pubs Celtic, though. 

Liz: But they play up the Celtic music stuff. It’s for government

workers and tourists. 
Civ: On the upside, lots of good shows happen here. We have a good

reputation for live shows. Good bands from out of town play here that

probably wouldn’t otherwise play in a city this size. 

Liz: That’s true. We like the spectacle. People come to see that stuff.

Jennifer: And you had a ton of people at your record release. 

Scott: That’s because we know how to use the hype machine. 

Liz: And the dry ice machine. 
Civ: And the pyrotechnics. 
Jennifer: Can you tell me why Neil Johnstone is the fourth Bandita?

Liz: Because he pays for everything. Except the beer. Which he

should start paying for. [laughter] If he wants “San Francisco” to be

the next single then he better start buying my beer! 

Jennifer: What did Neil do for you guys?

Scott: He put out our record. Really, he’d be the best person to ask,

but basically he just thought that the Banditas were something spe-

cial and he wanted to share that with more people. He’s a

rock‘n’roll philanthropist. He realized that we would never have

put the album out ourselves because we’re too busy and too

broke. So he started Last Drag Records just to put out our stuff. 

Liz: He paid for the recording, mixing, mastering, and pressing. We

spent a lot of beer, though. And fruit. We spent sixty bucks on fruit. 

Scott: Yeah, we went through five or six cases of beer that

weekend…
Liz: Not that you can tell! On the album, I mean. [laughter]

Scott: …One bottle of Scotch, two pizzas…

Civ: I would say that Neil is a Banditas champion. And he

excels at that form of… championship?

Jennifer: Championing? 
Civ: He has a very nice job as a music archivist at the Canadian

National Archives. And he puts his high salary to good use putting

out records for people like us. 
Jennifer: So tell me what you three do for a living. 

[silence]
Jennifer: Civ? Come clean! 
Civ: Uhhhhh, all right. I’m a contract writer. A hired gun. I write

for corporations, web content, and I did some training manuals for

research and promotion for the wireless handheld device known as

the Blackberry. [laughter] I also used to work for Toyota. I worked

on the marketing website for Toyota. And the G. Gordon Liddy

group. Basically when I’m not playing in the Banditas I’m, uh,

keepin’ it real. [laughter]
Liz: Colin is the most real of all of us. 

Jennifer: Real corporate.
Liz: [laughs] Yeah! 
Jennifer: Liz? What about you?
Liz: I’m a lot of things. Mostly, I’ve been a baker. I worked at a fab-

ulous after school program for kids for a while. Currently, I am a stu-

dent and I’m still working part time at the bakeshop. I’m doing an

Applied Museum Studies program at Algonquin College. The pro-

gram’s pretty cool. I have a shop class. 



Jennifer: Do the people in your classesknow that you play in a band? 
Liz: No, ‘cause then they’d ask what itsounded like and I would have to say“loud” [laughter] and that just fails onso many levels to describe us. 
Jennifer: Scott?
Scott: I hang out with and dealwith douchebags. [laughter]
Jennifer: In what capacity?
Scott: I sell guitars. And at night Iplay in about a thousand bands. 
Jennifer: How many bands do you playin, Scott?
Scott: A thousand! [laughter] ShouldI name them or just count them?
Jennifer: You can name them. 
Scott: Well there’s Andrew Vincentand the Pirates…
Liz: That’s one.
Scott: And Camp Radio. And Flecton. And theFucking Machines, which Civ also plays in. Civ and I arethe vocalists for the Fucking Machines. In fact, Civ’s got a storyabout that. He can tell you later. I was also in a band called NineteenSeventy Eight but I got kicked out.Jennifer: Didn’t that band just break up?Scott: No. Bryan’s got two new guys playing with him now. Liz: So it was more like your contract expired. [laughter]Jennifer: In the Banditas’song “Tubular Balls,” whose balls are youtalking about? 

Liz: George Dubya’s.
Scott: Mike Oldfield’s! [laughter] (Mike Oldfield is the composer of“Tubular Bells.” True to his name, he is old.)Civ: Now everybody… picture Mike Oldfield’s balls! Liz: Oh no!
Civ: Picture every furrow…
Liz: Shut up, Civ! 
Scott: Why did Paul Martin get his nipples pierced? (Paul Martin isthe Prime Minister of Canada. That’s like a president, but less insane.)Liz: Why?
Scott: Because he heard that George Dubya had a Dick Cheney![laughter]
Liz: That’s brutal! 
Scott: It’s awesome! 
Jennifer: Who would win in a fight? Paul Martin or George Bush?Scott: Paul Martin.
Civ: Paul Martin.
Liz: Yeah, he seems pretty cagey.Civ: He seems like the kind of guy in the movies where your fist wouldgo right into him and get sucked up and he wouldn’t even flinch. Scott: In all seriousness, George Bush.Jennifer: George Bush would win? Scott: No, I mean the song is about George Bush. About the war onIraq and all the problems we have with it. And with him. Jennifer: So you managed to take a song called “Tubular Balls,”which sounds like it’s going to just be frat boy humor, and turn it intosomething political. 

Scott: That’s what we do. 
Liz: We pretend we’re frat boys but we actually secretly read thenewspaper. 
Jennifer: What are some of the best mis-heard Banditas lyrics? Scott: Well, even before we get into the misheard lyrics, we have totalk about the mis-fucking-conception of our name. Everybodyalways calls us the Banditos. 

Liz: It’s very important thatwe’re not the Banditos. 
Jennifer: Would that be guys? Liz: No! It’s a friggin’ motorcycle gang![laughter] Who I am… uh… not living in fearof exactly, because how much connection to I have tomotorcycle gangs? But it’s definitely one of those Eastern Ontariothings that we know about. 

Scott: Actually, they all used to party at the Centretown Sports Bar,right up the street from where we are now. Liz: Yeah! I remember being nervous every time I saw that Cadillacthere on karaoke night.
Jennifer: Would you sing? Karaoke? Scott: Occasionally I would, yeah. Once I wanted to do “Joy to theWorld.” You know, the song…
Jennifer: “Jeremiah was a bullfrog”? Scott: Yeah, that one. But when the music came on it ended up beingthe Christmas carol. [laughter] And it was the end of May. Liz: And we were drunk and stoned and we couldn’t stop laughing.That’s from the vault, that story! It’s from years ago. It predates our band. Scott: We just totally avoided that question. We were supposed to betalking about lyrics. 

Civ: Well, there is that one song where Liz says, “You’ve got mirrorson your earphones.” 
Liz: And our friend Shawn always sings [high pitched metal voice]“You got mirrors on your insides!!!!” [laughter] And I’ve told him,more than once, what the real lyric is, but he still sings it that way. Jennifer: What about “Lazy, self-indulgent little girl”?Liz: Someone thought that was, “Lazy, Sebadoh jerk, little girl.” Andwhen I sing, “I don’t care about wrinkles and love poems” Colinthought I was saying, “pickles and love bones.” [laughter] I love itwhen other people write your songs better than you do. Jennifer: What complaints have some reviewers had about your album? Liz: That it sucks. [laughter]

Scott: MRR said it was too slow. Liz: Well, I could have told them that! Scott: Too slow and almost not punk enough for their publication. Liz: We don’t even usually call ourselves a punk band. Civ: John Darnielle from the Mountain Goats wrote on his blog thatthe guitar solos were the best he’d heard all year. 
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Liz: But he didn’t like all the distortion on
the vocals. And Scott’s all like, “Oh wow, people like
my guitar solos!” and Civ and I are like, “Yeah, fuck you.” [laughter]
Scott: Darnielle compared us to Sleater Kinney.
Jennifer: Which is another band with no bass. 
Scott: Like that band Hot Carl from Toronto!
Liz: That band was awesome. I loved their pink shirts and aviators. 
Scott: Yeah, and the red ‘80s pants with gray cowboy boots. 
Liz: And they kept calling out for “the ladies” to come up on stage and
dance. Actually, that’s the first place I ever heard the expression
“sausage factory.” They were like, “C’mon girls! Get up and dance! It’s
like a sausage factory up here!” And there was maybe one other girl in
the bar besides me. 
Jennifer: I guess they wanted you to come up and dance with them.
Liz: Uh, no. They wouldn’t have known that I was a girl. 
Jennifer: Do you get mistaken for a boy a lot? 
Liz: Not much, no. More when I was a kid with short hair. 
Jennifer: Do you think you’re a tomboy? 
Liz: I guess so. I hang around boys all the time. 
Jennifer: Would you ever want to be in a band with girls? 
Liz: Yes! I would love to be in a band with girls. I basically am in a
band with girls. [laughter] Girls with issues. 
Civ: Really hairy girls. Who read Teen Vogue.
Liz: Which I wouldn’t touch! 
Jennifer: What are you talking about? Who’s reading Teen Vogue? 
Scott: I was reading Teen Vogue today and there was an article
about kids having cell phones and it really took me back…
Jennifer: To when you had a cell phone?
Scott: Naw, just the quotes from the kids, the way they talk, “I
don’t understand, man. If adults can have cell phones then why
can’t we?” I was like, fuck, man! That sounds just like me when
I was that age! I sounded ridiculous! 
Liz: That’s what being a teenager is. 
Scott: But then that magazine was driving me crazy because there
were so many glaring grammatical errors in there. 
Liz: We actually talk about that kind of stuff all the time. 
Jennifer: So you may seem like cool rock stars but really you’re lan-
guage nerds?
Civ: Well, I wouldn’t say cool rock stars…
Liz: I would definitely say that a case could be made for the fact that
we’re nerds. 
Scott: We wear jeans, running shoes, and T-shirts…

Jennifer: Isn’t that what rock stars wear? 
Liz: Well, I’m dirty enough to be a rock star, but

I’m not. 
Scott: Well, at least we don’t have emo hair. And
we don’t wear tight pants or shiny shirts. 
Jennifer: Before we go inside, Civ, can you tell
us what shitty thing happened to you last night? 

Civ: My bike got stolen. It was locked up by my
old apartment
Liz: [laughs] Locked up to what, Civ? 
Civ: Locked up to a parking meter. 

Liz: With what kind of lock? 
Civ: It was a coil lock. So it was very easy for the

thief to stretch the lock and lift the bike over the parking meter.
Which was only four feet high after all. 
Liz: How drunk were you? 

Civ: I was actually completely sober when I locked it up [laughter] but
totally drunk when I went back to get it. 
Scott: So maybe it’s actually on the next meter down. ‘Cause I’ve done
that before.
Liz: Twice! And you threw away your key the one time. [laughter]
What Civ should really be talking about is his band the Fucking
Machines and how that came up in a recent conversation. 
Civ: So I was at this party recently and I was talking to my brother
Andrew and a friend of his. And at one point she asked me if I played
music in Ottawa. So Andrew says, “Oh yeah, he’s a Bandita.” And I
was like, “Yeah! And I’m also a Fucking Machine.” And her jaw
dropped, like, so far. [laughter] But I could tell she was intrigued. But
then I told her, “Well actually I’m in a band called the Fucking
Machines. And… I’m a virgin.” [laughter]
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Hallie Bullit's New York City does not include $15 cocktails or $300 shoes. And even though most of her favorite
punk rock clubs have shut down, she still manages to squeeze plenty of optimism and inspiration from her leg-
endary hometown. As the driving force behind pop punk sensations The Unlovables, Hallie has a lot of reasons to
feel good about the future. Her band's debut full length, Crush Boyfriend Heartbreak is full of pop punk gems so
catchy that even the heartbreak section of the album can lead to dangerous exuberance. Hallie herself is at once
dorky and cool, girly and brainy, emotional and confident. A sort of punk rock Molly Ringwald. Now with a new
album in the works, The Unlovables are poised to get their songs stuck in the heads of legions of brand new fans.   
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Jennifer: That must have been really crazy! I saw Rent with my mom
and even my mom who lives in the suburbs was making fun of the
people coming from the suburbs to watch a musical about what it is
supposedly like to live in the city. 
Hallie: Yeah! And that was another reason why I couldn’t artistical-
ly get behind the show a hundred percent. It didn’t feel like it repre-
sented what we were going through at all: this funny, melodramatic
world they created where everyone has AIDS. That wasn’t the East
Village that I knew. But just that someone was paying me to sing
some songs and do some dance steps was amazing. I still look back
on that with fondness, even thought it definitely, artistically, wasn’t a
high point. [laughs]
Jennifer: Do you have formal training in music?
Hallie: I have less formal training in music than I do in acting or
dance. I didn’t ever learn to play an instrument until I taught myself
to play bass. And I still don’t know the names of the notes. I drive my
band crazy! [laughs] But I manage to get around it, in that I write all
our songs so I just go in and I say, “Well, you guys, it goes like
this…” 
Jennifer: “You guys learn the notes, I’ll just write the songs.”
Hallie: Exactly! And when I was in the Hissyfits, it got hard because
Holly would say, “It goes C D B G…” And I’d go, “Uhhh, just play
it and I’ll know.” 
Jennifer: Were you in The Hissyfits at the same time as The
Unlovables?
Hallie: They definitely overlapped, and that was pretty much the rea-
son that I left the Hissyfits. I was trying to do Stomp and do the
Unlovables and the Hissyfits at the same time and I was feeling like
I had so many good things going on and I was enjoying none of them.
[laughs] I was spread so thin, which was disappointing, because I
really liked playing in the Hissyfits. I really liked those girls. 
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thing. It feels like I should be in a silly floppy hat and riding around
on a bicycle at all times, you know?
Jennifer: That sounds fabulous!
Hallie: Yeah! So, this guy, he runs Crafty Records, and he runs it out
of this house on City Island. He’s super nice so I just said, “Hey, how
would you feel about my moving up there and slacking and singing
some songs in one of your empty rooms?” He was really cool about it. 
Jennifer: You were in musicals, right?
Hallie: Well, I did one musical. I did Rent. The other shows I did
weren’t really musicals, they were more like the downtown perform-
ance art kind of stuff like Stomp and this show De La Guarda, which
was definitely my favorite one that I did. It was aerial work. I was in
a harness, attached to a rope, attached to a sixty-foot ceiling.
Jennifer: For the whole thing?
Hallie: Yeah, pretty much for the whole thing. Like, running up and
down walls and flying over people’s heads. It was the most insane
thing I’ve ever done in my life and I loved it. I had just started the
Unlovables at the end of my working for De La Guarda and part of
why I left that show was that it was becoming hard to do the band and
do that show at the same time, ‘cause it all happens at night. Being a
theatre actor and being a musician, you have all this free time during
the day and then there’re eight things you’re supposed to be doing at
night. You’re supposed to be working and playing a show with the
band and you’re supposed to be practicing because most of the other
people in the band are working during the day. It was making things
kind of difficult, I’d been doing it for a long time, and my body was
kind of beat up.
Jennifer: How long had you been doing that for?
Hallie: A year and a half. The show ran for six years, off Broadway.
It really had become something of a New York institution, you know,
these maniacs swinging around on ropes in this burned-out bank. It
was definitely one of the coolest things I’ve ever been a part of. 

Hallie: Nobody’s ever interviewed me before. What if I sound like
a total geek?
Jennifer: Well, I haven’t interviewed anyone for, like, ten years…
[laughter] So we’re pretty much on equal geek footing.
Hallie: All right, cool.
Jennifer: Is it true that you sublet your apartment so you can afford
to work less?
Hallie: It’s totally true. Don’t even get me started ‘cause I can really
get on a diatribe about how if you’re, like, a poet or in the high arts
you can apply for grants and there’s all this support out there for you,
which is not to say that it’s easy to be a poet [laughs]. I just feel like
artists who are doing that sort of thing just have more resources. I just
want to be able to do my thing and it would be awesome if somebody
would just give me either an artist in residency thing or give me a lit-
tle bit of money so that I can not work for a month. So, this summer,
I just felt like I wanted to be able to play my bass more and write
more songs and book our tour. I just got really creative and I thought,
“How am I going to make this happen for myself?” I had to create my
own artist in residence situation, and I basically ended up at The City
Island Home for Wayward Punks [laughter]. City Island is this island
in the Bronx that even most New Yorkers don’t even know is there.
It’s, like, tiny. When I stand on my porch I can see the water in both
directions. It feels like you’re living in a New England town or some-

Jennifer: It sounds like it’s really the opposite of being in Rent.
Hallie: It was absolutely the opposite. [laughs]
Jennifer: How long were you in Rent for? Was it a similar time period?
Hallie: Yeah. That sort of seems to be my shelf life with shows. I
can stay in something for that long and then it really becomes time
to do something else, which I’m really grateful for. There are some
people who get really used to that steady money coming in and also
just the attention and knowing that they’re going to get to be up on
stage every night, receiving that love, you know? [laughs] A lot of
people get really scared to leave a show and they end up doing it
way too long.
Jennifer: It’s like any steady job, I guess.
Hallie: Except that it’s even more extreme because you’re literally
doing the exact same thing every night. People say, “Oh, I go to the
office every day and do the same old thing.” And I’m like, “You have
no idea!” On stage, you literally have to put your left foot in front of
the right foot and everything’s exactly the same! It’s maddening after
a while. I didn’t really like the show that much, but it was my first
professional job, so that was exciting. The fact that anybody wanted
to pay me to do anything artistic was really such a shock to me and
I went from being this truly starving artist in the East Village to get-
ting paid to travel and act like I was a starving artist in the East
Village. [laughs] 

“ Nobody's ever interviewed me before.What if I sound like a total geek? ”
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Jennifer: Are you going to the Midwest soon?
Hallie: Yeah. We’re going to the Midwest for the first time and
we’re really excited about it because it seems like they’re holding
down the fort out there! In New York, nobody listens to this kind of
stuff anymore. 
Jennifer: Really?
Hallie: Well, yeah. In this giant metropolis of thousands upon thou-
sands of people listening to music, we are just a teeny tiny motley
crew of people. [laughs] It’s a relatively very small scene. My
impression is that in the Midwest there are still lots of kids who sit
in their rooms playing guitar along to punk rock records. I’m really
looking forward to getting out there. And so much about punk rock
is about kids and there are no kids in New York City. It’s a really
challenging place to raise a family. You can play a show but, realis-
tically, how many sixteen-year-olds are really going to show up?
Whereas out in Jersey or Long Island there are lots of families and
lots of kids. And kids love the punk. [laughter]
Jennifer: Did you know that there’s a Smiths cover band called
the Unlovables?
Hallie: I have totally come across that! It was after we’d started
using the name and it’s really more than a coincidence because, like,
I chose the name from the Smiths song. That’s why we are the
Unlovables. But they’ve never gotten in touch with us. We’ve never
gotten in touch with them. I’m not sure if they even still play. 
Jennifer: But you’re obviously a Smiths fan.
Hallie: Huge. I loved all that stuff. They were a big influence on me.
I like the way the Smiths can have a song that sounds so upbeat and

pulling out my same old Depeche Mode records. I just loved that
stuff! It was so hooky. And if you listen to old OMD or Psychedelic
Furs, for being just sheer enjoyable and accessible pop, the arrange-
ments are actually pretty complex. Obviously, with some of my
songs, you can tell that I like a lot of stuff going on. [laughs] There
are a lot of engineers who I don’t think would even want to record
our stuff. It can be a little frustrating if you’re used to just recording
a punk band where all you have to do is basic tracking and a couple
of different stabs at the lead vocal. With us there are sometimes six
different vocal tracks going on at the same time. But that’s just how
I hear music, even when I’m listening to my favorite records that
aren’t about backup vocals. I have my own backup vocals written for
entire records! [laughs]
Jennifer: You have phantom backup vocals?
Hallie: For all of my favorite songs I have, in my head, arranged back-
up vocals. I’ll be in my room singing a backup vocal along with some-
thing and I’ll be like, “How could they not have added that?” I totally
want to record and release, on my own, an entire record of my favorite
songs as arranged by me! With me singing all the back up vocals.

“ He was dismissive about it was, ‘Oh, this sounds like a young girl

would like it.’ And I get what he's saying,

As though the idea of little girls liking it made it not valid. ”

but at the same time I'm like, ‘So what?’

Jennifer: Was it different playing in a band like the Hissyfits that was
all female compared to the mix you have in the Unlovables?
Hallie: Like night and day! [laughs] I don’t want to say that it was all
because of the girl thing—because it’s also just the personalities were
different—but the Hissyfits was definitely an appropriate name for
that band. [laughter] It was, like, full-on dramatic all the time! It was
always like someone was crying and storming off; it really felt like
sisters. We had the kind of relationship where we could really fight
with one another and just get through it and still have fun together.
But it was super volatile. Good grief! Holly and I were living togeth-
er for part of it, so we were bringing this stuff home.
Jennifer: Oh, no! That sounds awful!
Hallie: You know, it was hilarious because it was exactly what you’d
think a girl band was going to be. We just went about filling every
stereotype possible. The fighting and the crying and the laughing and
the heart-to-hearts in the car, you know, the really soul-baring con-
versations. With the Unlovables it’s a whole different dynamic.
Because there’s girls and guys, so the guys never get too guy-y. They
don’t sit around and talk about really filthy shit or burp or fart. None
of that really happens because there’s girls around, right? So they’re
not going to be all piggy like they would if they were just with each

other. With the Unlovables we’re very close but everything’s very…
nice. No one really pushes anyone’s buttons too much. It’s definitely
a simpler relationship. 
Jennifer: The little girls at the after-school program where I work

listen to my CDs sometimes and they loved your record. 
Hallie: Awwww…
Jennifer: When I asked them what they liked so much about it they
said, “It rhymes!” 
Hallie: [laughs] I guess they hadn’t picked up on the fact that that
happens in lots of songs! 
Jennifer: They thought you rhyming “Oklahoma” with “Cell phone-
a” was the funniest thing they’d ever heard.
Hallie: The album definitely appeals to little girls. I read one thing
online where this guy was being really dismissive of the record,
which is, you know, fine. [laughs] But the way in which he was dis-
missive about it was, “Oh, this sounds like a young girl would like
it.” And I get what he’s saying, but at the same time I’m like, “So
what?” As though the idea of little girls liking it made it not valid.
But, obviously, someone who has that frame of mind is not going to
be open to a super-girly, super-peppy punk band. We’re never going
to win over someone like that. 
Jennifer: Do you remember what you were listening to when you
were a little girl?
Hallie: Definitely all that ‘80s pop. The Go-Go’s and Cyndi Lauper
and all that. And a couple of years after that I listened to new wave
non-stop, like, for much longer than I really should have. [laughs]
When most people had moved into listening to punk, I was still



so happy but when you listen to the words they’re so grim. I think
my perception of The Unlovables is slightly different from other
people’s just because I feel like I’m singing about my torment
[laughs] and everyone else is like, “Oh! This is such happy music!” 
Jennifer: But you’re addressing your torment with humor! You
can’t say that “Feeling All Emo (Since I Broke up with You)” isn’t
hilarious! Nobody is going to read torment from that because it’s
so funny!
Hallie: [laughs] Definitely! I can never take myself that seriously,
where I’m truly tearing my hair out about stuff in my songs. But
in my perception of the Unlovables—which I’m willing to admit
is probably different from how it gets taken in by other people—
is that I feel like I have something in common with Morrissey in
that I would write songs about truly feeling out of place or heart-
broken or whatever and you would still, you know, want to dance
to them. [laughs] 
Jennifer: Does your love of music from that era connect with your
love of John Hughes movies?
Hallie: Definitely! As a little kid dreaming of what it would be like
to be a teenager, that was all the stuff that I associated with what big
kids were doing. It all seemed so romantic. 
Jennifer: Which movie is your favorite?
Hallie: I would have to say Pretty in Pink.
Jennifer: Oh! That’s my favorite too! It’s really underrated.
Hallie: Yeah. Pretty in Pink just really spoke to me. I loved her char-
acter in that one and I loved Duckie. I thought Duckie was so zany
and he wore those creeper shoes and I just thought he was outra-
geous. And I was so relieved to find out years later that John Hughes
had originally written the script so that Andie and Duckie get
together in the end. I always felt like they should have gotten
together at the end! It was very clear to me [laughs]. I don’t know
who those stupid audience members who were screening the origi-
nal version were, but they must have been just horrible people! I

mean, they don’t want her to end up with that totally nice guy?
Instead they want her to end up with Mr. Creepy Preppy guy? It
speaks volumes about where people’s heads were at in the ‘80s.
Though, looking back at it now, Duckie does seem kind of effem-
inate, so maybe that’s why the studio audience just was like, “She
doesn’t end up with that guy! Who are you kidding?” [laughter]
Jennifer: I also wanted to ask you about Belinda Carlisle. 
Hallie: Oh, man! I just love that stuff! It was such a huge inspira-
tion. And they came to see De La Guarda when I was in it. And I
was seriously nervous all day long.
Jennifer: So you knew they were coming?
Hallie: I knew they were coming and I thought I was going to have
some sort of breakdown about it. 
Jennifer: Was it all of them? Together?
Hallie: Yeah, ‘cause it was when they did that comeback album
and they were in New York filming their video and doing promo-
tional stuff for that and they wanted to come see De La Guarda.
There was this crazy section of the show where we would come
and take members of the audience up into the air with us. We’d just
throw a safety belt around them and suddenly they’re flying. And
so we flew Jane Wiedlin which was like awesome! Totally awe-
some. They totally loved the show and they took us out to dinner
afterwards and it was totally dreamy. I got them to sign my Beauty
and the Beat on vinyl. And it was really nice to get to meet them
when they were coming to see something of mine that they were
really blown away by. I’ve met plenty of my heros as the star-
struck, wide-eyed kid in the audience, so this was a whole differ-
ent experience. They liked my shit! It was really, really cool. They
were just great girls. 

www.theunlovables.com
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York Dolls band…” I called him up and he
said, “Oh yeah, Jack Oblivian said I need to
meet you.” We went out to Ryan’s house in
the suburbs and just recorded records. 
Randy: Were you in bands in Arizona
before that?
Ryan: The Wongs were before that. In Yuma.
Randy: Oh man… Yuma. Your family move
there?
Ryan: Yeah. Military. Later, I moved to
Memphis then moved to Phoenix.
Jay: I haven’t kept track but last time I
counted there were twenty-seven people that
have played in the Reatards.
Randy: People came and went ‘cause they
were in other bands too?
Jay: They either got scared or had other
things to do, I guess.
Randy: What would they be scared of?
Jay: Broken lamps over their heads. Uh,
getting your instruments broken. [laughs]
I dunno.

Randy: Meghan from Empty (Records) said
you had a thing about disco balls.
Jay: Oh yeah! That’s an expensive habit
though. When we played Chicago at the
Blackout fest, the bar made me pay $150 for
a disco ball that wouldn’t even spin. It was
like fifteen years old! It was, I dunno, twen-
ty percent of our pay for this fucking disco
ball. But it was worth it. Slam dunked it into
some dude’s forehead. 
Randy: Did it shatter or bounce?
Jay: Pieces of glass just fell off. The last
time I saw it I realized it was a globe. Africa
hit him in the forehead and glass fell off. You
could see Africa sticking out. I said, “It isn’t
even a disco ball! It’s a fucking globe.” They
were like, “It’s a $150 globe.” All right.
Whatever. Cool. Take it.
Randy: So the habit continues.
Jay: I tried to rip down the one last time we
played but it was too high in the air. So I
looked like a primate going after it.

Randy: I thought you were buying them
before, and then bringing them to the show.
Jay: Nah, they hang them in front of the
stage usually. So I’ll jump off the monitors
and slam dunk them onto people. I did it
every night in Europe. We ended up paying
probably a thousand dollars American in
disco balls on a three-week tour. We weren’t
getting paid anyway.
Randy: Did you guys hit it off right away
because you liked the same music?
Ryan: Yeah.
Jay: I didn’t really know anything about
music. I still don’t. Ryan played me a bunch
of basic punk stuff I hadn’t heard. I didn’t
even know the Dead Boys until I started
hanging out with Ryan. I didn’t listen to any-
thing except the Ramones and the Oblivians,
basically. 
Ryan: The Misfits.
Randy: Are you older?
Ryan: Yeah, two years.



Jay: I didn’t know anybody. I just sat in my
room. I didn’t have a computer. I’m sure if
the internet was around… It’s instant acces-
sibility to whatever you want. 
Ryan: I still don’t have a computer. [laughs]
Jay: I think it makes for shittier bands,
though. It’s too much overexposure. You can
get anything you want. Everything is so
derivative now ‘cause nobody exists inside
of a fucking vacuum anymore.
Randy: Do you guys feel like there is a
music scene in Memphis? There are as
many good bands there as any big city on
the coasts. 
Jay: When you got different things to
inspire people to play music, just because
there’s more people and more bands doesn’t
mean what’s inspiring them is gonna make
them any better. Memphis has always had
good punk bands. Nobody ever really knew
about them. I used to see a lot of garage
bands. But now that I think of it, I can’t
remember the last time there was a really in-
your-face, aggressive punk band there that
freaked people out. 

Randy: Is it more just a group of friends than
a music scene?
Jay: Just a bunch of old dudes playing the
same blues-derivative garage shit. Me trying
to stir them up, ruffle their old feathers.
[laughs] There’s a lot of people doing differ-
ent stuff though. Alicja hanging out and doing
her thing. It seems like every band in
Memphis has five people in them. 
Randy: Are the clubs there supportive?
Jay: The bigger clubs starting charging too
much and fucking over all the bands. We took
over this little dive bar. Play on the floor and
you get all the door. It’s way more fun. It’s a
nautical-themed, pirate-looking bar.
Randy: What’s it called?
Ryan and Jay: The Buccaneer. [laughs]
Randy: Is it shaped like a boat?
Ryan: Nah, it’s really shitty. Old and crazy-
ass paintings. 
Jay: Paintings of dudes making love to
mermaids. 
Randy: What’s different about the Reatards
then and now?
Ryan: We learned to play a lot better. [laughs]

Jay: When I first started recording that stuff
in ‘96, I didn’t know how to play anything.
So… Now going back, we tried to play a
song at practice the other day off the first 7”,
one of the first songs I recorded with buckets
and two-by-fours for drums. We were play-
ing and I said, “We can’t play this. This
sounds like a blues band or something now.”
It didn’t sound right with real drums or me
knowing how to play a fucking chord on a
guitar. Originally, I didn’t want to use real
instruments besides guitars but it’s kinda
hard to mic a bucket.
Randy: But you guys got better just because
you kept playing, right? Not like you stopped
and took lessons.
Jay: If a monkey had a guitar for eight years,
it’d learn to play too. [laughs]
Randy: Who gave you your first beer?
Jay: Probably my Dad. I had told him from
when I was like ten to thirteen, “I’m gonna
drink a beer, you fucking alcoholic. You
drink in front of me every day.” Finally he
goes, “Yeah, go get a beer, you fucking
pussy.” I got a beer then sat down at the TV



in front of our shitty little trailer. I drank it
really fast and puked it all over the fucking
floor. He went, “You’re never drinking a
beer again around me, you pussy.” All right.
I think the guys in the Final Solutions gave
me alcohol for the first time. We used to steal
the beer out of Ryan’s dad’s mini-fridge in
the garage. [Ryan laughs] He would be,
“Dude, we could steal some liquor but we
gotta take just a little bit of this one, and a lit-
tle of this one, and pour it in a Dr. Pepper
bottle.” It tasted like fucking vomit. 
Ryan: Then we’d go find some crackhead to
buy us a liter of vodka. 
Jay: We’d try to pay crackheads to buy us
liquor. They’d try to run out the back door
with it. 
Randy: I heard that it might have been Eric
Oblivian to give you the first beer.
Jay: He probably gave me my first whiskey.
Randy: On your liner notes from Bedroom
Disasters you say you made two cassette
copies of what became the first 7” and gave
one to Eric and one to a girl. Eric released it
on his Goner Record label. What did the girl
do with it?

Jay: Well, I gave it to her first, Andrea Lyle.
She worked in a record store. She’s the one
who told me, “Hey, give this to Eric.” So I
did. She still has the cassette. She’s a pretty
successful writer now for a bunch of big,
crappy magazines. Writes for Mojo about
blues stuff now. 
Randy: Ryan, how long did you live in
Yuma? What did you do for fun?
Ryan: I was there until I was nineteen. Just
go out to the desert and drink.
Randy: Would bands on tour play there?
Ryan: Yeah, they used to have good shows
there. A lot of big bands would play.
Supersuckers would play all the time. A lot
of the Sub Pop bands, all the Tucson bands.
There would be nothing else for the kids to
do so they’d go to the show, or have a big
show out in the desert with a generator.
Jay: Those were kind of violent though, right?
Ryan: Yeah. Our first Wongs show, some
dude got stabbed.
Jay: Stabbed in the desert? That suuucks.
Ryan: People jumped him. You’d get the
jock-farmer guys mixed in. But I had fun
growing up in Yuma! [laughs] 

Randy: How did you find music there?
Ryan: There was one store that would get
stuff from labels like Sympathy and Empty.
Then I’d have to have my Mom take me; I’d
skip school and we’d go to Phoenix. Eastside
Records. Go to PDQ records in Tucson.
Randy: Is Shattered Records just you guys?
Jay: It’s just me and my girlfriend Alix
(from the Lids and the Angry Angles). Out of
my bedroom, same place I record. We gotta
move. Don’t have room anymore. Fucking
Tokyo Electron records stacked up to my
ceiling. 
Randy: Are you living in Memphis or
Phoenix?
Ryan: I live in Phoenix. 
Randy: Are the Wongs playing at all?
Ryan: Not really. We’ll do a show maybe
once a year.
Randy: Have you two had to keep real jobs?
Ryan: I’ve been working for FedEx for eight
years now. I can travel pretty much for free
on a FedEx plane. 
Jay: I’ve only had two jobs. 
Randy: In your life?
Jay: Yeah. I worked for my Dad. Then when



I was eighteen I worked at a bar until I was
twenty-two. Now I haven’t had a job in two
or three years.
Randy: Making money off touring and sell-
ing stuff?
Jay: Having roommates and selling
records…
Ryan: Recording bands.
Jay: Yeah, recording bands. Half of them
are really terrible and they put my name on
the back of their record. I’m embarrassed.
Randy: How did you become the de facto
recording guy?
Jay: ‘Cause people are fucking not smart
enough to figure out how to use a manual to
a fucking machine. [laughs] 
Ryan: I’m too lazy.
Jay: I think a lot of bands, they have three
or four people, they don’t want to argue
amongst themselves about how something’s
gotta sound. So they figure, I like how this
guy’s stuff sounds. Trust him to tell us how
it’s supposed to sound. 
Randy: You’ve got it down.

Jay: I got it down to a science. I got one
sound. If they want it, they can have it.
[laughs]
Randy: Has playing gotten easier?
Ryan: Fuck no, it’s harder for me. [laughs]
Getting tired.
Jay: He plays drums like an old man now.
Randy: You’re both playing twice tonight?
Ryan: Three times! (Ryan plays drums in
the Angry Angles and the Reatards and
sings and plays guitar for Tokyo Electron.)
Randy: Still smashing stuff?
Jay: If I get drunk enough, I guess. It’s
mainly if the audience is cool then I don’t
get that pissed off. If I have too much
whiskey. I don’t mean to, it just happens.
Ryan: So buy him some shots.
Randy: Did you both start feeling the need
to do Reatards again?
Jay: I was in a band that was too fucking
serious for too long. When that ended, I did-
n’t want to play goth music anymore where
I had to concentrate on the keyboards. I
wanted to do something that I didn’t have to

think about. And don’t care if it falls apart
on stage. If something breaks, then break it
more. Don’t try to fix it. 
Randy: Ryan, does Digital Leather and
Destruction Unit just exist when you have
the time?
Ryan: Digital Leather, yeah. Not really
Destruction Unit. 
Jay: We recorded a new Destruction Unit
12”. It’ll come out sometime.
Ryan: When I record, I usually do it in one
take. Fucking hate recording. If you listen to
the Tokyo Electron record, you’ll hear a
lotta fuckups. But I think it’s cool like that.
Jay: I tried to fix it.
Ryan: It makes it more real, dude. [laughs]
Jay: I copied and pasted a few parts from
certain parts of the song to fix other parts.
Randy: You’ve been using the computer to
mix and fix?
Jay: Oh yeah.
Ryan: Whatever. [Jay laughs]
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Josh: Can you explain the House of Good
Names?
Jamie: That was a show space in New York.
It’s tough to get a good scene going in the
city because there are a lot of people and it’s
hard to centralize everything. For a very
short period of time, there was one spot
where everything just really felt like a small
town scene and everybody hung out togeth-
er and had a hell of a lot of fun. There were
a lot of shows there for a couple of months
and it was awesome.
Skip: That was back when we first started
playing a lot. It was really exciting.
Josh: What were some of the good names?
Skip: That was a house inside joke. We
don’t know what that means.
Jamie: We have no clue. I never bothered to
ask about the joke.
Todd: For someone who’s not from New York
City, explain some of the difficulties of being
a band, especially a DIY punk band, there.
Ian: When the House of Good Names was
around, it was nice because it wasn’t just the
House of Good Names, it was three or four
houses within walking distance of each

other, which made a difference because it
was easier to keep the scene together.
Everyone would hang out and then go over
to the show together. Everyone lives in
Brooklyn, but you can’t walk to each other’s
houses. It’s kind of far away. It’s kind of a
big to-do to get everyone together because
there’ll be ten things going on every day, ten
shows in the city.
Skip: You’re just inundated. There’s like a
million things going on every night.
Jamie: Having anyone give a shit about you
is probably the toughest thing. “What makes
you special? You’re just a band. There’s a
million bands.” To get people to actually
come see you is a great feat in New York.
Josh: When you put your phone number on
the flyers, did anybody ever take you up on
your offer to give them a ride?
Jamie: No. No one called me to get a ride. I
was drunk when I made that flyer. I was like,
“Yeah, I’ll give ‘em a ride!”
Skip: What flyer was that?
Jamie: Lou’s barbecue in the Bronx. I wrote
a little thing like, “I’ll give you a ride if you
call me. I don’t care!”

Skip: That was far away. It was like an hour
and a half.
Jamie: You had to take the subway all the
way uptown to the Bronx and then take a bus.
Skip: We knew no one would come. None of
our friends came.
Ian: That was a whole other scene. There’s
like ten different punk scenes in New York,
but that makes it easy because you can play
in front of different kids all the time.
Josh: What does Brooklyn mean to you
guys and how does it influence what you do?
Jamie: I honestly don’t like it at all. I’d
like to live somewhere else, but I think I
get a certain kick out of it that I wouldn’t
get anywhere else. It’s funny; you’re walk-
ing around and there’s this weird sense of
competition going on everywhere. I don’t
like it very much, but I live there by
default. I see all my friends who I’ve
known forever all the time. That feels good
and I don’t like not having that. But as a
band, the songs have a sense of place, and
they wouldn’t be the same songs if we
lived somewhere where it was cheap rent
and easy times.
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Ian: I’ve always thought that I’d move to 
New York. The three of us grew up half an
hour outside the city, so I just assumed that
I’d live there. And no one lives in Manhattan.
If you’re going to live in New York and get
by, you’re going to live in Brooklyn.
Skip: Brooklyn’s just where we ended up. I
couldn’t have seen myself anywhere else. As
a place, it sucks. It’s crazy. It drives the peo-
ple who move there insane.
Ian: I don’t think it sucks.
Skip: No, I don’t think it sucks, I think it’s
okay. Like I was saying earlier, there’s just
all these things going on all the time. It’s a
hard place to live in. And it’s expensive.
Nate: I’m from California, so these things
are irrelevant to me.
Todd: Where?
Nate: Oakland. 

Todd: What’s been the nicest letter that your
neighbors have left on your door?
Ian: “Please stop playing.”
Jamie: We got a couple of those.
Ian: It’s hard to be a band in New York
because there’s no space and everyone’s so
cramped together. We used to live in a loft
building where everything was just plaster
walls. Everyone made noise—that was just
the situation—most of the people in the
building were in bands and they were all
practicing. For some reason, the people that
we ended up next to were really uptight.
Jamie: The funny thing was that we knew
the lady from when we were really young.
She was a communist back when we were
young and would be going to activist meet-
ings. We all referred to her as Commie Sue.
She knocks on the door, “Are you fucking

kidding me? You can’t be practicing, I
have to go to work!” And we were all
drunk and we were like, “Commie Sue!”
She said, “You guys… I’m not called that
anymore!” One day she left a note on the
door, so I wrote back to her like, “Dear
Comrade, we were in solidarity with you
in your struggle,” and all this stuff, and I
drew hammer and sickles all over it, and
she came in crying. “This is so mean! I’m
not that bad, I’m just tired.” We were like,
“Listen, you are not being cool, and you
and your roommate are being a bunch of
assholes and we’re gonna fuckin’ practice
and that’s that.” Five minutes later, the
cops came.
Josh: Did your neighbors really turn off the
power during one of your shows?
All: Yeah.
Jamie: How did you guys hear about that?
Josh: There’s something about that on the
first 12”.
Jamie: They turned off the fuckin’ power
and we got pissed off. We were waiting.
Skip: We would have two people play and
make a lot of noise and then two people
would stand next to the power box, waiting
to fight somebody.
Todd: How did you guys get a watermelon-
painted van?
Ian: We painted it.
Jamie: It came to me in a dream.
Todd: Did it give you any problems?
Jamie: We never got pulled over or any-
thing. It was the best van ever. We could
have eleven people in it comfortably.
Ian: We never brought any drugs in the van
because we always figured we’d get pulled
over, so we’d do all the drugs first, but we
never got pulled over.
Todd: What happened to it?
Ian: It just died. It actually died kind of glo-
riously. The engine block cracked and I was
driving down the street and there was this
huge cloud of white smoke for a whole block
behind me. It was like the Mystery Mobile
from Scooby-Doo; I’m driving this crazy van
and there’s a huge cloud of smoke. We
donated it to blind kids.
Jamie: Yeah, so you’re gonna see some guy
driving a bunch of blind kids around in a
watermelon van.
Skip: That says “Wild Pony” on the back.
Josh: Explain the new van.
Nate: Dent Outta Shape.
Josh: How did you get it for so cheap?
Jamie: There’s a giant dent in it and the fact
that there are no windows and no one wants
it. It was a construction van, and, actually,
the guy who sold it to me was wearing a
Hanson t-shirt. He was like, “Yeah, I’m in a
band, man, we got a bus. I don’t need to
have this thing anymore. We’re going on



tour with fuckin’ Megadeth.”
It seems like it’s doing okay
for us so far.
Skip: There are no windows,
so it gets really hot, but you get
used to it. It’s cozy and you can
drink in the back of it.
Todd: A philosophical ques-
tion: you guys were in a lot of
bands prior to this one, and I
think two or three of you were
on a trip and you went to the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
How does “a mixture of paranoia
and fresh nostalgia” give you
more focus to be Bent Outta
Shape and push it further?
Jamie: That was just Ren writing.
Ren is nuts. What he meant is that
we were in this stupid band—well,
it wasn’t stupid, but everything
good about it was gone—called the
Lazer, and we were still trying to
keep it going. We just goofed
around so much in the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame.
Todd: Anything specific?
Jamie: The Rolling Stones and the
punk part. [laughter] No, it’s true.
They showed Keith Richards’ stuff
and they showed this note that this
young English girl wrote to them say-
ing, “I hate you. You make me sick.”
They had the bass that Paul Simonon
smashed (from the cover of London
Calling)… I didn’t even have that great
of a time, but Ren was freaking out. So
anyway, the point was that we got back
in the van feeling really good and we
were like, “Fuck this stupid band. Let’s
do our other band.” We were just kind of
goofing around in the basement once in a
while to kill time, but we didn’t actually
consider ourselves a real band. When we
decided to be a real band, we called the
Pony over here and ruined his life.
Todd: I know this is a previous band and a
previous band member, but I kinda want to
get the story. How did somebody get a dog
to lick gummy bears out of their asshole?
Jamie: Adam…
Ian: There’s a hundred stories like that.
Jamie: There’s a picture of someone eating a
twist roll out of Adam’s asshole. His mom
found pictures of him with cucumbers and
squashes up his ass.
Ian: I lived out in Colorado for a year with
a couple of the guys from the Lazer—
Adam being one of them—and their broth-
er. The two brothers… their father’s a
preacher and everything. It’s this crazy
thing. Someone started talking about GG
Allin or something, and then they went to
the store and they came back with bananas

and cucumbers and bottles of root beer…
And they’re videotaping this whole thing,
greasing up their asses and going at it. I’m
just sitting there like, “What the fuck are
you guys doing?” But what the hell, I
don’t really give a shit. One of the broth-
ers got arrested for shoplifting and then
they went back home. Their parents—the
preacher—found the videotape of their
sons shoving all this stuff in each other’s
ass and going crazy. And then they came
back out to Colorado and they went on this
whole thing about how my house is this
den of sin and had homosexual orgies and
all this. 

Josh: Ian, can you explain this? You were
eaten by a bear, stomped by a moose, and
you battled a city?
Ian: Battled a city? I thought it was sup-
posed to be communism, that I battled com-
munism.
Jamie: No, it was “battled a city.”
Ian: We all played in bands together in jun-
ior high and high school and we were in a
tight scene, but then after high school, people 
kind of went their separate ways. Some peo-
ple stayed, Jamie moved out west, and I
moved out to Colorado. Right when I moved
out there, I ended up in the woods with no
shoes on and my feet were bleed-
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ing and I was lost. I turned a corner and
there was this huge black bear right in the
middle of the path.
Todd: What did you do?
Ian: I put my hands up over my head and
spread my legs out and I started talking to it.
“Hello, bear. I’m not from here. I’m from
New York. I don’t want any trouble. I’m just
going to get on the ground and walk away.”
That was pretty good. Stomped by a moose
was… Ren made that up. [laughter] Battled a
city… I don’t even know what battled a city
means. I thought it was communism,
because when I lived in Vermont, I punched
this communist kid in the face one time.
Todd: Why’d you do that?

Ian: There were all these kids in the
International Socialist Organization up there,
and I just kinda hung out with them
because…
Todd: They knew how to party?
Ian: Yeah. They went down to Mexico and
had all this bootleg tequila. But they were
cool. We would talk about politics and argue
and stuff. One of the kids, I would talk to
him all the time, but we would always argue
about politics. That was what our relation-
ship was based on. He was from Long Island
and he hated it, and I’m from Long Island
and I love it. He was a hippie and I was a
punk, so it was like this epic feud, like we
were bound to battle. The whole communist
party up there went to Aikido together. So we
were drinking at this party one night and he
was talking some shit and said, “If you don’t
shut your mouth, I’m gonna bust my Aikido
on you.” So I was like, “Okay, we’re going
downstairs.” We went out onto the front
lawn and I put up my dukes. He just looked
at me, and then I popped him right in the face
and he went down with one shot.
Jamie: Pony, you’re a real man. That’s bat-
tling communism.
Ian: Yeah, that was my battle, I guess.
Jamie: You really showed that communist
kid how it works.
Josh: So what happened to Ren?
Jamie: We have this band house where we
all live. Basically, he wasn’t showing interest
in the band anymore and he was acting
weird, and then he moved out of the house
out of nowhere.
Ian: He screwed us on the rent, too.
Jamie: It was just kind of a general “fuck
you” to the band. It’s like if you were work-

ing a job and you wanted to get fired, like
he wanted to leave the band. I think now he
wants to be in the band again, but at the
time he didn’t want to be in the band at all.
I called him one day and said, “We don’t
want to play with you anymore.” He was
kind of pissed.
Skip: He’s always had this other bunch of
guys he played with, and he kinda goes back
and forth between interest in us and interest
in them.
Josh: How did you guys hook up with Nate?
Jamie: This guy right here, this fine fellow…
Ian: We hung out with him last summer
when we were in Oakland, and then after
Ren left, we needed to get another guitar

player, so we just thought about all of our
buddies across the country, like, “Fuck, who
are we going to get to play guitar?” We want-
ed someone who was going to move into the
house and it’s kind of a big thing to ask. We
didn’t want to just ask some friend of ours
who wasn’t going to be all into it.
Nate: So, basically, they asked a complete
stranger.
Skip: None of us really knew Nate.
Nate: Everyone had met me but no one knew
me. No one knew my last name or anything.
Skip: But he was the first person that came
to mind when we were thinking about who
could play guitar.
Jamie: It was weird.
Skip: All of us really wanted Nate to play
for no reason. I had never even heard Nate
play guitar.
Ian: We hung out and we all liked the same
bands and had some mutual friends.
Nate: Makes sense.
Todd: How are you adjusting?
Nate: All right. I was working at a tie dye
factory for a while. That sucked. Now
we’re on tour. That’s cool. You get the ups
and downs.
Todd: Everybody has to answer this. It’s a
two-part question. What keeps you hopeful?
Nate: Drugs. Booze. Women.
Ian: Just hopeful in general?
Todd: Yeah.
Jamie: What’s the second part of the 
question?
Todd: What keeps you cynical?
Skip: Should we do it one at a time?
Todd: However you’re comfortable with it.
What keeps you hopeful as a band, even?
Jamie: That someone might like us. Not that

many people like us, but I think a few people
really like us, and that really makes me
happy. I wouldn’t care if a lot of people liked
us—that doesn’t matter—but every once in a
while, someone will come up to me and be
like, “Hey, I really, really like you guys.” It
makes me feel like I’m not wasting my time.
We don’t really do anything else. It’s not like
we have the band and then we do other
things. It’s all we do: we’re a band. We live
together and we spend all of our money on 
getting shit together and all of our time is
based on one or two specific things.
Skip: When you’re on tour, you can get
bummed out on things, but there’s nothing
that we care about more. What else do you

want to do other than be in a rock and roll
band? No matter how much it sucks some
times, what keeps you hopeful is that there’s
not really anything better to do. There’s no
reason to just not do this. I think that’s the
thing for me; I just don’t know what else I
would do.
Ian: Things that keep me hopeful about the
band… yeah, I mean, there are people in
bands that I really like, people who I think
have good musical taste and can see when
things are valid and not bullshit. They like
my band and they think what we do is cool.
I always keep bouncing it off them and keep
trying to push the limits of even what they
would like, which is kinda fun.
Jamie: Trying to out-cheese yourself.
Ian: When someone really likes your band,
you get extra leeway in their minds of what
you can do. There are some bands and some
people where I’ll buy their record without
hearing it because I trust them as musicians.
On a small scale, I feel like we have that with
some people.
Nate: I got nothing.
Ian: Free drinks.
Todd: So Jamie, you write most of the
lyrics, right?
Jamie: Yeah.
Todd: Do you think you have some self-
esteem issues?
Jamie: Here’s the thing: I hate bands where
the singer is talking about how he’s the man.
I don’t really like that shit, that whole lead
singer persona. I think stuff’s much easier to
relate to when it’s like Johnathan Richman.
That’s a big influence. We obviously don’t
sound anything like his stuff, but there’s the
same spirit. I write songs about how I feel,



which is usually pretty crummy
and pretty stepped-on. That’s it,
I guess. The answer is yes. I
have some self-esteem issues.
Todd: Were you really in the
hospital?
Jamie: Yeah, I punched a window.
I was going out with this girl and
she was going out with this other
guy. It was my birthday, like three
years ago, and she broke up with
him for my birthday, which was
cool. But then I started to get too
drunk at her house and she got
pissed off and kicked me out, so I
punched a window and had to go to
the hospital. Then I got out of the
hospital and she had invited him back
over and they were reading my jour-
nal. And they were making fun of me
in front of a lot of people.
Josh: How do you feel about being
referred to as a guitar hero?
Jamie: Oh, it’s cool.
Josh: Because it says that on the
record and I know at least two people
who have called you that.
Jamie: I can dig it. I mean, Nate’s my
guitar hero, so… I don’t think I’m that
good. I think I’m okay.
Skip: You called yourself a hack the other
day.
Ian: You also called Mick Jones a hack.
Jamie: Mick Jones is not that good at
guitar. I think I’m just as good as Mick
Jones, but that doesn’t say that much.
Mick Jones knows the basics. To answer
your question, I think I’m probably as
good as Mick Jones.
Josh: Ian, did you break your ankle while
skateboarding in loafers?
Ian: Yeah, I’m always breaking myself
on my skateboard in loafers. I really
like comfortable footwear, so I’m
always wearing penny loafers or a boat
shoe. I always skate in stupid shoes
because I just wear slip-on shoes and
I’m always skateboarding and falling
down. That happened right before a tour
or a show or something. My shoulder’s
still fucked up because the day before
this tour I tore something skateboarding
in my loafers again.
Todd: If somebody could take one thing
away from a Bent Outta Shape show, what
would you want it to be? Like what impres-
sion do you want to leave on people?
Nate: Bent Outta Shape is more of an atti-
tude than a band. We don’t really play
“music.” [laughter] Wait, wait, shut up, guys.
What I’m trying to say…
Skip: You’re the man, Nate.
Nate: Thank you, Skip. Finally someone
realizes the attitude.

Ian: Hopefully some people will want to
get the record after they see us. Not just so
we’ll have money, but I’m really proud of
the songs and I’m really proud of the
record. There aren’t that many bands that
I see that really knock me off my feet, but
I love music and listening to records, and
I hope that this record can be special for
people. So I hope that we catch them with
the music and they think, “Wow, there’s
something here.” And then they get the
record and it means something to them.
Jamie: We sort of have a concept, and if
people get it, then that’s cool. We have a spe-

cific feeling that we try to portray.
Skip: There’s this idea of desperation, like
this is all you have, that one thing that you
really care about. None of us are stellar
musicians or anything, but I think there’s
something there, because everything we
have is in it. I guess that’s what I’d want
you to see, that we’re putting all of our-
selves into it. Someone could play our
songs without having to think about it, but
there’s a feel to it, and I guess that’s what I
want people to see. 
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I first saw the Urchin in 2003
when my band played with them in
Japan. I was blown away. These
dudes were playing technical pop
punk with incredible intensity and
efficiency, and after the show they
were fun guys to hang out with. Sort
of a Japanese Ergs!, if you will. Not
that they particularly sound like the
Ergs!, but the same kind of "oh,
we're total badasses at our instru-
ments, but we're also good dudes
who like to have fun"-ness of the
Ergs! Musically, the Urchin proudly
wear their influences: the Clash,
Snuff, and J Church. I asked them
some questions, and with the help
of their good friend, Snuffy Smile
Records honcho Yoichi, was able to
break the language barrier and get
some questions answered.

Ben: When did the Urchin start? What bands were the members in
before the Urchin?
Masa: It’s kinda stupid. I can tell you about it but I’m not the type of
the guy that keeps those kind of things clear. Anyway, our first show
was on August 15th. I remember that because it was on the day Japan
surrendered in the Second World War. Also, I think it was in 1998,
because our first song was called “Pretty Vacant 1998.” I used to play
in a band called Just One Day. Big used to play in the band
Middishade and Kio’s old band was called Blew. All the bands were
on Snuffy Smile Records and we knew each other, so I talked with
them about starting a new band when I finished Just One Day. 
Yoichi: This guy called Masa loses his memory every time he gets
drunk. After drinking five beers, he doesn’t remember anything, but
he always sticks around five more hours in the pub and spends all his
money and doesn’t remember it. Good guy to hang out with.
Ben: What happened to your first bassist, Kio? How did you find
Mogura?
Masa: Kio was the tallest guy in Japan and he was still keeping his
height up when he was in the Urchin. One time, on stage, he jumped
really high like the guy from Youth Of Today, so his head stuck into
the ceiling of the venue, and that was the reason he didn’t want to
play any more. Actually, he started his job as a photographer and he
could not organize his time for the band. I was kinda sad when he left
the band because he was very important to the band... but I started to
look for a new bassist and this guy called Mogura, having big mus-
cles and a super bass-playing technique, came forward as a candidate.
He used to play in a band called Myriad in Sendai and they were on
Snuffy Smile, too.
Yoichi: I don’t know why, but Kio hated to be called “tall guy” and
one day I called him “tall” and he grabbed my neck and hung me up
over his head for a while. It was like the end of the world for me and
I realized how tall he is. So that was his mistake. Oh, and Masa is
drunk. I’ve never released anything from Myriad on my label.
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English if I were in the band, because there is no good Japanese trans-
lation to say, “Fuck you!” 
Ben: Have you toured anywhere besides Japan and the United States?
Masa: We toured the U.K. with J Church and it was our first tour out-
side Japan. I remember I was so fuckin’ nervous on the first show of
that tour. But, we had a good time supported by good people like Sean
from Rugger Bugger, the guys from the Tone—who we had the split
7” with—and Lance from J Church, who I’d known for a few years
before that. People at the shows in the U.K. were so friendly to us
even though they didn’t know us. It was so nice.
Yoichi: On that U.K. tour, Masa was wearing a green duffel coat he
bought for that tour and it looked awful for a middle-aged DIY tour-
ing band to be wearing. I’ve never seen him wear it in Japan, so I
think he thought it looked really “English.” 
Ben: What is Masa’s favorite kind of ramen noodles?
Masa: That’s a very deep question. Very, very deep... I used to like
ramen noodles with thick soup when I was young and I ate a lot of
kaedama (that’s when you get another bowl of noodles in same soup)
too. I’m old now and my taste is slightly different. Simple is best.
Now I like ramen noodles with a light soup of soy sauce. I can’t
believe Dutch (the bassist from the band Three Minute Movie) still
can eat whole noodles with soup of super double garlic Ramen
Jirou... can you understand?

“ I'd sing in English if I were in the band,
because there is no good

Japanese translation to say ‘fuck you!’ ”

Ben: All of your lyrics are in English. Do you find it easier to write
English lyrics than Japanese? Why is that?
Masa: It’s easier to write lyrics in Japanese than English, but it’s not
easy to write Japanese lyrics for my songs. I’m not good at writing
English, as I had to ask Yoichi to help me translate. So maybe you can
tell me why I don’t sing in Japanese instead of English, which I can’t
speak or write well. It’s not such simple thing for me. I know there
are people who think it’s good to sing in my own language and I can
understand their opinion but I don’t think there’s one correct answer,
because all the bands that influenced me to start playing this kind of
band were singing in English, and it was so natural for me to play in
a band with English lyrics. The most important thing for my band is
music and I can’t put any good Japanese lyrics in my songs. I can’t
tell you why but it’s true, even if you think it’s strange. I just can’t
feel the groove, singing Japanese in my music. I know some bands
can play their music well with Japanese lyrics and, of course, some
of my favorite bands don’t sing in English. I’m not saying I’ll never
sing in Japanese.
Yoichi: It’s weird to hear some people say, “Sing your own lan-
guage!” but they think English is universal language. Some American
people asked me why do Japanese people still use chopsticks when
you know about forks. I think we shall use them to stick it into their
ass! Though I’m not proud of being Japanese or anything. I’d sing in
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“ I was surprised to see the huge car we used

for the tour in U.S. We call it a bus in Japan or a
driving
saloon of
lukewarm

beer.”

Yoichi: No, I can’t. 
Ben: Who are some of your favorite Japanese bands right now? How
about bands in other countries?
Mogura: All Japanese bands on Snuffy Smile, and some hardcore
bands like Nice Vies, Paintbox, and Assault. Overseas bands like
Bent Outta Shape, The Ergs!, The Gibbons, Lucero, and Giant
Haystacks... too many to mention.
Masa: The first Japanese band I want to mention is Pear Of The
West. Their tunes are so catchy and the female singer has such a pow-
erful voice. 
Yoichi: I remember Masa was crying, “Please don’t leave!” to Mami,
the singer from Pear Of The West. He laid down on the floor and held
her legs so tight with his arms and cried so long... before that, he ate
the food that our friend fed his pet stag beetle with and said it was
delicious. I know he doesn’t take any drugs, but he will eat anything.
Masa: All the members of Pear Of The West have such good char-
acter and are so funny. They are my favorite guys to hang out with,
especially the bassist called “Sumo-san.” He is like my hero. I have
more favorite bands and a lot of them are on Snuffy Smile, like the
bands we are playing a lot of shows with. As far as overseas bands,
the Ergs!, Smalltown, The Tim Version and Ted Leo are my current
favorites, I can’t wait to see all these bands at once we get to the Fest
in Florida. Also, my all-time favorite band is, of course, J Church,
and it’s not a euphemism to the interviewer. 
Ben: No euphemism taken, dude. 
Masa: The first time I played with J Church was ten years ago when
I was in Just One Day. Yoichi set up a tour of J Church with
Propagandhi and I played with them and worked as a roadie for the
tour. too. I learned a lot of stuff about how punk is not just music on
that tour. I got the idea to start the Urchin after I met those bands and

those people. I also played with J Church a lot after I started the
Urchin and I’m always influenced by Lance. J Church is like my big
brother.
Ben: What are some of the differences you find between punk shows
in Japan and punk shows in the United States? Which do you like
more?
Masa: I found many differences when I toured in the U.S. First, in
U.S. the bands have to bring all their own instruments and back lines,
but normally we don’t bring drums with us in Japan, and we can use
the drums in each venue we play. We can also use amps supplied by
the venues. It was tough for me, a drunk old man, to set up and put
away the drums for every show. In Japan, we start shows around 7
PM and finish them around 10 PM, so we don’t have much time to
set up stuff, so normally all the bands use same back lines. In the
U.S. it seems there is much time between each band and everyone
can use that time to drink, check the merch, or hit each other’s head
with a beer pitcher... Also I was surprised to see the huge car we used
for the tour in U.S. We call it a bus in Japan or a driving saloon of
lukewarm beer... In Japan, it’s not so easy for our kind of small
underground band to get shows outside our hometown. We have to
find special people in each town to get shows for us because we have
to pay plenty of money to rent places for the shows. We can’t get
enough money if we can’t get enough people to attend the show and
we have to try much harder if we want to give some money to the
bands. I guess it seems much easier for bands to go on lengthy tours
in the U.S., but it’s also more common to cancel shows. That does-
n’t happen much in Japan because of the above reason. I can find
some more differences and maybe we have a fundamental difference
for liking punk rock even if it’s the same punk rock show that bands
play and people into punk music come to see. Sometimes I feel a
strong common bond for punk rock culture in the U.S.
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Yoichi: In Japan, punk is just a genre of music or a style of fashion
for most people, so people take to it so easily and leave it easily,
too. If I get many people to attend one of my shows, nobody comes
to the next show. It’s so difficult to change the situation, being only
one person. Because we’ve never had a “punk rock scene” in Japan,
there were only the bands playing music called punk or hardcore
and few people called punks. It’s great to see you guys have this
great zine called Razorcake in your scene. We’ve never had any-
thing like that in Japan. 
Ben: What is Big Champion’s favorite thing to eat while drinking beer?
Big: I don’t care about stuff to eat with beer. I’m fine if I can have
some snacks or whatever. Everybody knows I like sake (Japanese
rice wine) more than beer and I can drink sake forever if I can get
some salt on my hand. I started drinking very late, at age twenty-five,
when I lost my girlfriend. I remember Yoichi took me to the pub and
taught me how to drink.
Yoichi: When he was younger, Big was nothing like the Big we know
now. He was a shy boy. He ate sweet stuff and loved the same girl-
friend for a long time. After he broke up with her, he became Big
Champion. He changed his lifestyle completely and started the “sex,
booze, and gambling” way of life. I just taught him how to drink a
few beers, but it was the beginning of the end. 
Ben: I notice most of your songs are about personal issues,
sometimes serious, sometimes lighthearted. Who writes most of
your lyrics?
Masa: I wrote almost all the lyrics for the songs that I sing. Kio and
Mogura did the same thing. There are some different impressions you
can get from my lyrics, and some people think they are political.
When I write about my personal experiences or what I’m thinking, I
assume people have some understanding of our environment or social
problems. I think even the lines “I don’t wanna get up and work” or
“I just wanna spend my time with drinking beer” have something to
do with it. I don’t wanna think of everything as political, and I don’t
wanna forget that our daily lives aren’t disconnected, either. I don’t
like to be so serious, but, sadly, I don’t have a good sense of humor.
So I’m impressed when I read lyrics of bands that have a lot of irony
and humor in them. 
Yoichi: “Lack of humor” is one of the biggest problems in Japanese
punk rock. I can’t imagine we could have our version of Hard Skin
in Japan. I know some people with a very good sense of humor but
they can’t put it into their bands. 
Ben: I know Tokyo is a very expensive place to live. What are your
day jobs?
Masa: It’s so expensive to live in Tokyo—especially the cost of
rent—so all my friends playing in bands have jobs. I’m working in
the computer system field. Mostly, I’m setting up or repairing com-
puters for businesses, and I do some easy programming, too. I’m
working normally from 8:30 to 7:00 every Monday to Friday and,
you know, I hate it a lot. I have the line “9 to 5” in one of my lyrics,
but I’m working even more than that. I’ve quit this job three times but
they always tell me “We still have your position” when I’ve spent all
my money, so I go back again and again. But, I can get days off from
that job easily and it’s a good thing for playing in the band.
Mogura: I work midnights at the big discount store five days a week.
But sometimes I sleep in the warehouse. I was found by my boss once

when I was sleeping and it was a little hustle, kinda, but I told him I
was sick.
Yoichi: Is this a writing contest in junior school or something? Like,
“I was so surprised to find someone’s hand on my shoulder when I
was lying my head on the desk...” 
Ben: All of the Urchin records I have seen have been on Snuffy
Smile. Have you put out records on any other labels?
Masa: Yes, almost every record by the Urchin was released from
Snuffy Smile and we have a strong relationship with it. Yoichi from
Snuffy Smile is our best friend, too. I hang out with him a lot, like
looking for the pubs that have happy hour. He is a strict guy who
doesn’t compromise, but he has another aspects of his personality—
he’s cruel, an extortionist, old, a braggart, a bad drunk... oh, I can’t
stop... Once we didn’t have a good atmosphere for playing in the
band, so he told me he wouldn’t release records by the Urchin any-
more. So I tried to release a CDEP by ourselves to show him we have
the guts to do it. It was fun to do, and now I can understand what
labels do for bands that we didn’t see before. So we have one CDEP
released by ourselves. U.S. versions of our first and second album
were released on Broken Rekkids in San Francisco on CD and LP.
Yoichi: After they got a few records out, Masa didn’t have proper
lyrics for his songs until the day of recording came and I told him I
wouldn’t release any of their stuff anymore until he wrote proper
lyrics for them before going to the studio. This is the true story. He
lost his memory again. 
Ben: What is your favorite city to play in Japan?
Masa: I love to be on the road and I want to go anywhere I can get
the chance to. We have friends in each town in Japan and I love all
the places, but Fukuoka is the town I’m always looking forward to
being in, because of Pear Of The West, other good bands, and
friends.
Mogura: Tour is one of the biggest pleasures for me, and I love to
go anywhere, but my favorite town is Sendai, because I grew up in
Sendai and I have a lot of friends there. They are always extremely
nice to me.

“Sometimes we play the songs

or Motown hits together.”

of Carole King



Yoichi: Hey, I’ve never seen you talking with anyone in Sendai...
what the fuck? 
Ben: Tell me about Mogura’s girlfriend.
Mogura: Good question! I like this one, even if nobody wants to
know about it. I met her in the store I work at. She hates working as
much as I hate it and we became close when we slacked off togeth-
er. She is five years younger than me and plays piano very well.
Sometimes we play the songs of Carole King or Motown hits togeth-
er. I’m so happy now to find the great new pleasure of spending time
with her. I’ve never had any pleasure in my life besides playing
music until I met her. Summer was so hot here this year, and I was
trying not to use the air conditioner very much. But I had to use it
when I was staying with her because, you know, we are so hot. Wow,
I have to quit talking now because I’m getting hot... 
Yoichi: Hey! Ben Snakepit or Baka Gorila or whoever is responsible
for this question, please don’t make me translate this stupid shit. 
Ben: Sorry, Yoichi, Yusuke from Blotto! told me it would be a good
question to ask. I think he was right!… Who were some of the early
punk bands that influenced you to start playing music?
Masa: I had a lot of influence from ‘77 kinda punk when I started
playing punk rock, like the Sex Pistols, The Clash, The Damned,
Stiff Little Fingers, The Jam, and Sham 69... old famous English
punk stuff. I’m so embarrassed but I used to wear typical punk
rock clothes when I was a teenager. I still love The Clash a lot and
listen to them a lot. You know, our logo was stolen from The
Clash’s Sandinista! LP. I love old DC bands too like Bad Brains
and Minor Threat. 
Yoichi: I’m so embarrassed to tell but I know you were glam metal
when you were in high school. Dressed like Poison in mesh shirts
with your nipples out and white cowboy boots.
Big: I have a lot of favorite bands but the biggest influence to start
my own band was Snuff. The Clash is always huge in my heart from
my younger days. 
Yoichi: Here’s another liar. I know you started the band under the
influence of cheesy Japanese punk poppers and I have the photo of you
smiling and jumping with your legs opened widely into the air. Your
hair was spiky blond, white leather jacket, and big rubber sole shoes...

Ben: Which do you enjoy more: playing shows or recording?
Masa: Definitely, I love playing shows, because I’m not good at
recording and I hate it. You know, I can’t play guitar well even
though I’ve been playing it for eighteen years. Once, after I messed
up the same line again and again, I was told by the engineer of the
studio to go back to my house and practice more and come back later.
I also have a lot of things to do when recording because we are a
three-piece band and I’m the singer. I always hate when the other
guys are sleeping in the studio after they finish recording their parts.
I don’t like to play guitar or sing for recording but I’m interested in
engineering and mixing songs. I’m into DIY recording now and I’m
buying the equipment for it now. I tried to record the songs by myself
for the latest split 7”. It’s good to record by myself because nobody
complains to me.
Yoichi: Masa can’t play guitar well when he is sober but he plays gui-
tar well when he gets drunk. 
Ben: What are the biggest differences in Japanese and American cul-
tures that you find amusing? What are your plans for the future,
recording, and touring?
Masa: There are some things I found in the U.S. that I don’t see in
Japan, like the custom of leaving tips. It’s not easy for me to handle.
I also didn’t know American people open doors of bathrooms when
nobody’s in there. Also, it is bad for me that I can’t drink outside in
U.S. The most impressive thing for me was so many people have tat-
toos in the U.S. I’d played with a lot of U.S. bands in Japan and I
knew many people had tattoos but I didn’t realize how common they
are and it seemed like eighty percent of the people in the U.S. have
them. We have many young people with tattoos in Japan at the
moment but we still need some encouragement to get more. There are
many old people that think tattoos are only for yakuza in Japan. 
Ben: What are your plans for the future, recording, and touring?
Masa: We will have a new split 7” with Osaka’s Anti Justice on
Snuffy Smile soon, and I personally will be an alcoholic very soon.
Thanks, Ben, for this interview and the people reading these answers.
See you guys in the bathroom when I throw up.

www.myspace.com/theurchin



The Fest was all we could talk about
for weeks before we went to
Gainesville. And it still seems to be all
we can talk about weeks after we left.
We drove in a van from Tampa to
Gainesville. It took us six hours. The trip
was supposed to be a three hour tour, but
we all know how that goes, right? At a
steady pace of forty-five miles an hour
Travis, from the Dukes of Hillsborough,
ventured us on a path of piss stops
through a million gators, bad jokes, Star
Wars watches, chicken fries, boiled
peanuts, and zero tator logs. An ugly
Florida sweatshirt later, we arrived in
Gainesville. And all the fart jokes in the
world couldn’t save the city at that point.
We wandered the streets until we found
our way to the co-operative record store,
Wayward Council. They steered us to our
destination, and the holy shit hit the fan
that Friday at dusk.

We got to Common Grounds early, but
managed to miss most of Bent Outta

Shape’s set. I only caught about four songs
but it was still enough to send me flailing
about the dance floor like a fat kid on a
trampoline. Soon, Sexy started playing.
Despite the fact that they tagged all over
the Fast Castle (A popular crash pad for
many touring bands, RIP) in San Diego,
CA, a lot of us couldn’t help but love them.
Their songs are all piss full of broken-
hearted ballads that leave your head hung
over and your heart wondering why chicks
don’t dig you and your purple mini van. It
was only the second band of the Fest and
my socks were already off when Bent
Outta Shape played. Therefore, it was not
possible for them to be rocked off again.
That’s what I thought. And then The
Arrivals arrived to the stage. The fucking
Arrivals arrived at the stage. At one point
during their set I turned to a friend and
asked, “Who does this song?” “They do,”
he said. I was very excited to find out that
they did that song even though I don’t
know what song it was. The point is it’s
really good so you should check it out.

After the Arrivals played, I ran over to
Side Bar to see Smalltown from Sweden
do their thing. I walked in the door
smelling the stale booze and started drink-
ing whiskey. Then somebody turned off
my brain for a while. Next thing you know,
Grabass Charlestons are playing and Will
was singing about swimming pools. The
crowd was going bananas and throwing
monkey poop at one another. But not in a
gross way, in the playful, silly way. Toys
that Kill played next. I took about twenty
pictures of TTK from the stage, but some-
how I don’t remember a thing. Vena Cava
was the last band to play on Friday night. I
have seen them twenty times, maybe more,
but this was by far the best I have ever seen
them play. Everything was perfect about
their show. Their songs, the crowd, the
drugs, everything. But before I went over
to see Vena Cava I watched Dillinger Four.
Everyone who knows anything about how
to be rad was at the fucking D4 show. And
if you weren’t there—well I don’t know
quite how to say this, but sorry dude, you
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aren’t rad. Everyone who was at that
show was way cooler and has nicer hair
than you. Right away, like a sonic boom
of stupidity, the crowd spontaneously
combusted, erupting onto the stage when
the first chords hit. And when D4 mathe-
matically shredded into “Superpowers
Enable Me to Blend in with Machinery,”
the stage became the first official full-on
shirts off party. There were even some
boobies hanging out, partying with all the
sweaty, fat dudes. It was the proverbial
hammerpants explosion of powervio-
lence. Yeah, Paddy from Dillinger Four
might have gotten naked, but I don’t
remember. All I know is I spent about an
hour looking for my pants after they
played. Friday night was easily my
favorite night of the Fest except for
Saturday and Sunday.

SATURDAY

Saturday morning felt like the first day
of school. I just wanted to stay in bed. I
didn’t want to do anything. My head had
a bird’s nest in it, chirping the fuck out of
my brain, and my dick had fallen off. But
all I woke up with was a headache. Which

is strange only because I wasn’t dead. I
think most of us could easily say we
drank enough to kill a small horse, more
commonly referred to as a pony. I nursed
my hangover for the majority of the day.
After waking up in a van confused, I got
to hear about how the rest of the night had
turned out. That night, the cops were
knocking people over from their horses.
My best girlfriend got hit in the face by
some guy. And as far as I could tell, the
emergency broadcast system was playing
and Gainesville had been broken, along
with my liver. It was a good night.

I didn’t make it to the BBQ at the
Future House Saturday afternoon, but I
think I made it there every other night for
huge parties that lasted five minutes until
the neighbors freaked out and called in
the SWAT team. It seemed like every
party you went to, cops would show up
before you could even make the token “I
smell bacon,” reference. It never failed.
Crack your first beer outside the house
with the party and in no time the pigs
would be stomping around like the four
horseman of the apocalypse. So Saturday,
a group of fancy merrymakers and I went
to Common Grounds. By that time it was
back to square one: full time festing.

The first band I saw was The Urchin,

and I hadn’t seen them since I was in
Japan. They are still fucking amazing.
The last time I saw them, the bassist was
standing on his hands and doing flips
while he played. Mogura didn’t do it this
time, but The Urchin cures hangovers
faster than Alka Seltzer and Emer’gen-C.
Then J Church played, and I have been a
fan of theirs since I discovered the You
Think You’re Cool release on Snuffy
Smile Records (1996). I rediscovered
Snuffy Smile this year, and it has quickly
become one of my favorite labels, releas-
ing some of the best punk music I’ve
heard in years. Bands like The Urchin,
Blotto!, and I Excuse from Japan are
available on split 7”s with some of my
favorite bands from the states like
Whiskey Sunday, Tim Version, Shotwell,
and Altaira. With that said, I’ve seen J
Church about five times, and every show
I managed to miss them play. This time I
got to see a few songs, but left before I
could see them play one of my favorite
songs, “My Favorite Place.” But, I did get
to puke on the dance floor when J Church
played though, so that’s got to be my
biggest highlight for the show.

When Marked Men played Saturday
night, I was born again. And luckily, I
managed to see most of Radon’s set
before I left for Marked Men. A lot of
people were talking about how excited
they were to see either Radon or the Ergs!
on that day. Radon and The Ergs! were
amazing. But by the end of Radon’s set,
it seemed like the crowd had spent most
of their energy on Radon. And while
most of the girls were fainting over The

ALL I KNOW IS I SPENT ABOUT
AN HOUR LOOKING FOR MY
PANTS AFTER THEY PLAYED.



Ergs!, most of us elderly drunks were
panting for air. A lot of people were hung
over as shit on the second day of Fest,
including myself, but that only slowed us
down momentarily like speed bumps.
Like any problem in life, if you just keep
drinking, soon enough it will go away.
You know what they say: “When you fall
of the horse, just kill it and fuck it.” It
makes sense, but it didn’t work out until
This Bike Is A Pipe Bomb set up and the
kids showed their support in full force. At
one point or another, everyone was pass-
ing around a disco ball above their heads.
How the fuck that happened I have no
idea. Those damn crazy kids got their
party on and had to make some kind of
political statement that punk is better than
disco. Because let’s face it, all that indie
rock shit is just disco music anyway.
When that happened though I am clue-
less, but the room that was once a morgue

come alive again, thriving for brains as
hundreds of younger smiling faces filled
the room. They reminded us older zom-
bies, grasping our beers, why we chose
this lifestyle and why even zombies
aren’t better off dead.

Terry from This Bike is a Pipe Bomb
said, “Punk won’t die because it can sleep
on floors and go for days without eating
or sleeping. It can live on couches in the
middle of nowhere. All it needs to survive
is community.” She’s right. Somehow
we’ve managed to create a community
hundreds and thousands of miles away
from home. And the concert halls and
dive bars still feel like home. The strange
lands and strangers are the liquid form of
instant friendship. You can’t invent it.
You can’t sell it. You can’t advertise the
hotel rooms filled with ten of your best
friends on the floors and bed suffering the
same hilarious delirium tremens together.

If the pills, drugs, booze, dancing half-
naked, and high fiving strangers don’t
make you happy, then Fest probably isn’t
your thing. And you’re either a sourpuss
or a Republican.

When Bloodbath And Beyond played,
everyone in the Side Bar was punker than
Crass and getting drunk for the common
cause of buffoonery. When we party
together, the stars are brighter. The gut-
ters fight the streets paved with golden
showers throughout America. The Fest
makes me happy. The Fest makes
America a place that shines from sea to
shining sea. We got friends from Japan,
Canada, and Sweden coming to the Fest
to take their shirts off. Baby Jesus, bless
you ‘Merica. I realized this after Ben
Snakepit McBloodbath ordered every-
one’s shirts off: the world was ours. And
even if Paddy did or did not pee his pants
on stage, that’s not the point. Bloodbath

IF THE PILLS, DRUGS, BOOZE, DANCING HALF-NAKED,
AND HIGH FIVING STRANGERS DON'T MAKE YOU
HAPPY, THEN FEST PROBABLY ISN'T YOUR THING.
AND YOU'RE EITHER A SOURPUSS OR A REPUBLICAN.



sold my soul to the devil that went down
to Florida. And after that, I forgot what
“two-faced fucking liars” did with their
star tattoos when the Tim Version played.
Try and keep up. That was a Tim Version
reference to their song, “No More Star
Tattoos.” I will let that one slide but try
and keep up. 

So it’s not really necessary to explain
how rad every band was. That goes with-
out saying. Shows like this make the
Cosby Show look racist. I’m not really
sure what that means, but it sounds right.
What happened after Tim Version played,
I don’t know. But half the crowd was on
stage dripping with sweat, spilling their
beers on one another as they were hug-
ging and taking their clothes off, and the
other half was on the floor dancing. The
Fest had once again made the Side Bar a
human sweatbox of happiness. The cur-
tain came down and Saturday had been a
fine specimen of a spectacular spectacle.
And the dawn approached with no apolo-
gy for the last day of the Fest.  

SUNDAY

“I woke up Sunday morning with no way
to hold my head that didn’t hurt.”
–Kris Kristofferson  

I went to a house show where Leftie
Loosie played. They covered a Scared of
Chaka song (therefore rad). New Bruises
played yet another show. Also rad. Then
we sat around eating pills, drinking beers,
and jabber jawing about when exactly
party time was to begin on that wonderful
Sunday. But I clocked in for the big game.
Party time started with a phone call to
Chris. Chris plays drums for J Church and
is an all-around nice person. He drove
Blotto! over to the house show for an
impromptu three-song set. Yusuke and Ogi
from Blotto! and Mogura from The Urchin
played the songs together. It was orgasmic.
When they were done, I was smiling, but
deep inside I knew the final countdown
was upon us. So we set our sights on the
prize and headed for the Side Bar. When I
got there, The Briefs were already playing.
If you haven’t seen the Briefs, you should
and before they are on TV ‘cause they’re
so catchy you almost hate them. 

When my pals the Dukes of
Hillsborough took the stage, my pants
were removed and the gloves were off.
Travis Dukes’ pants came off as well and
the mood was totally extreme. If I had
known the Dukes boys were going to be
this extreme, I would have put on neon
colors ‘cause this shit was fucking
Extreme. That’s right. Capitol E. Dukes

and Tiltwheel kind of blended together in
a mass of Festering loved ones and total-
ly partyin’. It wasn’t until Tiltwheel
played that the entire audience was arm
in arm singing along. When every band
plays, a lot of people sing along. No big
surprise, but when Tiltwheel played,
everyone was singing along. Even me,
and I don’t know all the words, so I must

IF YOU COMBINE BEING BLACKOUT WASTED AND

JUST PLAIN STUPID, MOST OF US PROBABLY MISSED
MOST OF THIS AMAZING FESTIVAL'S MUSIC. 
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have looked pretty stupid. The shirts were off and
the joy poured like a mudslide across the hairy,
sweaty mass of dude and occasional booby. Partly
because the well-oiled machine was handed
Natural Light from the stage, it couldn’t have been
a more pristine performance. But it was all over so
quickly that my heart aches to think about it. My
underwear were torn off abruptly, like a child’s arm
hanging out of a school bus window only moments
before. 

When Billy Reese Peters started off, the piss
and vinegar was set to walk the plank and close the
curtain on the last night of the Fest. And with every
key bump on stage, the show got more entertaining.
Aaron Reese Peters stuck his butthole inches away
from the crowd’s face at one point. The last of the
champagne bottles were uncorked. People slowly
stopped dangling from the ceiling. If you try hard
enough, you can still hear the chorus. And it’s
exactly as “What’s up ding dong?” suggests. We
are all just  dudes trying not get beat up and “make
it in this crazy mixed up world.” Bottom line: Billy
Reese Peters won the Fest as well as put it to rest
until next year.

If you combine being blackout wasted and just
plain stupid, most of us probably missed most of
this amazing festival’s music. But fuck me running,
it goes without saying—even though I’m about to
say it—that it was impossible to see every band, so
yeah, we didn’t see a lot of bands. 

Therefore, and once again, 
“The fest fucking sucked this year,” 
–Mike “I Exist” Collins. 

But it sucked in the sense that it was nothing short
of magical. And everyone knows that magic things
like werewolves, unicorns, leprechauns, and rainbows
only suck in the satirical way to actually ironically
suggest they fucking rule. So yeah, I missed Ted Leo,
Ninja Gun, Stressface, Circle Takes the Square,
Whiskey & Co., Dillinger Fart, and Against Who?
And they were all bands I thought I would see before
I either got to Florida or ones I was on my way to see,
but instead took a detour to Passoutadena. And even
though I felt like I saw a lot of the same bands as last
year and missed some of the bands I intended to see,
I don’t think Fest could have gone any better. In fact,
I didn’t see the same bands, I just hung out with the
same friends (more like family) I made at the last Fest.

This was my second trip to Gainesville but it was
the fourth year of the Fest and it’s grown in ballyhoo

and family every year. Aside from the after-
party bender blues everything went as to be
expected. It felt like rainbows were fucking
unicorns on ecstasy in my skull. ‘Twas mag-
ical. It felt like when you were a kid and you
still believed in God and Santa Claus. There
is no way to put something so chaotic and
beautiful into proper words. More and more

new and old friends from all over the world
are coming together every year to celebrate.
I said the same thing last year and I’ll say it
again this year—I don’t have any idea how
they are going to make the Fest better next
year. Maybe we will start a revolution
and take over the world. See you then. I
love you all. 

PUNK WON'T DIE BECAUSE IT CAN SLEEP ON FLOORS
AND GO FOR DAYS WITHOUT EATING OR SLEEPING. IT
CAN LIVE ON COUCHES IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE. ALL
IT NEEDS TO SURVIVE IS COMMUNITY.
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Top fives

Math’s hard. Ten is too high. Here are our top fives. 
Mostly music. But we’re not fascists, so there are other things, too.

Aphid Peewit
• Regulations, Electric Guitar
• Dead Stop/Regulations, live at the Twin
Cities Hardcore Fest 
• Dean Dirg, 26 Kicks to Make the Whole
World Pay
• Email to the Universe by Robert Anton
Wilson (book)
• Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit for Rotting
Vegetables: 25th Anniversary Edition.
Yeah, I’m an unprincipled two-faced fink
for having this one on my list, ‘cause I
think I’m probably on Jello’s side of the
DKs’ family feud. But, even though it’s
patently ridiculous that Biafra wasn’t
interviewed, the documentary is pretty
interesting. And the album itself remains
one of the greatest punk recordings of all
time. So there.

Ben Snakepit
• Pink Razors, Waiting to Wash Up
• The Marked Men, She Won’t Know 7”
• I Excuse/the Tim Version, split 7”
• the Ergs!, live at the Fest
• Blotto and Lefty Loosie in a log cabin 

Bradley Williams
• Can Kickers
• fried catfish 
• Red-Headed Stranger 
• fiddle tunes
• I-10, east to west 

Brian Mosher
• Mach 5, Meet Mach 5 
• The Flakes, Back to School
• The Briefs, Steal Yer Heart
• Blanketeer, self-titled 
• The Industry Standard (book)

Buttertooth 
• Gogol Bordello, Gypsy Punks
• The Marked Men, live at the Fest

• Blotto, live at the Fest
• Dillinger Four, live at the Fest as
Dillinger Fart
• Propaghandi, live at Soma in San Diego

Chris Devlin
Top Five Things Heard at the Fest
• “Normally I’m not attracted to guys with
Mr. T mohawks and handlebar mustaches,
but yours are fucking sexy.”  
• “Hey, cops can’t buy hookers!” 
–Todd Price to the cop simultaneously
clearing the street of Festers and talking to
a prostitute.
• “There should be a national registry of
women who know how to give head.” 
–Toby Tober.
• “We’re going to fuckin’ party as soon as
my old lady is done taking a shit!” 
–Davey Tiltwheel.
• “Mommy, what are those guys looking
at?” –the four-year-old boy who saw the
copy of Nugget Magazine Toby was 
showing to Amy.

Designated Dale
• Razorcake finally getting approved for
full non-profit status. Pray to the good lord
that our HUD number doesn’t come up
and we move into your high-class neigh-
borhood. Then again, we wouldn’t wanna
see you as much as you wouldn’t wanna
see us. So there.
• The Checkers, Make a Move. Thanks to
one Kat Jetson, this disc is on Yvonne and
I’s frequent rotation list for the bathroom
boombox. Fantastic album.
• Knowing this very moment that the
Candy Snatchers are working with rock
and roll producer extraordinaire Dean
Rispler on a brand new LP. And the streets
shall run red once again.
• Also knowing that the Riverboat
Gamblers are (should be) nearly finished
with their new slab o’ wax. Quote James
Evans, Sr. from the ’70s television hit
Good Times: “Have mercy!”
• Johnny Ramone’s grave at the Day of the

Dead celebration in the Hollywood
Forever cemetery (awesome job, Arturo!).
Next year, I’m hoping to get Dee Dee’s
gravesite there done up even better with
the help of a few rabid fans.

Dan Monick
• Antony and the Johnsons
• Kate the Intern’s style
• That one song by the Shout Out Louds
that someone burned for me so I don’t
know the name of it
• Piper yelling at me on the phone
• Turkey burger at the Brite Spot with
Stacey V.  Two years in the making.

Denise Orton
My Favorite Three-Piece Bands
• Grabass Charlestons
• The Ergs!
• Tiltwheel 
• The Dukes of Hillsborough
• The Urchin

Donofthedead
• Regulations, live and self-titled 
• Horror Pops, Bring It On
• The Soviettes, LPIII
• Enya, Amarantine
• Population Reduction, 7” and live

Gabe Rock
Top Five Bands at the Fest
• The Marked Men 
• Dillinger Four tied with 
Billy Reese Peters 
• Sexy tied with the Arrivals 
• Bent Outta Shape 
(even though I only saw ‘em play four
songs, they are that good) 
• Blotto (even though I only saw ‘ em play
three songs, they are that good)

Greg Barbera
• Passing the cap on six percent beer in
North Carolina
• The Minutemen
• Ray by Barry Hannah
• anything by Direct Control
• 7inchpunk.com

RAZORCAKE STAFF
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Jennifer Whiteford
• The Year of Magical Thinking
by Joan Didion (book)
• Jesus Land by Julia Scheeres (book)
• Sleater-Kinney, The Woods
• The Fat Wreck Chords show (The
Soviettes, Against Me!, The Epoxies,
Smoke or Fire) that I drove across the 
border to Vermont to go and see. 
• The first snowfall

Jessica Thiringer
• Loretta Lynn, Van Lear Rose
• Rolling Stones, Country Stones
• Baltimorepsychobilly.com
• Various Artists, Dressed in Black: 
A Tribute to Johnny Cash
• The Southerners, Barstool Radio

Jimmy Alvarado
• Chron Gen, Chronic Generation
• Angel (1937)
• Immortal Technique, Revolutionary 2
• Capote (2005)
• Spontaneous Disgust, Their Satanic
Majesties’ Request: Pastrami on Rye, Hold
the Asbestos rhombus-shaped 6”

Josh Rigmas
• The Flakes, Back to School
• The Bloody Hollies, 
If Footman Tire You...
• Black Lips, Hippys 7”
• Little Richard, 
Rip It Up and Keep a Knockin’ 7”
• King Khan & BBQ Show, the Flakes,
Riff Randells, and the Mothballs, live at
Thee Parkside

Kat Jetson
• Amoeba Records holiday party. FREE
food, swill, Galaga, and massages
• The Gossip, 
Standing in the Way of Control
• The Cardigans, I Need Some Fine Wine
and You, You Need to be Nicer
• LA Record weekly newspaper. It looks
swell and reads nice.
• This Blush at The Smell

Keith Rosson
• Against Me!, 
Searching for a Former Clarity
• Jets vs. Sharks/The Dauntless Elite, split 7”
• Morning Dark by 
Daniel Buckman (book)
• S.C.A.L.P. #4 
• Seesaw

Kurt  Morris
• Chad Van Gaalen, Infiniheart
• System of a Down, Hypnotize
• Welcome to Flavor Country #5 
• NPR
• Writing my will

Liz O.
Five Depeche Mode 
Songs You Need to Hear
• “Ice Machine, ” B-side of
“Dreaming of Me” 

•  “Fools,” B-side of “Love in Itself”
•  “Told You So,” from 
Construction Time Again
•  “Fly on the Windscreen,” 
from Black Celebration
•  “The Things You Said,” 
from Music for the Masses

Megan Pants
Top Five Things to do with the Fest
• The Ergs! 
• Thursday night in Tampa where more
good friends arrived by the hour to the
soundtrack of the Modern Machines. 
• The cabin show with Blotto and Lefty
Loosie and only about forty people. 
• Danny Glover ties with the Razorcake
showcase with Bent Outta Shape, Sexy,
Arrivals, run across the street for
Smalltown, run back for Toys That Kill,
Grabass Charlestons, Dillinger Four, and
back across the street again for Vena Cava 
• Sunday night Sweet Valley High
Blackout Party complete with naked head-
stands actually beats Saturday when I
cried during Radon.

Mike Frame 
• Ryan Adams, Cold Roses
• The Raspberries, Side 3
• The Urgencies, Desolation Chic
• Shooter Jennings, 
Put the O Back in Country
• Career Suicide, Anthology of Releases

Mr. Z
Top Five Songs
• Swing Ding Amigos, 
“To My Niggas in the South”
• Bullets to Broadway, 
“The Whole World Lost Its Head”
• Jello Biafra and the Melvins, 
“Islamic Bomb”
• Toys That Kill, “Birds in Catsuits”
• The Answer Lies, “Twenty One”

Rev.  N{ }rb
• The Reatards, Not Fucked Enough
• Asteroid B-612, Read Between the Lines
• Clorox Girls, This Dimension
• Oranges, Bubblegum
• Jet Set, Let’s Get Broken 7”

Rhythm Chicken
• The Haints, Hurt and Alone
• Heino, The Very Best of...
• The Gentlemen, 
Blondes Prefer the Gentlemen
• Roy Rogers, A Musical Anthology
• The Briefs, Steal Yer Heart

Ryan Leach
• The Gun Club, Mother Juno reissue
• Point Counter Point
by Aldous Huxley (book)
• Arthur Lee in the ’60s
• Bradley Williams in 2005
• Rob Ritter’s bass

Sean Koepenick
Top 5 Bands that Need to Put Out a New
Record for Christsakes
• The Damned
• Pegboy
• Angry Samoans
• Circle Jerks
• X

Sean Carswell
• The Bananas, Nautical Rock’n’Roll
• Annalise, Here’s to Hope
• Various Artists, The Bastards Can’t
Dance: A Tribute to Leatherface
• Banditas, self-titled
• Hot New Mexican, 
It’s Called Leaning Back

Speedway Randy
Top Five DVDs on Repeat
• Sins of the Fleshapoids
• 2046
• Jackass, Vol. 1
• Chlorine
• The White Diamond

Todd Taylor
• Everything about the Fest
• Pedestrians, Future Shock
• Signal Lost, 
You’ll Never Get Us Down Again 7”
• Dan Padilla/Chinese Telephones, split 7”
• Filthy Thieving Bastards, My Pappy Was
a Pistol

Ty Stranglehold
Top Five “Wake Up, You’re Late” Records
• Poison Idea, Kings of Punk
• Smogtown, Domesticviolenceland
• Stiff Little Fingers, All the Best
• Rocket from the Crypt, 
Live From Camp X-Ray
• Adolescents, OC Confidential



50 MILLION: 3-14-05: CDEP
You know what? This CD is too short.
Starts off with two songs that sound like
Steve from Onion Flavored Rings play-
ing ‘60s bubblegum stuff with Hickey (I
think there’s actually a Hickey connec-
tion to this band), and it fucking rules.
‘60s bubblegum is fine on its own, but
50 Million makes it nice and dirty,
and—amazingly enough—they make it
rock. Then there’s a one song detour into
full-on Hickey bumming-out-the-
squares punk rock and then a cover of
the ‘60s bubblegum band the La’s. And
that’s it. Just four songs. Dear 50
Million: please do more stuff. Thank
you. –Josh (Pecan Crazy)

ALTAIRA/BLOTTO!: 
Drunks Not Dead: Split 7”
Goddamn, where does Snuffy Smile find
these bands, man? If this label was from
the States and was more interested in
putting out CDEPs than 7”s and included
8” x 10” promo glossies with all of their
releases, they’d be bigger than Adeline by
now. As it is, they consistently manage to
put out some of the most catchy, aggres-
sive, and hook-laden pop punk around,
from bands all over the world. This one’s
no exception. With this record, both of
these bands (Altaira’s from the States and
Blotto’s from Japan) find themselves
placed immediately right there in the
upper tiers. Alongside Rivethead,
Smalltown, the Thumbs, D4, and
Snuggle, both of these groups are stellar
at writing granite-solid pop punk tunes
that manage to not only not be about
girls, but also convey some modicum of
intelligence and passion, even with
Blotto’s slightly skewed English.
Granted, it’s easier to put out a solid side
of one 7” than it is to put out a solid LP,
but the fact remains that I’m hooked, and
I’ll be keeping my eyes out for anything I
can find by both of these bands. I’m not
trying to be all a-flutter here, but I just
cannot get enough of this record. Nice job
all around. –Keith Rosson (Snuffy Smile)

ALTAIRA/WATCH IT BURN: Split 7”
While this outing from Altaira isn’t quite
as jaw-dropping as their split with Blotto!
(mostly due to minor inconsistencies
between the songs, both in production
and attack; one of the songs is new and
the other was recorded back in 2002), it’s
still excellent. Taking the anthemic quali-
ties and gravel-in-the-throat approach of
Hot Water Music and laying it above
tunes that would be right at home on the
Insurgent discography, it’s only slightly
embarrassing to say that these dudes are
shaping up to be one of my favorite bands
after only hearing four goddamn songs
from them. As far as Watch It Burn goes,
does anyone remember that 10” by Ruth
Ruth that Epitaph co-released with Deep
Elm back in the mid ‘90s? Well, don’t tell

anyone, but I actually liked that record. I
still like it. Watch It Burn takes the best
elements of that album, combines it with
the vocal stylings of Weston and/or
Sticks And Stones, smartens it up, and
makes sure to throw in some piano wire
and duct tape in there; the end result is
something that’s simultaneously ragged
and hanging by a thread and also infi-
nitely listenable and catchy. I swear, I get
a couple 7”s in the mail and I’m remind-
ed that there are still a few stunning, pas-
sionate, kickass bands out there ripping
shit up in a genre that most of us wrote
off ten or fifteen years ago. –Keith
Rosson (Accident Prone)

ALTARBOYS, THE: 
Greatest Hits Volume Two: CD
Not to be confused with Orange County’s
Christian punk band The Altar Boys, this
Portland band sounds like early Dwarves,
except that the Dwarves were tight, and
this is definitely less focused and tight. It
has energy, but seems to be thrashing into
nowhere. The main problem seems to be
the recording levels, I think. The drums
are lost in the mix here—all I can hear is
a snare and an annoying, tinny cymbal.
The guitar, however, is great in a sloppy
punk way, and vocals are nicely dark. It
just needs to come together more, some-
how. Maybe this was a rushed recording.
I’m guessing this band is best experi-
enced live. –KO! (Last Chance)

ANGEL EYES: 
Something to Do with Death: CD
Weird one, this is. I guess it would be
considered “screamo,” but to me it
approximates what the Cocteau Twins
would sound like if they were into
Marshall stacks and had Dan from Die
Kreuzen shredding his vocal chords for
‘em. Can’t say I dig ‘em, but they get
points for making me invoke the names
of two of the most disparate bands imag-
inable in the same sentence. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Underground Communiqué)

ANGRY ANGLES: Self-titled: 7”
Alix from The Lids and Jay Reatard.
What else do you need to know? Doesn’t
retread their other bands but just as great
and highly recommended. Tight, bed-
jumping rock. Has the expected Urinals
cover and a Phil Spector-ish song that
you will hum everywhere you go… just
don’t sing the words in public.
–Speedway Randy (Shattered)

ANTICHRIS & THE RAPED: 
The Raped: CDEP
ANTICHRIS & THE RAPED: 
Dead or Alive: CDEP
Two discs of atonal, bass-less thrash. The
“studio” tracks on The Raped EP sound
like they were recorded on a boom box
set in a metal shed, and the additional live
tracks, although better in sound, really
don’t add much. Dead or Alive is a live
set containing what are essentially differ-
ent versions of the same songs on the
other disc. I’m assuming that the titles
and lyrics to songs like “Every Girl Is a
Goddamn Whore,” “Dead Beat
Wife/Beat Wife Dead,” “Faggot
Sandwich” and “I Walked Up and Kicked
the Bitch in the Teeth” are total jokes, but
it’s kinda hard to tell given that the lyrics
I’m able to decipher have no sense of sar-
casm to them. –Jimmy Alvarado (We Are
Going to Eat You)

ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE: 
Kings & Queens: CD
Dunno if they’ve continued to be active
through the years, but this is the first
batch of new tunes I’ve heard from these
guys in more than two decades. Animal is
in fine form here, alternating between
actually singing and his trademark growl
and the rest of the group provide solid
musical backing. Although less obnox-
ious in word and deed than their ‘80s
work (although “Wet Dream” could give
“So What” a run for its money), the
Pistols sheen of the tunes and the catchy
choruses make this a fine listen in its own

right. In short, a nice addition to their
legacy. –Jimmy Alvarado (Captain Oi)

ASTEROID B-612: 
Reading Between the Lines: CD
I remember buying one of this band’s 45’s
like ten years ago (or so it seems); i
assume it either was on a label that was
releasing interesting stuff at that time, or it
had cool cover art, or both, because i have
no idea why else i’d wind up with it. I also
remember putting it on, and being imme-
diately and violently disappointed: ick,
this isn’t the kind of band i like! For what-
ever reason, i then quite remember liking
the b-side (though not, at this late date, the
b-side itself). Same deal here: I popped in
the disc, and the ghastly/pointless/godaw-
ful recitation of Alan Toussaint’s “On
Your Way Down” was enough to freeze
the lymph in my nodes and set me to
maniacally whacking the fast forward but-
ton, in the hopes that the entire B-612
2005 experience could be handled in the
form of a swift and perfunctory overview
of the first few seconds of each song.
Unfortunately, after a second straight dog,
track number three (“September Crush”)
was rockin’ enough that i was bound by
both conscience and duty to allow the
record to play itself out (no small chore
considering its seventy-five minute run-
ning length); somewhere around “Let It
Slide,” i realized that the epic adenoidal
balladry plus guitars aspect of things was
giving me a clear and present Chris
Bailey/Saints vibe, and thereupon did i
find myself becoming unwittingly and
unwillingly immersed in the band’s occa-
sionally snappy and well-groomed bom-
bast. They then decided to bludgeon me in
Antipodal/Aboriginal fashion with
album-ending covers of the Flamin’
Groovies’ “Second Cousin,” the Stones’
“19th Nervous Breakdown” (slightly
slower and heavier than the original,
which i would usually frown upon—how-
ever, whatever retardation of tempo they
attempted/achieved appears to be at the
exact rate of behind-the-beatness that
Charlie Watts always pulled off [for rea-
sons unclear], so that, as the kids used to
say before my boss started saying it, is all
good), and, finally, a fusing of the Died
Pretty’s “Mirror Blues” (which, to me,
recalls another epic album-closer,
“Beginning of the End” from Eddie & the
Hot Rods Life on the Line LP, but what do
i know) with Pere Ubu’s only good song,
“Final Solution,” all of which made me
feel not unlike what i imagine i would feel
like if i should some day find myself
under the harmful compulsion to try and
dunk over (Milwaukee Bucks rookie
Australian power forward) Andrew Bogut
in the closing seconds of overtime. Surely
the best rock album whose first two songs
were so bad i fast-forwarded over them of
all time! BEST SONG: “September
Crush” BEST LINE FROM BEST
SONG: “You got me dancing/and I don’t
dance” BEST SONG TITLE: “I Just
Don’t Know Bout Gurls” FANTASTIC
AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: Asteroid B-
612 was the home of the Little Prince in
Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s book. De
Saint-Exupery used to be depicted on
some French currency, along with a draw-
ing from The Little Prince (of the boa con-
strictor who swallowed the hat) so when i
was in France i took one of said bills
home and gave it to my mom because she
likes that book, even though it was kind of
a big bill. –Rev. N{}rb (No Tomorrow)
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Mmmmm…. May I have
another blandwich? 

––Ty Stranglehold 
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ATOMS: Demo: CD-R
New wave. Do you know what new
wave sounds like? Yeah, of course you
do. You like Devo and 999 and The
Rezillos and maybe when you’re drunk
you’ll even admit to liking that one
Human League song. Listen, I’m not
here to judge you; all I’m saying is that
you’ll like this band. It’s catchy and it’s
fun and all that. You know—new wave.
–Josh (geocities.com/theatomsband)

BANNER PILOT: Demo: CD-R
I’m still pretty gay for Rivethead even
though they broke up. I think they outdid
Screeching Weasel at their own pop
punk game. Nate, Rivethead’s bassist,
and a guy who’s name I just like to say—
Ganglehoff—was an incremental part of
what made them great. On this demo,
Nate’s bass talents are as evident as the
difference between shit and chocolate
pudding because I like the songs on here
and they’ve got a drum machine. No, not
a “We’re techno. Start humping the
fridge,” drum machine, a “Fuck, dude,
we can’t find a drummer, but we have all
these songs, so hook up the Casio” vari-
ety. And the songs are solid, bouncy, for-
lorn, and full of promise. Reminiscent of
Rivethead, but not in a depressing,
creepy, get over it way. Cool shit. –Todd
(bannerpilot@gmail.com)

BIRTHDAY SUITS: 
Cherry Blue: 8-song CD
I think it’s the Buddhists who see life in
death, that the end is really the begin-
ning. Sweet J.A.P., one of the best bands
to come out of Minneapolis, broke up on
their ascent, like a deprogrammed mis-
sile. Two butterflies to come out of that

roughed-up cocoon of blistering New
Bomb Turks by way of Japanese for-
eign exchange students are Hideo
(guitarist/vocals) and Yuichiro (drum-
mer/ vocals). The Birthday Suits are a
more spurty, surprisingly full, angular
two-piece. Think Wire vs. Melt
Banana, but shorter songs. Yeah, more
art than previous, but—thankfully—
they’re slashing and discomforting,
like fast dreams you can’t quite catch
up to mixed with the feel of rust crum-
bling between your fingers. Life after
death; it’s not quite Sweet J.A.P. rein-
carnated, and I’m relieved that it’s not.
–Todd (Nice and Neat)

BLACK LIPS: Let It Bloom: CD
Very trashy ‘60s slop stuff that sounds
true to the era. While I don’t quite get
all the hoopla surrounding these guys, I
readily admit they’re good at what
they’re doing and the fact that it sounds
like they’re having a blast give the pro-
ceedings a sense of “fun” that’s defi-
nitely infectious. Loved the title
“Hippie Hippie Hoorah.” –Jimmy
Alvarado (In the Red) 

BLACK TIME: Blackout: CD 
I was sitting on the porch in San Pedro,
California on Christmas day 2005. I had
nothing much to do, so I decided on lis-
tening to this new Black Time CD.
Eventually, Tonan came out and asked
what I was listening to. I told him it was
the Black Time. “I already like this,” he
said.” “Yeah, I really like it too,” I
agreed. “It’s all muddy,” he said picking
up the CD, “Oh, it’s on In the Red.” “It
sort of reminds me of the Hunches, but
only because it sounds filthy and

creepy,” I said. “It sounds like it’s got
some sort of effects on the drums too.”
Tonan split to go do Christmas stuff, and
I stayed behind listening. I decided to
open a beer and then thought that Black
Time are good to open a beer to not in a
“blah blah blah let’s get trashed sort of
way.” I was thinking more along the
lines of opening a beer on Christmas
Day to the slow grumble of a walking
bass line, sort of nice; a creepy, liquid,
and silver mess, with vocals that at
times sound like a mad crow cawing
into the mic. If you like the Hunches,
Speedball Baby, or if you’re a fan of In
the Red, and muddy, crookedy rock, this
could very well be your new kick.
–Dandy (In the Red)

BLACK TIME: Blackout: CD
The good news is that it sounds like a
cross between the Germs, Reatards, and
Jesus & Mary Chain. The bad news is
that is doesn’t sound quite like that cross
between the Germs, Reatards, and Jesus
& Mary Chain you’ve been ever so hop-
ing for. I thought perhaps the Kids Were
Alright when i was under the impression
they were singing a song that went
“Masturbation at Punk Shows!
Masturbation at Punk Shows!”, but it
turns out they were only saying “Mass
Production of Corpses.” Alas. BEST
SONG: “First Strike” BEST SONG
TITLE: “Cold Lips Taste Better” FAN-
TASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA FACT:
The song title “Safe In Heaven Dead” is
taken from the title of a posthumous
book “written” by Jack Kerouac, which
consists of the late author’s responses to
interview questions, strung together in
sort of a vaguely narrative way.

Apparently, Kerouac had written a
bunch of stuff that never saw the light of
day during his lifetime, and, after he
died, the Widda’ Kerouac refused to
grant the interested parties the rights to
publish any of it. In retaliation, or so i
understand it, the Kerouac-heads who
were trying unsuccessfully to get his
unpublished stuff published compiled
Safe In Heaven Dead, since responses to
interview questions are the intellectual
property of the interviewer, therefore
quite outside of the realm of the Widda’
Kerouac’s control. I know, fascinating
shit, isn’t it? –Rev. N{}rb (In The Red)

BLACK TIME: 
New Vague Themes: 12” EP
I’ve liked Black Time since I got their
first LP. I’m a fan of 1960s French mas-
ter filmmaker Godard and dirtyshitty
punk rock, so this band makes so much
sense I feel like I’m reading a dictionary.
Moody, static punk from the bottom of
the ocean (In The Red is releasing their
first album on CD) with as much thought
as feedback. Inspiration from Euro-‘60s
scene, but correcting what mods and
emo got wrong. This one-sided five-
song album is great but leaves you want-
ing more. –Speedway Randy (P. Trash,
www.ptrashrecords.com)

BLIND SHAKE, THE: Rizzograph: CD
The key phrase here is AmRep. Coming
out of Minneapolis (surprise, surprise),
this three piece (two guitars—one nor-
mal and one baritone—and drums) is
reminiscent of much of the material that
came from the late, great noise rock
label. The Jesus Lizard and Cows are
two frequent names mentioned when it



comes to the “sounds like” category with
this band. The music is frantic and
upbeat, exciting and fast-paced; even the
infrequent thirty-second slowdown (does
that count as a song?) is quickly forgot-
ten, trashed by the forward-marching
sounds of a bull-headed blitz of rock and
roll. With twelve songs in about twenty
minutes, that probably gives you a good
idea of what you’re getting into with this
release. Yeah, you guessed it: rock’n’roll
fun. –Kurt Morris (Learning Curve)

BLOODY HOLLIES, THE: 
If Footmen Tire You…: CD
They may be from Buffalo, New York,
but The Bloody Hollies play revved up,
southern blues infected punk. And it
absolutely floors me. The first track,
“Watch Your Head,” opens with a few
short chord bursts before drummer,
Michael Argento, fires off three drum
rolls with Gatling gun ferocity and the
fiery gates of Hell open up. The confla-
gration continues to rage through
“We’re So Anxious” and “Burning
Heart,” on which singer/guitarist
Wesley Doyle’s slide guitar calls to
mind a deal with the devil at a cross-
roads. Doyle wails and screams his
vocals with dark, religious fervor, deliv-
ering lyrical gems like “You’re better
off just to stay at home/You’re better off
just to be alone/Murder on the
rise/Livin’ those lies/Then it hits you
right between the eyes” on the album’s
stellar track, “Right Between the Eyes.”
A sinister, hypnotic undercurrent winds
its way just beneath the surface of these
songs, making it one of the most cohe-
sive, affecting albums of the year. A
must have. –Josh Benke (Alive)

BLOTTO!/ THE BECAUSE: Split: 7”
One original and one cover by each
Japanese band. Blotto!: I finally got to
see these guys at a small house party dur-
ing The Fest when they played a three-
song set in the front room of a cabin in
the woods to a small crowd wedged
around a pool table, which took up most
of the room. Amazing, amazing, amaz-
ing. Their cover is Chrimpshrine’s “Wake
Up” and The Because do Jawbreaker’s
“Do You Still Hate Me.” The Because:
my friend J has been going on about The
Because since he came back from Japan,
and now I know why. Sweet melodies
offset by gravely vocals that works so
well that they’ve just made the ranks of
being one of my four favorite Japanese
bands (Blotto! being another of the four).
One of the best 7”s of the year.– Megan
(Snuffy Smile)

BRIEFS, THE: Steal Yer Heart: CD
I love The Briefs. I’ve been waiting a
long time for this to come out (well, since
the last one, anyways). What can I say?
Well, for starters it doesn’t grab you from
the first note like Sex Objects did. I mean,
everything sounds great but something is
off. It took a few listens to figure out what
was up. It’s mature. What the fuck is the
deal with that?! Sure, they’ve still got the
goofy lyrical content (“Genital General,”
for instance), but the overall feel of the
record is one of having been around the
block a time or two. A great record, to be
sure, but just not childish enough to be a
Briefs record. –Ty Stranglehold (BYO)

BRIEFS, THE: Steal Yer Heart: CD
My two Briefs experiences are as fol-
lows: in 2002 (I think), I saw them open-

ing for The Dammed. I dug them, but I
guess I was too hammered to remember
to get a CD. Summer 2005: Warped
Tour—I did not see them live but I did
see them give a teenager a free mohawk
with his $25 Briefs purchase. I’m sure
his mother was thrilled when he got
home. I fantasized about getting my
own but the flack at work would be tor-
ture. My anecdotes should give you a
clue that this band of ruffians are punk
rock extraordinaire. This record does
not falter. Snotty, pissed-off vocals,
funny song titles, and oil burning guitar
solos. All you need for the holidays.
“Lint Fabrik” sounds like a Dee Dee
Ramone outtake. “I Can’t Work” will be
the new slacker anthem for the kids—
bank on it! “Normal Jerks” channels the
Buzzcocks with class. No songs over
four minutes so don’t expect any Yes-
like solos. Just pure debauchery and
good times. Viva Le Briefs! –Sean
Koepenick (BYO)

BROKEN BONES: F.O.A.D.: CD
Another reissue of this band’s material
(following the reissue of Dem Bones
last issue). The studio tracks are a tad
metallic and muddy, but are miles
above much of the other “crossover”
stuff that was making the rounds in the
mid-‘80s, and the live stuff here is quite
spirited. Tracks from the Never Say Die
12” and a compilation version of
“Death Is Imminent” are also tacked on
here for good measure. If you dig your
hardcore tinged with metal, you can do
no wrong visiting one of the original
sources. –Jimmy Alvarado (Beer City)

BROKEN TEETH: 
Blood on the Radio—Live: CD
Hoo, lordy. This is some full-on, big time
cock-rockin’ stuff like I haven’t heard
since, like, 1979 or so. The Nugent and
AC/DC influences make it more palat-
able than one would expect. Ain’t my cup
of tea at all, but at least it ain’t inspired by
Winger, Nelson, Poison, or any of that
late-‘80s hair metal crap. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Perris)

BRUTAL KNIGHTS/ 
WESTERN DARK: Split: 7”
Both bands play heavy rock’n’roll. It’s
close, but the Brutal Knights win by a
nose because their lyrics are way more
retarded. Not to downplay the music, but
the real reason you need this record is
because at the end, you get to hear the
singer of the Brutal Knights reading some
of his lyrics on an answering machine,
and those lyrics are even more retarded
than the ones in this song. Classic. I think
they’re my new favorite band. –Josh
(Classic Bar Music, no address)

BULLETS TO BROADWAY: 
Drink Positive: CD
I wasn’t the biggest fan of the Teen Idols
(from TN), but they had this one song,
“20 Below” on Pucker Up, that I loved. It
had mixed male/female vocals that set it
apart from all their other songs. Forward
to Bullets To Broadway, comprised most-
ly of members of Teen Idols, and a very
strong presence of Heather’s vocals
mixed into the songs which makes me
wonder why the Teen Idols never used
her more. Her voice is the perfect honey
to Kevin’s grit. The music’s super-catchy,
which is probably why it’s been high on



the rotation at Razorcake HQ. My only
caveat is that, following in the Teen Idol
tradition, there is quite a bit of production
here. In most cases, I think too much pro-
duction can make bands sound sterile,
and I typically lose interest. Thankfully,
Bullets To Broadway seem to find the
balance of being produced, but not over
produced and sound far from sterile.
–Megan (Red Scare)

BURY THE LIVING: 
All The News That’s Fit to Scream: CD
Playing twenty songs in twenty-six min-
utes and having a name as such, you get
no surprises here. This Memphis quintet
was clearly reared on large doses of
NYHC bands like Sheer Terror and Sick
Of It All. Really good politically pissed-
off hardcore. These guys aren’t fucking
around. –Greg Barbera (Prank)

CAKE BAKE BETTY: 
Songs about Teeth!: CD
This is a collection of intriguing, piano-
driven songs about creepy things like
spines and seaweed and shooting doves
in your backyard. Cake Bake Betty is
one of those bands that is actually just
one person. In this case, the “band” is
primarily the work of one lady named
Lindsay Powell, who has a melodic,
young-sounding voice and is quite
skilled on the piano. And there’s some
cello and violin too. The whole female-
vocals-with-piano thing can get really
Tori Amos really fast, but this CD man-
ages to avoid that trap. You wouldn’t
really want to buy this album for your
mother-in-law, and I mean that in a good
way. It’s not the kind of short, fast, loud,

poppy music that I would normally listen
to, but I think if you like girls who have
pretty voices and spooky lyrics and
pianos, then you’ll probably really enjoy
this. There was certainly enough edge
and noise to keep me from getting bored.
I have to say, though, that I really hated
the Casio keyboard meets party-back-
ground-noise track called “Backbones.”
It reminded me of the “band” I was in
with my friend Jocelyne Beaudet when
we were both in the third grade.
–Jennifer Whiteford (Infinity Cat)

CAVEAT EMPTOR: Demo: CD-R
Another band in the new generation of
SoCal DIY crust bands that I have taken
notice of. I have seen them live once thus
far and was moved by their power. They
play an incredible brand of crust that is
solid and well written. On the demo, you
can hear almost the full potential of the
band in what sounds like a live record-
ing. For a live recording, the music is
mixed pretty well without it sounding too
muddy, but I would love to hear what
comes out when these guys actually
record in a good studio. From what is
here on the demo and to have better pro-
duction would be mind blowing. The
songs have a lot of emotion and could be
easily described as what a band like
Hellshock is doing currently. You can
here their influences of Scandinavian,
Japanese, and Portland punk in their
music. I believe I’m seeing them again in
January. I can’t wait for that or for their
next recorded material. –Donofthedead
(Self-released)

CHAZ MATTHEWS: 
Amazing Graceless: CD
At first look I was assuming I’d hear
another chapter in the “punk guy goes
back to his blues roots.” I was a little
off. Sure, it’s bitter and self degrading,
but I’ll be damned if it doesn’t rock! I
almost feel bad for enjoying this guy’s
misery so much. –Ty Stranglehold (Full
Breach Kicks)

CHELSEA: 
Faster, Cheaper, and Better Looking: CD
A new one from this venerated U.K. punk
group, featuring twelve new tunes. The
sound isn’t quite as incendiary as in days
past, but they remain in good shape musi-
cally, with things more on the rock side of
the equation but with just enough bite to
keep you on your toes. Most puzzling
here is a song called “KXLU (Radio).” Is
someone in the band living out here now,
or were they just impressed enough by a
webcast back home to pen a tune about
L.A.’s most beloved college radio sta-
tion? Or, most sinisterly, is this some
form of payola? –Jimmy Alvarado
(Captain Oi)

CHRON GEN: Chronic Generation: CD
Chron Gen always reminded me of L.A.
greats The Cheifs, not musically so much
as the fact that they’re both kinda like
“bridge” bands—The Cheifs between the
older Hollywood punk bands and the
more intense hardcore stuff coming from
the beaches, and Chron Gen between
early U.K. punk and the later anarcho-
hardcore stuff like the Subhumans and
the Exploited. Though their tunes rarely
break the mid-tempo speed barrier on this
reissue of their first LP, Chron Gen could

sound just as rambunctious and snotty as
any of their contemporaries, as evidenced
here by their cover of “Jet Boy Jet Girl,”
“Lies,” and “You Make Me Spew.” Other
songs, like “Reality,” “Disco Tech,” and
“Clouded Eyes” demonstrate they
weren’t afraid in the least to pump some
pop hooks into the mix, either, and still
others belie an interest in post punk as
well. It’s a damn shame that they’ve fall-
en through the cracks a bit over the years,
so hopefully this being available again
will change that, as they really were
good. –Jimmy Alvarado (Captain Oi)

COKE DARES, THE / 
MARK MALLMAN: Split 7”
So Glenn Danzig and Siouxsie Sioux
coupled, right? And she eventually gave
birth to a little vampire baby. The little
vampire baby wanted to, like, suck bone
marrow and all that shit, all that stuff
vampire babies like to do. But this one, he
also wanted to be Tom Jones so fucking
bad. He’d listen to TJ’s live LPs all night
long. Studying his moves, his persona,
his sex appeal, all that. That vampire
baby, I’m quite convinced, is Mark
Mallman. His side of the split is a
shlocky, campy, spooky tune called “In
Love Witcha.” Kind of like if The Minds
decided to cover the very first Misfits 7”,
but they were more goth than they actual-
ly are and had smoked a ton of pot earli-
er that day and didn’t really play any
instrument that well besides the organ.
And plus, they all wanted to be Tom
Jones. Yeah, you’re right, it’s a stretch,
but you get the idea. The Coke Dares fare
much better, if only because I’m pretty
sure all three of their songs run under a
minute long each. Pretty inoffensive,



low-key, kinda sorta punk stuff. The
one-sheet that came with this says
they’re “simply a fucking riot,” but I’m
gonna have to disagree with that one.
But at least they’re not a goddamn vam-
pire baby who wants to be Tom Jones,
right? Comes with a CD-R of the same
songs from the 7”, which is a nice idea.
–Keith Rosson (Nodak)

D.R.I.: Live at CGBG’s 1984: CD
Forty songs in forty minutes is the deal
with this one. The sound quality is pret-
ty damn good and it is pretty impressive
to see that many songs in a row. Seems
like it would be pretty tough to remem-
ber ‘em all. Quantity seemed to be the
early DRI thing, though, as the first EP
can attest to. I am sure that they were
something to see in 1984. They must
have been pretty mind blowing. The
songs here are really energetic and the
crowd seems to be real into it. Captured
just before the speed metal era began. If
you are a fan of the early stuff then you
are gonna want this. A great live docu-
ment of the band that brought us the
thrash genre, for better or worse. –Mike
Frame (Beer City)

DAN PADILLA / 
CHINESE TELEPHONES: Split 7” EP
Dan Padilla: With hearts as big as hot air
balloons, morals as immaculate as a sur-
geon’s tools, and livers as shattered as
the soil in a battlefield, I don’t know if I
should cry, crack the seal on another bot-
tle to forget another day before it starts,
or just sing along once again. Dan
Padilla, the band, is comprised of three
individuals, two of which I know are
solid gold: Tiltwheel’s self-depreciating

punk laureate Davey Quinn and Altaira’s
self-depreciating secret weapon J Wang.
It’s punk that could be soul. It could be
country. It’s versatile. It doesn’t contra-
dict the spirit of either Naked Raygun or
Otis Redding while embracing both in
completely inobvious ways.
Burritofornia will ever been in their
debt. I’ve played the two songs on their
side fifty times so far. It makes my sad-
ness happy and helps remind me that I’m
not alone no matter how empty I some-
times feel. Chinese Telephones: They
broke up, reformed, and have switched
through members. You aren’t able to
notice the behind-the-scenes shuffling
on these two songs though. Call me a
blasphemer or a revisionist, but I put the
Chinese Telephones and Rivethead neck
and neck with the best of Screeching
Weasel. Hell, I’ll even say I like the
Chinese Telephones more now ‘cause
they’re still putting out exciting songs
and not an endless parade of confusingly
chosen best-of samplers. Essential split.
–Todd (Fast Crowd)

DAN PADILLA / 
CHINESE TELEPHONES: Split: 7” EP
There’s no way that I could not like this.
It’s a tribute to the Fast Castle (R.I.P.) in
San Diego where I spent some of the
best times of my life. I mean, how many
places are there that after an all-day tour
with the Rhythm Chicken, will open
their laundry room at four in the morn-
ing for him to play one last set? At the
eviction party, Toys That Kill, Vena
Cava, Tiltwheel, and The Hits all played
two-song rallies, then, when the cops
weren’t showing up, they were upped to
three songs, and then four. This is the

first release from Fast Crowd Records,
which is Tampa J Wang (who is also in
Dan Padilla) and Josh Mosh (who is one
of my best friends). I love them both
probably more than they know and we
see pretty eye-to-eye musically, so
chances are pretty good that I’m going
to like what they do. And, I’m biased
about the bands too. Dan Padilla: J
Wang (also of Altaira), Davey Tilt (of
Tiltwheel and Bloodbath And Beyond)
and Gene Doney (of tackling and/or
fireman carrying me in the middle of
bars). They sound like Florida meets
California (in the Tiltwheel hangin’ out
with the Tim Version kind of way),
which only makes sense with where
they’re all from. Chinese Telephones:
They sound like good mixed with some
awesome. Oh, and some people (who
are wrong) think they sound like The
Replacements. If you don’t like this 7”,
I probably don’t wanna party with you.
–Megan (Fast Crowd)

DAS KAPITAL: Denying the West: CD
Strong Chicago punk rock, emphasis on
“rock.” Though not as immediately
catchy as your Naked Rayguns or
Pegboys, something about the tunes
commands attention. I’m gonna sit on
this, ’cause something tells me some-
thing here is gonna stick with a few
more listens. –Jimmy Alvarado
(Johann’s Face)

DEAD BETTIES, THE: Summer of ’93: CD
From the godawful finger painted cover,
I was expecting some lame and subdued
wannabe Guided By Voices band, or
something you’d find in the cutout bin at
the record store and just brush right past.

But, I was in for a pretty nice surprise
when I put this on and fell victim to a
fairly intense barrage of droning post
punk, something like, I don’t know, The
Pine or even The Shivering, if they total-
ly abandoned their Rites Of
Spring/Revolution Summer blueprint
and went straight for a template that was
seemingly designed to just stress the shit
out of you and make you feel like you
were right on the edge of some
precipice. It’s not that they’re tuneless,
not at all, but they’re utilizing such odd
progressions, with every instrument car-
rying equal weight, that everything
remains totally identifiable but totally
anxiety-ridden at the same time. Apart
from the band name and the cover art,
this one’s got the potential to spin a few
heads. Rest assured, they make one fuck
of a racket for a three piece. –Keith
Rosson (www.thedeadbetties.com/)

DEAD KENNEDYS: Fresh Fruit for Rotting
Vegetables: 25th Anniversary Edition:
CD/DVD
After twenty-five years, I finally own a
copy of this. From back then through
now, I know many people who I either
borrowed this from or had them tape it
for me if I wanted a copy. I just never got
around to purchasing one for my own.
Like many, this is one of the very first
punk bands I ever listened to. I liked
everything up to In God We Trust and
moved on. Seeing them live was another
thing. They were so energetic and would
bring a crowd so large that you thought
they were a major label radio band
before their break up. I worked as a
bouncer (that’s a funny one, due to my
size) at one of their Grand Olympic



shows here in L.A. There were so many
people at that show that during their set,
the barricade in front of the stage col-
lapsed from the sheer weight of the peo-
ple. To make matters worst, Jello would
constantly stage dive into the crowd and
crowd surfed throughout their set. In
turn, we had to dive into the crowd and
fish him back to the stage. Once on
stage, he dove right back into the crowd.
Fun times. It would be a hopeless
attempt to describe the music.
Everybody involved in the punk scene
has or, if new, will at one time hear the
music of this band in their lifetime. So
no information is necessary. What I was
worried about would be the re-master-
ing so that it can be put out on CD. The
early re-masters of anything during the
infancy of CDs were horrible. But tech-
nology and experience has progressed.
This sounds pretty true to original
recording. Also, included is a fifty-five
minute documentary titled Fresh Fruit
for Rotting Eyeballs. I have only
watched part of this so far, but what I
have seen is interesting. Always like to
hear some history. Even though there is
strife between the band and Jello where
Jello lost ownership to the music, this
record has stood the test of time. I would
much rather purchase and listen to this
than have to see the Jello-less karaoke
act that is now the Dead Kennedys.
–Donofthedead (Manifesto)

DEAD MAN’S SHADOW: The 4Ps: CD
The Captain pulls out another band from
the obscure reaches of punklandia and
whomps us upside the head as a
reminder that there were oodles more
bands out there that were just as good as

any of the “name” bands scrawled on
assorted leather jackets. Case in point is
this band, whose name I barely remem-
bered and whose primal, rudimentary
U.K. punk I would’ve swore I’d never
heard until I came across “Danger UXB”
and “When Our Blood Is Spilled,” which
I could swear I’ve heard on some compi-
lation or other somewhere. Up to its eye-
balls in thud ’n’ anger, this is, and well
worth yer time. –Jimmy Alvarado
(Captain Oi)

DEADBOLT: 
I Should Have Killed You: CD
A couple of years back, I heard a song
by these guys, “Billy’s Dead,” on a
comp and it has since become one of
my favorite Halloween tunes of all
time, just behind Inflatable Boy Clams’
“Skeletons” and some country tune
called “Psycho,” so to say I was excited
to hear a full-length by ’em is a no-
brainer. The stuff here is along the same
lines as the aforementioned tune: mel-
low, Cramps/Morricone-inspired surf
guitar, monotone vocals from the
Johnny-Cash-via-Shatner school of sin-
gin’ warbling about voodoo girls and
telephoning the dead, spare drumming.
Although there really ain’t much varia-
tion in tone or dynamics, they somehow
manage to make it work over the course
of twelve tunes, one of which is a cover
of Jimmy Dean’s “Big John,” which is
also a no-brainer. Fun listen. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Cargo)

DEFIANCE OF AUTHORITY: 
Born in Sin, Come On In: CD
This one surprised me; from the tattoo-
flashesque album art, I was planning on

hearing some sub-par Devil
Dogs/Humpers stuff here, but instead
Defiance Of Authority manages to occa-
sionally and nearly brilliantly stumble
into the same oeuvre as the Descendents.
Not always, but at least half the songs
here have that same tuneful, tough-but-
decipherable, “rocks in a bag of velvet
hitting you in the nether-region” kind of
quality. There’s something inherently
modern at work here—they’re right on
the cusp of that radio-friendly punk
sound, taking pointers from plenty of
bands on the Fat roster, but there’s just a
slight tinge of venom that makes the
whole thing palatable. Six studio songs
and five demo tracks. Cracks me up that
two of their songs are titled “Fuck It,
Let’s Roll” and “Fuck It, It’s On.” As a
whole, they strike me as a band right on
the cusp of nailing down their sound
totally and completely, and when they do
they’re going to be a band we’d all bet-
ter watch out for. –Keith Rosson
(www.defianceofauthorityrocks.com)

DEMORALIZER: Self-titled: 7”
Ha ha ha ha. Both sides say “side A”. If
that was intentional, I love this band. If it
was a mistake, I still love this band,
‘cause it’s in keeping with the sloppy
punk they play on the record. Actually,
it’s not so much sloppy (they’re pretty
tight) as it is raw. Yeah, that’s the word
I’m looking for. Think Street Trash,
Fucked Up, Bad Brains, in that order,
and you can kinda figure out the road
they’re headed down. This record is bad
ass, and I’m glad the punks are finally
reclaiming hardcore back from the jocks.
–Ben Snakepit (4324 NE 47th Ave,
Portland, OR 97218)

DESOLATION: Self-titled: CD
A one-shot sonic onslaught brought forth
by dudes from other bands you’ve heard
of, such as Strung Up and Born/Dead.
Dark and brooding stuff with elements
of Finnish/Scandi hardcore mayhem,
Japanese metal, and straight-up thrash
all wrestling for dominance. You’ve
already got an idea of what you’re get-
ting yourself into before you listen to it:
it’s on Prank, there’s appropriately apoc-
alyptic artwork from Pushead, Sugi, and
Jeremy Clark and it features the first
foil-stamped cover I’ve ever seen on
anything besides comic books. From
what I’ve gathered they’ve already
called it quits. It’s not something I’ll find
myself listening to very often, but I
know plenty of kids who drool over this
stuff—it’s dark, atmospheric, played
extremely well, and there’s no doubt at
all that they knew exactly what they
were doing when they recorded this
album. –Keith Rosson (Prank)

DISRESPECT: Wartorn: 7”
Despite its more than obvious shortcom-
ings, I kind of liked this record. There’s
a “deep end is buried in the red” fuzzy
quality to the recording that reminds me
so much (and here’s one for obscurity) of
a 7” from a long defunct band from
Texas called Minority. Disrespect is way
more tuneful than I’ve come to expect
from the P.E. people, and that the cover
art and layout would lead one to believe.
I was planning on hearing some blasé
crust punk with horribly rhyming lyrics.
I got the rhyming part right (topics
include the evils of religion, police, and
government, of course), but the music
itself is nearly of toe-tapping quality.



The best thing this band probably has
going for it is that they have three singers,
which probably makes for a pretty rad
live show. On the recording, however, the
woman’s vocals are so up front in the mix
compared to the other two (gentlemen)
vocalists that it sounds like she’s practi-
cally talking, rather than screaming her
head off. Overall, I can’t see myself rock-
ing out to this one very often, but then
again I’ve been known to play side A of
Tommy Tutone’s first LP and actually lip
sync to it, so that kind of fucking cancels
things out, doesn’t it? –Keith Rosson
(Profane Existence)

DIVEBOMB HONEY, THE: Let’s Start
Something b/w Pick up the Phone: 
one-sided 7”
I’ve liked them from the start, but The
Divebomb Honey is getting better. “Pick
up the Phone,” especially, is propelled
with cyanide keyboards and digital ants
under the skin. It sounds like a
Bladerunner-inspired Josie Cotton in a
basement: sweaty circuit boards and
played to an audience in underwear made
solely out of electrical tape and
Christmas lights. That or R2D2 rampage
music… and it’s definitely for fans of
either Devo or the Epoxies. –Todd
(Exploding Toe)

DOA: War on 45: CD
The good news is that Joey’s seen fit to
reissue this slab of classic North
American punk rock (previously avail-
able in its entirety on CD as part of the
Bloodied but Unbowed compilation disc),
which features such career high points as
“America the Beautiful,” “Liar for Hire,”
and a scorching cover of the Dils’ “Class
War.” Further good news is that they

added “World War 3,” “Smash the State,”
and a couple of demo tracks that appeared
on the Lost Tapes release from a few
years back. The bad news is that, in addi-
tion to dumping “Let’s Fuck” from the
lineup (ostensibly because it doesn’t con-
form to the “war” theme here, which did-
n’t seem to make a difference when the
original was released) , they’ve added
assorted anti-war songs from later releas-
es, with only “We Don’t Need No
Goddamn War” coming anywhere near
the incendiary power of the original
tracks here and the rest kinda residing in
the realm of the forgettable. Dunno why
Joey felt the need to do this, given that the
original by its lonesome was more than
worth the price of admission. Ultimately,
though, while it’s nice to have most of the
original release available again in some
semblance of the original packaging
(both of the original covers are available
in the booklet), it would’ve been much
sweeter to have some new DOA material
fueled by the same primal fire and out-
rage that have made these songs so frig-
gin’ effective and long lived. Given the
current state of world affairs, especially
with regards to Canada’s neighbor to the
immediate south, it’s mind boggling that
the band can’t seem to quite find the
spark to set them off again. As someone
who considered them untouchable in
their prime, however, I remain optimistic,
if a tad flabbergasted. –Jimmy Alvarado
(Sudden Death)

DRACULA ZOMBIE USA: Self-titled: CD
I like my music to come from instru-
ments, thanks. Oh, and sorry that, appar-
ently, your singer lives in a can. –Megan
(Serious Business, seriousbusiness.com)

ERGS!, THE: 
Jersey’s Best Prancers: 12” EP
I seriously don’t know how they can do it.
I’m a bit of a jaded fuck, and I’m getting
close to being ready to say that The Ergs!
just can’t do wrong by me, but I don’t
want to tempt fate. It’d be easy to say that
they’re getting better with every release if
I didn’t keep going back to The Ben
Kweller EP or 3 Guys, 12 Eyes to know
that they’ve been this good the whole
time. This EP—which starts to venture
off from the pop of Dorkrockcorkrod,
makes it easier to see how truly talented
they are—was released for their tour and
limited to 100 copies. These have been
gone for quite some time now, but I’ve
heard wind that it’s going to be issued
again in larger numbers. Do yourself a
favor and pick it, or any of their releases,
up if you can. I’d also be lying if just hav-
ing this around didn’t make me pull out
Lifetime’s Jersey’s Best Dancers, which,
in itself, is reason enough to pick this up.
–Megan (Grateful)

EXPLOITED: 
Complete Punk Single Collection: CD
Sure, their lyrics have occasionally not
been the best and some serious questions
about Wattie’s politics have plagued the
band since the early ‘80s, especially on
the subject of race relations, but I gotta
say that old Exploited tunes are a bit of a
guilty pleasure for me. They just sounded
so mean during their prime: all speed,
gut-level malevolence, and outrage.
Tunes like “Dead Cities” and “Rival
Leaders” still make me a little nutty, I
gotta admit. This is chock full o’ singles
and comp tracks and assorted “rarities,”
including “Army Life,” “YOP,” “Class

War,” “Fuck the Mods,” “Computers
Don’t Blunder” and more. If you’ve
never heard ’em before, this is as good a
place as any to start out, followed by their
first four albums. After that, though,
you’re on your own, kid. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Captain Oi)

FILTHY THIEVING BASTARDS: 
My Pappy Was a Pistol: CD
Man, I hate using the word “sophisticat-
ed,” because it makes it sound like a
band’s tying sweaters over their shoul-
ders and getting memberships to country
clubs. But, chances are, you can play the
Filthy Thieving Bastards in “mixed com-
pany” (co-workers, awkward family
reunions, that sort of thing) since the
songs are pleasant and familiar sounding
(assuming you’re familiar with early
Who, languid and more swaying Pogues
numbers, Kinks, and Donovan). But, with
a little time with a social microscope,
drinking, and reading along, the lyrics are
the killing floor of this album. Three of
four of these guys are in the Swingin’
Utters, which often relies on well-played
slashing to get the point across. The
Bastards deal more in songs that sound
like butterflies flapping, but they’re
singing about the murder of everyday
existence. “The Back of His Hand” deals
with spousal abuse, the “Drug Lords of
the Avenues” revels in “new ways to mix
anything with rum,” “Needs No
Retrieve” discloses, “now if you walk
through the door, and you see me on the
floor, you are home.” Dark stuff that’s
easy to sing along to and hard to forget.
I’m beginning to believe the trio of
Johnny, Darius, and Spike—all togeth-
er—are current punk’s answer to Johnny



Cash. Not a light claim. Let this sneak up
on you like a sweet-smelling and treach-
erous mold. Just give it time to take hold.
–Todd (BYO)

FLAKES, THE: Back to School: CD
The bossest hosses this side of the 1960s
Northwest scene have released a full-
length that blows away everything else
released this year. Ass-shakin’ garage
rock that dares you to remain still while
everybody else fills the dance floor and
steals your girlfriend the second you sit
down to take a breather. Eight exquisite-
ly chosen covers (Richard And The
Young Lions’ “Open Up Your Door” and
the “Shake/Hold On” medley by
Shadows Of Knight/Sam And Dave are
standouts) sit among six originals that
stomp, twist, and wobble so hard you’ll
be bleeding from the soles of your feet
and the drums of your ears. Vocals sung
with snotty exuberance, thumping,
boom-boom drums and bass, and blister
popping guitars make “That’s All,”
“Talk About You,” and “Sadie Slye”
some of the finest tunes of recent mem-
ory. Had Chuck Berry, Little Richard,
The 13th Floor Elevators, Them, and
The Real Kids jerked off into a Petri
dish, I’m positive the resulting experi-
mental growth would have ended up
something very much like The Flakes.
Surprise photos in the insert will not dis-
appoint. If you don’t own this and aren’t
already on your way to buy it, you’re an
asshole. Highest possible recommenda-
tion. –Josh Benke (Dollar)

GIN PALACE JESTERS: 
Honktytonk Fools: CD
This Chicago five piece proudly and
deservedly are “too country and proud of

it.” Deftly waving the flag of their self-
described, hard-hitting hillbilly honky
tonk (along with other classic American
music styles—county boogie, honky
tonk, bluegrass, country waltz, etc.) on
this greatly anticipated release, Dave
Sisson and crew deliver clever lyrics and
upbeat, tight, and masterful musical
arrangements as expected. Five-star
guest artists like Sean Mencher, Rosie
Flores, Colonel JD Wilkes, Jason Carter,
and Conway Twitty (posthumously) lend
a hand to round out a well-written and
well-produced professional quality
album that will remain in rotation for
years to come. Many stand out tracks,
but most notably, “Pomade on My
Pillow,” “Drink One for Me,” and “(I’ll
Just) Pick Up the Pieces.” Unwrap yer
own copy. You’ll be glad you did.
–Jessica T (Rhythm Bomb)

GUITAR WOLF: Golden Black: CD
I dunno if this being released now has
anything to do with the passing of Bass
Wolf, but regardless, it’s a nice reminder.
In case you’ve been living under a rock
for the past ten years, Guitar Wolf is a
Japanese trio that plays the rawest, most
primitive garage rock you’ve ever heard.
They’ve been releasing shittily-record-
ed, out-of-tune records of blown-out
rock’n’roll destruction since 1997, and
this is a collection of some greatest hits,
some rare and out-of-print stuff, and all
your faves. It spans their entire career, up
until 2005’s Loverock. Great packaging,
a nice selection of tracks; this is the per-
fect starting point for anyone curious
about Guitar Wolf, and an excellent col-
lection for old fans as well. –Ben
Snakepit (Narnack)

GUNS ’N’ ROSA PARKS: 
Antifreeze: CDEP
Angry, full-throttle thrash from Fort
Collins, CO. Songs are fast, short, and
snappy. The intro to “Ballad of CR” was
freakin’ hilarious. –Jimmy Alvarado
(G’NRP/Thrashin’ Manor)

HARD LESSONS, THE: Gasoline: CD
It’s the music Detroit’s most recently
known for—crunchy, soulful, toe-tap-
pin’, drinkin’, stripped-bare rock. The
surprise difference is soaring female
vocals with the fortitude of Janis Joplin,
the guilelessness of Edie Brickell, and
the veracity of Neko Case. Swaggering,
husky, complementary male vocals,
clanging cymbals, concussion-inducing
guitar, cerebral organ, and assorted per-
cussive instruments (is that a vibra-
phone?). MC5 in some places, Bob
Seger in others, the whole organized
mess culminates in a sound that’s refined
enough for NPR and bittersweet enough
for the rest of us. –Jessica T (No Fun)

HOOSEGOW, THE: The Last Buffet: CD
What we have here is skate rock in the
purest sense (Drunk Injun vocals, thick
Faction-style gee-tars, rat-a-tat drum-
ming). And they cover the Smut
Peddlers and the Bad Brains. Great stuff.
–Greg Barbera
(www.thehoosegow.com)

HOREHOUNDS, THE: 
Rock Out with the Horehounds: CD
The occasional bits and pieces that
scream CRAZY STEVIE BAISE! CRAZY
STEVIE BAISE! (a la “Rocknroll
Tonight”) might indeed take the some of
the edge off your D. Dogs/V. Kings

jones for a while, but on the whole it
sounds like a pretty non-stupendous,
occasionally faltering mish-mosh of the
Candy Snatchers, Nobodys, and Loose
Lips, and if you quantitatively measured
how much worse the Devil Dogs’
Stereodrive! CD sounded than the
Choad Blast! EP, and then subtracted
that scalar value from Stereodrive!,
that’s pretty much how it sounds, soni-
cally, maybe. Contains a really stupid
song about America imaginatively titled
“Love It Or Leave It,” which, for most
Americans, is not a viable option so long
as a 40 oz. bottle of Black Label costs
$4.49 in Canada. BEST SONG:
“Rocknroll Tonight” BEST SONG
TITLE: “The Ex-Sex Thing (Is The Next
Best Thing)” FANTASTIC AMAZING
TRIVIA FACT: Contains a song called
“The End of the Ramones” which is
NOT the Mr. T Experience song (ironic
because Colorado’s La-Donnas once
released a modified version of that song
titled “End of the Devil Dogs”). Lame.
–Rev. N{}rb (Wankin’ Stiphs)

HOT NEW MEXICANS: 
It’s Called Leaning Back: CD
Maybe its the holiday season that makes
some mellower music more enticing to
me. These guys play fairly slow tempo
stuff with vocals that remind me of
Bowie meets some more rocking stuff
along the lines of Ted Leo. The music
has subdued, jangly, and choppy sounds
with a calm drummer who most likely
appreciates the Clash and Charlie Watt
equally. From the insert it seems HNM
are from Cleveland, Mississippi. That
explains the swagger; things just happen
a little slower in their neck of the woods.



This record is worth a listen, although
some might find it a little over the top for
their tastes. –Buttertooth (Salinas)

HOW IT ENDS: Beloved: CD
In the interest of full disclosure and in an
attempt to avoid being jumped and sliced
up by some angry Varg Vikernes
wannabe, I’ll come clean, right off the
bat, and admit that I just haven’t been
keeping up on my heavy metal lately. So
when a disc like this is shoveled my way,
I’m likely to make out-dated references
to bands like Crow Bar, Drown, and
Entombed—all of which are references,
I’m sure, that any self-respecting he-man
death metalist would snicker at, if death
metalists are allowed to snicker.
Realizing the flimsiness of my refer-
ences, I would then probably try to slap
together some ill-conceived imagery like
rutting bull elephants trampling a field of
crawling infants while water-tower-sized
bags of manure fall from the brooding
sky. But all of that would probably only
serve to shine the light of truth on just
what a pathetic metal wuss I really am.
Whatever. I can live with that. And I can
live with this disc, too. It’s not bad. I
don’t know if I’ll listen to it much myself,
but it’ll be good to have on hand when
my he-man death metal pals drop by for
beers. –Aphid Peewit (Thorp)

I ATTACK: American Dream: 7”
Man, I want to move to Chicago.
Chicago and Sweden at the same time. If
anybody knows how to make that hap-
pen, let me know. There’s a lot of really
great hardcore coming out now, and this
record moves I Attack right up near the
top of that list. Not as fast as Direct

Control, not as catchy as Career Suicide,
but way more barbed and intense.
Probably a band that people will still be
talking about in a few years. Definitely a
record I’m glad I picked up. –Josh
(Criminal IQ/Maldito Studios)

I EXCUSE / THE TIM VERSION: Split 7”
I Excuse: Early Hüsker Dü by way of
Kyoto, mixed in with a healthy apprecia-
tion of what’s currently coming out of the
Twin Cities. Picture believable despera-
tion, boulder-moving bass and drums,
and sharp-edged guitars that shimmer and
glaze, all played with a dizzying preci-
sion and a ragged-voiced, in-tune singer.
Really, the Japanese can badminton our
own inventions back over the Pacific and
make us feel small and shitty. The Tim
Version: These guys break my heart in the
best ways. They’re smart. Lyrically,
they’re one of the best. They’re retards.
They’re sweethearts. They’re drunks.
They’re also one of the best barely
known bands playing in America today.
Their two songs, “Another Reason to
Hate Honkeys” and “We’re a Collective
Badass,” showcase their range. It’s not
often that a band can reach to the bottom
of their roots (country and blues), and
pull out exciting and wonderful new stuff
that’s both dirty on the outside and drip-
ping electricity from the inside. Hell
yeah. –Todd (Snuffy Smile)

IT BURNS/ PHENOMS: Split: 7”
It Burns are from Carbondale, IL, which
is this teeny tiny hidden punk mecca nes-
tled in southern Illinois. They play
straight-ahead, driving punk rock that
reminds me of the Tunnel Rats or the
Candy Snatchers, with a little bit of
Social Distortion slickness. Their bass

player is the mighty king of Carbondale,
Ray Suburbia (who lives in Milwaukee
now). The Phenoms, from Chicago, play
a similar type of New Bomb Turks-y
punk rock, like a Confederacy of Scum
band without all the redneckiness. This is
a pretty good record as a whole—but the
cover—man, it’s cool and everything, but
it’s kinda impossible to tell what the fuck
is going on. –Ben Snakepit (Beercan)

JAI-ALAI SERVANT, THE: 
Thunderstatement: CDEP
I openly groaned when I heard the strains
of ska that began “Scarlett Johansson
Why Don’t You Love Me,” but found
quick relief in the remaining for tracks on
this, which are more in the art-pop vein.
Whew. For a second there, I thought GSL
was selling out in the worst way imagin-
able. –Jimmy Alvarado (GSL)

JEFFREY NOVAK ONE MAN BAND: 
Southern Trash: LP
The Memphis Houdini strikes again—
somehow he has the strength of four
men playing guitars, drums, and scream-
ing out all the air in their lungs yet keep-
ing it all handcuffed together cleaner
than you think. Southern Trash is the
perfect title. Sounds like I’m on the pay-
roll of P. Trash Records lately, but they
really have been hitting on everything
I’ve heard so far. If you need to get back
to the bones of rock, this is a good start-
ing point. –Speedway Randy (P. Trash,
www.ptrashrecords.com)

JOHNNY THURSDAY AND THE FRIDAY
KNIGHTS: Ruin It for Everyone: CD
Really dig the vocals on this one. Just
the kinda higher pitched, vaguely glam-
my voice I like. It’s almost a cross

between Brian from the Trash Brats and
Mark from the Ducky Boys. If they
were playing Dolls/Heartbreakers style
glampunk, I would be all over this.
Unfortunately, the songs are really fast
and the two guitars are going nonstop:
no real dynamics to speak of. This
reminds me a whole lot of a band like
the Turbo A.C.’s or the Gotohells,
almost great, but just missing some-
thing. Too much guitar, not quite
enough vocal hooks; the songs just
aren’t quite there. Good ballad though,
which, in all seriousness, is high praise
from me. I am a big ballad fan and it is
rare that I hear a good one, especially
from a punk band, which just makes me
think that if they slowed it down a bit,
this band would kill. They would be a
good band to see on a Friday night, but
on this disc, there’s just not enough
here to warrant repeat listenings. This
singer should do an acoustic record. I
bet that would be freakin’ awesome.
–Mike Frame (Hangmen)

JUKEBOX ZEROS: Four on the Floor: CD
Fuck yes, this is exactly the kind of music
I love! Bad-ass, mid-tempo glam punk in
the vein of the Joneses and the Humpers.
In fact, this reminds me a whole lot of
that great Vice Principals LP from a few
years back with members of those two
bands. Somebody in this band is a Jeff
Drake fan and I am reaping the benefits.
The songs are the perfect tempo—not too
fast—like most who try and play this
style. Those leads sound so much better
mid-tempo than they do at Motörhead
speed. A couple of the tunes on here even
remind me of that amazing Loose Lips
LP on TKO. That is one of the most



underrated records of all time in my
opinion. Most likely this will be as well,
because for whatever reason, folks just
hate glampunk. It is, without a doubt,
my favorite style of music in the world
and the Jukebox Zeros are as good as
anyone out there. Great songs, simple
leads, and catchy fucking choruses. I
could listen to this all day long. –Mike
Frame (Steel Cage)

KILL THE HIPPIES: Erectospective: CD
I think I read somewhere that this Kent,
Ohio band came up with their cartoonish
name by imagining a punk band name
that would frighten the kids on the insuf-
ferable ‘80s TV show Eight Is Enough.
Having just moments ago turned on the
TV, only to see the pudgy troll Willie
Aames gurgling on about God and weight
loss, I have all new appreciation for the
name Kill The Hippies—even though I
suspect that the ‘70s Kent State student
slaying reference would be lost on poor,
weight-conscious Willie. But KTH have
more going on than just an inspired band
name. They play some grade-A quirky,
spazzed-out garage slop and they’ve been
slopping away at it since 1993.
Erectospective is a double CD packed
with seventy-seven songs that are all over
the fucking map—in turns sounding a bit
like In God We Trust era DKs, Devo,
Richard Hell and the Voidoids, the
Crucifucks, the Spits, and the Lunachicks
played at 78 RPM. All smeared with a
sticky dumpster ooze and rolled through
fly-infested heaps of trash. Though you
could say that it’s stylistically anachro-
nistic, it manages to somehow still sound
fresh. And who doesn’t like fresh

garbage? If the name doesn’t scare him,
the top-notch garbage rock of Kill The
Hippies would surely make Willie Aames
drop about ten stinking pounds in his
pants, toot sweet. Favorite Song Right at
this Moment: “I’m Gonna Puke on You.”
–Aphid Peewit (Rock’n’Roll Purgatory)

KILLED BY THE BULL: Self-titled: CD
Former members of the Judas Factor and
Jett Brando make up this three piece indie
folk punk act. Some of the music is
slightly silly, but much of it is catchy and
somewhat infectious, but more in a
lighter-edged manner than anything with
a typically “hard” factor to it. This is
hardly what one would expect from for-
mer members of a hardcore band, but
good for them for expanding their hori-
zons (think sunny spring afternoon as
opposed to angry, bitter winter). The
rhythm section is very tight, as the bass
line is all over the place and the drum-
ming can go from steady to blistering.
Unfortunately, repeated listens didn’t do
much to really make much of an impres-
sion for me as a jaded music critic but
maybe some fans of punk bands like
Calibretto 13 or Against Me! would dig
this? Meh. –Kurt Morris (killedbythe-
bull@optonline.net)

KILLER SQUIRREL: 
Songs for the Christmas Party: CD
Their delivery is still pretty rudimentary,
but the sound quality is actually better
and the songs are much catchier than the
last time ’round. Loved the song titles,
especially “The Cowboy Illuminati Get
Their Revenge.” –Jimmy Alvarado
(Operation Phoenix)

KILLING THE DREAM: In Place Apart: CD
The margin of error for bands like Killing
The Dream, that space between so-so and
so fucking good, is oftentimes razorwire
thin. It’s so easy for bands of this ilk to
get toe tagged with a “sub par Tragedy”
reference; bands with a melodic under-
current that are simultaneously grounded
in that feeling of “oh shit” one probably
gets that second or so before one gets hit
by a semi. I mean, don’t get me wrong,
Killing The Dream is well-founded with-
in the confines and restraints of the cur-
rent hardcore crop, but they’ve managed
to avoid the pitfall of “been there, done
that” by giving us a complete package
here—their vision as a band is ferocious
as fuck, absolutely focused, and totally
complete, and frankly, the picture they’re
painting is a dark one, in a way that’s both
beautiful and menacing. It’s a pretty stun-
ning record, one that doesn’t let up from
beginning to end. Recorded and pack-
aged and (most importantly) performed
excellently, these guys belong in the
upper tier, and In Place Apart deserves
repeated listens from kids who’ve already
worn out their From Ashes Rise LPs but
still wish Fingerprint were still putting
out records. –Keith Rosson (Deathwish)

KING AUTOMATIC: Automatic Ray: CD
How does a French one-man band man-
age to sound like some of the best ‘60s
and ‘90s garage bands? There’s nothing
French about it—it’s pure grease trap
gristle. Could it be his stage schematics?
His fuzzy chops (those, too)? His Jon
Spencer snarl? The Farfisa? The thump-
ing bass? The Chuck-Berry-on-‘shrooms
guitar? Je ne sais quois! –Jessica T
(Voodoo Rhythm)

KISS KISS: Self-titled: CD
Some nice arty, avant-pop here, with a
wild sonic pallet, a range of influence,
and some mighty strong songwriting. The
fact that they thank “God” right off the
bat in their “thank you” notes makes me
a little nervous, but the music here is pret-
ty danged good, with enough weirdness
married to the pop to make for some
interesting, slightly off-kilter tunes.
–Jimmy Alvarado (Eyeball)

KUNG FOOLS: Self-titled: 7”
Everyone once in a while the review shelf
is a treasure trove. I admittedly grabbed it
for the guys dressed as the Mummy,
Dracula, and Frankenstein on the front.
But it power pops! Like the Mummy, the
band is now long gone—these are four
never released songs from 1995. Joey
Ramone vocals over flowing guitars and
cymbals, swift Minneapolis coolness.
Extra points for the insert—an auto-
graphed photo of Baron Von Raschke and
the liner notes: “We never believed in
nostalgia. Instead, consider it a musical
postcard from the Rebel Nation, rescued,
at long last, from the dead letter office.”
–Speedway Randy (Super Scenes)

LAGWAGON: Resolve: CD
I would be the first to admit that I have
too much music. I buy it, trade for it, and
obviously get a lot to review. I am very
possessive of what I have. I am not too
quick at going through and thinning
down the collection and removing items I
will never listen to ever again. I have
thinned down the CDs only a couple of
times in the last ten years. So the problem
is, “Can I remember a lot of times what
something sounds like?” No. Only a



small percentage gets on a heavy rota-
tion. A bigger percentage gets on the
ipod. But that is way under the fiftieth
percentile. One of the bands that I don’t
listen to that often at all and have never
gotten rid of their releases is Lagwagon.
They have been around for fifteen-plus
years now and I have many of their
releases. I listened to each of them a few
times and filed them away to be never
pulled again. But those few times I did
purge, I could not get myself to relin-
quish my ownership. So here I am again.
Another new release and I like what I
hear. A coming home of sorts. Hey, they
put melodicore on the map as much as
NOFX and Bad Religion did. So as I sit
here and type and listen to their new
release, a funny thought keeps running
through my mind. Man, this sounds like
Pulley! I do pull out the Pulley releases
from time to time. But the reference
should be in the opposite direction.
Lagwagon has been around longer than
Pulley and most likely influenced them.
But the sound to my ears is undeniable.
The resemblance is almost uncanny on
this release: straight forward melodic
punk that they have been the flag carri-
ers for over a decade and clean guitars
over solidly recorded bass and driving
drum sounds that makes you feel ener-
gized. The songs have the classic sound
but also continues to show growth in
their song writing. Instead of a burst of
energy and stopping, there is more focus
on the emotion of the song. “Automatic”
clearly expresses that thought. There is
also that underlying tone of sadness in
the songs. The tragedy of the death of
original drummer Derrick Plourde seems
to have really shaken up the band. It is

written that after the incident, the band
wrote this album in a few short months.
A sad circumstance really pushed this
band. Loyal fans have already bought
this. Newcomers who are curious will
not go wrong if this is the genre that they
are looking for. Now let’s see if this ever
comes out for another listen after it gets
filed. –Donofthedead (Fat)

LEFTY LOOSIE: 
Lefty Loosie’s First Tape: Cassette
Another reviewable I was handed at The
Fest, though I didn’t even remember get-
ting it until the next morning when I was
asked if I still had it. Again, luck of the
draw—I managed to lose my cell phone,
but I had the tape. And I’m glad I didn’t
lose this. It’s hard for me to listen to a
tape. I’m not that nostalgic for cassettes
as a format, I hate not being able to skip
tracks, but more than that, my walkman
just broke. But through all this (I know
you, dear reader, were concerned) I did
make it to listen to this. Multiple times,
actually. As the soundtrack to a few
friends over for drinks it’s great: female-
fronted, folky stuff with a bit of bite.
When I listen to it by myself, though, I
still like it, but I find myself focusing on
the vocals, which tread too closely (and
sometimes over) the out-of-tune line. I
have a feeling that it’s something that I
won’t mind, and may even find endear-
ing after getting a bit more used to it—
which is exactly what I plan on doing.
–Megan (Lefty Loosie)

LOCKDOWN: For Today: CD
Lockdown is an Italian band playing that
Epitaph/Burning Heart style “punk
rock.” Nothing super groundbreaking

here, just some poppy, punky stuff
played proficiently. The fun part about
this is the lyrics. Broken English sung
brokenly. Not that I’m in any position to
be poking fun. I guarantee that their bro-
ken English is a hell of a lot better than
my broken Italian. The thing that cracks
me up every time I listen to it is the fact
that the broken English lyrics happen to
contain stuff that would make Tesco Vee
cringe. Seriously, there is stuff to “kill
your dick to all night long.” Nice work,
boys! –Ty Stranglehold (Akom)

LORDS OF ALTAMONT: 
Lords Have Mercy: CD
I like the slithery “Action” most here,
and the rest of their trashed out
Nuggets/fuzz rock ain’t too bad, either.
Lyrical subject matter is about par for the
course—“Tough as Nails,” “Live Fast
(Die Young),” a tune about masturbation,
another about killing an errant lover—
but the music is pretty good. Great cover
of The Chambers Bros. “Time Has Come
Today” tacked on at the end, too. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Gearhead)

MAHARAJAS, THE: A Third Option: CD
Garage is not my forte, but I do like it
from time to time. It has to really move
me on the first listen, but I have become
such a fan of one particular label out of
Sweden. Everything I have received thus
far is so good. Last year, this label intro-
duced me to the band the Maharajas.
Unrelated Statements was the CD. First
for the label, second for the band. On
first listen and repeated listens, this band
touched me. With a little research I
found out this band consisted of former
members of the Strollers, who were a

favorite of mine, and a member of the
Maggots. No one wonder they were so
good. Being a music geek and reviewer,
going to Razorcake HQ to pick up
review material is always exciting to me;
pulling packages out of my inbox to see
what treasure might pop. When you see
the international packages, that is a
bonus. I see a familiar return stamp and
rip the package open to eye its contents.
Yeah, baby! A new Maharajas CD!
Flawless, just like their previous release,
this band takes their experience in a
genre they love and continue to make
great music. They have a magic hand of
infusing a variety of sounds into their
brand of ‘60s garage punk. You can hear
elements of surf, psychedelia, and rock
throughout. But the ringer is the knack
of consistently making it melodic and
catchy. They’re a band that makes you
hum after a few listens. The other magic
of their recordings is that they can pull
off a lo-fi recording but sound highly
produced. Musicians in tune with their
instruments. The guitars are clean but
precise. The drums sounds are bold and
the cymbals are bright. Keyboards infuse
that emotional energy making the listen-
er feel the song. Bass notes that round
everything back together but are individ-
ually important. Now with two releases
that have impressed me, I hope they
make it over to the States for a tour.
–Donofthedead (Low Impact)

MAKEOUT PARTY, THE: Self-titled: 7”
The Makeout Party have been doing
their homework. I won’t lie. I thought
they sucked for quite a while and would
invariably walk out when they played.
This 7” changes my opinion of ‘em for



the better. They’ve made a great two-
songer of jangly, shakin’, heart-of-gold,
‘60s pop with dirty fingernails. Think
AM radio when it was vital and of subur-
ban punks channeling Smokey Robinson
and the early Stones, and you’re in the
right mind frame. It’s no stretch to main-
tain that fans of the Reigning Sound
would dig ‘em. My only small complaint:
they could wrap their songs up a little
quicker. Cool shit. –Todd (Kapow)

MALA SANGRE: Self-titled: 7”
They’re one of the hardest working bands
in the SoCal DIY crust movement at the
moment. They are part of the latest wave
of bands making a big noise on the scene.
One of their shows that I have attended
was the second of three shows they were
to play that day at three different venues.
That is dedication and love. They are
willing to set up backyard shows for
themselves and friends or play any club
that will have them. They are not sitting
back on their butts and waiting for other
people to do things for them. Self-releas-
ing their debut 7” was more in line with
their work ethic. The covers were hand
silk-screened on cloth. That is a nice
touch, making it stand out from all the
boring black and white xeroxed covers
that are out there. Musically, they are a
powerful band that were able to take their
live sound to tape. They play a mixture of
crust with the hints of d-beat. Singer Guss
belts out some mean screaming backed
up by a tight, well-rehearsed band that
play songs which are dark, metal tinged,
and are hammered out with a strong dis-
play of energy. I can’t wait to hear what
comes out of them in the future. Their
progression and the progression of others

will continually keep SoCal on the punk
map. –Donofthedead (self-released)

MARDO: Self-titled: CD
With the self-inflated write up on the
insert, I was expecting something a lot
more complex with this one. This is sim-
ple, simple, mid-tempo hard rock, in an
almost old ‘80s metal sort of way. I think
I heard dueling Iron Maiden solos in there
somewhere. And speaking of the ‘80s,
they do a Huey Lewis And The News
cover. That left me speechless. –KO!
(House of Restitution)

MEASURE (SA), THE: Demo 2005: CD-R EP
I pay attention when bands I like recom-
mend another band. I pay more attention
when a band I adore (The Ergs!) hands
me something by that recommended
band, which is how I came to get this.
The problem is that I can’t quite nail it
down; it’s one of the hardest bands I’ve
been faced with describing, which is one
of their many charms because they’re so
far from sticking to any formula.
According to their site, they started as a
folk-punk band that just got faster and
faster, which is pretty much what it
sounds like, so I’ll use that. The female
vocals are capable of provoking comfort
one minute and a challenge in the next.
His voice sounds strangely like Joe
Strummer funneled through the belliger-
ence of Shane McGowan. Each song is
my favorite song until the next one comes
on to take its place. Really good stuff
here. –Megan (www.themeasuresa.com)

MENACE: Punk Singles Collection: CD
Some things I learned about Menace by
listening to this CD: 1) They actually go

back to 1977. Dunno why it never
occurred to me that they would have
roots that friggin’ deep. In truth, I figured
they made the scene around 1979 or so,
after Sham made their big splash. 2)
According to their website, they actually
predate Sham 69. Go fuggin’ figure. I
always though it was the other way
around, as evidenced by the end of the
previous number. 3) Their singles have
remained consistently good slices of
bootboy punk, from the first to the most
recent featured here. All the hits are pre-
sent, including “GLC,” “Screwed Up,”
“Insane Society,” and it’s not out of the
realm of possibility that you will find
many more tunes you’ve never heard to
love over the course of listening to this.
One of the best, these guys were, and are
due the reverence they receive here.
–Jimmy Alvarado (Captain Oi) 

MESRINE: I Choose Murder: CD
Ultra-fast drumming? Check. Growly
burp vocals? Check. Metal guitar
noodling? Check. Song title list that reads
like a who’s who of serial killers? Check.
It’s official: another grindcore album has
hit the shelves. –Jimmy Alvarado
(Crimes Against Humanity)

MILLOY: More Than a Machine: CD
Holy moly! Right off the first track,
“Evel Knievel,” this U.K. band have
found some grit. Previous releases I heard
were good but this one really puts them
on the map. In such a tired genre as is
melodicore that is over-saturated by
American bands, it’s nice to hear, every
once in awhile, a band come out of the
mold. This band was lumped in the shad-
ows of Hot Water Music and Leatherface.

This is the point that they need to tour
internationally and show the world that
they belong. The guitars on this recording
are crunching with an almost metal pro-
duction. The mix, which is a problem for
many releases, is perfect here. I really
can’t find anything to complain about.
They have captured their music with per-
fection. The songs have a mixture of
Avail’s live energy and reminds me of
what I liked in a band like Consumed.
(I’m not a fan but I have seen live
footage.) I can see this band capturing the
same passion of an audience as a band
like Against Me! With the added power,
they have not lost the craft of being
melodic. The harmonies keep the songs
memorable. I like how far this band has
progressed and the maturity shows in this
release. This release will be a hard one for
the band to top. –Donofthedead (Crackle)

MONITORS: Self-titled: 7”
Remember those old Hanna Barbera car-
toons, where the same backgrounds are
repeated over and over again in a loop
when a Flinstone was running some-
where? Musically, that’s what’s happen-
ing here: repetitive and tinkling new
wave with an organ so delicate it almost
sounds like soap bubbles popping. With
two ex-Kill-a-Watts, I was hoping for
something with much more teeth, pubes,
and fire. –Todd (Fungus Boy)

MYSTECHS: 
Warriors and Warlocks: CD
I’ve always had a soft place in my heart
for joke bands, and I don’t mean “joke
band” in the Spinal Tap sense, but in
the “we’re a real band that goes on tour
and puts out records but we have funny



lyrics” sense. And not funny lyrics in
the Weird Al sense, but in the “our
lyrics aren’t necessarily about any-
thing particularly important so let’s
just have fun with them” sense.
However, as far as joke punk goes, this
just doesn’t deliver the same way that
Sockeye or the Warlock Pinchers did. I
get the jokes. They just aren’t that
funny. In that respect, this reminds me
of Har Mar Superstar: the musician-
ship is competent, and it seems like
they had a lot of fun making this
record. I’m sure there’s an audience
for this kind of music, but it’s not me.
–Ben Snakepit (Omega Point)

NERVOUS EATERS: Eat This!: CD
Apart from the initial “Loretta”/“Just
Head” KBD material we all know and
adore, i’ve always been a fan of the
band’s Hot Steel and Acid LP ca. 1987,
going so far as to, shall we say, “liberal-
ly borrow from” the “Be My Baby” riff
for my own twisted purposes (hint:
rhymes with “I Wanna Get To Third
Base With You”). I also occasionally
stick up for the sissy-pants bomp-she-
bomp version of “Loretta” that graces
their puss-puss, major label, Ric
Ocasek-neutered debut album, therefore
i feel that, on average, i like (or at least
have paid attention to) a fair amount
more of the post-KBD Nervous Eaters
material than most other nitwits of my
ilk. That said, this latest album of punk-
via-the-seventies-long-haired- rebel-
route-rock fails to cause anything more
than polite stirrings in my loins. There
are some neat arrangement tricks
(falsetto backups in “Scream [When I
Dream]”, f’r instance) and the band (or

whatever exactly it is at this late date)
doesn’t have seem to have lost any crit-
ical Drive To Rock, but this is the kind
of music that doesn’t sound like much at
all if it’s not being played on a large
stage with a massively amplified kick
drum. Which, as far as i can tell, it is
not. BEST SONG: “Scream (When I
Dream)” BEST SONG TITLE: “Look
Wot U Dun” FANTASTIC AMAZING
TRIVIA FACT: “Look Wot U Dun” is,
amazingly, NOT the Slade song which
is misspelled the exact same way. Huh.
–Rev. N{}rb (No Tomorrow)

NEW BLACK: Time Attack: CD
The thing about Thick is that they have
(had?) the Arrivals, who are one of the
best bands ever. Seriously. If you haven’t
heard the Arrivals, I feel a small pain for
you right now. I could go on for days
about Ronnie’s drumming alone. Oh, the
other thing about Thick is they put out a
whole bunch of other crap like this that I
hate. –Megan (Thick)

NEW WAVE BLASPHEMY: Self-titled: 7”
So this is screamo? It goes RAAAR-
RARRRR! Then it goes all quiet. Then it
goes RAAARRRRAAARRR! Then it
slips in electric doodad noise. Here’s my
hypothesis: the RAR! parts are for the
folks so they can go all fist in the air and
then bust the start-the-lawnmower dance
move. When it gets quiet, mosh-it-ups
can tie their shoes, maybe go find a
friend to hold their hoodie before the
impending pit action. It’s also for the
quieter types, who can say, “I don’t quite
get the RAR! part, but I like the parts
that sound like Yes and Kraftwork.” The
music’s bipolar, like puttering around in
a retirement community in a golf cart

one second and then zigzagging light
speed in a meteor shower the next. Can I
blame the Locust? Ultimately, file this
next to Jimmy Buffet and Queensryche;
a shitload of folks will love it, I guess it’s
well played, it gives people happiness,
and I’ll just don’t understand the appeal.
–Todd (No Idea)

NO TRUTH LIES: Free Samples: CD-R EP
I get scared when someone gives me
something to listen to. I’m pretty picky,
and when I put that personal connection
of someone handing something to me, I
get a little nervous. In this case, I was
given this by someone (but this was
during Fest, so I’m kind of foggy on
who he is) right before (again foggy)
Radon was about to start. I ran off
before really looking at it. When I got
home, I was happy to see that 1) I still
had it and 2) it was a band that I’d heard
of through A.D.D.’s To Live and Die in
Tampa Bay comp (but under their earli-
er name of Chest Rockwell). It’s good.
It’s really good. It’s got that Tampa
sound that reminds me of The Tim
Version, but definitely walks its own
path. This has been getting a lot of play
since the Fest, and I’ll be looking for
their full-length release (which the
notes say has been recorded with three
of the songs here and six others in about
ten hours, which is awesome). –Megan
(notruthlies@gmail.com)

NOFX: Your Hubcaps Cost More Than
My Car / Now What Herb, California
Über Alice: 7”All My Friends in New
York / I, Melvin: 7”
The A-side, “Your Hubcaps,” is murder
ballad: simple musically, vocals pulled
in front, telling a story from the perspec-

tive of a drug dealer intentionally giving
an overdose to a rich, respected man
with a fancy car and a big house. “Now
What Herb” is a light horned and easy
listening instrumental that Tijuana Brass
lovers could soft shoe to. “California’s”
a hardcore blast about California suc-
ceeding from the union. It’s the best of
the batch. In “All My Friends,” Mike’s
voice sounds like a blown-out speaker.
Rough. “I, Melvin” is an accordion-
heavy ballad about being a burned out,
aging punk marionette who also happens
to be the guitarist for the band. The song
almost sounds like down time in a Pink
Floyd record someone forced me to lis-
ten to once. 7”s numbers eight and nine
are a low point of the year-long series of
7”s. –Todd (Fat)

OFF KILTER: Self-titled: CDEP
Although the fast, thrashy stuff here is
good, my pick is the mid-tempo pounder
“Bound + Battered,” which manages to
sound meaner in a buck and a quarter’s
time than most of those tough-guy
“hardcore” metal bands manage on a
whole album. Six songs, eight minutes,
all vitriolic, good stuff. –Jimmy
Alvarado (We Are Going to Eat You)

OFFENDERS: 
Wanted by Authority 1981-1985: CD
The Offenders are a litmus test, like
Articles of Faith, N.O.T.A., Die
Kreuzen, Flag of Democracy, and Really
Red. If you have more than just a pass-
ing interest in original ‘80s punk and
hardcore that flew under the national
radar of bigger bands like MDC, Minor
Threat, and the Dead Kennedys it’s diffi-
cult not to respect and really enjoy the



Offenders. The proof’s in the music,
pure and simple. They’re definitely
hardcore, but they experiment with its
edges without compromising what
makes this type of music so powerful.
Like most early great punk bands, the
Offenders broke up early and members
either went to jail, or into other bands
(like DRI, Poison 13, and The Hickoids).
A lot of their vinyl is now expensive, if
you can even find it. Kangaroo’s done a
great service of collecting most of the
band’s output (two 7”s, an EP, and two
LPs) and plopping it onto CD. Well
worth seeking out. –Todd (Kangaroo)

OMENS, THE: Destroy The ESP: CD
Denver, a bubbling musical hot spot long
before theme park Elitch’s moved and
the squatter-infested train station was
turned into the center of civic pride,
spews out the Omens’ sneering,
stripped-down garage punk the way it all
started. I feel as good as when I first
heard the Oblivians. Requires Russ
Meyer-busted go-go dancers, not includ-
ed. –Jessica T (Hipsville Int’l)

ONES, THE: Shame Shame Shame 
b/w Tunin’ in Tokyo: 7”
I can’t tell if they’re trying out some
originals before they go full-on into their
six-hour rendition of Zappa’s “Plastic
People” or if they’re just trying to get
airtime on their local classic rock station.
Either way, there’s just way too much of
a flagrant “we’re a quirky rock’n’roll
band, look at us!” feel to this thing. You
know how the Murder City Devils
almost had a convoluted Lynyrd
Skynyrd southern rock approach on
some of their later songs? Post In Name

and Blood, I mean. Well, consider the
Ones to be the Murder City Devils Ultra
Lite. All the weirdness with none of the
threat. I feel bad for the guitarist; he’s
wearing a Poison Idea shirt and you
can’t help but wonder if a band of this
nature is particularly suited for a guy
who would wear something like that.
(Endnote: I just read a review of this
record in MRR and it turns out a guy in
this band actually was IN Poison Idea.
Not sure what he’s doing in this band,
but one does wonder. Helping out a sick
friend live out his last dream of rock-
’n’roll stardom? Fulfilling his communi-
ty service obligations? Regardless,
knowing at least one band member’s
pedigree still doesn’t manage to improve
this record, even a little.) –Keith Rosson,
Snakehead (no address)

ORIGINAL THREE, THE: 
Been Dealt a Losing Hand: CD
Uneasy garage punk that evokes a B-
horror movie creature somewhere
between Jay Reatard and Lightnin’
Hopkins. And like all good B-horror
movie monsters, it moves sloppily and
none too fast and is often times accom-
panied by the foggy sounds of some
haunted organ—provided here by none
other than Lost Sounds’ Alicja Trout.
Sounds like it was all recorded in some
serial killer’s crawl space. Not as spastic
as I usually take my garage punk, but I
like it. –Aphid Peewit (Empty)

ORIGINAL THREE, THE: 
New Orleans Born: 7”
Broke-ass blues by the way of the Lost
Sounds, including a guitarist who is now
in the Black Lips. It’s effective punk

blues (without compromising either one
of the terms) mixed with creeping sick-
ness and itchiness. The two songs are
swampy and feel like the players are
knee-deep in mud, playing on a clear
night where all the stars are easy to see
and fill up the night. Honest, authentic-
sounding stuff. –Todd (Shake Your Ass)

PEDESTRIANS: Future Shock: LP
For the really great records, there’s just
not all that much to say, especially since
my vocabulary mostly consists of “rad”
and “awesome.” But it’s pretty safe to
say that if you like the inventiveness of
Articles Of Faith, the boiling-over anger
of The Offenders, and the total steam-
roller feel of Fucked Up (and let’s face
it—you do), this is right up your alley. If
you buy three records this year, this
oughta be one of them. –Josh (Residue)

PINK SWORDS: Shut Up & Take It: CD
I’ll be the first to admit that I’m no saint
and that some—nay, most—of the bands
I’ve been in have been, at times, quite
un-PC. I am also open-minded enough to
say these guys are laying down some
pretty solid rock/punk here. That said, I
think depicting women’s faces and geni-
talia as urinals is a bit much. In fact, I
think it’s pretty fucked up. I’m in no way
in favor of censorship and wholly
believe that if the intended message
they’re trying to convey is that women
are equal in worth to something you piss
into, then more power to them; but if that
IS their intended message, I hope any
women currently involved, or who have
the potential to be involved with these
guys, make note of this, as it is pretty
obvious from the artwork on this that

they have some pretty deep seated
issues. I would also to venture a guess
that the moniker they’ve chosen is more
than just a clever name. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Gearhead)

PINKEYE: Self-titled: 7”EP
It’s Jonah and Damian of Fucked Up’s
side project. What’re you expecting? An
all-instrumental tribute to Godspell, fea-
turing dueling theramin, glockenspiel,
and accordion? It’s hardcore and it’s
much better than worthy of your atten-
tion solely because it features members
of an awesome band: gritty, ADD-laden
songs, more tuned to velocity and inter-
ested in killing jocks than Fucked Up.
But, shit, if it doesn’t just flat-out rip
with approved-by-Slayer solos, lyrics
that read like laundry list of high school
fantasies (highlighted by the aptly titled
“In Praise of School Shooters”), and
details taking acid while playing
Dungeons and Dragons. It’s much better
than I thought it’d be. Canada scores
again. –Todd (Slasher)

POINTED STICKS: Perfect Youth: CD
This album is a re-release of the only
album by Vancouver sensations the
Pointed Sticks, which was originally
released twenty-five years ago. Pointed
Sticks formed in 1979 and they broke up
in 1981, leaving a highly influential
mark on the Canadian punk scene. This
album is impeccable. To my embarrass-
ment, this is the first time I have heard it.
I hang my head in shame for not already
being familiar with this album. But I am
sure happy I can enjoy it now. The
vocals sound like they are stuck in Nick
Jones’ throat. They are a high pitched,



semi-whine, clogged nose kind of a
sound, as he belts out great lyrics to
pop/rock/punk songs with a subtle key-
board to compliment him. The vocals are
intoxicating and they automatically catch
your ear for their unique sound.
“Marching Song,” “Perfect Youth,” “True
Love,” “Way You Do,” and “Out of
Luck” are fantastic. –Jenny Moncayo
(Sudden Death)

PROFESSIONALS: Best of: CD
After The Sex Pistols fell apart, Steve
Jones and Paul Cook formed the
Professionals. Following numerous sin-
gles, a single album, and the requisite
drug problem, the Professionals followed
the Pistols’ lead and fell apart. This is a
collection of their best work, which mar-
ries the patented Jones/Cook metal/punk
whomp that made the Pistols’ work so
fuggin’ heavy to an almost working class
sensibility. While lyrically not as incendi-
ary as the Pistols’ limited output, they
nonetheless maintained that ability to
milk a hook for all it was worth and deliv-
er it with enough power to blow a hole
through the nearest wall. Of particular
note are the songs “One, Two, Three,”
which was recorded by San Francisco’s
Avengers as “Second to None” at least a
year or two prior to the Professionals’
version, and “Join the Professionals,”
made famous by its inclusion in the clas-
sic “lost” punk film, Ladies and
Gentlemen, the Fabulous Stains. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Captain Oi)

PROPAGANDHI: 
Potemkin City Limits: CD
I wasn’t sure I would even like this since
I haven’t listened to this band in a long

time. But that was dismissed quickly
after hearing the first few chords. The
familiarity connected me. They play
songs that feel like the lyrics are about to
burst because there is not enough music
to say what they want to say. It’s like
editing down a movie to fit a certain
time frame yet still making the movie
understandable. That is what comes over
me while I am listening and reading the
lyrics: so much emotion, so much infor-
mation. I feel like I’m reading a book of
short stories and not lyrics to songs. The
basic structure of verse-chorus-verse
isn’t very defined in their writing style.
It’s basically one train of thought blurted
out within a song. Musically, they still
have the underlying sound of punk, but
this release seems more textured and
layered. Every note accentuates a sylla-
ble of the lyrics, making the words jump
out of the speakers. Extremely well
thought out and executed. Now I feel
dumb. –Donofthedead (Fat)

PROPAGANDHI: 
Potempkin City Limits: CD
Man, I really wanna say something nice
about this record. Propagandhi has been
around for a million years, never compro-
mising their ethics, always staying true to
DIY, their lyrics and art are (as always)
really nice looking, intelligent, and time-
ly; they are a bunch of genuinely right-
eous dudes. But I gotta say, I never really
cared for them too much. I think their old
stuff sounded like NOFX, and when
Today’s Empires… came out a few years
back, all thrashing and what-not, I didn’t
pay much attention. Well, this new record
takes the band in yet another direction,
and it’s not a good one. Honestly, it

sounds like MTV emo, like those bands
that wear eyeliner and nail polish and
stuff. Actually, when I was listening to
this album at work (where I usually write
my reviews) a customer asked if I was lis-
tening to a Christian rock band. Ugh, I’m
sorry. I know Propagandhi are OG real
deal motherfuckers, completely deserv-
ing of my respect, but I can’t lie and say
that I like this at all. –Ben Snakepit (Fat)

RADIO REELERS: 
The Next Best Thing: CD
Back in the mid-‘90s, Razorcake’s own
Rev. N{}rb came up with a punk rock
theory that held the universe together:
The Holy Trinity (Troika?)—three bands
that kept the underground from falling in
upon itself and creating an inescapable
vortex into which all would disappear. If
memory serves correctly, at one point the
troika consisted of Teengenerate, the
Devil Dogs, and the Rip Offs. The Radio
Reelers would have fit in nicely with that
group had it been a quartet (fourka?). One
gets the feeling any of these guys could
fall over at any time and fuck up the
whole operation. Rock’n’roll played fast,
loose, and all boozed up. –Josh Benke
(Dead Beat)

RAIDS, THE: Radicals: CD-R
The Raids sound pretty fucking good.
Raw, rudimentary, early ‘80s-style punk
that could probably pass for one of the
recent Danish bands like Gorilla Angreb
or No Hope For The Kids. Definitely a
band to be reckoned with once they put
out something besides a damn CD-R.
And it’s not just people from The
Observers—it’s people from Clit Ripper,
too! –Josh (The Raids)

RAIDS, THE: Radicals: CD-R
With virtually no information here (not to
mention lyrics), one’s left to wonder just
what they were trying to get across when
they put that famous photo of the WWI
veteran with his mouth blown off on the
cover. I’ve written about this in
Heartattack, I’ve blabbed about it when
the band I’m in plays out, I’ve mentioned
it in tons of reviews and I’ll do it yet
again: bands that use highly charged
imagery full of dead fucking bodies from
quelled uprisings or massacres on their
covers and then either write shitty third
grade-level lyrics about the “evils of war”
or, worse, don’t include any lyrics or song
explanations at all, are well-intentioned
but intrinsically fucked up. I’m not say-
ing it can’t or shouldn’t be done and I’m
not trying to police people’s output; I am
saying I’m sick to death of hearing it and
don’t want to listen to the same old “They
sent him to a foreign land/ With a rifle in
his hand” level of intelligence in the lyri-
cal department, not if you’re going to put
massacred corpses or photos from the
Oka standoff or things of that ilk on your
cover. That said, we’ve got some mid-
tempo punk here with a few kids from
The Observers in it. The last song, the
title track, reminds me sonically of The
Dead Boys. The recording’s pretty rough,
and again, there’s just no information to
extract from this. For all I know, the
lyrics could be the most thought-provok-
ing things ever sung into a microphone.
They thank both John Trudell and World
War I and II, and I don’t even know what
to make of that. I feel bad because the
singer of this band and I have spoken at
length about all of this, and he seems
really, really sincere in his politics, but if



I didn’t know that, I wouldn’t know what
the fuck to make of this record. Sorry,
guys, but on your next demo consider
investing in a lyric booklet. –Keith
Rosson (The Raids)

RANCID VAT: 
Vs. the Rest of the World: CD
Double disc set celebrating the band’s
twenty-five year career. A feat indeed for
any punk band, and especially one like
Rancid Vat which revels in degradation,
intoxication, and flatulation. Guest
appearances by the Wipers’ Greg Sage
and Poison Idea’s Pig Champion (both
battle it out with their respective guitars
on the scorchin’ cover of the Elvis
Presley tune “Trouble”). Other covers
include Alice Cooper, David Bowie, and
the Sonics, which shows you just how far
and wide this band’s influences are. Hell,
they even thank wrestling kingpin Ric
Flair and long schlong porn star John
Holmes! –Greg Barbera (Steel Cage)

RAPEUBLICANS: Self-titled: CD
Back in 1981 or so, my younger brother
and I started a band called Butt Acne. I
ran a screwdriver up and down the neck
of an acoustic guitar with a mic wrapped
in toilet paper, shoved into the soundhole
of the guitar and plugged into a movie
projector, which resulted in a sound not
unlike two trains colliding. He played a
drumset that, quite literally, was made of
aluminum and had plastic heads, which
he beat in wild abandon with branches he
got from the avocado tree out back. When
the plastic heads busted, he would pile
the aluminum shells in a pile and bash
away at that, screaming at the top of his
lungs about having sex with dead people,

killing assorted elected officials, and any-
thing else our eleven- and thirteen-year-
old minds could muster up. It was fun.
What does all this have to do with this
release, you ask? Well, they sound a few
years older than we were, they fall woe-
fully short of the fifty song set list we
somehow amassed, and they aren’t as fast
as we were. They’ve managed to talk
someone to into releasing a CD, while the
best we were able to muster was getting
our friend Pat to include us on a split tape
with Voice Of Authority, which I guess
means they have more juice. Other than
that, the utter stupidity of both bands
could be interchangeable. –Jimmy
Alvarado (We Are Going to Eat You)

RAT BLOOD SOUP: Nothing to See: CD-R
This is the type of crap that liberal arts
college students dig during their junior
years, usually because one of their “suit-
emates” is in the band, which is unfortu-
nate since it’s terrible. Songs crafted in
the name of being clever and ironic, man-
aging neither, and winding up sounding
like a watered down version of Boston.
Foul to the ear, loathsome to the brain,
and insulting to the intellect. The chorus
of “Wait” goes: “And it feels like a waste
of time/’Cause it’s just a waste of time.”
Indeed. Reading the liner notes will make
you wanna kick the band members in
their collective nuts. If anyone wants my
copy, check I-80 East about a hundred
and fifty yards before the Baxter exit. I
believe that’s right about the spot where I
flung this piece of dog shit out the car
window. –Josh Benke (Rat Blood Soup)

REATARDS: Not Fucked Enough: CD
Sometimes, America just fuckin’ rules.
Where else could a sixteen-year-old kid,

who hasn’t listened to much music, self-
record himself in his bedroom and the
result isn’t pathetic, retarded (in the clin-
ical sense), or kitchy, but one of the best
things to ever come out of Memphis since
the Oblivians? (It’s not just punk, or just
garage, or just noise. It’s destruction. It’s
desperation music. It’s ripping out fresh
stitches. It’s dedicating forearms through
speaker mesh. It’s bleeding from head
wounds and broken disco balls. It’s
whiskeying down sonic pills that keeps
the boredom at bay.) Sixteen-year-old Jay
beat on his guitar and thwacked plastic
bucket drums. 600 pieces of this were
originally pressed on vinyl. That was
1997. Jay Reatard then met Alicja Trout
and they spawned a seemingly endless
stream of many-headed bands, all of them
excellent to great (like the Lost Sounds).
Jay and Alicja part. End of story? Not
quite. Enlightened incompetence is an art
form often undervalued. The “it’s so sim-
ple, anyone can do it,” reasoning just
doesn’t hold, because so few can pull it
off. It takes a torn soul. It takes shit-tons
of discipline to not “improve” on some-
thing so great to begin with, to not
become more “professional” and fuck up
the original spark. So here you have it.
It’s another element of what makes
America great, like the Bill of Rights and
drive-thru liquor and gun stores, only dig-
itized. Mark it, dude; the Reatards will be
a band others will be compared to for
quite awhile.–Todd (Empty)

REBEL, THE: T
he Rocket Breaks Down: CD
I’m not sure if that’s actually the name of
this album. There’s a whole bunch of
stuff written on the cover and some of it’s

upside down. Anyway, The Rebel is the
lead singer of The Country Teasers and
like I said about the first album, this is
forty minutes of a crazy guy’s brain farts.
There’s cool stuff on here and it’s worth
digging through the mess that surrounds
it, but unless you’ve got a serious hard on
for The Country Teasers and you want to
hear stuff that was too out there for their
albums, you’ll get pissed off in the first
thirty seconds and throw this out the win-
dow. But hey, I do have a serious hard on
for The Country Teasers and I do want to
hear stuff that was too out there for their
albums, so there’s your grain of salt.
–Josh (Pecan Crazy)

REDNECK MANIFESTO, THE: 
I Am Brazil: CD
Unsure of what to think of a band with
the name The Redneck Manifesto, I was
pleasantly surprised to find out that this
Irish group was in reality an instrumen-
tal rock act similar to Tortoise or Saxon
Shore with an occasional Julie Doiron,
Paul Newman, or Kreidler influence
here and there. Getting little treats like
this make writing reviews worthwhile.
The Redneck Manifesto seemingly
knows when to punch that extra fancy
guitar riff, when to throw in that extra
little instrumentation, when to switch it
all up, and when to pull it all back and
mellow out. The songs never get too
busy, nor do they ever seem to get dull.
This is by no means what most
Razorcake fans are probably into, but for
those who fancy themselves fanatics of
any of the aforementioned acts, the
eleven songs that make up I Am Brazil
are worth checking out. –Kurt Morris
(Australian Cattle God/Terrible One)



REDS: Is: Means: CD
Pointed, angular, discordant, and frantic
shit here; one pissed merging of bands
like I Spy, The Ladderback, Giant
Haystacks, and the gutsy qualities of
mid ‘90s screamo. Reds are well found-
ed in the “kick ass and name names”
school of I Spy in the lyrical depart-
ment—mercilessly and intelligently cri-
tiquing and attacking government,
“progress” and even righteous factions
of the punk scene. Musically, they’re
building and expanding on the sonic
backbone of The Ladderback and bands
of that ilk, bands who owe just as much
to both Moss Icon and Gang Of Four as
they do Mohinder. The end result is a
smart, angry, and kinetic record that
relies less on hooks than it does a feel-
ing, a sense of atmosphere and place; an
album that’s simultaneously listenable
and worrisome, where I’m both bobbing
my head and trying to quell this sense of
impending doom. An excellent record.
–Keith Rosson (Waking)

REGULATIONS: Electric Guitar: CD
Hey kids, ever wonder what it must’ve
felt like to be a punker back there in the
adolescent heyday of the early ‘80s, back
when snotty little punk rock started to
sprout whiskers and grow some angry,
lean muscles? Well, now you can go back
to those heady days of the Masque and
the Mabuhay Gardens and party like it’s
1982. And, best of all, you don’t need to
strap on some hair-dryer/space helmet
gizmo with antennas, nor do you have to
be some egghead physicist with a neocor-
tex full of math and string theory to do it.
Just run on over to your nearest Ma &
Pop punk rock record store and pick up

all the Regulations recordings you can
get your hands on. Electric Guitar might
be the best bang for your buck since,
along with seven brand new tracks, it
includes the songs from their first two
seven-inchers. But get whatever
Regulations you can and then go home
and play it as loud as you can while you
throw yourself around the room like
Darby Crash on a bender. It’s a far better
high than the “space monkey” or whatev-
er you call it and if you get really out
there, it might start to seem like you’re
actually at an Angry Samoans or Circle
Jerks or Reagan Youth show back in the
days of yore. You might even start to
think that there’s a dimwitted Republican
President in office again and that he’s
doing righteous battle with some Middle
Eastern, America-hating madman. But
don’t worry too much about that. You
gotta take the good with the bad with this
time travel stuff and the Regulations are
so amazingly good it makes suffering the
idiot parade almost seem worth it.
–Aphid Peewit (Havoc)

REPORT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY: USA: CD
A supergroup record of sorts, albeit a
weird one. Comprised of Vic Bondi
(Articles Of Faith, Jones Very) on guitar
and the majority of the vocals, J. Robbins
(Jawbox, Burning Airlines) on bass and
backing vocals, and Darren Zentek
(Kerosene 454) on drums, the concept
itself of Report Suspicious Activity seems
pretty dubious. A one-shot record made up
of Vic Bondi and two dudes from
mediocre-at-best “post punk” bands? And
they play fifteen songs that are totally and
unabashedly critical of the U.S.
Government? Um, suuuure. It might work.

But the thing is, I actually think they man-
age to pull it off pretty decently. About
three-quarters of the record is riff-heavy
and occasionally repetitive tunes with
Bondi behind the mike. The other quarter
is made up of what I assume to be
Robbins’s influence; mid-tempo rock
songs replete with “wocka-wocka” guitar
lines and layered vocals, and the occasion-
al piano. Sometimes it really works, some-
times it doesn’t. But what mostly saves
this, for me, is Bondi’s awesome and
pointed rage in these lyrics. When he bel-
lows, “Don’t wait for the draft to start cry-
ing. You ought to be howling. All over the
world they are dying for gas at three bucks
a gallon. For Tivos in bunkers. Humvees at
gun shows. We’ll measure convenience
with the bodies of our sons and daughters.
I’m not over the hill—you’re under it,” it’s
done with such a fucking electrifying
delivery that I’m willing to forgive certain
things, like Robbins’s castrated and
“smoothed-out” production and the occa-
sionally plodding tune here and there. It’s
refreshing to hear something like this from
Bondi, who’s probably old enough to be
my dad and has managed to release an
album that’s possibly as cathartic for me to
hear (or at least read) as it was for him to
write. For every ass-patched and bullet-
belted band that has the gumption to put
some “skullfaced soldier standing in a
field of bodies” illustration or some shitti-
ly xeroxed photo from some foreign mas-
sacre on their album cover, and then see
how may times they can rhyme “war,”
“more,” “poor,” and “score” on one 7”,
maybe they should take a shot at lending
themselves some credibility and try writ-
ing lyrics as good as this. –Keith Rosson
(Alternative Tentacles)

ROMANS: You Only Live Once: CD
One of the nice things about being a
punker in Los Angeles is that there has
never been a shortage of cool local bands,
and any sort of auditory anarchy can be
found within the county’s borders. Been
that way as long as I can remember and
some wicked cool bands have called L.A.
home. Take the Romans: a supergroup of
sorts, featuring personnel culled from the
finest of Pasadena’s art punk bands,
including Human Hands, Monitor,
Bpeople, and others, who cranked out a
nice chunk of punk and psychedelia-
tinged surf music during the short win-
dow they were active in the early ‘80s.
They managed to release a couple of
albums and a few comp tracks before the
band broke up and some of the members
moved on to more celebrated bands like
Green on Red and Mazzy Star. The bulk
of the stuff here fits nicely in the “surf
instrumental” pigeonhole, although
there’s enough edge to it that the average
punker should find most of the proceed-
ings quite satisfying, especially when
they get to the bonus tracks, some of
which are straight-up art punk gems, and
one of which would easily pass for a
Monitor outtake. Although the fact that
the band has long been overlooked is
criminal, it is indeed wonderful that this
sliver of L.A. punk’s history is again
available. Some truly great stuff here.
–Jimmy Alvarado (Warning Label)

RUTS: Grin and Bear It: CD
Sure, this, the reissue of a second
album/compilation originally intended to
serve as a tribute to their singer, who died
of an overdose mere months prior to the
album’s release, serves as a nice intro-



duction to the band’s singular take on the
punk/reggae knife-edge mined also by
The Clash. The Ruts were one of the
truly great bands to come out of the first
three waves of British punk rock, and the
fact that this contains solid versions, live
and otherwise, of crucial tunes like
“Staring at the Rude Boys,” “In a Rut,”
“H Eyes” and “Babylon’s Burning,”
only makes things sweeter. The REAL
reason to go outta your way to pick this
up, however, is the inclusion of the last
three bonus tracks, “Stepping Bondage,”
“Lobotomy,” and “Rich Bitch,” which
comprise the very first recordings the
band made in 1977, all three of which
are grade-A slabs of Brit punk at its snot-
tiest. –Jimmy Alvarado (Captain Oi)

SAINTS, THE: 
Nothing Is Straight in My House: CD
Yeah, it’s not (I’m) Stranded. Yeah, it’s
not Eternally Yours. Yeah, there’s only
one original member. But it’s still Chris
Bailey, and he still sounds like an eigh-
teen-year-old spending his paycheck on
whiskey and cigarettes. The music is
fine; it’s not gonna burn your eyebrows
off, but it’s pretty good. To me, though,
he’s in a league with Joe Strummer and
Phil Lynott—his voice is so good that he
could sing over pretty much anything
and I’d probably like it. I mean, this is
the guy who sang “Messin’ with the
Kid.” Cut him some slack. –Josh (UFO)

SCAT RAG BOOSTERS: Self-titled: CD
Strong, bluesy swamp punk that stands
smack dab in the middle of Poison 13,
Billy Childish, and The Gun Club.
–Jimmy Alvarado (Delta Pop)

SCOTCH GREENS: Professional: CD
In the same way The Pogues and The
Dolomites (and even the Real
McKenzies, if you want to stretch the
analogy a bit) have built off the founda-
tions of Irish and Scottish ballads, the
Scotch Greens have done the same with
American country. More rooted in blue-
grass and country traditions (as opposed
to, like, rawk) than bands like The Lazy
Cowgirls and the Supersuckers, these
guys have a pretty unique thing going on
here. It’s generally urgent and up tempo
and tight as shit, with galloping drums,
banjo, and an occasional organ fighting
for dominance over guitars that stay
amped up in the double digits nearly the
entire record. If you’re familiar with
bands like Duck Duck Gray Duck and
The Dickel Brothers then you’re in the
ballpark; it’s just that the Scotch Greens
are like the younger brother of those two
groups, a kid who still loves the Misfits
a little bit more than Merle Haggard, a
kid who just can’t stop stepping on the
distortion pedal and steadfastly refuses
to acknowledge that people who wear
duck’s ass haircuts and roll their ciga-
rette packs into their shirtsleeves look
silly. Liked this one a lot more than I
thought I would. –Keith Rosson (DRT)

SCURVY DOGS: Relieve Yourself: 7” EP
The Scurvy Dogs play workmanlike
hardcore punk that goes back to a time
when geeks, misfits, socially awkward
retards, drunks, and foreigners were on
equal footing in the underground (the
early ‘80s). They triangulate, roughly,
between Vitamin X, Neos, and early
DRI, and have reclaimed a nice corner of
hardcore from the sports teams playing

short hair metal masquerading as hard-
core. They also cover a lot of ground in
this EP, from French diplomacy, respon-
sible drinking, and the social contract
between hooker and pimp. Abrasive and
cleansing, the Scurvy Dogs get the job
done. –Todd (Kangaroo)

SIGNAL LOST: 
You’ll Never Get Us Down Again: 7” EP
Articulate, strong-willed, female-fronted
hardcore that effortlessly switches from
singing to screaming and brings to mind
such heavy hitters as France’s La
Fraction. Although it’s not overt, there’s
a definite love of 45 Grave overtone, too.
When Ashley’s singing, it sounds like an
opera in a graveyard that’s getting
bombed: all the band members are
pissed off, sound indestructible, and are
ripping right through the rubble to attack
the listener. Great stuff. –Todd (Prank)

SINALOA: Footprints on Floorboards: CD
Did you know there is a font named
Sinaloa? Also, there is a city named
Sinaloa in Mexico. All that in one Yahoo
search. Musically, this band has that
sound of emo meets post punk that
makes me want to download the font or
find out facts about the city.
–Donofthedead (Waking)

SKIDS: Scared to Dance: CD
Although a bit more obscure to the aver-
age contemporary punk/new wave
enthusiast, the Skids enjoyed quite a bit
of popularity at the dawn of the ‘80s,
when their “Into the Valley” single was a
hit on the British charts. Listening to
this, their debut album, a quarter century
later, it occurs to me that their quirky

take on punk rock would’ve made bare-
ly a ripple if not for the considerable tal-
ents of Stuart Adamson, whose distinc-
tive guitar style was a direct influence on
U2’s the Edge, and was later put to great
use in Adamson’s post-Skids band, Big
Country, whose “In a Big Country” sin-
gle was quite the U.S. hit in the early
‘80s. This is more than just a curio, how-
ever, as there are some interesting tunes
to be found here, none of which easily fit
in the stereotypical “punk” pigeonhole,
but then again, that sense of experimen-
tation is what made so much of the early
punk output such a fun listen. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Captain Oi)

SMACKS, THE: Protected by the
Ejaculation of Serpents: CD
A two-man band on a art rock bender
offer up twenty-seven tracks of minimal-
ist skronk that’s better than one would
expect. –Jimmy Alvarado
(www.4dw.net/jtdoc)

SNEAKY PINKS: I Can’t Wait b/w Kill Kill
Kill, Life Stoopid, I Stoopid: 7”
Word is that these guys are the Milli
Vanilla of Tucson punk. They have a
great live set, jump all over the place,
and go nutty. The only difference
between almost every other from-the-
garage band you’ve seen is that it’s all
synched. They don’t play a single note
live. This, I assume, frees band members
up to considerably more drinking and
time to interact with the audience: two
things that make going to a punk show
fun. All this would be an interesting side
note if the songs weren’t awesome on
their own. Think the quirky, yet spot-on
anxiety of M.O.T.O. and that balanced



from-the-vaults but of the not-to-distant
future feel of the Knockout Pills and
you’ve hit it on the head. –Todd ($4,
Rubber Vomit)

SOCIAL COMBAT: Mail from Hell: CD
Spanish street punk band that covers
Johnny Cash’s “Country Boy” and Rose
Tattoo’s “Nice Boys Don’t Play
R’n’R”—their hearts are in the right
place. By-the-numbers stuff here. No
complaints if you dig this genre. –Greg
Barbera (Step-1)

SONS OF CYRUS: Monkey Business: CD
Another Swedish band I’ve been waiting
to hear and with no disappointment. Fun,
driving rock’n’roll that makes you think
they’re in Detroit rather than Stockholm.
Mixes covers of the Stones, Little
Richard, and The Isley Brothers with
solid originals. Wait, maybe they’re a
new incarnation of The Sonics? That’s
fair. One of those discs you grab when
you are getting on the freeway and say,
“Look, I don’t want to think about it. I
just want to get there and have a good
time doing it.” This is all their singles and
comp tracks, everything the band has
recorded besides their two full-lengths.
–Speedway Randy (Dead Beat)

SONS OF CYRUS: 
Rock&Rollercoaster: CD
Man, what did I do to deserve all the
great review stuff this issue? Brother
Retodd is welcome at the Cultural
Ambassador’s dinner table any night of
the week! Sons of Cyrus have an undeni-
able appreciation for Radio Birdman,
most noticeably in their vocal stylings,
though the Peepshows come to mind,

too. The music varies from ‘60s-inspired
tunes reminiscent of the Monkees and
Woggles (“Switzerland” and “Running
Too Slow”) to the aforementioned
Birdman (“One of a Kind”) to a song that
would please even the most diehard
member of the Turbojugend (“Straight to
Hell”). Track five, “Begging Me for
More,” is the album’s triumph, a perfect-
ly put together barn burner featuring the
pitch perfect guest vocals of Alicja
Trout. Rock&Rollercoaster makes me
want to sprint around to the front of the
line and take another ride. –Josh Benke
(Big Brothel/ Dead Beat)

SOVIET VALVES: 
Sight That Harms/Gaze That Harms: 7” EP
From Perth, Australia, angular, but
groove-locked pop in the vein of Wire
with smart songwriting. Adventuresome
but not tedious. Arty, but low on preten-
sion. The bright and crisp guitar work
reminds me of best of The Church.
Actually, all four songs take me to a
weird place of early ‘80s indie mope
pop—a land choked with ruffly shirts,
big hair, and bigger egos (Crowded
House, Cure, early INXS)—but the
Soviet Valves are on a punk steamroller
twenty years hence. In their vision, only
the catchiest of riffs and melodies are left
standing while all the extraneous and
weaker stuff is just flattened. I like it
quite a bit. –Todd (Smartguy) 

SPACE COWBOYS: 
Dead End Streets & Devil’s Night: CD
More Swedes by way of the garage.
Powerful, adrenaline-soaked, noisy, and
distorted. Hellacopters and New Bomb

Turks fans be aware. This is primed and
ready to fire on all cylinders. A+.
–Jessica T (Sonic Swirl)

STREET BRATS: 
See You at the Bottom: CD
Wow. Love this. Great, catchy energy and
anger that I would expect from the brutal
city of Chicago. And this delivers.
Finally, punk rock and roll that doesn’t
lose sight of the punk. Strong Clash/street
punk influence but faster and more
upbeat. And yeah, anger. Doesn’t lose
energy as it moves along. My only criti-
cism is the lack of variation in the songs.
They seem to all have the same beat, and
I think they’re capable of more. It’s defi-
nitely formulaic, but they do it well. I can
tell these guys have been together for a
while. A warning: the eighteen minutes of
nonstop feedback on the hidden track at
the end will have you clawing at your
eyes! Turn the CD off immediately at the
end to avoid risking loss of sight. A solid,
worthwhile release. I’m gonna go listen
to it again in my car. –KO! (Full Breach)

SUB CITY DWELLERS: 
Out on the Streets: CD
Sub City Dwellers have a skinhead ska
sound complete with saxophone, key-
boards, trombone, and trumpet. I enjoy
the upbeat and energetic nature of most
of the songs, such as “Hold the Pressure
Down” and “1st and 55th Ave.” Although
“1st and 55th Ave.” is a great song, it is
musically and lyrically way too reminis-
cent of Rancid. Even the pronunciation of
certain words in the song sound like Tim
Armstrong’s signature speech impedi-
ment style of singing. “Dubcity” is an
instrumental track that is slow and com-

parable to the Specials. Overall, I enjoy
the ska vibe coming from this Canadian
band. Small comment: at times, the
vocals have a generic feel. On songs like
“Tension,” the vocals have that low
growl, losing-your-voice scream that
almost any skinhead type of band tries to
emulate when they sing. But, despite
these tidbits, I still like this CD. –Jenny
Moncayo (Steel Capped)

SUZY & LOS QUATTRO: Ready to Go!: CD
The equation’s easy as shit: a Spanish
version of early Suzi Quattro fronting
the I-wanna-be-your-boyfriend side of
the Ramones. The CD even has a font
similar to the one used on Suzi’s Bravo
Prasentiert album. For some reason, the
replication doesn’t seem to really matter
because those who they rip from either
aren’t around or are far from releasing
their best stuff. Suzy Chain’s got the
angelic, yet-finger-in-mouth-pulling-
the-bottom-lip-down, glossy go-go
boots posturing down and isn’t hard to
look at. But it’s her voice and the band’s
immaculate playing that make this
shamelessly fun pop. This shit sparkles
and shakes buckles loose. If you’re
geeky for female-fronted, Go-Go’s-
approved skinny tie pop, or a fan of
much of what Teenacide releases, put
down that Knack album (it’s only got
two good songs on it, anyway) and pick
this up. –Todd (No Tomorrow)

SWITCH-UPS, THE: Self-titled: CD
What the devil is this? On the cover of
this thing you have a Sick Of It All’s
Blood, Sweat and No Tears-style mon-
tage showing all these tuff-guy skinhead
types swigging beers and flipping every-



one the bird, but when you actually play
the CD, it sounds like Clay Aiken
fronting an emo street punk band. Egads,
can this possibly be? Is this the American
Idol punk record I never heard about
because I’m a bad person who doesn’t
watch “must see” TV? It actually hurts to
listen to this… I can feel my testicles
crawling up into my body to get away
from the hideous vibrations. The tuneless
voice and the dorky lounge lizard deliv-
ery falls somewhere between a bad
Michale Graves impersonator whose
tights are too tight and a Tupperware con-
tainer of cold green beans. This whole
band has all the fiery charisma of a black
plastic pocket comb. Ugh. Ahhhh, but I
don’t buy it. Nice try. You almost had me
going this time. But I know when perfor-
mance art comes up and drops a clown
turd in my lap. Ha! You really had me
going there. I kinda feel stupid now.
Good one, though. –Aphid Peewit
(Reality Clash)

TALK, THE: The Sinners of Daughters: CD
It’s kind of like if The Pet Shop Boys
weren’t as good as they were. And, I’m no
Pet Shop Boys Fan. –Megan (Morisen)

THIS DAMN TOWN/
GUILTY HEARTS: Split: 7”
Each band gives us two tracks, This
Damn Town laying down “Lovesick and
Stupid” and “Something Bad,” and
Guilty Hearts rocking “I Learned My
Lesson” and “Seven Days, Seven Ways.”
The Guilty Hearts side has a great swamp
blues feel calling to mind the Dutch
combo Lo Lite. I can imagine being
knifed in a back alley somewhere while
these tunes play in the background. This

Damn Town’s singer howls his way
through their songs, giving them a creepy,
I’m-about-to-get-hustled tone. A moody
release that I’ll certainly be giving a few
more spins. –Josh Benke (Sonico)

THIS DAMN TOWN: This Time: 7”
This Damn Town brings to mind the
type of bands that were running
American regional music circuits in the
’20s through the ‘50s; bands that earned
their living in roadhouses, shacks in the
middle of forests, bunkers, and jam-
borees for little more than pay to the
next town, dangerous encounters with
any combination of women, men, shady
business deals, drugs, and the love of
music. But what came out of it no longer
seems to exist on the national stage:
steel-nerved, roots-ready bands that, no
matter what they’re playing, is muscled
through with meaty chops and excellent
musicianship. It’s not flashy because
those so secure in their playing can
always kill the listener at any speed. Up
front, is a languid—but not relaxed—
Lux Interior vocalist that sweetens the
deal. –Todd (Shake Your Ass) 

THROW RAG: 13 Ft & Rising: CD
Über punk courtesy of BYO Records
with über punk legends Jello Biafra,
Keith Morris, and Lemmy Kilmeister.
Classic west coast punk via snotty, cho-
rus-y, loud, tight, and controlled songs
with a wild guitar and a thumping,
defined bass. Hair metal vocals bandied
about so you don’t forget it’s Throw Rag.
Frenetically DK-infused throughout, with
the exception of some Tenderloin-styled
roadhouse rock, a jaw-harping hillbilly
do-si-do on “So. 5th St.” and some no-
frills pogo-ing punk on “The Promise.”

Biafra and Morris join in a standard Jello
epic at the end. Produced by Cameron
Webb (Social Distortion, Sum 41, Lit,
Tenacious D, Ben Folds, Danzig, 311 and
two American Idols). –Jessica T (BYO)

TOKYO ELECTRON: Self-titled: CD
Ryan Rousseau has an amazing knack
for playing with tons of bands yet keep-
ing them all in a different realm (The
Wongs, Digital Leather, Destruction
Unit, The Reatards). Tokyo Electron is
the most straight of them all and it’s
great. Ryan splits his time between
Memphis and Phoenix and this is my
metaphor for the band. Pretty heavy,
fuzzy guitars and drums pound ahead but
stay poppy, vocals are gravelly but clear
with backing vocals… maybe the vinyl
master got left in the sun. Rad.
–Speedway Randy (Empty)

TOKYO ELECTRON: 
Will Put a Charge in You: 7”
Granted, it’s hard not to hear the Reatards
blowback on this 7”. It’s on Jay Reatard’s
label. Ryan Wong drums in both the
Reatards and Tokyo Electron. (He’s the
one singing here.) As is to also be some-
what expected, it’s full of broken beer
bottles, bleeding from uncomfortable
places, and tattered glory. But, in addi-
tion, it does this: stands on its own. If you
didn’t know the pedigree, it still sways
and fights on its own legs as the needle
slips through the grooves on both sides.
Good stuff. –Todd (Shattered)

TOMMY AND THE TERRORS: 
Unleash the Fury: CD
There’s something about streetpunk. I
mention it and I get that “Here we go”
look from people. Apparently, I’m a
meathead, I’m a racist, I’m a thug, all

because I like it. Enter Tommy And The
Terrors. First of all, to call them street-
punk is a bit off because there’s way more
going on than that. There’s no getting
away from the strong hardcore presence,
but then there are other parts, especially
the guitar, that are reminiscent of
early/proto-punk like the Dictators. And,
yes, they do sing about rallying the boys,
but the difference is that it’s followed
with lyrics about going to the show to
dance and how others are “acting tough”
and that they “feed on fear.” There is a
balance to all of it. For a song about con-
spiracy, “Under Surveillance,” they bal-
ance it with “Avoid the Noid,” a song
about the neighbors thinking the narrator
is part of a conspiracy when he’s just hav-
ing a pizza party. Their lyrics are topical,
intelligent, and witty, the music is inven-
tive, the production (by Matt Kelly) is
spot-on. So, when Tommy And The
Terrors are what I think of with street-
punk, I’ll gladly accept the sneers and
enjoy the hell out of it. – Megan (TKO)

TOP TEN: Self-titled: 7”
Tina Luchessi (Tina and the Total Babes,
Trashwomen, Bobbyteens) channels her
inner Bay City Rollers into a band that’d
be perfect for the 7th inning stretch for
the original Bad News Bears. (They’re so
tough, one of ‘em plays baseball in
heels.) Think Rip Off Records by way of
the bubblegum pop/boilermaker* pop
punk of the Pinkz, Checkers, and Bitch
School. Another way to put it is that it’s
forlorn love pop with a lipstick tube-
shaped switchblade put to your neck.
Comes with collectible baseball cards.
Sexy stuff like this is super easy to listen
along to and like. (* = In the opening



scene of the original Bad News Bears,
Walter Matthau pours out the top of his
beer in the parking lot, fills it back up
with whiskey (a boilermaker), and gets to
the business teaching kids how to fuck up
their lives with dignity.) –Todd (Lipstick)

TSU SHI MA MI RE: Pregnant Fantasy: CD
Where do I start? Three women from
Japan who play an interesting blend of
Japanese pop, college rock, ska, noise,
and more. Even some Cookie Monster
thrown in for good measure. It’s almost a
weird mixture of Sonic Youth meets
Shonen Knife. Most of the lyrics seem to
be in Japanese. Let me pass this along to
a friend and see if he digs it.
–Donofthedead (Benten Tokyo)

UNION MADE: Hard Grace: CD
Mmmmm…. May I have another bland-
wich? What is the story with the majority
of what passes for hardcore these days?
This is pedestrian, to say the least. I will
give Union Made credit for the fact that
their vocalist hasn’t sunk to the cookie
monster-esque growling that many so-
called “hardcore” singers have. You can
understand him and that’s good because
he seems to have a lot of good things to
say. My complaint is the music on this
one. It’s all pretty much the same mid-
tempo stuff with uninspired guitars.
There’s no urgency to it, just ideology put
to a beat. –Ty Stranglehold (Insurgence)

URCHIN, THE/ ANTI JUSTICE: Split: 7”
The Urchin were easily one of the bands
I most wanted to see at The Fest and I
wasn’t let down except by own bad tim-
ing of turning to repeat something to my
friend when Mogura, the bass player,

chose to do a flip while playing. I’m a
moron. The Urchin is simply incredible.
Anti Justice: While I listen to this, espe-
cially the first song, I keep getting some
song I can’t place but had the lyrics “lost
highway,” stuck in my head, which isn’t
a bad thing at all (except for driving me
crazy trying to remember the song). I
don’t know what it is about Japan that
creates bands that have the same feel (not
always the same sound) of Leatherface to
me, but I wish it would spread. Once
again, Yoichi of Snuffy Smile just consis-
tently puts out some of the best music out
there. I only wish it was longer. –Megan
(Snuffy Smile)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
…As Time Goes By…: 7”
Blotto!, I Excuse, The Because, and Drift
Age: is there really any way you would-
n’t want this? Cover art by Ben Snakepit
is just the icing on the cake. – Megan
(Snuffy Smile)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Go Contrary, Go Sing: CD
Point of order: it doesn’t matter who does
it—in this case the “who” being members
of DOA, Iron Cross, Pop-O-Pies, MDC,
Dead Kennedys, Pist, SLF and a bunch of
others—unless your name is Woody or
Muddy, the odds that whatever music you
release in an acoustic format is gonna
blow something awful. When you factor
a “punk” pedigree into the mix, the odds
against good acoustic music resulting
become astronomical. This is no excep-
tion to that rule. –Jimmy Alvarado (Made
in Brooklyn)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
I Love Guitar Wolf Very Much: CD
Tribute compilation albums are always a
good idea on paper, but when presented
with an actual product, your expectations
are never met. As with most comps, this
one has its hits (The Porch Ghouls’
“Fujiyama Attack,” Snuff’s “Jet
Generation”) and its misses (Lightning
Bolt’s terribly recorded cover of “Planet
of the Wolves,” and the major mastering
error on Total Dork’s “Shinkansen High
Tension” [unless it was supposed to be
ridiculously louder than every other song
on the album]) The only major problem
with this compilation is that Guitar Wolf
is truly an inimitable band. Yet, here are
thirteen bands trying to imitate them, and
for the most part it’s not such a hot idea.
–Ben Snakepit (Narnack)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Music Is Stupid, We Like Noise!: CD
Well, it’s always refreshing to see thirty-
four bands from around the country
who’ve managed to find each other and
become united in their misogyny and
idiocy. At face value, if one had gotten a
burned CD of this record without the
album art, band names, or song titles, one
would surmise that the actual release is a
pretty generic compilation that’s simply
destined for used bins around the country.
However, the label was thoughtful
enough to include all the packaging, so
this reviewer was able to note that there
are some really stellar band names on
here, including Antichris And The Raped,
Statch And The Rapes, and Better Fucked
Than Raped. Golly, I’m sensing a theme
here. There’s some really terrific song
titles, too: “Fist Fuck,” “I Buy Beer for

Runaways,” “Retard Love Affair,” “And
Then I Fucked Her,” and “What Do You
Call 48 Women at the Bottom of the
Green River?” The record label that put
this out has some pretty interesting poli-
tics: their website notes that they
staunchly refuse to put any “religious,
racist, or patriotic bullshit” on their
comps, but I guess songs romanticizing
or mocking rape or the murder of women
is okay. Good job, guys, glad to know
you’re standing behind your beliefs. The
amazing part is that there are women on
this comp; being a guy, I obviously run
the risk of being labeled a “PC fascist”
(again) when I ask this, but what the fuck
are you thinking? There are no lyrics
whatsoever in this comp, so all one has
to go by are the band names and song
titles and what one can decipher from the
lyrics of the generally low-grade, paint-
by-numbers punk songs presented with-
in. This is the danger of compilations,
but it’s taken to a higher degree here;
normally, a decent band runs the risk of
being stuck in the mire of a dozen shitty
bands before and after it, therefore bring-
ing the overall quality of the listening
experience down a peg or two. But on
this little piece of sonic dog shit, the
handful of decent bands aren’t only on
the same roster as shitty bands, but shit-
ty, detrimental bands, bands that not only
aren’t punk but are the fucking antithesis
of punk as I hold it to be true. Like other
releases from this label, MISWLN didn’t
even make it to the record store for a
trade-in. After this thoughtful, well-
researched, and eminently fair review, it
went right into the fucking trash, just like
the others. –Keith Rosson (We Are
Going To Eat You)



VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Old Skars & Upstarts 505: CD
Disaster Records has released another
volume in their compilation series, Old
Skars & Upstarts. This compilation
highlights up-and-coming bands that are
taking over the punk scene such as
Prima Donna and The Epoxies, as well
as established favorites like U.S.
Bombs, The Adicts, and The Stitches.
The compilation also features some psy-
chobilly with Mad Sin and The Kings
Of Nuthin’. This CD actually served its
function of introducing me to a new
band that I actually liked. I love the song
“Not a Love Song” by The Bones—I
consistently hit the repeat button with-
out even thinking about it. The songs
that shine above the rest are “Ain’t
Talkin’ ‘Bout Love” by Die Hunns,
“Human Thermometer” by The Briefs,
Turbonegro’s cover of David Bowie’s
“Suffragette City,” and “Don’t Talk to
Me” by The Epoxies. The Epoxies song
rules. –Jenny Moncayo (Disaster)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Protect: A Benefit 
for the National Association to Protect 
Children: CD
I hope I’m not the only one that is
reviewing this CD. I can’t say that I was
too into this comp and not be lying. I
wasn’t too moved by the songs. I did like
the NOFX cut. I also liked that Darkest
Hour was followed by one my more
favorite Soviettes tracks. The Western
Addiction track was cool, too. But that
was about it for me. Not a great ratio out
of twenty-six tracks. But I have faith that
one of the many contributors of this here
mag who likes the music more will be
more enthused of the music. I am glad

that Razorcake is involved with this
organization. The man we put on a high
pedestal, Retodd, has done the liner
notes for this release. He explains the
goals of the organization that it is here
for the rights of children. Is that a bad
thing? No. If you are punk and only are
involved because you want to look cool
and get drunk, I hope you are one of the
many who leave the scene after a year or
two. Good riddance. One of the things
that keeps me involved is that informa-
tion through the underground is unfil-
tered and can change the way you look at
mainstream society. Also, it gives you
new avenues to get you involved. This
comp, like it or not, gets you involved.
All proceeds from sales go to the organi-
zation. Look up www.protect.org and
see if it moves you enough to get off
your butt. Since I did not pay for this, I
am giving this to my cousin’s kid who is
starting to get into punk and see if it
moves her. If it does, she will be a future
member of society who actually cares
about something. So go out and buy a
copy and give it to someone else. But
then again, buy one for yourself and one
for someone who might get something
out of it. –Donofthedead (Fat)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Return of the Hot Rod Zombies: CD
Almost all the tracks were my summer’s
staples. A heterogeneous mix of psycho,
rockabilly, hillbilly, new country, folk,
and even a punk tune or two—whoever
finalized the track listing has ample
regard for all the artists and styles
included. Standalone tracks in one way
or another include: Mad Marge And The
Stone Cutters, a screamin’ new psycho

favorite; Devil Doll, a modern torch
vocalist (I’m certain she’d prefer
“siren”); Custom Made Scare, an old
rockin’ favorite with a startling softer
side; Rumble King, fantastically jive,
rock, and soul like Freddie King and
Johnny Otis and Jerry Lee Lewis; the
Southerners, country pickers who should
be vaulted to great heights immediately;
Chop Tops, very Jack the Ripper with
scissors; and some other great shit like
Lords Of Altamont, Los Creepers, Turbo
AC’s and much, much more… even the
songs I didn’t like are very good.
–Jessica T (Split 7)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: The Ugly Truth 
About Blackpool Vol. 1: CD
An overview of Blackpool’s (the English
town) punk rock output from 1977 to the
present. Most of it’s good, and some
bands, like The Membranes, One Way
System, and the always politically cor-
rect and ethnically sensitive Skrewdriver
(I’m being totally sarcastic so don’t get
your underwear all in a bunch), have had
some significant impact on the greater
punk community. Others that can be
found on here include Zyklon B, Uncle
Fester, The Genocides, The Fits, Male
Models, and oodles more. Seeing as
most comps pretty much blow these
days, it’s nice to hear one that is consis-
tently above par. Those not wanting to
support racist jerkoffs can rest comfort-
able in the fact that the tune that bears
the very dumb, very dead Ian Stuart’s
vocals, “Anti-Social,” is from the origi-
nal Skrewdriver lineup, the remaining
members of which swear didn’t have any
of Ian’s later fascist leanings. –Jimmy
Alvarado (JSNTGM, no address)

VAZ: 
The Lie that Matches the Furniture: CD
Arty skronk that sounds like early
Sonic Youth trying to re-imagine
Junkyard era Birthday Party as a pop
group, only without bass guitar. If you
had any affinity for their first album,
this one is quite nearly as good. –Jimmy
Alvarado (Narnack)

VENTS, THE/ 
TEEN SENSATION GLASSES: Split: CD
The Vents: no fucking thanks. This shit
sounds like MXPX, and it’s bands like
this that make me embarrassed to say I
like pop punk: ultra-slick, radio-friendly
pop punk that makes me wanna totally
vomit. The Teen Sensation Glasses, on
the other hand, are excellent. This total-
ly belongs on Whoa Oh (the label that
brought us the Ergs!)?it’s a little bit
Ergs-y but a little more rough around
the edges, with a nice new wavey/ key-
board twist a la the Minds or the
Epoxies, but just a little. This record is
totally 50/50; one band I fucking love,
and the other band I fucking hate. –Ben
Snakepit (Whoa Oh)

VIBRATORS, THE: Buzzin’: CD 
One thing i’ve always found tragically
amazing is how poorly the original punk
bands fare when they are forced to oper-
ate with the same level of resources as
the rest of us. When i was fourteen or
whatever and just getting into punk,
bands like the Vibrators and Buzzcocks
and 999 were like, you know, GOD or
whatever to me. My friends and i all
wanted to make records that sounded
cool like their records did and looked
cool like their records did—slabs of



vinyl and graphics that were practically
radioactive in their emanation of lethal
punkly coolness. And, of course, we
started making our records with our tiny
little recording budgets in crappy little
basement studios and slapping together
our homemade little black and white cut-
and-paste covers and what not, and,
yeah, the stuff we made had a for-real
DIY edge that a punk album on, say,
Epic Records or whatever couldn’t pos-
sibly have—but, when all was said and
done, we—or, at bare minimum, i—was
always a little bummed that i/we could-
n’t get the sound or the look of our
records exactly right—we couldn’t make
our records be these icons of high style
like the ‘70s punks did, we could only
make our records sit there and say
“FUCK YOU! FUCK YOU!”, which
they oft-times did. All of which is well
and good, up until the point where these
bands sort of started reemerging in the
‘90s, all but bereft of major label type
funding—now it’s THEY who can’t get
it quite right, THEY who can’t live up to
their own previous pinnacles of punk
rock avatarism or whatever. Stop, look,
and listen to a recent (like, released with-
in, i dunno, the last ten or fifteen years i
guess) (sheesh i’m old) 999 or
Buzzcocks or Vibrators record. Now it is
the BUZZCOCKS who can’t get the
drum parts quite right, not you. It is 999
whose production is off. It is the
VIBRATORS whose graphics are ama-
teurish (seriously, the whole cover looks
like it was done in some kinda Paint pro-
gram. That is a graphic no-no of high
consequence!). Reduced to moderate
punk rock schmuckdom, these guys gen-
erally can’t compete with folks like me

and you who have known nothing but
punk rock schmuckdom all of our lives.
Huh. But, of course, that said, they are
the Vibrators, and, despite the fact that
the guitar is a buried little buzz in the
mix, despite the fact that the vocals
sound like Knox nodded off in the mid-
dle of “Baby Baby” one night and was
never able to be roused from his slum-
ber, and despite the fact that a full six
songs on this album eclipse the four-
minute mark (!), “Politically Correct” is
still a great song in a really dumb way, so
they win. King Szoot rides again! BEST
SONG: “Politically Correct” BEST
SONG TITLE: “Lookout Lookout”
FANTASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA
FACT: Total running time, Pure Mania
(fifteen songs): 34:42. Total running
time, Buzzin’ (fifteen songs): 55:16.
Also, they misspelled “Politically.”
Geez. – Rev. N{}rb (SOS) 

VULGAR PIGEONS: 
Burning Episode: CDEP
All I know of this band is that they had
appeared on the Barbaric Thrash
Detonations comp on 625 that I have.
But this is something of interest. As of
late, all I have been going out to see are
grindcore, thrash, and crust bands.
Bands of the heavier nature in the DIY
network. Those bands are my current
favorite subjects to take pictures of. But
I am a metal head at heart, too. So this is
all about me. It’s grindcore that is down
tuned with heavy riffs and robotic,
mechanical precision drumming and add
a whole lot of screaming. Can’t forget
about the speed of the songs: full charge
ahead and that keeps me interested. The
EP format suits this well with two songs

a hair over three minutes and the rest
well under two and a half. Short, com-
pact, and to the point. If each song were
in the four to five minute range, I would
get bored. The songs are perfect exam-
ples of sheer anger and depression.
–Donofthedead (Deep Send)

WEIRDOS, THE: Live on Radio: CD
If you have never experienced the sonic
wonders of this band before… well, may
a thousand flies nest in your armpits.
Okay, that may be a bit harsh, but where
have you been? The Denney brothers are
in full on rawkus mode here. This is also
the first release (as far as I know) to fea-
ture Zander Schloss (Circle Jerks) on
bass and Sean Antillion on the trap
device. Recorded “live” on the air at
WFMU in Jersey, the sound is top notch.
All the songs rock but tweak your sub
woofer on the following songs: “Shining
Silver Light,” “The Hideout,” and
“Destroy All Music.” Your neighbors
will attempt a full-on beatdown on you,
but you’ll survive. This is a stellar
release and will hopefully lead to a new
record next year. But snatch this up as
soon as you can. It was even recorded on
my birthday last year. That is weird.
–Sean Koepenick (Frontier)

WESTERN ADDICTION: Cognicide: CD
I like songs that are simple and direct.
(Fuck prog.) I also like songs that are a
lot more odd than you first give them
credit. (The Misfits sing about skulls
and Martians. Western Addiction sing
about a kitty cat attack, of littering fat
computer monitors in favor of flat
screens.) They’re also detailed and
blasting, like a complicated explosive

device. You don’t have to know how it’s
rigged, you just know when you feel the
shrapnel rip through the speakers.
Western Addiction, like Paint It Black
and Strike Anywhere, play precise hard-
core that’s interesting without being
ham-fisted, meat-headed, noodle-
brained, or faint-hearted. A difficult feat
well handled. –Todd (Fat)

WHISKEY DAREDEVILS: 
Greatest Hits: CD 
Alt country-hillbilly rock’n’punk for the
thirty-something bar crowd.
Reminiscent of Old 97’s and The
Paladins—upbeat, clever and fun. Pull
up a barstool and pull on some long-
necks for an enjoyable night out with
close, unpretentious friends. –Jessica T
(Drink and Drive)

WORST, THE: Earache: 7”EP
Strangulation. Desperation.
Exasperation. Well done, shoe’s-untied
lurking. Imagine the Functional
Blackouts mutated with Henry Fiats
Open Sore with dirty underwear over
their ears: singing that’s more of a throat
pounding itself, instruments that beat
themselves up, and concentration camp
siren’s type of anxiety piercing through
all four songs. Could quite be the stuff of
lullabies for serial killers. Smart, fatal,
sneaky, and mean. –Todd (Big Neck)

YOUNG LIONS: Self-titled: CDEP
Wait, let me get this straight: The band
with the sad guy wearing a Yes shirt on
the cover isn’t good? –Megan 

Check out www.razorcake.com
for hundreds of 

more new reviews.

Makes you strong! Strong!Strong!

Toby Tober, Razorcake Director, deep
in Fest. Denise Orton guesses the
birth weight of the pizza and beer.

www.razorcake.com



C O N T A C T  A D D R E S S E S
or posted on www.razorcake.com recently.to bands and labels that were reviewed either in this issue

• Abbey Lounge, 3 Beacon
St., Somerville, MA 02143
• Accident Prone, PO Box 15087,
Portland, OR 97293
• Ache, 138 1001 W Broadway #101,
Vancouver BC, V6H 4E4, Canada
• ADD, PO Box 8240,
Tampa, FL 33674
• Akom, via S.Antonino, 108, 
45017 Lorep (RO), Italy
• Alive, PO Box 7112, 
Burbank, CA 91510
• Alternative Tentacles, PO Box
419092, SF, CA 94141-9092
• Arclight, 1405 Rio Grande St.,
Austin, TX 78701
• Australian Cattle God, 1306 E. 6th
St., Austin, TX 78702
• Bad Taste, Box 1243, 
221 05 Lund, Sweden
• Beer City, PO Box 26035,
Milwaukee, WI 53226
• Beercan, PO Box 241, 
Berwyn, IL 60402
• Benten Tokyo, 1306 E. 6th, 
Austin, TX 78702
• Big Brothel, Box 6170, 
SE-102 33 Stockholm, Sweden
• Big Neck, PO Box 8144, 
Reston, VA 20195
• Black Market Massacre, 
PO Box 29565, Parma, OH 44129
• Blood Money, PO Box 241, 
Orlando Park, IL 60462
• Boss Tuneage, PO Box 74, Sandy,
Bedfordshire, SG19 2WB, UK
• Buddyhead, PO Box 1268,
Hollywood, CA 90078
• BYO, PO Box 67609, LA, CA 90067
• Captain Oi, PO Box 501, High
Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 8QA, UK
• Cargo, 4901-906 Morena Bl., 
SD, CA 92117-7333
• Caveat Emptor, 
c/o Nick Pettersson, 2390 N 4th Ave.,
Upland, CA 91784
• Code of Ethics, 3127 N. Avenida
Laurel Real, Tucson, AZ 85712
• Crackle, PO Box 528, Harrogate,
HG1 9AE, England
• Crimes Against Humanity, 
PO Box 1421, Eau Claire, WI 54702
• Criminal IQ, 3540 N. Southport,
Chicago, IL 60657
• Dead Beat, PO Box 283, 
LA, CA 90078
• Deathwish, 35 Congress St., 
Suite 336, Salem, MA 01970-5567
• Deep Elm, PO Box 5260, 
Clover, SC 29710
• Deep Send, 256 Old Forge Rd.,
Hanover, MA 02339
• Delta Pop, 663 San Bernardo Ave.,
Suite 113, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
• Demoralizer, 4324 NE 47th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97218
• Digital Butchers, www.pzoo.com
• Dionysus, PO Box 1975, 
Burbank, CA 91507
• Disaster, PO Box 7112, 
Burbank, CA 91510
• Divot, PO Box 14061, 
Chicago, IL 60614-0061
• Dollar, 32 Rausch St. #401, 
SF, CA 94103 

• Drink and Drive, 
PO Box 771101, 
Lakewood, OH 44107
• DRT Entertainment, 
45 W. 21st St., NY, NY 10010
• Empty, PO Box 12301, 
Portland, OR 97212-0301
• Epitaph, 2978 Sunset Blvd., 
LA, CA 90026
• Eyeball, PO Box 179, 
Kearny, NJ 07032
• Fast Crowd, 2721 Wightman St.,
SD, CA 92104
• Fat, PO Box 193690, SF, CA 94119
• Fearless, 11785 Cardinal Circle,
Garden Grove, CA 92843
• Forever Escaping Boredom, 416
45th ST CT W Palmetto, FL 34221
• Frontier, PO Box 22, 
Sun Valley, CA 91353-0022
• Full Breach Kicks, 
2826 W. Armitage Ave.
2nd Fl., Chicago, IL 60647
• Fungus Boy, PO Box 863, 
Ottawa, KS 66067
• G’NRP/Thrashin’ Manor, 
608 Colorado Meldrum, 
Fort Collins, CO 80521
• Gearhead, PO Box 421219, 
SF, CA 94142
• Go-Kustom, PO Box
77750, Seattle, WA 98177
• GSL, PO Box 65091, LA, CA 90065
• HairBall8, 5150
Broadway #133, 
San Antonio, TX 78209
•Hangmen, PO Box 263, 
Sussex, NJ 07461
• Happy Couples Never Last, 
PO Box 36997, 
Indianapolis, IN 46236
• Hard Knox, 
PO Box 38234,
Richmond, VA 23231

• Havoc, PO Box 8585, 
MPLS, MN 55408
• Hipsville, 2590 S. Meade
St., Denver, CO 80219
• House of Love, PO Box 55298,
Birmingham, AL 35255
• House of Restitution, 
PO Box 4420, Malibu, CA 90264
• Hydrahead, PO Box 291430, 
LA, CA 90029
• In The Red, PO Box 50777, 
LA, CA 90050
• Infinity Cat, PO Box 50623,
Nashville, TN 37205
• Insurgence, 2 Bloor St.
W, Ste. 100-184, Toronto,
ON M4W 3E2, Canada
• Jester, PB 2010 Grunerlokka, 
0505 Olso, Norway
• Johann’s Face, PO Box 479164,
Chicago, IL 60647
• Kangaroo, Middenweg 13, 
1098 AA Amsterdam, Netherlands
• Kapow, PO Box 29597, 
LA, CA 90029
• Last Chance, PO Box 42396,
Portland, OR 97242-0396
• Learning Curve, c/o AmRep, 
2200 4th St. NE, MPLS, MN 55418
• Lefty Loosie, 2615 N. Pierce,
Milwaukee, WI, 53212
• Lipstick, 5088 Camino Alta Mira,
Castro Valley, CA 94546

• Low Impact, Box 475, 
SE701 49, Orebro, Sweden
• Lude Boy, 6100 Edinger
Ave #822, Huntington
Beach, CA 92647
• Mad Butcher, Kurze Geismarstr. 6,
D-37073 Gottingen, Germany
• Made in Brooklyn, 
c/o Rich Stremme, 1005 Foster Ave.,
Brooklyn, NY 11230 
• Maldito Studios, 1950 W 21st St.,
Chicago, IL 60608
• Malt Soda, PO Box 617127,
Orlando, FL 32861
• Manifesto, 740 N La Brea Ave, 
2nd Fl., LA, CA 90038-3339
• Moo Cow, 38 Larch Circle,
Belmont, MA 02478
• MoRisen, 2125 Southland Dr., 
Suite 451, Charlotte, NC 28203
• Narnack, 381 Broadway 4th Fl., 
NY, NY 10013
• Nice and Neat, PO Box 14177,
MPLS, MN 55414
• No Fun, PO Box 8154,
Ann Arbor, MI 48107
• No Idea, PO Box 14636,
Gainesville, FL 32604
• No Tomorrow, PO Box 1134,
120080 Castellon, Spain
• Nodak, PO Box 478885, 
Chicago, IL 60647
• October 32, 
521 Queen St. West, Ste. 201, 
Toronto, ONT, M5V 2B4, Canada
• Omega Point, 4707 N. Springfield
#2F, Chicago, IL 60625
• One Day Savior, PO Box 372,
Williston Park, NY 11596
• Operation Phoenix, PO Box 13380,
Mill Creek, WA 98082
• Pecan Crazy, PO Box 434, 
San Marcos, TX 78667
• Perris, PO Box 841533, 
Houston, TX 77284-1533
• Prank, PO Box 410892, 
SF, CA 94141-0892
• Profane Existence, PO Box 8722,
MPLS, MN 55408
• Raids, The, 1930 SW 13th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97201
• Rat Blood Soup, PO Box 26098,
Philadelphia, PA 19128
• Reality Clash, PO Box 491, 
Dana Point, CA 92629-0491
• Red Scare, PO Box 22306, 
SF, CA 94122
• Residue, PO Box 478101, 
Chicago, IL 60647
• Rhythm Bomb,
PO Box 730922, D-22129

Hamburg, Germany
• Rock-n-Roll Purgatory, PO Box
771153, Lakewood OH, 44107
• Rodent, 590 Minnesota St., 
SF, CA 94107
• Rosewater, PO Box 41005,
Bethesda, MD 20824
• Rubber Vomit, PO Box 3593,
Tucson, AZ 85722
• Salinas, PO Box 20996, 
Ferndale, MI 48220
• Secretly Canadian, 1499 West
Second St., Bloomington, IN 47403
• Shake Your Ass, Giuseppe De
Matteis, Via G. Carducci, 20, 20064
Gorgonzola (MI), Italy 

• Shattered, c/o Alix & Jay, 1352
Faxon Ave., Memphis, 38104
• Skylab, PO Box 111-009, 
Brooklyn, NY 11211
• Slasher, c/o Matt Bickle, 
629 Ossington Ave., 
Toronto, ON M6G 3T6, Canada
• Slovenly, PO Box 204, 
Reno, NV 89504
• Smartguy, 3288 21st St. #32, 
SF, CA 94110
• Snuffy Smile, 4-1-16-201 Daita,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 155-0033, Japan
• Sonic Swirl, 
PO Box 111202,
Cleveland, OH 44111
• Sonico, 2213 Summer Brook Dr.,
Weatherford, TX 76087 
• SOS, PO Box 3017, 
Corona, CA 92878-3017
• Spitfire, 22 West 38th St., 7th Fl.,
NY, NY 10018
• Split 7 Media, 
12405 Venice Blvd. #265,
LA, CA 90066 
• Steel Cage, PO Box 29247,
Philadelphia, PA 19125
• Steel Capped, 173 Osborne St.,
Winnipeg, MB R3L 1Z2, Canada
• Step-1, PO Box 21, Tenterden, 
Kent, TN30 7ZZ, UK
• Stomp, 78 Rachel East, Montreal,
Quebec, H2W 1C6, Canada
• Sudden Death, Cascades 
PO Box 43001, Burnaby, 
BC, Canada, V5G 3H0
• Suicide Squeeze, PO Box 80511,
Seattle, WA 98108
• Super Scenes, PO Box 580941,
MPLS, MN 55458
• Suspect Device, PO Box 295,
Southampton, SO17 1LW England
• Takeover, 1810 14th St., Ste. 210,
Santa Monica, CA 90404
• Terrible One, PO Box 6518, 
Austin, TX 78762
• Thick, PO Box 351899, 
LA, CA 90035-1899
• Thorp, PO Box 6786, 
Toledo, OH, 43612
• Tiberius, 4280 Catalpa Dr.,
Independence, KY 41051
• TKO, 8941 Atlanta Ave. #505,
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
• UFO, 133 West 25th St. 5th Fl., 
NY, NY 10001
• Underground Communiqué, 
1220 W. Hood Ave. Apt.#1, 
Chicago, IL 60660
• Voodoo Rhythm,
Jurastrasse 15, 
3013 Bern, Switzerland
• Waking, c/o Evan Kilgore, 541
Clinton St. #2F, Brooklyn, NY 11231
• Wankin’ Stiphs, PO Box 6480,
Mesa, AZ 85216
• Warning Label, 1745 South
Sherbourne Dr., LA, CA 90035
• We Are Going To Eat You, 
PO Box 703, Petaluma, CA 94953
• Whoa Oh, 21-54 43rd St. 3rd Fl.,
Astoria, NY 11105
• Wolverine, Rochusstr.48, 40479
Düsseldorf, Germany



28 PAGES LOVINGLY
BOUND WITH TWINE, #13,
$4, 6 ½” x 11”, heavy stock paper
bound with twine, printed,
stamped, and stickered, 28 pgs.
My brother stayed with me for
Thanksgiving this year. Over the
course of the few days, we had a
lot of discussions. He works with
computers; I work with punk rock
and education. We don’t always
see eye to eye. At one point, he
asked me why people even make
zines anymore instead of just cre-
ating blogs or webpages. I gave
him my typical spiel about how
you can’t take a computer into the
bathroom with you; he brought up
laptops. I said you can just put a
zine in your pocket, and he
brought up the growing technolo-
gy with PDAs and even cell
phones for internet browsing. And
then I brought out this issue of
28PLBWT. The stories are well-
told and strong and enough to
stand by themselves, but
Christoph doesn’t leave it at that.
It’s printed with black ink on an
offset press, but then every issue is
individually stamped, stenciled,
screen printed, and stickered. The
effort that goes into each copy
(mine is #545 of 2458) is astound-
ing and each one is actually quite a
piece of art. As they’ve moved to a
larger format, they were presented
with an interesting dilemma when
there were scraps to make the
desired paper size. Instead of toss-
ing them, they (very much like my
mom with extra pie crust) used it
to make another little treat, The
Scrap Paper Review a.k.a. 28 Wee
Pages Heartlessly Bound with
Staples. Both zines come in a
comic book jacket, and there’s
even an addressed envelope for
correspondence. Yes, for someone
to write a letter to them. Not an
email. Not a text message.
Christoph understands what I was
trying to communicate to my
brother. There’s something in the
homemade—in the handwritten

letter, the mix tape with liner
notes, and in 28PLBWT. I think
it’s summed up in the fact that I
don’t get excited when I have
email, but when something comes
in the mail, when someone made
something just for me, I get happy.
I get warm fuzzies. I feel special.
And that’s what I get every time I
get a copy of 28PLBWT. –Megan
(Christoph Meyer, PO Box 106,
Danville, OH 43014)

AK INK, #17, $1 or trade, 
7” x 9”, 22 pgs.
I met some Anchorage punks once
in Northern California. Those
were some crazy motherfuckers.
This zine is from Anchorage, and
while more informative and enter-
taining than flat-out nutty and shit,
it’s still pretty rockin. It’s got some
reviews of not just records and
crazy, drunken park shows but
also of movies and beer. Plus they
got a DIY furniture segment that
actually sounds pretty easy and
potentially awesome. Oh, and also
some short fiction. There’s this
one about a junkie and his dog,
and the junkie’s dog kills the land-
lord’s cat, and, well, trust me, it’s
pretty funny. –Gus (Jenn, PO Box
244235, Anchorage, AK 99524)

NEUS SUBJEX, #63, free, 
3” x 8”, 20 pgs.
Okay, look. I’m all for saving
money on printing costs by putting
everything in a really small font
and eliminating extra pages, but
c’mon guys. This shit is small. I
mean, yeah, you can read it, but
after a while it’s too much. There
is a lot of information in this thing,
and it goes on for pages and pages.
There’s a segment on, like, infor-
mation regarding every band the
author had heard or heard of for
the past year or something. This
was followed by a detailed
account of South by Southwest, in
which every minute of every show
attended is recounted. Sure, the
guy got to meet Vanilla Ice, and

his buddy gave spare change to the
singer from the Apes because he
looks homeless, but damn, dude.
This shit is small. –Gus (PO Box
18051, Fairfield, OH 45018)

NEUS SUBJEX, #64, 
3½” x 8½”, copied, 28 pgs.
Cut and paste zine with quite a lot
of roughly scanned photos and
ridiculously small type. It’s got
standard review fare included and
a few comics here and there. The
largest section is the intro, where
the editor writes six pages, without
paragraph breaks, in six-point
type. There’s also a section where
he asked five or six punks who he
respects questions like, “Is punk
more of a music genre, a way of
life, or just fashion?” and they
responded. Overall, a pretty unin-
spired read, and you’d think after
sixty issues the guy would have
his proofreading down a bit better.
The part I don’t get is how he
manages to be both excited about
his scene and yet also kicks out the
typical “punk today sucks, it’s all
about fashion and isn’t dangerous”
garbage. There were posers in
1980, too. And believe it or not,
people did put out bad records
twenty years ago. This zine’s obvi-
ously been around for a while, and
the guy’s been around the block
more than once, but I get so sick of
hearing about people lamenting
the lack of urgency or power in
bands nowadays. I get so sick of
hearing people say, “Punk, for me,
will always be Black Flag, the
Circle Jerks, Bad Brains, and
Minor Threat. The stuff I grew up
on.” Part of me wants to say,
“Fine, you keep your copies of
Damaged and Group Sex and send
me the rest of your albums if they
suck so bad. I’ll send you
postage.” Believe me, I’ve spent
well over half my life involved in
this thing, as messy and divided
and hipster-laden as it sometimes
is, and there are elements of it that
get very tiresome. But there’s a

vitality and urgency and just flat-
out beautiful anger here that I have
yet to find anywhere else. Maybe
it’s just a case of people working
out their demons in print, but if
you’re really that disenchanted
with all punk from the past fuck-
ing decade, as some of the authors
here appear to be, maybe it’s time
to hang up your hat and exit with
some grace. I’m absolutely down
with punks criticizing punk, but
the argument that punk nowadays
is simply too “pre-fabricated” just
doesn’t hold water with me. Is
New Found Glory or Yellowcard
really that much of a nail in punk’s
coffin? Has Ashlee Simpson wear-
ing an Adicts shirt really cut punk
off at the knees? Give me a break.
Anyway, I could rant on and on, so
at the very least, this issue of The
Neus Subjex got my girdle up and
had me evaluating my own posi-
tion on things. For that, thanks.
–Keith Rosson (The Neus Subjex,
PO Box 18051, Fairfield, OH
45018-0051)

NOSE KNOWS, THE, Vol. 1 #
40, free, 5½” x 4¼”, 48 pgs.
Titled “A Love Letter to
Alabama,” this issue is exclusive-
ly dedicated to that southern state
where the skies are reputedly so
blue. Some of the themes that
were merely touched upon in the
previous issue, like football and
hula hooping, are the central top-
ics of this edition’s essays. I really
liked the essay “How Can
Alabama Be So Magical?” It is
actually a rant of sorts about a
New Year’s resolution to learn to
hula hoop. What is awesome about
it, and what I can appreciate the
most, is that she delves deep into
the bitter reality that learning to
hula hoop is hard for certain peo-
ple. It is also an inspiring story
about overcoming inherited rhyth-
mic ineptitude to attain supreme
victory. Also included is the two-
sided “Pocket Guide to Alabama.”
It is basically a travel journal of
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six stops made on tour in and
around the state. One side features
a hand-drawn map of Alabama
with numbered illustrations next
to six cities. The opposite side has
handwritten explanations that
include places like Auburn, which
is referred to as “one of the best
places in America.” It is also the
location of the on-campus North
vs. South punk rock football game,
which was spiritedly chronicled in
another of this issue’s essays. This
zine is fun and quirky and can fit
into your back pocket. I would cer-
tainly recommend checking it out
if you happen to come across a
copy. –Denise (1810 Riback Rd.,
Columbia, MO 65201)

OUT OF ORDER, #2, 
5½” x 8½”, 12 pgs.
Short little zine done by the lady
who runs Out of Order Records. A
couple of rock and roll rants, pic-
tures of rad bands like the Clorox
Girls, and a story about a guy
handing out bananas to strangers
because his brother died from a
lack of potassium. A quick read,
but you should order the
Dissimilars record that Out of
Order put out and throw in an
extra buck or two for this. –Josh
(PO Box 72775, Davis, CA 95617)

PROUD DISGRACE, #3, 
$1?, 8½” x 11”, copied, 28 pgs.
Rough cut and paste effort here
from Jimmy Reject of the
Dimestore Haloes. I recently
reviewed his novel, Notes on
Johnny Nihil, and felt, despite the
overall tone of the review, that I
was pretty forgiving, simply
because the novel’s such a tough
format to tackle in the first place,
much less manage to do well.
However, this is the guy’s zine,
something we’re all more familiar
with creating and a format that is
more versatile and easier to put
out, and the kid gloves are coming
off. Frankly, my opinion is the
guy’s been around long enough to
know better. This is one of those
full-sized, one staple in the corner
type of zines, the format of choice
for either prisoners or kids in
junior high just putting out their
first publications. Guys in lockup
have to do it because of a lack of
resources, and young kids do it
because they don’t know any bet-
ter. Reject is not in prison and has
been in the scene for (as far as I
can tell) at least over a decade, if
not more, so the only reason I can
surmise for him to have put out
such a blasé, slipshod, straight-
from-WordPerfect-to-the-copier
kind of publication is pure lazi-
ness. This issue features an inter-
view with the Jabbers, some show
and record reviews from his col-

lection that were actually pretty
thorough and interesting, and yet
more of Reject’s heroin-and-punk
obsessed short stories regarding
disenchanted kids with self-given
punk monikers who wind up
intentionally overdosing on drugs
to get back at all the people who
never gave them enough attention.
I don’t really subscribe to Reject’s
brand of “nihilism for nihilism’s
sake” punk rock, and very few of
the bands he’s covered in this
issue are still actively even putting
out records these days, but an
extra hour of layout work
would’ve made forgiving all that a
lot easier. As it stands now, Proud
Disgrace is pretty forgettable.
–Keith Rosson (Blueboy
Productions, 4 Fox Run,
Marshfield, PA 02050)

RISE AND THE FALL OF THE
HARBOR AREA, THE, #5, free,
5½” x 8”, 50 pgs.
My dear friend Amy would like
me to give a shout out to all the
crazy fucks in San Pedro, from
whence this zine emanates.
According to her, anybody from
the SP is gonna be the sweetest,
chillest, most kickass mofo in the
whole of Southern California.
This seems like a glaring general-
ization to me, but if this zine is
any indicator, the place can’t be
that bad. They’ve got the cut and
paste Bukowski stencil. They got
the Raymond Pettibon interview
(with pictures). They got The
Soviettes interview (also with
some pictures). They got the
Wahine Bowl report. And some
reviews. Yep. They seem to got it
all covered. Sweet, chill, kickass
mofos all around. –Gus (PO Box
1794, San Pedro, CA 90733)

SEE HOW PRETTY, SEE
HOW SMART, #3, $5, 8½” x
11”, copied/silkscreened, 44 pgs.
To me, this one hit the most marks
out of the three issues. A lot more
contributors this time around,
some of them dumb, so-so, or just
really pushing the line of “hey,
you just want to use some doodles
from my sketchbook?” Standouts
this time around include: 1) More
of Sean McCarthy’s creepy and
kinetic monster drawings, seem-
ing for all the world to me like
acid-inspired illustrations for
Moby Dick. 2) Zak Smith, whose
contribution last issue was rough
but funny, turns out to still be god-
damn funny, but he can also draw
some of the best monsters around.
He’s heavy influenced—looks to
me—by old comic guys like Jae
Lee and Bill Seinkewicz.
Fantastic. His monsters review
records (!) that include SLF’s
Inflammable Material and

Nightmares by From Ashes Rise.
3) Jeffery Lewis’s hilarious spoof
of Chaucer’s The Canterbury
Tales. This heartwarming and
updated tale involves a rich corpse
fucker, a mad scientist, a grave
robber, Einstein’s brain, and tons
of zombies. Again, hilarious. The
stuff I just wrote about takes up
well over half the zine and totally
makes up for the rest. –Keith
Rosson (partykausa.com)

SNAKEPIT/GULLIBLE
SPLIT, #’s 34 & 26 respectively,
5½” x 8”, 46 pgs.
Split zines are occasionally weird
because the different writers are in
totally incongruent places and
what one is saying has very little
or no relation to what the other is
saying. One wonders why they
even put their work together
(unless they were splitting costs,
in which case it makes complete
sense, dissonance be damned).
Interestingly, while the two writ-
ers in this instance are writing
from geographically very different
places (New York and Japan), they
actually cover a lot of the same
ground. Women suck and will hurt
you? Check. Been doin’ the punk
thing for a while and it’s the only
life for me? Check. Being on tour
rules? Check. Being on tour
sucks? Check. I kinda wonder
why they didn’t just collaborate
on one zine that would be all
about Bukowski touring while
hating on his woman and clogging
people’s toilets. Oh, and
MySpace. –Gus (PO Box 49447
Austin, TX 78765)

SOLITARY EXISTENCE, 
#3, $?, 8 ½” x 11”, 40 pgs.
I think it’s pretty funny that this
was sent to us. In one interview,
Travis (or Sk8, as he calls himself)
asks an interviewee, “Do you feel
strongly [sic] about declaring war
on Razorcake as I do?” He’s
apparently upset about a negative
review that was given by
Razorcake in regard to a zine
made by one of his friends. Do I
understand the difficulties
involved in putting together a
prison zine? Probably not fully. I
know that material is regularly
confiscated. I know punishments
are doled out. Do I think that
someone who creates their art in
light of these circumstances is
admirable in their dedication?
Absolutely. Does that mean that
when I (or anyone else) reads it,
especially for review, that they
should just focus on those circum-
stances and not pay attention to
the actual content as they would
any other zine? Not at all. Solitary
Existence is not something that I
want to read. The author writes

like an eighth grader who needs
additional help in basic English.
Talking about eating boogers,
upping the punx, and Paris Hilton
is just not going to do it for me, no
matter what circumstances you’re
writing under. Yes, I think it’s
good that someone wants to write,
but put in the effort to write well.
The entire time I was reading this,
I was thinking of an essay I’ve
read called “A Homemade
Education.” It’s by Malcolm X
and is in his autobiography as
well. The gist of it is that he real-
ized that his main method of com-
munication while in jail was going
to be through writing, so he taught
himself how to write, and how to
write well. He did things like copy
the dictionary page by page. He
expanded his vocabulary, prac-
ticed his penmanship, and
improved his spelling. I suggest
that anyone interested in writing,
from prison or elsewhere, read
that and take a few lessons from it.
–Megan (Fanorama)

SUGAR NEEDLE, #28, $1 and a
stamp or trades for cool zines or
candy, 4¼” x 11”, 16 pgs. 
Do you like Tight Pants? Do you
like candy? Do you like rad stuff?
Since I’m sure you answered
“yes” to all three of those ques-
tions, you should check out Sugar
Needle. It’s kinda like what Tight
Pants would be if Maddy left out
the stories of hamster abuse and
stuck to talking about candy. As
you can imagine, it’s rad. The peo-
ple who put it out are my heroes.
–Josh (Two addresses: 
PO Box 66835, Portland, OR
97290; 1029A Adams Ave,
Salisbury, MD 21804)

TRUST, #111, 2.50EU, 
9” x 12”, 65 pgs.
(Reviewer’s note: This review
was translated into German and
then translated back into English
by a robot who lives on the inter-
net. Enjoy!) “This zine is writing
and is published in Germany.
Meanwhile it is in and of itself
awesome, I do not speak neither
reads German. While suppose,
that I would have the entire thing
in freetranslation.com be able to
with, I was not interested that. An
about pair should not have envi-
ronment kept an eye out of teu-
tonischen: many German hard
volumes see in, as churches ware-
house counselor, disorients over-
whelmed the arrangement and the
accidental photograph, environ-
ment appears be universal, and I
about “menschen of grindcore”
men of grindcore. I do not know
although really. This thing is
enough big, and the interviews go
for multiple sides promote then
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herself terivesse in very any
German interest, I laugh tests of
shit this of.” (Reviewer’s note:
That last bit originally said, “If you
are at all into German hardcore,
you should probably check this
shit out.) –Gus (Dolf
Hermannstadter, Postfach 11 07
62, 28087 Bremen, Germany)

TRUST, #114, 2.50 Euros, 
8½” x 11”, offset, 80 pgs.
Long-running German juggernaut,
kind of like a transatlantic
Maximum Rocknroll with a stiffer
layout and nicer paper. Bands cov-
ered include Drunk, Just Went
Black, Four Letter Word, and Ani
Difranco. There are also plenty of
photos, show and record reviews,
as well as pages and pages of
upcoming show listings. However,
like I said, everything’s in German,
so the only text I can decipher is in
some of the ads. That said, I imag-
ine it’s a pretty invaluable tool to them
thar German punks. –Keith Rosson
(Dolf Hermannstädter, Postfach 11 07
62, 28087 Bremen, Germany)

TYPICAL GIRLS, #1, $2 (?), 5
½” x 8 ½”, 26 pgs.
As a format, zines, for some rea-
son, often overlook an obvious
partner: the well-crafted short
story. Jennifer Whiteford’s Typical
Girls is two loosely related short
stories. One is about a little girl

paranoid of being kidnapped just
like Patty Hearst (because her step-
dad had remarried “rich,” and
therefore she’d be a prime candi-
date). The title story is of two rock-
er chicks who—due to not wanting
to suck sweaty arcade hesher dicks
anymore, amongst other things—
decide to become punks. (Punk’s
gender equality is cited. Plus, the
music’s better, which is a rock-
solid argument for me.) Jennifer
has an easy-to-read, direct style.
Her characters are carefully con-
structed and she has a fine hand for
memorable detail. (The lead char-
acter has a large scar on her face
and it’s neither the bane of her
existence nor something that does-
n’t nag her on occasion.) Typical
Girls is honest and believable fic-
tion that reads with the same finely
realized coming-of-age, wonder-
and-awkwardness finesse of Joe
Meno’s Hairstyles of the Damned.
Completely enjoyable and very
recommended. –Todd 
(www.matildazine.org)

VENGEANCE AT CACKLING
MOUNTAIN, $7, 4” x 6”, con-
struction paper, silk screened and
photocopied, Japanese book bind-
ing, 48 pgs.
There are no words, just illustra-
tions, but what you get is beautiful.
Well, not the story itself (which is,
surprisingly enough, about the

revenge that a rabbit takes on a
squirrel), but the pages look almost
as if they were lithographs. Some
pages use up to four different col-
ors and black on black construc-
tion paper, which creates a dark
overall feeling. Just gorgeously put
together. I know I’d never pay
seven bucks for it, even though it is
completely worth it. –Megan
(Partyka c/o Matt Weigle, PO Box
448, NY, NY 10018)

ZISK, #9, $2, 7” x 8½”, 
copied, 48 pgs.
As someone whose interest in
baseball had waned incredibly
even by Little League age (where
I, overweight and legally blind,
essentially stood in the right out-
field for hours at a time, usually so
bored and disinterested in the
game I was reduced to throwing
my own mitt up in the air and
catching it over and over again),
my eyes didn’t exactly light up
with glee at this one. And after
thumbing through it and trying,
really trying, to get started on read-
ing the damn thing, I’m still of the
opinion that N{}rb probably
should have reviewed it. At least
he would know what the fuck these
dudes are talking about. I found the
subtitle (“The Baseball Magazine
for People Who Hate Baseball
Magazines”) to be pretty inaccu-
rate. That said, let me give you a

rundown of Zisk’s contents in this
issue. 1) An interview with Bill
Janovitz (of Buffalo Tom) about
music and baseball. 2) Something
about how the current problems
with the Red Sox are akin to Molly
Ringwald’s unavailability in Pretty
In Pink. 3) More stuff about base-
ball. I don’t know any of these peo-
ple’s names. At all. 4) Fucking
stats. Yeah, I’m vastly underquali-
fied to review this thing. Did you
know that “Unknown Zay” had 4
“BBs” in 1886? I don’t even know
what a “BB” is. 5) A (presumably
fake) interview with some dude at
ESPN about their shitty sports cov-
erage. Agh, fuck, forget this.
There’s pages and pages of this
stuff, and I can’t understand any of
it. Look, if you’re reading
Razorcake and you like baseball,
you will probably love this zine to
frickin’ death. Or maybe you’ll get
pissed off by it. At the very least,
it’s a zine about baseball, and
you’ll understand it. –Keith
Rosson (Zisk, 801 Eagles Ridge
Rd., Brewster, NY 10509)

Many more zine reviews appear
on www.razorcake.com



Enchanters Vs, Sprawlburg Springs, The
By Brian Costello, 193 pages.

At its most basic, it’s a story about a guy.
Guy joins band (The Enchanters), guy falls in
love, guy finds niche of like minds amidst the
suburbs. The basic plot is familiar, but the
approach and the telling are both unique.
Costello’s language and attention to detail imme-
diately draw you into the story. Lines like,
“Driving under an orange creamsicle sky through
the gently winding neighborhood,” are used
against some of the sharper images in the book
which adds a nice contrast. The Enchanters,
though drunk on cough syrup when they’re above
legal drinking age, and wearing orange face paint
and football helmets, actually come off as believ-
able and relatable, which is no easy feat. Story-
wise, I have no complaints, but overall I have two
complaints. The first is that towards the end of
the book, in “The Aftermath, Chapter One,” the
narrator’s voice shifts suddenly. It feels like it
was written as a personal essay on touring. It’s
fantastic, and even as much as I liked the book, I
liked this chapter more. But the trouble is that it
just doesn’t seem to fit. The second problem I
had was with the editing. There are a lot of errors
(some in structure, some in situations like using
“know” instead of “no”) that made reading diffi-
cult to understand. I found myself having to go
back over sections to understand what was actu-
ally being said. I have always stood by the fact
that I would rather read a good story rather than
a perfectly punctuated one, and this definitely has
a story worth reading. –Megan (Featherproof,
2201 W. Iowa St. #3, Chicago, IL 60622)

I, A Me-ist or The Portable Board
By Mykel Board, 382 pgs. 

Hideous comic-style cover, extensive use of
Chalkboard font, and one of the most awkward
book titles in recent memory; Board’s already got
a jumpstart on annoying the reader, even before
you crack the book open. This is, with a few
minor exceptions, selections from his long, long
tenure as Maximum Rocknroll columnist,
columns that date back more than twenty years. I
would gather that a pretty high percentage of peo-
ple reading this have read at least excerpts from
Board’s columns over the years. I know I have.

That said, I’ve never really cared for his
stuff. I started reading MRR around 1990—Board
had already been doing his column for years.
Even then, I think he, Jeff Bale, Larry Livermore,
and Tim Yohannon were possibly the only origi-

nal columnists left.
Whether Board will
consider this a badge
of honor or not, I
have always consid-
ered him, especially
as a young teenager
who was absolutely
floored on this punk
thing, the black
sheep of the MRR
columnists. He gen-
erally began most of
his columns with
some odious and
detailed misadven-
ture involving bodily
ailments or fluids, he
rarely talked about
punk music itself
(shit, he ripped on
punk half the time),
and as a kid I didn’t
really have the inter-
est or patience to
decipher what the

fuck he was usually trying to get at. His writing
just didn’t speak to me and I generally thought he
was usually just trying to talk his way out of
being a shithead.

His writings here are pretty much as a
remember them: philosophic, argumentative,
and, at times, incredibly condescending and
solipsist. But there were times while reading I, A
Me-Ist… that I found myself grudgingly agreeing
with him. I still feel that he’s full of crap most of
the time, and vain, and oftentimes picks the
wrong targets in his attacks. But he’s also a text-
book example of (and he’ll love the reference,
I’m sure) “the personal is the political.” He
writes about his everyday experiences (which, to
his credit, are generally not like a lot of peoples’
everyday experiences) and points out the inner
political workings and ramifications of them.
He’s been the constant aggressor for years in a
battle against regimented thought and the con-
ventions of “social propriety.” And he’s never
dumbed things down, he’s never assumed that the
fourteen year-old kid reading his columns, in
1990, or at any other time, wouldn’t be able to
understand what he’s getting at.   

The book’s thick. It’s divided into sections
(“Age,” “Sex,” “Music,” “Politics,” etc.) and
columns are then put in chronological order with-
in those sections. Each column is prefaced with a
blurb from the author: what the intent of the col-
umn was, how it was received, and how he feels
about it now. 

Like I said, my opinion of Board’s writing
hasn’t changed much since I was a kid. I’m still
not terribly moved by what he writes about, or
the manner in which he delivers it. Whether he’s
getting something shoved up his ass or trying to
get laid on Mongolia, I still find myself getting a
little bit bored after a few paragraphs and going
to the endnotes he usually places at the column’s
end. At the same time, I find myself almost
admiring the guy. He’s spent nearly twenty-five
years annoying, dismantling, and challenging
people’s ideas of morality and propriety, and then
documenting it on paper.  While I was a fourteen
year-old kid who wanted to know about bands
and what they sounded like, Board was interest-
ed in what people thought; he’d already been
gauging and assessing his own convictions and
beliefs for dozens of years before I came along.
So the fact that he has a book out—a physical,
tangible collection of his work—it seems more a
testament to the guy himself, to his own search

for truth, if you’ll ignore the hippie, quasi-spiri-
tual overtones of that. To the fact that he’s
remained seemingly indefatigable, relentless, and
always willing to stir the shit. 

In a scene that’s sometimes into being shock-
ing just for shock’s sake, with no real questioning
of the intent or ramifications behind it, and, trans-
versely, one that’s so denuded and asexual and
polite, we still need guys like Board to constant-
ly piss us off because he’s right or to annoy us or
make us roll our eyes because he’s so full of shit.
We need guys like Board to keep throwing words
into the void and seeing what sticks. While I’m
still not a fan, I wholeheartedly acknowledge that
guys like Board keep punk, if not dangerous, than
at least constantly on its toes. Guys like Board
remind us to not only question ourselves, but
everything. He asks us, intentionally or not, why
we’re here, and forces us to decide if it’s still
worth standing up for. If you’re a fan, you’ll be
thrilled to get this book. If you’re not, this book
won’t change your mind, but it might just allow
you a kind of grudging respect for a man who’s
never shied away from controversy, certainly not
at the sake of etiquette, “appropriateness,” or
even his own reputation. –Keith Rosson 
(Hope and Nonthings, PO Box 14810, 
Chicago, IL 60614-8010)

Man without a Country, A
by Kurt Vonnegut, 145 pgs.

Like Studs Terkel—and, most likely, a good
portion of the ever-dwindling few among us who
pay any attention anymore to “non-blog” writ-
ing—I am delighted and, somehow, deeply
relieved that Kurt Vonnegut didn’t make good on
his threat to never write another book again. For
the last several years, he has seemed so ready to
walk away from it all and just be swallowed up
by the mists of time—or whatever it is that hap-
pens to great Men of Letters who have been nuz-
zled to the side of the road by the latest literary
fad. For some reason the quirky, kindhearted
humor and “perpetual astonishment” of Kurt
Vonnegut just don’t seem to neatly fit into this
self-absorbed epoch of digital vanity publishing.
And he, like the canary in the coal mine that he
is, seemed to sense it first. He wrote in
Timequake in 1996 that writers—or “craftspeo-
ple”—like himself are now considered by the
general populace to be as quaint “as contempo-
rary makers in New England tourist towns of the
toy windmills known since colonial times as
whirligigs.” That’s the sort of talk you expect
from someone whose “peephole” is about to
close, as Vonnegut himself might say. But now a
collection of brief memoirs and wisdom-filled
rants called A Man without a Country has sud-
denly fallen into our laps and Vonnegut-o-philes
like myself have much cause for celebration.
This smallish, neat book is like a Whitman’s
Sampler of classic Vonnegut-isms. In it, he cov-
ers some of his own personal history, rehashes
and updates some theories on the craft of story-
telling, and goes after the powers-that-be in this
country—equating them with psychopathic per-
sonalities, i.e: “personable people who have no
consciences.” My only problem was that I
could’ve “used a nipple” for this book, as we say
in beer drinking parlance, because, with only 145
pages and nearly children’s-book-sized type, I
was definitely nursing this one. I just didn’t want
it to end. For me, there’s always been a lot to like
about Vonnegut’s writing, from his sardonic wit
to his unflagging humanism and his keen appre-
ciation for the slap-stick nature of human exis-
tence. I don’t know if there’s any other author
who’s made me laugh out loud more frequently.
But I think the thing that I like, above all else, is
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his ability, with a seemingly simple turn of a
phrase or unexpected word combination, to make
the mundane and familiar suddenly strange and
new. And that humble, but invaluable, little trick
of tripping up the reader’s perception is some-
thing few writers are able to do with any consis-
tency. And it’s worth more than all the whirligigs
in the world. Vonnegut wrote, again in
Timequake, that “a plausible mission of artists is
to make people appreciate being alive at least a
little bit.” I would have to say that, once again,
with A Man without a Country, Vonnegut has
scored a “Mission Accomplished” with me. And
I mean that in the pre-Dubya sense of the term.
While it still seems that Vonnegut is perfectly
willing to go out with the final bang of the
Gutenberg galaxy, he is, at least for now, still
here with us. It will be a sad day indeed when his
peephole is closed for good. –Aphid Peewit
(Seven Stories, 140 Watts St., 
New York, NY, 10013)

Panda Meat: Source Book 1
Foreword by Frank Kozik, 120 pgs.

Yeah, it’s published by Last Gasp, but appar-
ently in name only. This book was compiled via
the Gig Posters website (www.gigiposters.com)
and is apparently a hundred percent DIY effort,
assembled and paid for via the contributors them-
selves. Panda Meat began as an open call to peo-
ple who post their work on the site; you pay for
your page and you’re in. The only guideline
being that the artists must regularly “illustrate,
design, and print their own work.” 

So we’ve got over one hundred different
designers, illustrators, and silk screeners who
make up the bulk of the book. Kozik, in his ten-
sentence foreword, hopes that the reader will
consider Panda Meat a healthy alternative to
“normal” design bibles, and I suppose it is, to
some degree. There’s a handful of folks who I’m
familiar with, mostly due to their involvement in
the poster or lowbrow art scenes; heavy-hitters
Jeff Kleinsmith, Emek, Mike King, and the Print
Mafia people all make appearances here. There’s
also a handful of people that turned in amazing
shit, but that have (thus far to my limited knowl-
edge, anyway) slipped under the radar until now;
Casey Burns, P-Jay Fidler, Jason Goad, Matt
Terich, and Bradley Zimmerman all have excel-
lent pages as well.

The majority of the work here is steeped in
the silkscreen/poster design tradition, with the
occasional oil painting of Mexican wrestlers or
what looks a lot like Illustrator-created tattoo
flash making up the remainders. Despite the tepid
design on the cover, it’s generally a pretty book,
and a simple and straightforward one—there’s
Kozik’s page, the contributor pages, then an
index listing each artist and their contact infor-
mation. Boom, you’re done. It’s definitely a
switch from the average design book, and I guess
the idea of “paying to play” is a refreshing idea to
some degree, but overall I found that about a
third of the book was actually interesting; having
only one page per artist made it hard for me to
really get a handle on what some of these people
were shooting for. It would’ve been nice if each
person had been able to get two or three pages, or
have more than one image per page, but then I
suppose the cost would’ve been significantly
higher. 

As it stands now, Panda Meat’s a pretty
decent coffee table for me and a nice bit of port-
folio work for the artists involved. –Keith Rosson
(Last Gasp, 777 Florida St., SF, CA 94110)

Assemblage v1.0: DVD
Maybe instead of the current title, this DVD
could be titled What’s Wrong with Music Today
(and a Few Exceptions), Volume One. Because
basically that’s what we have here: twenty total
tracks, most of which are pointless. Some of the
music on the DVD is good (including Blueline
Medic, Thursday, and Rainer Maria), but with
the exception of the Rainer Maria video, I
ended up fast-forwarding through almost every
single one of these since no video seemed to be
telling any kind of story worth me spending
three or four minutes of my time watching.
Instead, most just showed the band playing live,
much like any video you’d see on MTV.
Unfortunately, the last three or four videos
wouldn’t run correctly on either of the two
DVD players I tried. I have a feeling I really
didn’t miss much. –Kurt Morris (Grey Two-
Eleven; www.greytwoeleven.com)

BellRays: Live at the Bar Fly: DVD
Nothing can ever replace the experience of see-
ing the BellRays live. This is a truism along the
same lines of importance as “Taco Bell is not
even remotely related to Mexican food.” The
band’s sheer muscle and greatness can only be
fully appreciated when they are standing right
in front of you and pummeling you repeatedly
over the head with it. That said, this DVD
makes an admirable attempt at doing just that.
Filmed at some dive in England, this features
them blasting through an eighteen-song set to
an appreciative audience. Their performance is
spot-on and they are energetic in their deliv-
ery—Lisa even rushes the crowd at one point.
The sound quality is quite good and the multi-
camera work ensures that the bulk of the action
will not be missed. Much respect and gratitude
is due to the folks at Punkervision for making
available a video document of one of the great-
est punk bands ever to grace the planet. If you
live on some remote rock completely cut off
from the rest of the world and own a big-screen
TV and a state-of-the-art sound system, this
might do the trick. My suggestion, though,
would be to get the fuck off said rock, go see the
band live, go home and watch this and relish in
the memory of seeing ’em first-hand, then go
out and see ’em again, because nothing can ever
replace the experience of seeing the BellRays
live. Oh, and while you’re at it, stay the fuck
away from Taco Bell.  –Jimmy Alvarado
(www.punkervision.net)

Kid Dynamite: Four Years in One Gulp: DVD
Yeah, people were deservedly fuckin’ stoked
about Kid Dynamite. The band had history: pre-
history with Lifetime; post history with Paint It
Black, None More Black, and Good Riddance.
I personally think Kid Dynamite ruled and were
an important bridge between straight-ahead,
first generation hardcore and melody-infused
modern punk. This is a well-made documentary
of a short-lived, great band, that, like that one



space shuttle, blew up when it was really tak-
ing off. Where the movie excels is in its bal-
ance. It’s doesn’t grandstand and put the band
on an impossible pedestal nor is it apologetic
and mopey. The movie also strikes a balance
due to its diversity. It’s part oral history (by the
band themselves, long-time fans, and label
owners), part well-recorded live performances
(from all over the U.S.), part comedy routines
(their roadies, who should star in their own
public access show), and part
reminiscence/therapy session for previously
unresolved issues between the band members
concerning the abrupt finish to a promising
band. Ultimately, all of the members of Kid
Dynamite come off looking and acting like
real, passionate, and flawed human beings
who had a knack for making great music
together. In a twist at the end, the band—more
popular than ever, it seems—plays a string of
sold-out reunion shows to help a long-time
friend start his foundation for battling cancer.
This movie is the perfect presentation and
preservation of a band that should be remem-
bered and regarded as one of the brightest
spots in late ‘90s/ early ‘00s punk. Highly rec-
ommended. –Todd (Jade Tree, 2310
Kennwynn Rd., Willmington, DE, 19810)

Sex Pistols, The: Music Box Biographical
Collection: DVD
Outside of any GG Allin encounters, have you
ever seen an animal lap up a puddle of anoth-
er animal’s vomit—only to heave that back
up? If you have, you know just how slurpy and
unnerving it is. I’m not talking about politi-
cians here, though this would certainly apply
to them as well. I’m talking about shameless
animals whose meager sense of decorum has
been yanked out of them like the guts of a
dressed-out deer and whose pride has fallen
away like clumps of mangy fur or dingy, lep-
rous flesh. They are, in T.S. Eliot’s terminolo-
gy, the “hollow men.” Such are the base crea-
tures on display in this somnific, worthless lit-
tle turd of a DVD entitled Sex Pistols: Music
Box Biographical Collection. If you are unfor-
tunate enough to stumble upon this laughably
pointless pseudo-documentary “about the Sex
Pistols,” you will quickly see exactly what I
mean.  This DVD is nothing—and let me
emphasize: NOTHING—but roughly one
hour’s worth of interviews with blobby British
“music critic” nobodies telling you everything
you already know about the Sex Pistols, while
herky-jerky video loops of all the familiar
Pistols’ archival film footage and photos are
projected behind their fat, prattling heads. And
that’s it. Not a single interview with a green-
teethed band member or a self-important man-
ager or even a thuggish tour security goon.
Just “exclusive interviews” with multi-
chinned music journalist blowhards you’ve
never heard of and you never want to hear
from ever again. Positively stupefying.
Garishly banal, uninsightful, and uninterest-
ing, the content on this DVD isn’t even
warmed over: it’s a cold and gloppy cup of
twice-chucked upchuck. Drink if you must,
but don’t say I didn’t warn you. Pure,
wretched twaddle. –Aphid Peewit

Who Cares: The Duane Peters Story: DVD
There are probably hundreds of “famous” peo-
ple out there who have no business having a
documentary made about them. Other than
being “famous,” they really have nothing
interesting in their lives. Duane Peters is not
one of those people. I doubt I have to explain
who DP is to any Razorcake readers out there,

but to sum him up quickly, he is Punk
Incarnate. Period. Pro skater to pro junkie,
Duane has seen it all and managed to survive
to tell the tale…. Well, him and a who’s who
of the skateboard and punk rock world. The
film looks great: melding the classic skate and
gig footage with the interviews. All style.
Having that smooth talker Mofo narrate can’t
hurt either. While all the interviewees have an
abundance of stories about Peters, it’s his
mother who steals the show. To quote her: “I
bet you didn’t think Duane had a mother.”
From the punk kid shaving kids’ heads at the
skateparks in the ‘70s to the man skating down
the streets with his kid on his shoulders today,
Duane Peters has lived an extraordinary life
and I’m glad we finally get to see him for what
he is: a true American legend. –Ty
Stranglehold (Black Label Pictures,
www.blacklabelskates.com) 

X: The Unheard Music: DVD
Finally available on DVD after years of lin-
gering in legend and obscurity on out of print
and deteriorating VHS tapes and obtuse Laser
Discs. This is hands down the most visually
stunning “documentary” about a band—hell,
movie in general—I’ve seen in recent memo-
ry, and it was originally released in 1985.
Husband and wife team Alizabeth Foley and
W.T. Morgan created the perfect motion pic-
ture incarnation of X’s raw, volatile, and hon-
est—if sometimes kitschy—heart and soul
from the years between the Los Angeles and
Under the Big Black Sun albums. Partly
remarkable arthouse (yet unpretentious)
vignettes that serve as pseudo music videos
and segues, part live footage, and part tasteful
band documentary, the film focuses on the
band, obviously, but it also ends up capturing
crucial elements of L.A.’s musical past...
many of which are of L.A. remembering its
musical past despite it only being a few
years after the fact. My favorite reminiscence
is by Brendan Mullen, owner of the Masque,
taking you down in to the thoroughly
destroyed pit that used be his club and its graf-
fiti. He details the no less than eight parties
who called for and finally forced its closure
(including the City of Los Angeles itself, the
Fire Department, The Public Health
Department, and the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce). I’m a big fan of Westway to the
World and The Filth and the Fury documen-
taries (Clash and Sex Pistols respectively).
Both are visually creative, insightful, and at
times humorous and heartbreaking. The
Unheard Music has all of that with the advan-
tage of capturing the band as the events were
happening, when they were their most creative
and vital; getting the honest feelings, opin-
ions, and actions of people before time could
smooth out all the rough spots. I’m sure there
were some embarrassing moments excised
from this film as well, but I prefer to think this
is X as they really were in the early ‘80s.
Technical aspects: There aren’t much in the
way of special features, although there is the
option to play the live portions only (which is
sort of cool), chapter selection, and various
audio formats. There’s a spelling error on the
cover: Karem John Monsour is the Director
od (sic) Photography, but who looks that
closely at the credits on the back of a DVD?
The film also captures Ray Manzarek being a
cheesy douche... but any film or written word
of Manzarek does that, so I wouldn’t call it
special. –Stevo (Image Entertainment)
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